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“The product of dialogue is the dialogue.”  
Giulia, Roman interfaith dialoguer 
 
 
 
 
 
“It was interesting but I didn’t learn much.  
I never learn much at these things.  
It’s just to be seen and heard and to reinforce the same ideas.  
But it’s always nice to see everyone.” 
 
Ariana, Roman interfaith dialoguer 
 
 
 
 
 
“I’ll teach Islam. But I don’t like it.”  
Roman public school religion teacher 
 v 
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ABSTRACT 
 This ethnography of interreligious dialogue in Rome is concerned with 
how interfaith encounters and social transformation are dialectically constructed 
and enacted. The network of Roman interfaith organizations is placed in a 
Durkheimian framework as a moral community with distinct rituals and sacred 
objects, referred to as the “interfaith society.”  
The interfaith society described here is distinctly shaped by its location in 
Rome: the neighboring Vatican, engrained cultural Catholicism, and—through 
global migratory patterns distinct to the late 20th century—the inundation of non-
Catholic religions into Italy. This research analyzed the differences that exist 
between elite institutional events and informal grassroots (di base) gatherings, 
noting the way third sector nonprofits form a "hinge" between the two. In-depth 
examination of the publishing cooperative and program office Confronti shows 
the evolution of Catholic ecumenical efforts into today's interfaith society. It also 
shows the value of creative dialogue as a form of interfaith engagement. 
 xxi 
This exploration is based upon interviews with 52 participants across 
these settings, participant-observation of interfaith practices, and interviews with 
17 Romans who do not practice dialogue. Interfaith encounters and interviews 
with 25 dialoguers in Israel and Palestine illustrate the difference geographical 
and sociopolitical context can make in the practice of dialogue, and demonstrate 
that dialogue is framed in both settings as a method to disrupt historical patterns 
of stereotyping and objectification. 
 This study finds that interfaith dialogue can best be understood by 
examining its processes and asking what they mean for participants, rather than 
looking for "metrics.” Encounters across religious difference are found to require 
intention, leadership, and repetition in order to establish a "safe haven." 
Participants speak of their goals in terms of "humanizing" the other and striving 
for "mutual recognition." Each of these discursive goals is explored through the 
narrative data gathered. They are found to be best understood not by 
measurement of their "success," but as shared sacred values that bind together 
the interfaith society. The repeated, communal invocation of these sacred values 
signifies to the members of the community that they belong to the collective, 
solidifying also awareness of who is not in their group.  
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GLOSSARY 
Comune di Roma: Municipal government of the city of Rome 
Camera dei Deputati: The Italian House of Representatives 
Dialogue: An intentional encounter between affiliates of different religions and 
faith claims, who gather with the pro-social intent to strengthen community ties 
and bridge social divides. 
 
Interfaithers: People who engage in dialogue between affiliates of different 
religions. Verb form: interfaithing. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 
 
Pontification 
 
 In January 2015 the participants in the 50th anniversary meeting of the 
Pontifical Institute of Arabic and Islamic Studies departed together from the 
Urbaniana campus and descended the Janiculum Hill in an elevator cut into the 
slope. The doors parted in front of the colonnades of Saint Peter’s basilica. 
Together, we drew toward the Vatican, where we were scheduled for an 
audience with Pope Francis. 
 I walked with two nuns from the Order of the Holy Sisters of Zion. “A 
new pope doesn’t change your daily life,” said the Australian sister. “But the nice 
thing about this one is that he is more ordinary.” She recalled when Pope Francis 
conducted a mass in the Philippines under a torrential rain. He performed the 
sacraments while wrapped in a soaked plastic poncho, in front of thousands of 
Filipinos swaddled in the same soggy plastic as the pontiff. “Francis is a pope of 
the people. And we understand what he is saying in a way we couldn’t with the 
others. It’s welcoming.” 
 We were grilled by Italian police at the metal detector before we crossed 
the international state line into Vatican City. We were steered under a high arch 
and past a stony-eyed Swiss Army guard, scowling in velveteen pantaloons. We 
traversed a broad courtyard and the Pius IX portal, climbing up and up and up, 
ascending staircases that unfolded into more staircases. Each steep corridor 
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stretched out under broad windows that flooded the climb with brilliance. The 
illuminated ceilings grew more and more ornate. Behind me, religion scholars 
Father Thomas Michel and Jose Casanova chatted about Pope Francis’s personal 
schedule of waking at 4:30am to pray. “He prays for three hours before 
breakfast!” one of them said incredulously, as though this were the pope’s 
greatest sacrifice. 
 At the top of the fifth pontifical staircase we reached an elaborate dressing 
room where we were instructed to leave our coats. We filed into the reception 
room. One hundred plush red-and-gold velvet chairs were lined up for the 
audience. I sat next to an Irish priest who recognized me from a comment I had 
made at the conference about my experience in interfaith dialogue. “You’re the 
Jewess!” he remarked. He told me his study of Judaism helped him see Christian 
faith in a fresh light. He said, “When we study other religions, we study them 
with sympathy and enter them with faithful confidence, and see what God has 
been doing in that religion.” Then he quoted TS Eliot’s Four Quartets: “At the 
end, you will come back to the beginning and see it with new eyes.” 
 We heard a rustle outside the reception room doors. Pope Francis was 
coming soon. The priest turned to me and said, “The people love him. They 
understand what he is saying. It’s totally new for the Church.” As an 
afterthought, he added, “He’s probably really jet-lagged from his trips to the 
Philippines and Sri Lanka. He just got back.” The priest was sympathetic, as if 
the pope were an overworked friend. 
 The crowd rustled and stood. It felt like a wedding, waiting for the bride. 
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 Pope Francis entered: a vision in white. 
 The Swiss guards had asked us not to take pictures, but of course when 
Pope Francis entered everyone stood and went bananas with their cell phone 
cameras, iPads and camcorders. 
 The attending cardinals perched him on the grandest red-and-gold velvet 
chair of all. The pope waited serenely while we, a motley crew of Catholics and 
Muslims—and a Jewess—were introduced. He stood and read a statement about 
interfaith dialogue.  
 Pope Francis told us that a humble and well-intentioned dialogue forged 
in love and commitment was possible between people. He urged us to assume 
the best about the people we meet. He said, we have to try and listen and 
understand, without projecting our own understanding and morals onto the 
other. He told us, “Dialogue happens everywhere—in the grocery store, in the 
classroom, in the family home, within the same religion, within ourselves. 
Dialogue doesn’t need a microphone. It needs an open and calm heart that stays 
grounded in its natural compassion. Dialogue needs a heart that understands the 
suffering and dreams of the other. When dialogue happens between different 
religions it can be a challenge—and this challenge can give us more rewards than 
we can imagine, if we can find the courage to open up and invest in the secrets 
and hopes of another mysterious human being.” 
 The interfaith dialogues found in this vignette from the papal chambers of 
Vatican City span from the gilded grandiosity of Vatican’s interfaith 
proceedings, to the “dialogue everywhere” that Pope Francis reminded his 
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audience happens every day in Rome. Pope Francis’s enthusiasm for 
interreligious exchange is accompanied by the presence of various global and 
Italian religious headquarters in Rome. If the pontiff wants to make a global 
gesture towards Protestants, it is relatively simple for him to arrange a meeting 
at the local Waldensian seminary. Likewise, if he wants to send a message of 
brotherhood to the Jews, the historical Jewish ghetto area is less than a mile from 
Vatican City, and the largest mosque in Western Europe is also in Rome. Indeed, 
the clustering of religious landmarks and significant institutions of many types 
in Rome rises up to meet Francis’s ardor for dialogue. Romans, if they want 
them, have many opportunities to engage with their diverse neighbors who are 
here to stay. 
 
Project Description 
 
 This is an ethnography of interreligious dialogue in Rome, its networks 
and practices. It is concerned with how religious identity, personal relationships, 
and social transformation are dialectically constructed and enacted within realms 
of religious pluralism. This dissertation particularly concerns Roman “lived 
pluralism,” the daily experiences of Romans who intentionally encounter the 
religious other, and the mechanisms by which a specific community seeks to 
bridge social divides. 
 The approach of this research is to focus on the “interfaith society” of 
Rome—the networks of organizations and people intentionally creating 
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encounters with “religious others,” aiming to bridge social divides, build 
friendships, share experiences and improve their community together. The 
study’s questions are highly contextual, influenced by the distinct aspects of 
studying religion in Rome: the neighboring Vatican, engrained cultural 
Catholicism, the marginality of every non-Catholic religious presence at Roman 
interfaith events. In one case study, the research gives particular emphasis to an 
interfaith community centered around creative, artistic collaborations.  
 Although the interfaith society of Rome is encouraged by the enthusiastic 
support for interfaith encounter given by Pope Francis, it is also obstructed by 
Romans’ collective cultural malaise and gattopardismo Romano, whereby Rome 
sees constant chaos but rarely cumulative changes. This research is even 
influenced by the geography of Italy, a peninsula that juts into the Mediterranean 
Sea and renders Italy an inevitable reception point for the floods of in-crisis 
immigrants crossing lethal waters in flimsy boats and arriving to big Italian cities 
where they tend to “hunker down” in ethnic enclaves, as Harvard sociologist 
Robert Putnam puts it (2007).  
 Putnam argued that diversity does not initially lead to intercultural 
cooperation, but is more likely to lead to “hunkered down” ethnic factions and 
communities, drawing inward and laying a stronger boundary against the out-
group. Putnam explained, “Immigration and ethnic diversity tend to reduce 
social solidarity and social capital. New evidence…suggests that in ethnically 
diverse neighborhoods residents of all races tend to ‘hunker down.’ Trust (even 
of one’s own race) is lower, altruism and community cooperation rarer, friends 
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fewer.” This hunkering down has fueled the Italian cultural inclination—by no 
means exclusive to Rome—to persist in anti-outsider rhetoric. Those who 
practice intercultural and interfaith relations have a palpable challenge at hand 
as they try to bring dialogue’s message of education, inclusivity and 
collaboration to Rome. 
 
Context and Significance of the Study 
 The questions of this research are set against the backdrop of global 
religious change. In recent decades Rome has seen tectonic shifts in its social 
makeup and moral imagination: Vatican II, massive migrations, the drastic 
decline of established church authority and religious beliefs and practices, 
religiously and culturally blended families, the 2008 global financial crisis, and 
regular political upheaval. Many non-Catholic religious communities of Italy 
have begun to gain visibility in media and politics as they seek official 
recognition and legal protection. 
 As elsewhere in Europe, Italy encompasses multiple scenarios of believing 
and belonging. Grace Davie described the European religious attitude as 
“believing without belonging.” The Italian case is characterized oppositely, as in 
Marchisio and Pisati’s “Belonging without Believing: Catholics in Contemporary 
Italy” (2010), which positions the Catholic Church as an important symbol of 
values and national identity—but not of widespread orthodox belief and 
practice. Many Italians “belong without believing” in a dual stance of 
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confessional ambivalence and cultural enmeshment. Davie coined another term 
apt for the Italian case: “vicarious religion” (Davie in Ammerman 2007). This 
construct indicates, despite declining individual rates of participation, a general 
acknowledgement that the Church plays an important and constructive role for 
Italian society as a whole. 
 Secularization theory, though widely questioned, is still useful for 
interpreting many aspects of the Italian reality. Nevertheless, the deep 
enmeshment of Catholicism and Italian-ness demands that secularization theory 
be parsed and selectively applied. Helpfully for the Italian context, José 
Casanova (1994) segments secularization into three primary strands: 
differentiated social realms, dissipation of religious vitality, and privatization of 
religion. Among these three, Casanova ultimately affirms only the thesis of 
differentiated social realms as consistently evident. His theory is corroborated by 
Italian patterns of secularization: the modern Italian state has attempted to 
separate religious institutions from state institutions; but while the religious 
vitality of Italian Catholics is shown to be in regular decline,2 Catholicism 
remains culturally pervasive and by no means “privatized.” Furthermore, Italian 
society is now increasingly characterized by religious diversity, even within the 
Italian Church. Though “Catholicism is a basic national cultural characteristic 
                                               
2 Conflicting statistics report varying trends in Italian Catholic religiosity. Biolcati-Rinaldi and 
Vezzoni (2013) and Marchisio and Pisati (2010) report cumulative decline among Catholics but 
acknowledge that immigrant populations tend to display high levels of religious vitality and are 
increasing in statistical significance. Marzano (2013) discusses the confounding obstacles faced by 
surveys gauging religiosity, questioning reports of strong Italian religiosity that involve self-
reporting and do not account for contextual conditions and family pressures.  
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that differentiates Italy from the other Western countries” (Garelli 2012, 26), 
Catholic sentiment is diffuse among Italians, expressed in different intensities 
and forms and not exempt from ambivalence and contradictions. Sociologist 
Enzo Pace notes, “the ‘historical hallmark’ of Italian Catholicism is difference, not 
homogeneity” (Pace 2003, 829). The broad variance of Catholic expression in Italy 
has in many ways set the stage for religious pluralism that extends beyond 
Catholicism to encompass increasing numbers of non-Christian religions, a 
socioreligious shift largely driven by recent migrations. 
 Still, Catholicism permeates the culture and makes it impossible to 
separate “secular” and “religious” spheres. The “Italian case” derives its 
distinctness from the embeddedness of Catholicism in Italian culture. Italy is 
unique in Europe with its historical, cultural, and proximal enmeshment with a 
global religious power, along with a strong demographic religious majority.3 Italy 
embodies the inseparability of the religious, political, and cultural spheres, and 
Italian Catholic identity is multivalent, shifting, and often subjective. The 
inseparability of Catholic semiotics from Italian cultural forms provides a 
                                               
3 The notion of a “strong demographic religious majority” must be qualified in discussions of the 
greatly diverse expressions of Italian Catholicism and interpretations of the relevance and 
authority of the Catholic Church. Italy “is no longer a Catholic country in terms of many Italian 
people’s practices, but the collective myth of the Italians’ Catholic identity still seems to hold” 
(Pace 2013). Marzano (2013) also questions the reliability of Italian religion statistics involving 
self-reporting, especially in a culture where cultural norms and family expectation function to 
valorize religious service attendance. This method naturally invites exaggerated portrayals and 
confounds the accuracy of reports on church attendance. The difficulty of conveying religious 
demography is further compounded on the level of political concern for national image, as 
reported by Caritas Migrantes in their 2014 annual immigration report: “The political class is 
careful not to alter relations with the Catholic Church or, more instrumentally, to consider the 
legal recognition of religious diversity in some communities as a dangerous collective failure of 
the identity of the Italians.” (trans.) 
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hyperbolic demonstration of the deep enmeshment of religious and secular 
spheres. 
 Jürgen Habermas’s notion of the postsecular is therefore useful for this 
analysis, since it posits the presence of religion in the secular public. 
Postsecularism has gained conceptual traction as a consequence of the scrutiny of 
classical theories of modernization and secularization (Davie 2007; Rosati and 
Stoeckl 2012). Habermas (2006) coined this term to signify a change within the 
secularism narrative: that the archives of religious symbols and language are not 
overcome by the discourse of pure reason but are part of the public discourse in 
which both reason and religion are present. In this sense, contemporary times are 
both secular and postsecular. 
 This project adopts a postsecular framework to interpret Italian religious 
diversity and pluralism, where the “secular” and the “religious” are 
interdependent, inseparable, and mutually referential. The postsecular stance 
does not just rebalance theoretical or methodological shortcomings of the 
secularization narrative, but also encapsulates the reflexivity, fluidity, and 
ambiguity of high modern collective life and personal meaning-making in 
particular local contexts. A postsecular analytical framework can support 
inquiries into how religious fields are affected by high modernity (Giddens 
1991), religious diversity and pluralism, communications technology, and the 
fluid boundaries and identity expressions of contemporary urban spaces. 
Postsecular approaches are also methodologically committed to consider the 
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contribution and influence of marginalized social groups such as immigrants and 
will often seek to include such accounts in the research. 
 A postsecular method accommodates a very broad field of encounter 
among religious others. Thus, religious pluralism stands less as a proscribed 
religious activity and more as a natural part of modern life and civic 
engagement. “Interreligious dialogue” can be conducted through seemingly 
“non-religious” methods such as journalism, media projects, and daily life in 
diverse communities. As the enactment of religion itself is revealed by post-
secular methods to be far more encompassing than solely belief systems or ritual 
commitments, it makes sense that approaches to religious diversity and 
pluralism could be similarly revealed as embodied, creative, and socially 
embedded. The confluence of changing methods in both the practice and study of 
religious diversity and pluralism reveal the very sort of interconnectedness that 
postsecular scholarship attempts to understand (Giddens 1991; Bender 2012). 
This study of “lived pluralism” is both a symptom of and response to such 
changes. 
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Italy and Immigration: From Homogeneity to Diversity 
 
 Social and religious diversity are not strictly new to modern Rome but the 
demographic landscape has changed immensely in the last 40 years.4 A quick 
sketch of Vatican-state relations in Italy can provide some context for the radical 
and rapid extent of Italy’s recent social diversification.5  
 Since 1861, the Vatican and the Italian state have struggled and allied in 
several phases. Italian unification (Risorgimento) in 1860 positioned anticlerical 
secular patriotism against traditional Papal rule, encapsulated in “the Roman 
Question” about which of these powers had the rightful claim to sovereign 
Roman leadership. After Rome was secured by Italian nationalists as the secular 
capital in 1870, Pope Pius IX decreed for all Catholics to withdraw from the 
affairs and processes of the state. Italian Catholics—that is, the vast majority of 
the population—were therefore set against the state, forging an ambivalent 
patriotism.  
 It was not until 1929 that the Vatican reemerged prominently on the 
Italian political scene. The 1929 Lateran Accords between the Church and the 
Fascist government declared the Vatican a sovereign state and granted it 
                                               
4 Macioti’s recent publication Religioni a Roma (2013) is the first dedicated compilation of studies 
about the religious diversity of Rome. Macioti’s book does not dwell much on encounters 
between Rome’s religious communities, only upon portrayals of the communities themselves. 
There is also a dearth of literature on interreligious activity in Rome, the main source of 
information being websites of discrete organizations.  
5 Italy can be considered diverse only relative to its past, that is, not relative to other European 
countries which are generally much more religiously, racially diverse than il bel paese. 
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numerous privileges in areas like religious education as well as fiscal 
recompense for damages dating to the 1870 capture of Rome.6 After the collapse 
of Fascism in 1943 and the end of World War II in 1945, the Vatican’s status was 
maintained by the new Italian Republic in its Constitution of 1947, which 
essentially inherited the terms of the Lateran Treaty in full, declaring Catholicism 
the Italian state religion with rights to set the terms for public religious 
education.7 The Italian constitution provides for “religious freedom” but there is 
no clarification or guarantee regarding the complexities of this theme, only that 
they apply to two basic social categories: the Catholic Church and fedi diverse 
dalla Cattolica.8  
 Moreover, Italian law regarding religion has undergone only one major 
restructuring since the 1929 Lateran Accords, with the Villa Madama Treaty of 
1984. This update to the Lateran Accords was necessitated by internal pressures 
to adjust the authority, priority, and benefits accorded to the Catholic Church—
and by non-Catholic religions petitioning for official state recognition. The Villa 
Madama Treaty declared that Catholicism was no longer the state religion of 
Italy. It also restructured the financial arrangements tying together the state and 
                                               
6 Mostly, secular republican occupation of Vatican real estate. 
7 At this time the Vatican backed a political party, the Christian Democrats, whose leader Alcide 
de Gasperi was appointed first Prime Minister of the Italian Republic. “In its virtually 
unconditional support of the Christian Democrats, the Church has tried to guarantee the position 
of Catholicism in Italian society (in family law or education) and to combat the Church’s 
enemies” (Forgacs/Lumley 1996, 132). 
8 Trans. “faiths other than Catholicism.” 
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church, creating the otto per mille9 and establishing formal Intese (“agreements”) 
to recognize “qualifying” non-Catholic religions. 
 As long as there has been a secular state establishment in Italy there has 
been a provision for religious diversity.10 The Lateran Accords, and subsequently 
the Constitution of the Italian Republic, specified that non-Catholic religious 
confessions were to be granted legal recognition and rights according to 
specially-developed Intese between discrete religions and the government. At the 
time of this legislation, there were only two significant Italian religious 
minorities: Jews and Waldensians. Today there are far more non-Catholic 
confessions to address in Italy, and Italian legal specifications for the 
management of non-Catholic religions appear to both stimulate and complicate 
religious pluralism. In 1860 there was an “official” diversity of three religions 
(Catholics, Jews, and Waldensians), and in 2017 there is an “official” diversity of 
12 religions.11 Since 1984 Italy has accommodated increasing numbers of religious 
                                               
9 The otto per mille is a state routing of funds through a voluntary check-off on taxpayer returns, 
whereby Italians can opt to donate 0.8% of their annual tax to either the Church or to other state 
and public bodies (including approved religious minority groups). 
10 The Italian Constitution of 1947, in Articles 3, 8, and 19 also acknowledged fedi diverse dalla 
cattolica and allowed for “religious freedom.” Constitutional “religious freedom” is an allowance 
inherited from 1860 (in turn absorbed from 1848 Northern Savoy kingdom) but not defined, 
leaving the article subject to broad and contextual interpretation through today. 
11 See Appendix B for list, and for an explanation of the Intesa system and its social consequences. 
See also http://presidenza.governo.it/USRI/confessioni/intese_indice.html. There are many 
non-Catholic religious groups in Italy outside the 12 “official” religions, most statistically 
significant the Muslims and Jehovah’s Witnesses. Centro Studi sulle Nuove Religioni in Torino, 
directed by Massimo Introvigne, is directed in partnership with Dossier Statistico Immigrazione 
and Confronti in Rome. CESNUR profiles the nearly 60 non-Catholic religious groups that have 
been granted varying legal statuses, from fedi diverse dalla cattolica (“religions other than 
Catholicism”) to culti amessi (“admitted groups”). These groups, even without an Intesa, are 
protected by the largely indeterminate constitutional clauses for freedom of religious expression, 
provided that they do not express themselves in conflict with Italian law. (Ministry of the 
Interior; cf Ferrari 2010) 
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minorities, which changed the socioreligious situation and has demanded that 
politicians and legislators address the definitions of “religious freedom,” the 
constraints of including Catholic catechism in public school curricula, and the 
system by which religious bodies are granted an Intesa.  
 Nevertheless, instances of religious and cultural diversity in Italy are 
weighed against the bulwark of Catholicism. Catholicism is not existentially 
intimidating in the manner it may once have been,12 but it remains authoritative 
in Italy by dint of its historical and semiotic ubiquity, and the ways in which its 
structures and doctrines are replicated in social mores and legislative conduct 
(c.f. Herzfeld 2009). 
Contemporary Roman Diversity 
 
You find yourself immersed in Rome, with the Vatican on the one hand, 
and on the other hand you have the Pantheon and the Colosseum. This is 
important. In Rome, you’re in the central square where they killed Caesar. 
The Pantheon is the most amazing monument of Roman history, the 
perfect dome for all the gods, and it is on this side of the Tiber. Ancient 
Rome is on this side of the Tiber. The other side is the Vatican. So, for the 
non-Catholic person, Rome offers something, and for the Catholic person, 
you can cross over into the Vatican. In this way Rome plays out the 
relationship, symbolically infinite in the West, of Church and State, 
between the Church and society. It is a dance of freedom and pluralism. 
The fact that Rome is a city divided by a river with these souls makes it 
                                               
12 A long glance at the facade of the Duomo of Orvieto in Umbria, for instance, drives home the 
impressive existential intimidation the Church managed in the Middle Ages. Citizens who 
refused basic civic duties such as tax-paying or participation in Church sacraments were exposed 
to their likely immortal punishments in the graphic 3-D reliefs depicting disembowelment, 
demonic abuse and torment, eternal hellfire, and the like. This probably had a particular civically 
and ecclesiastically motivating effect on citizens that is not, and could not be, resonant today.  
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the city of pluralism. Today all this is still happening and the division is 
still valid. (Alessandro, Confronti staff13)  
 
 Rome has been interreligious since 800 BC: the first king was not Roman 
but a Sabine, and he rejoined his community after he was no longer king. A 
tribute to the pantheon of pagan Roman gods was completed by Emperor 
Hadrian in 126CE in a domed temple at the center of town. Until the “fall of 
Rome” at the hand of Visigoths in 410, Rome was considered the “crossroads” of 
the Western world, through which passed people of many ethnicities and 
religions. Between 410 and 1418, Rome saw a parade of marauders and warring 
occupiers, the presence of whom might be considered “socially diverse.” Rome’s 
famed diversity ebbed and flowed for over a millennium but in 1418, the end of 
the great Western Schism brought Catholic rule back to Rome. At this time the 
population was more or less stabilized under papal rule, homogenously Catholic, 
with the notable exception of the Jews of Rome, who remained intermittently 
ghettoized in the city on and off since 1555. In 1861, Rome was declared to be 
capital of the new secular Kingdom of Italy, even though the city was still until 
papal control. The possibility of social diversity—namely, Waldensians and free 
Jews—returned with the capture of Rome and the founding of the Italian state in 
1870. But even in its recent incarnation since 1870, religious diversity in Rome is 
                                               
13 In this research analysis all names have been anonymized except for obvious public figures such as Pope 
Francesco or Walter Veltroni, Mayor of Rome 2001-2008. I have also retained the proper names of 
publicly recognized associations and organizations, such as The Vatican, Confronti Magazine and Comune 
di Roma, the municipal government of Rome. Italian language interviews were first transcribed in Italian 
and then translated in the stylistically most straightforward style possible. 
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also a story of conflict, as the early 20th century saw racial laws applied against 
the Jewish and Roma communities. 
 Since 1970, Rome has slowly recovered some of its ancient social diversity. 
These rates increased greatly in the 1990s and throughout the 2000s.14 Today 
Rome is home to the most ancient Jewish Community in Europe, 2200 years old. 
Rome is enlivened by a wide array of Christian denominations, Buddhist 
temples, mosques, synagogues, Shinto shrines, a Mormon temple and even a 
Scientology center, plus 15 centuries of the papacy.  
 Immigration has introduced to homogenous Italy an influx of various 
groups with various worldviews, religions, and cultural particularities. Religion 
is the most portable transmitter of immigrant identity, language and native 
aesthetics, and immigrants maintain religious affiliations and practices at very 
high rates (Cadge and Ecklund 2007). The spread of both new Christian and non-
Christian religions in Italy was largely driven by migration in recent decades. 
Immigration has brought to Italy significant numbers of Orthodox and Protestant 
Christians, Muslims, Buddhists, Hindus, and Sikhs. Garelli (2008) argues that 
resurgence of the Catholic presence in the Italian public sphere in the last decade 
is tied to the recently burgeoning presence of non-Catholics, from historical 
                                               
14 Various statistical measures concerning immigration have been conveyed by demographers at 
IStat, Eurispes, Ipsos MORI's Social Research Institute, the Center for the Study of New Religions 
(CESNUR), Annurario Pontificio (compiled by the Central Statistics Office of the Church), and 
Caritas Migrantes (a Catholic charity organization). Many such measures, especially those that 
attempt to convey rates of immigration, impart the difficulty of their task due to the clandestine 
nature of many migrant journeys and labor arrangements. Gauging religious affiliation of 
immigrant populations presents similar challenges; one cannot simply count houses of worship 
or congregational numbers, as new religious communities are emergent, precarious, informal, 
home-based, constantly shifting, and sometimes hidden. 
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confessions (the Protestants and Jews of Italy), to new cults and religious 
movements, to robust religious communities comprised of both immigrants and 
Italian converts. 
 In Italy, Eastern Orthodoxy has overtaken Catholicism, at 53.8% percent, 
as the largest religious group among newcomers (Muslim immigrant numbers 
come second at 32%). Discussions in Italian media about immigrants, public 
religious displays such as a celebratory Buddhist Vesak parade, and the 
unmistakable presence of foreign laborers crowding public transportation into 
city centers, all have increased popular awareness of non-Catholic diversity.  
 The ubiquity of Catholicism in Rome creates an effect of “othering” for 
non-Catholics. Not only do they have different customs, but their religious 
identities tend to be stronger and more obvious than those of Catholics. They are 
also often indignant at their status. Emma at Confronti reflected, “There has 
always been a bit of anger on the part of minorities in Italy. First the Protestants 
were angry, now today the Muslims are frustrated because they have no place of 
their own. They cannot get the spaces in which to pray, places of worship which 
qualify as such.” Emma refers to the Italian Muslim community’s lack of Intesa 
with the State, which amounts to a majority of Muslims in Rome praying 
together in places other than the single predominant mosque at the Islamic 
cultural center. They meet in gyms or structures that are used as places of 
worship but were not designed for Muslim prayer. “So it is easy to see that there 
is a large imbalance between the preponderance of Catholicism and the huge 
number of Catholic churches, against the absence instead of places of worship of 
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other religions, at least visible ones.” Giuseppe, a former Confronti director, 
concurred. “For non-Catholics, the presence of Catholicism in Italy is an 
awkward presence because it obscures other religions from everything else, and 
those who are not Catholic are absolutely not taken into account because, socially 
and legally, they don't exist.” 
 The problem is more than invisibility. Negative responses to the 
proliferation of Italian cultural and ethnic diversity in recent years is exemplified 
by the secessionist political party of the Northern League (Lega Nord). They insist 
on the importance of home tradition and territory, in the process fueling populist 
arguments against immigrants. They have successfully passed legislation that 
complicates immigrant conditions, such as the 2002 Bossi-Fini immigration law, 
which increases levels of surveillance and expulsion and limits the number of 
admissions for unskilled workers. 
 
Italian Interfaith Dialogue 
In the midst of the challenges, other Italians have responded to social 
diversification constructively, among them the practitioners of interfaith 
dialogue that are the focus of this research. Interfaith dialogue is posited by 
many as an effective modality for solving intergroup problems, fostering 
harmonious collaborations, alleviating intolerance, and enriching cultural 
education. However, little empirical research has produced reflections on how 
the practice of dialogue is constructed and operationalized by its practitioners. 
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Few reports describe its impact or consequences. This research on Roman 
interfaith networks and practices fills a gap in Italian sociological literature about 
Roman interreligious organizations, and also responds to a more general need 
for information about the strategy and impact of the creative dialogue model for 
religious pluralism.  
Existing analysis is largely based on identifying “best practices.” In May 
2013, for example, a convention was held by the Province Council of Turin, in 
Northern Italy, to promote recognition of common values among local 
communities, and to initiate a dialogue that would strengthen integration within 
and between Turin’s diverse enclaves. The initiative was part of a national 
project named Promotion of Interreligious Dialogue, organized by the Ministry 
of the Interior and the Central Office for Religious Affairs and supported by the 
European Fund for Integration. One outcome of this national project was the 
pamphlet “Religion, Dialogue, Integration” that reviewed best practices for 
interreligious pluralism based on profiles of Turin, Bergamo, Reggio Emilia, 
Perugia, Caserta, and Catania.15 According to a report on the Turin meeting, these 
cities were selected for their “territorial specificities.” A statement was released 
explaining why the meeting was held in Turin, citing Turin’s pluralistic culture 
amidst religious diversity, multiple interfaith initiatives, youth engagement, and 
multiethnic integration. The statement refers to Turin as a “national laboratory 
                                               
15 This project was directed by Professor Paolo Naso (Sapienza - Università di Roma); the project 
team included Gian Mario Gillio, Director of Confronti. The fieldwork was carried out by 
Mostafa El Ayoubi, Chief Editor of Confronti Magazine, and by Stefania Sarallo, Program 
Director of Confronti.  
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for social integration and for intercultural and interreligious dialogue” 
(Convegno Dialogo Interreligioso, 2013). 
This research takes the Turin project a step further, and a city further, by 
venturing into the interfaith networks and practices of Rome.  
 
Methodology 
 
For this analysis I conducted 18 months of ethnographic participant-
observation at interfaith organizations in Rome, chiefly the magazine Confronti 
and then in about 12 other interfaith groups. I collected 69 semi-structured 2-
hour interviews in Rome, and 30 interviews of dialoguers in Israel and Palestine.16 
I transcribed all my material in Italian and English then translated everything 
into English. I coded my qualitative data in NVIVO software, performed a 
semantic analysis of coded ethnographic material in the software Leximancer, 
and designed graphs in Tableau to convey the results of a content analysis I 
performed on the Confronti archives.  
While conducting the study I carried my backpack containing IRB consent 
forms, pad and pen, and voice recorder. I ventured into dialogues in private 
living rooms, in spartan offices, in sweeping auditoriums of city hall and 
pontifical universities, and in the ornate receptions halls of the Vatican. Later, I 
attended dialogues in Israel and in the Palestinian Territories, in schools, homes, 
                                               
16 Further information on this process is included in Appendix A on Methodological Notes and 
Ethnographic Interview Questions. 
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tour buses, hotel lobbies and markets. There I collected data and interviews to 
compare to what I had seen and heard in Rome. This is a study of “lived 
pluralism,” how people practicing interfaith and intercultural dialogue talk 
about, embody, locate and enact their values of transforming de facto social 
diversity into a mutually beneficial collaboration between diverse groups. 
 I’m borrowing the term from the study of “lived religion,” a qualitative 
and ethnographic approach to religion scholarship, less focused on institutional 
elites and dominant paradigms, more focused on communities and 
relationships.17 It is able to capture and consider “street level” data about 
religious lives and identities and to consider how the creative actions of religious 
pluralists “are fundamentally shaped by the world they are making as they make 
these worlds” (Orsi 2003, 172). An emphasis on daily practices, identities, and 
relationships will expose aspects of religious diversity, interreligious encounter, 
and intentionally-wrought religious pluralism that quantitative and survey 
methods have not allowed scholars to see. 
 This research began with my introduction to Confronti, through fieldwork 
supported by the Lemelson/Society for Psychological Anthropology pre-
dissertation fellowship in Summer 2012. I returned to Rome several times in the 
following two years to conduct preliminary fieldwork and develop contacts with 
Roman interfaith activists. In June 2014 I relocated from Boston to Rome and 
until February 2016 I conducted immersive fieldwork in Rome, and eventually in 
                                               
17 Ammerman 2007; McGuire 2008; Spickard et al. 2002; Hall 1997 
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the Middle East as well, following an opportunity to travel with Confronti 
journalists. For 10 months (September 2014-July 2015) I volunteered at the 
Confronti office, observing and participating in their programming, translating 
articles, helping develop religious literacy curricula, and following the 
production of the magazine. My participant observation provided immersive 
and reflexive knowledge of Confronti’s organizational and interpersonal 
dynamics.   
 My connection with Confronti also invited me into the larger network of 
Roman interfaith practices—on institutional, nonprofit, and grassroots levels. 
Since Confronti is a historically important player in the “constellation” of Roman 
interfaith groups, I gained access to many other contexts for dialogue, and was 
able to extend my study into an overview of the entire system of interacting 
organizations and individuals. I collected ethnographic data by attending a wide 
range of dialogue events in Rome and conducting multi-stage interviews with 
both dialoguers and with “typical Romans,” typical in the sense of never having 
practiced dialogue. I interviewed dialoguers at Confronti, Rome’s Great Mosque, 
interfaith organizations Focolare, Sant’Egidio, Istituto Tevere and the Vatican.  
 In Rome, I divided my interviewees into four separate groups or sub-
samples. Out of a total of 69 Romans interviewed, 8 were internal staff of 
Confronti, 19 were volunteer Confronti participants, 25 practiced dialogues at 
various other Roman dialogue organizations, and 17 were “typical Romans” who 
do not practice dialogue. While I met dialoguers at events and through the affairs 
of Confronti, my sample of typical Romans who do not do dialogue were all 
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contacted through the “snowball methodology” of meeting friends of friends. As 
a result, most were from a similar social class and displayed similar 
cosmopolitan values as compared to dialoguers. 
 With Roman interviewees I conducted approximately two-hour 
interviews about their participation in dialogue practices (and with the fourth 
group, about their impressions of what dialoguers are doing). I asked about 
personal identity expression, religious beliefs and practices, descriptions of 
dialogue practices, reflections on the urban surroundings, and thoughts on social 
change and personal transformation. This helped me “investigate precisely what 
they count as religious resources and how they translate them into beliefs, 
actions, and dispositions in particular situations” (Beckford 2003, 25). With the 
Confronti internal staff groups, I conducted two sets of in-depth interviews, 
spaced 9 months apart, in order to longitudinally explore concepts of change in 
dialogue. 
 During my interviews I collected several demographic details: age group, 
level of education and religious affiliation. This information, along with 
distinctions of dialoguer/non-dialoguer, sub-sample group, gender, nationality, 
and (if dialoguers) what form of dialogue they practiced most, constituted an 
array of variables useful for understanding my interviewees and comparing their 
responses. 
 My interviewees were of various ages, religious affiliations, gender 
expression, and ethnicities. I organized them according to a thematic coding 
system in NVivo coding software, identifying narrative attributes or 
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components, and I then conducted content and trend analyses according to the 
comparative method explicated by Ragin (1989). Andrew Abbott’s (2010) 
discussion of turning points and trajectories in the life narratives were helpful 
when discussing constructs of personal and communal transformation. 
 Table 1.1 below presents some compiled demographics of my Roman 
sample group. 
Table 1.1: Roman Research Sample Demographics 
Category Sub-Categories # of Participants 
Sub-sample Confronti staff 8 
 Confronti 
participants  
19 
 Roman dialoguers 25 
 “Typical Romans” 17 
Religion Protestant 11 
 Catholic 
("observant") 
20 
 Catholic ("cultural") 8 
 Jewish 4 
 Muslim 6 
 Buddhist 5 
 Nothing 12 
 Jehovah’s Witness 1 
Age groups 
by birth 
year 
1930-1939 6 
 1940-1949 6 
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 1950-1959 14 
 1960-1969 14 
 1970-1979 8 
 1980-1991 18 
Gender Male 44 
 Female 22 
Nationality Italy 59 
 Non-Italy 7 
Education 
level 
High school 9 
 College 36 
 Master 14 
 Ph.D. 7 
 
On three separate occasions over my 18-month fieldwork period I was 
able to travel with Confronti journalists to Israel and the Palestinian Territories to 
research dialogue practices there. On another occasion, Confronti sponsored a 
group of Israelis and Palestinians to tour in Italy and conduct public dialogues 
and seminars in Italian high schools about the Arab-Israeli conflict. I followed 
them and continued collecting observations and interviews. Because Rome was 
the primary epicenter of my research I have far more interviews and narrative 
variety to draw from (18 months and 69 primary interviews) than I can resource 
from Israel and Palestine (7 weeks and 30 interviews, 24 of whom were involved 
in dialogue). Roman interviews were collected chiefly in Italian, with both 
dialoguers and non-dialoguers. Israel-Palestine interviews were conducted in 
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English. Table 1.2 below presents demographics of the Israeli-Palestinian 
interview sample group. 
 
Table 1.2: Israel/Palestine Research Sample Demographics 
Category Sub-
Categories 
# of 
Participants 
Dialogue 
involvement Yes 
25 
 No 5 
Religion Protestant 8 
 Muslim 9 
 Jewish 12 
 None 1 
Age groups by birth 
year 1950-1959 
7 
 1960-1969 14 
 1970-1979 7 
 1980-1991 2 
Gender 
Male 
26 
 Female 4 
Nationality Israel 13 
 Palestine 17 
Education level High school 8 
 College 4 
 Master 10 
 Ph.D. 8 
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 Both the data I gathered and the way I analyzed it are shaped by my 
interests and who I am. The effect of my presence, gender, and nationality, and 
most of all my particular interests and style of questioning, all shape and limit 
the study. I have attempted to keep this limitation at the forefront of my 
consciousness, both in the field and in the analysis. This is not a study aimed at 
generalizable conclusions, but the patterns I observed and report here have been 
subjected to this reflexive critique.18 
 Ethnography focused at a “micro” level requires a “macro” frame for 
understanding contextual influences on the subtler processes of interreligious 
dialogue. I placed my micro-level study in the larger historical and political 
context by relying on existing bodies of sociological literature on the Roman 
religious context. Examining Confronti in its Catholic social context and against 
its institutional and grassroots counterpoints will draw into sharper relief the 
contours of the creative dialogue model they practice and allow for deeper 
understanding of its potential and impact. Using comparative data from the 
Middle East provides provisional answers to the question of what difference 
geographical and sociopolitical context can make in the practice of dialogue. 
  
                                               
18 See Stausberg and Engler, 2012, particularly the chapter “Feminist Methodologies” by Mary Jo 
Neitz. 
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Terms Used 
 
 In this study I frequently use several terms that should be clearly defined 
from the beginning. The first set of terms are often conflated or mistakenly 
translated as interchangeable: religious diversity and religious pluralism. 
Religious diversity is the coexistence of two or more religious communities in a 
specific geopolitical setting. The term itself suggests only the presence of 
religious difference and infers nothing about equal representation in the context. 
Religious pluralism is a value, a cultural or religious ideology which positively 
welcomes the encounter of religions. It is often characterized as an attitude of 
openness between affiliates of different religions. Religious pluralism 
presupposes religious diversity but religious diversity does not guarantee 
religious pluralism. Interreligious dialogue and interfaith programs are examples 
of religious pluralism intentionally enacted by individuals and organizations 
who claim its usefulness in processes of conflict resolution, civic engagement, 
and community integration. Eboo Patel (2016) differentiates these terms in 
Interfaith Leadership: A Primer. “Diversity…ought to be understood as a neutral 
term with a range of possible consequences, everything from conflict to 
cooperation. When diversity is proactively engaged for positive ends, [Diana] 
Eck calls it ‘pluralism.’ Simply put, diversity is a fact; pluralism is an 
achievement, one that must be worked at” (54). 
 Next is the term “interfaith.” In pluralist circles “interfaith” is often used 
interchangeably with “interreligious,” though there are arguments that 
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“interfaith” is the appellation more inclusive of atheists, agnostics, and “nones” 
who dialogue (Stedman 2013). Still others prefer the term “multifaith” (Halafoff 
2013). In this research I tend to use the term “interfaith.” 
 For this study I have also devised a new word “interfaithers” to describe 
people involved in interfaith engagement activities, based on my argument that 
they constitute a distinctive social group. The gerund phrase for what they do 
together is “interfaithing.” 
 The term “interfaith dialogue” should not be taken too literally. It is 
neither always religious, nor always between different religions, nor is it always 
dialogic. In this research, I specifically examine self-declared interfaith groups 
that have identified religion as a centrally significant, potent, or constructive 
category around which to congregate. 
 Interreligious dialogue models can be categorized into the “dialogue 
canopy,” a typology presented by Eric Sharpe (2005). Each modality of dialogue 
speaks to discrete problems and solutions to the challenges of religious diversity. 
This typology is echoed by echoed in writings by Diana Eck (1993), Leonard 
Swidler (2007), Mohammed Abu-Nimer (2007), and Raimon Panikkar (1978). The 
categories are defined as follows. 1) Theological-discursive dialogue is a largely 
scholarly enterprise of theological expertise in a public forum; discursive 
dialogue can also be purely academic. In this research, I call this form of dialogue 
Discursive (Theological and Academic). 2) Human/Buberian Dialogue is Sharpe’s 
term for encounters between unique individuals and recognizes dialogue as an 
interpersonal, existential need. In this analysis, I call this form “Social-Relational” 
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dialogue. 3) Spiritual dialogue consists of communal spiritual practice through 
worship, prayer and meditation, or shared devotions. 4) Secular dialogue features 
diverse entities joining forces to incite change and address practical issues of 
common concern.  
 In my adaptation of Sharpe’s “dialogue canopy,” I subdivide secular 
dialogue into two subcategories: 1) Humanitarian dialogue occurs when diverse 
groups collaboratively serve their common community or the larger civil society, 
helping each other with practical challenges, legal processes, and collaborating 
on service projects. 2) Creative dialogue is centered around creative output such as 
publication, filmmaking, and various artistic collaborations.19  
 Therefore, the five “branches” on the canopy of dialogue forms that are 
frequently referred to in this analysis are: Discursive (Theological and 
Academic), Social-Relational, Spiritual, Humanitarian, and Creative. The 
typology can be used to catalogue several models of religious pluralism in Rome, 
both institutional and grassroots level. 
 
  
                                               
19 My ethnographic research revealed that “creative dialogue” is a distinct modality that should be 
considered part of the canopy of dialogue forms. To my knowledge it is a distinct addition to 
Sharpe’s canopy of forms. 
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Summary 
 
 This Introduction has presented the overarching goal of this research 
project, which is to describe the social reality of interreligious dialoguers in the 
city of Rome, that is, the ideologies and practices of a moral community which 
responds in distinctive ways to increasing local and global social diversity. I also 
sketched the research methodology and interpretive framework, and covered 
key terms that are used in the following chapters. 
 This research started with my questions about the products and impacts 
of dialogue—I wanted to know whether dialogue made a difference in the world, 
and exactly how. My project deepened as I came to understand that dialogue is 
the product of dialogue, and that the community’s relation to the discursive ideal 
of “impact” is one of its primary practices. The subsequent chapters address the 
many meaningful ritual practices and discourses of these dialoguers.  
 Chapter 2 will begin with the setting itself. In Rome, I was overwhelmed 
by the intensity of the city, the tension of civic strife and apathy, the clash of 
social classes, and the worsening conditions of everyday life there. I discovered 
that the community of people who practice interfaith dialogue were not at all 
representative of the Roman culture at large, as they had an attitude about civic 
reparations and investment that directly countered what was evident in the city 
in general. There is tension between the city itself and the activities, 
conversations and objectives of those who practice interreligious dialogue there. 
Chapter 2 describes the specific contours and conditions of practicing dialogue in 
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Rome. It illustrates Rome’s conditions of diversity and sets up a discussion of 
how dialoguers respond to that diversity. 
 Chapter 3 portrays Rome’s constellation of dialogue organizations and the 
rituals and practices among them—including common discourses. It presents a 
perspective based on the sociological understandings of Émile Durkheim that 
dialogue is practiced by a moral community, or society, wherein common ideals 
of unity, social transformation, and efficacy are ritually invoked. Group members 
engage together in a practice of meaning-making and deepening relationship, 
effectively increasing group solidarity and identity formation. It is not easy or 
natural to practice interfaith dialogue or to recruit newcomers in Rome, so the 
interfaith community bands together into a unit that sustains itself through its 
diverse activities, forming a collective identity as do-gooders and dreamers of a 
better world. They create a culture within this context. Inasmuch as there are 
tensions between the interfaith worlds of Rome and the city itself, there are also 
tensions internal to the interfaith society, chiefly the tension between how 
interfaithers describe their own activities, and what they actually seem to be 
doing. If one just looks at the highest-level discourse of how interfaithers say 
they are creating unity and harmony and change the world, it looks like they 
have failed in their efforts, or like they’re not doing anything but “talk.” But after 
observing these groups for 18 months it became clear to me that the rich world of 
dialogue has created a culture that may not indeed be “changing the world” but 
does have real effects. Their discourses are affecting their practices, their 
individual and collective identities, and the participants’ abilities to relate to each 
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other and to themselves. Indeed, dialogue does change the worlds of the 
dialoguers themselves. Looking past their high level of discourse, it becomes 
evident that the interfaith society has its own distinct products, and the rest of 
this dissertation describes those. 
 Interfaith dialogue in Rome has a structure of distinct sectors—
institutional, grassroots, and nonprofit association levels—that have their own 
patterns of practices and potentials. Chapter 4 explains the sectors of dialogue in 
Rome, its specific contexts and interactions. The sectors are distinct in their 
characteristics, and yet interactive. Each sector’s dialogue is shaped dialectically 
by the practice of dialogue at the other layers. 
 The interfaith magazine Confronti is strategically placed among all the 
interreligious dialogue sectors and organizations of Rome. A sketch of this 
interfaith magazine and its travel program will serve as a case study for how 
some Romans have responded to conditions of diversity. Chapter 5 presents a 
review of the history, mission and values of Confronti Magazine, as an example 
of a Roman interfaith organization and an NGO that connects forms of dialogue, 
contexts and characters of practice. It is a key organization in the Roman 
interfaith constellation. 
 After having established Confronti as a key organization in the Roman 
interfaith constellation, I move on to explain that Confronti is distinct, but just 
one example of the contexts and practices of dialogue to be found in Rome. 
Chapter 6 extends Chapter 3’s discussion of the ritual discourses of interfaith 
society, delving into the “discursive goals” of interfaithers. They speak 
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frequently of wanting to foster “humanization” and “mutual recognition” of the 
religious other. This chapter investigates the practice of exchanging narratives as 
a means toward “humanization” of the religious other and the cultivation of 
empathy. Second, it examines “mutual recognition,” a frequently professed goal 
that emerges in empirical analysis to be a fluid yet boundaried “ultimate sacred 
postulate.” Humanization and mutual recognition are objectives clearly 
articulated by interfaithers, and I will unpack their meanings using data from 
both Rome and from the Middle East. 
 Chapter 7 continues the work of Chapter 6, now focusing specifically on 
tools for achieving dialogue’s goals. This chapter concentrates on how 
interfaithers collectively understand the conditions required for the 
transformation of religious diversity into pluralism. Theoretical psychodynamic 
literature is interlaced with ethnographic data to provide an analytical 
framework for understanding the constructs of Intention, Safe Haven, 
Leadership and Repetition—that is, the four “tools” for converting de facto social 
diversity into pluralism. In Chapter 7 I describe and analyze this framework 
which interfaithers suggest enables dialogue to be transformative for the people 
involved.  
 By this point I will have referenced my ethnographic research in the 
Middle East several times. Chapter 8 is specifically devoted to this comparison 
and what it reveals about the function of dialogue. By contrasting practices of 
dialogue in the two contexts, my discussion of the Roman interfaith society, its 
networks and practices, is brought into sharper relief. This chapter, a 
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comparative ethnographic analysis of dialoguers in both Rome and in the Middle 
East, reveals a number of contextual differences that shape the practices, 
discourses, and obstacles inherent in the practices of dialogue. Nevertheless, the 
comparison also illuminates similarities in the discursive construction of 
dialogue as a mechanism for the restructuring of historical consciousness. The 
comparison will also make clear what difference geographical context and 
geopolitical conditions make in the practice and potential of dialogue.  
 In Chapter 9, the concluding chapter, I will reflect on the story that this 
research tells, starting with a recollection of the story I expected it to tell when I 
started, and how the field itself acted back upon my questions in a way that 
changed my project and my original driving questions. The data I thought I 
would be collecting wasn’t there, and this absence revealed much about the 
values, practices and realities of the interfaith society of Rome and the global 
practice of dialogue at large. 
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CHAPTER TWO: Practicing Dialogue in the Eternal City 
 
 This chapter is an exploration of the networks and practices of interfaith 
dialogue in Rome, Italy. It begins with a portrait of the city at large, examining 
the conditions faced by those who live and work there: the culture of Rome and 
its bearing on citizen interactions, city management, and the state of social and 
religious diversity. I draw a picture of what it is like to live in Rome, and how 
that experience is affected by trends in city leadership and law enforcement, civic 
resources such as public transportation, and typical daily experiences of social 
diversity. The ethnographic narrative of Roman life will be woven together with 
social scientific literature and census data on city history, contemporary social 
conditions, and social diversity. 
 The second section of this chapter is concerned specifically with 
characterizing the practice of interfaith dialogue in Roma. What does it mean to 
do interfaith dialogue in Rome, as opposed to in Barcelona, New York City or 
Uganda? While detailed comparisons will wait for later chapters, this chapter 
will attempt to set the stage for understanding interfaith dialogue in the Roman 
context. How do the conditions of the city influence these dialogues? The chapter 
will provide an overview of the communities that participate and their history, 
showing how they relate to each other. Interfaith dialogue in Rome takes place in 
a particular context, within a particular constellation of organizations. 
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Three Romes 
  
In order to understand Rome, it is helpful to think in threes: I call the 
nodes of this organizing framework Mythic Rome, Private Rome, and Public 
Rome.  
Mythic Rome: La Dolce Vita 
 Mythic Rome is the Rome of the tourist’s and pilgrim’s dreams: the 
ancient empire that gave rise to aqueducts and legal codes, marble columns and 
gladiators, the Borgia dynasty (and the Showtime series about it), la dolce vita, 
Audrey Hepburn’s Vacanze Romane, and rhapsodic poetry from Shelley, Keats 
and Goethe. Mythic Rome is full of the delectable delights of mozzarella di bufala 
and thin-crust pizza slathered with fresh tomatoes. Mythic Rome is bathed in a 
warm golden light that slants over domes and elaborate apartment buildings 
draped in hues of coral, cream, and buttercup yellow. In the Eternal City, tiny 
cinquecento cars park next to cherry-red Vespa scooters in cobblestoned, ivy-
hugged alleyways. La bella Roma represents a brand image that is drawn upon to 
make a point of florid fabulousness, timeless elegance, and lavish romance in 
movies starring Julia Roberts and commercials starring Cindy Crawford.  
 Rome’s tourist industry sells the images of Mythic Rome to the world and 
throngs of people visit, expecting to reconnect with the glory of the old days. 
Honeymooners dote upon each other over red wine and red-checkered 
tablecloths, their travels consecrated by marble cherubs affixed to the many 
lovely bridges over the River Tiber. In Circo Massimo by the Roman Forum, the 
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Roman Historical Society holds historical re-enactments, and it is not unusual to 
step around a corner and see a battalion of red-caped, plume-topped soldiers 
flanked by vestal virgins, readying their staffs and lion-headed capes for a 
symbolic procession around the Colosseum.  
 Romans display their pride in Mythic Rome in airs called romanità, and 
they have 2,771 years of glory to boast about. 
 
Private Rome: Familismo Amorale 
 Private Rome has its own mythic status, perhaps even more than Mythic 
Rome, because it is not accessible through tour companies. Still, it is celebrated in 
the media through commercials showcasing impossibly attractive, happy Italian 
families passing plates of cheese and pasta to each other around the family table. 
Private Rome is populated by trusted family and lifelong friends, and it offers 
the best of Italian culture: tight-knit family and delectable homemade cuisine.   
 Private Rome is held together by the “accordion family” (Newman 2012) 
of generations that remain tied to each other, allied against other competing 
family units as well as against interference by the incompetent and corrupt 
Roman government. High rates of political corruption and ceaseless political 
reforms discourage civic engagement, so Romans find solace in the exquisitely 
familiar, welcoming comforts of home. As we will see in the coming pages, 
Italians are so exhausted by their disorganized civic system, and by a 
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beleagueringly constant sense of civic crisis and emergency,20 that they cope by 
turning inward and tightening investments in the tightly circumscribed space of 
what is considered “home.”  
 Many Romans related to me in ethnographic interviews that home begins 
and ends at the front door of their house and does not extend out into the 
community or any common civic space.21 “Chi se ne frega dei problemi fuori della 
casa?”—"Who cares about problems outside your house?” said one interviewee. 
Another said, “The city motto is fatti i cazzi tuoi.” The politest translation of this 
common Roman phrase is, “Mind your own darn business.” 
 Edward Banfield’s classic anthropological examination of the South of 
Italy in the 1950s, The Moral Fabric of a Backward Society, is dated in many ways 
but some observations remain astute, chiefly, that of the “amoral familism” of 
Italians. The residents of Private Rome are trusted, protected, and provided for. 
Here family is the basic social unit, sometimes including the presence of life-long 
friendships or in-laws, but nevertheless carefully vetted.22 Benito of the Zen 
                                               
20 The constant “state of emergency” that has plagued the Italian state since its relatively recent 
founding in 1870 is attributable to centuries of diverse, competitive city states that were collapsed 
into a single country through a very long process of domination and strife between small 
governments. Later in this chapter I explore the discourse of crisis that is used to explain civic 
conditions, and which is also co-opted by politicians to create a sense of cataclysmic urgency 
amongst voters. 
21 This is specific to Rome and perhaps other large urban spaces in Italy such as Milan. In smaller 
Italian villages there is still a sense of campanilismo, when locals rally around the common space 
of the local piazza and town church (bearer of the campana, or church bell). Rome lacks such a 
central zone, thereby heightening the value, privacy and intimacy of the private sphere. If there is 
a campanile in Rome it is Private Rome itself, the campana of family and lifelong friends around 
which people gather and will heartily defend when called to do so.  
22 This concept is also noted by Robert Orsi in The Madonna of 115th Street (1985) when he 
discusses the domus, which represents not only the family or household itself, but also the moral 
judgement of this unit in determining proper ethical behavior for its members. For Orsi, the 
family is practically religion: Sunday gathering of the group was expected; people could be 
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Sangha Kenobi recalled, “I’ve encountered in Italy a lot of closedness and also 
encountered mistrust and lack of commitment. Italian society is too 
individualistic and egocentric. Community is not emphasized in Italy—to be part 
of one is exceptional. Really the only community is the family.”  
 The classic media representation of the dark side of amoral familism is 
found in Francis Ford Coppola’s trilogy The Godfather, where one can observe just 
how far Italian (-Americans) will go to protect and defend “the family.” Still in 
Italy today, an aggregation of criminal elements with a tight affinity for 
organized crime is referred to as famiglia, anchored by a boss and a recognized 
hierarchy that serves to control illicit affairs of the unit.23 This social unit is the 
microcosmic example of the Italian culture of inwardness and in-group 
preference we will hear much about from my interviewees in the coming pages. 
Sebastiano from Sant’Egidio noted, “There's no respect for others. All are out for 
their own personal interest. Being out for yourself normally extends to your 
family, when there are just Italians around, but it extends to Italians when there 
are immigrants around.”  
 One fundamental challenge for interreligious dialoguers is to encourage 
ordinary Romans to open up and participate in attempts to broaden and re-
define their in-group, to include not just other Italians, but the non-Italians in 
                                                                                                                                            
“excommunicated” for certain infractions, etc (92-93). Orsi describes how community members’ 
“worship of the summarizing symbol of the Madonna became the nexus between the 
individual domus and the neighborhood in Italian Harlem” (178). 
23 www.treccani.it/vocabulario/famiglia 
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their midst as well. “If we expanded the meaning of casa it would be better,” said 
one interviewee.  
 
Public Rome: Il Bel Casino 
 Public Rome is a battlefield, marked by competition and power struggle. 
This is when the “individualism” everyone discusses comes to the fore and 
assumes the “amoral” aspects of Banfield’s familismo.  
People in other countries see public places as their house. The Italian 
system is so messed up that people don't invest in its improvement. They 
don't consider the state our own house. It's public but it doesn't belong to 
me. It destroys me. But I made it because I pay taxes. There’s also a 
cultural problem. The people don't even create a true family of the 
community—they ignore what doesn't work. The French are different—
they change things. For us there's nothing to do but complain. To say non 
si può fare.24 There's a culture of surrender. (Filippo, Typical Roman) 
 
There's no incentive to invest outside our own homes--so people throw 
trash outside, they don't clean up after their dogs. Roma is slowly getting 
worse—I don't see people resisting, there are more corrupt leaders, the 
mayors aren't interested in the people, only in their own affairs, parties, 
the social hierarchy, mafia. It is disappointing. As a typical Roman I 
would see the public place outside my house—the streets and sidewalks, 
even the stairs outside my door—all as the house of another. It doesn't feel 
like my home. (Pietro, Typical Roman) 
 
 As soon as you walk out the door of Private Rome, you are hit by a 
sensory assault of overflowing trash bins, haphazardly scattered garbage on the 
streets, and decadent old buildings sullied with pointless graffiti. It seems that 
nobody—especially the city agencies meant to do so—responds to deteriorating 
conditions.  
                                               
24 Trans. “nothing can be done….” 
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 For example, on the street where I live, there was a broken sewer main 
that for months on end was not repaired. In the second month of pervasive 
stench, I went to speak with the proprietor of the business in front of the broken 
sewer main. He explained to me that he had, on a daily basis, called city offices 
supposedly responsible for responding to this problem, but he was only given a 
runaround, told by each successive office that they were not responsible for this 
problem and he should call somebody else. He asked neighboring businesses if 
they would join in an effort to reach out to city services and they declined, as the 
broken sewer main was in front of his shop, not theirs. So, he just stopped 
calling. 
 As an American, coming from a culture of associationalism, of 
enthusiastic community investment and civic spirit, it was jarring for me to 
observe the lack of civic spirit in Rome. In a classic American entrepreneurial 
rush of civic outrage (si se puede!25), I declared, let's rally our neighborhood and 
pass out flyers so everybody can call these offices or send letters and get some 
help! The Italians who heard me say this only laughed. Mine was a charming but 
pointlessly energetic, molto Americano response to a situation that seemingly had 
no solution (non si può fare!).26  
                                               
25 Yes we can! 
26 I recently ran across an article online that warned undergraduates who wish to study abroad in 
Rome that life in the eternal city is not all gelato and carbonara: the article also warns students to 
expect mounds of graffiti and trash; “less-than-pleasant blobs of poo” left by “less-than-
conscientious” dog owners; apartments with mold, no heating and terrible plumbing; dreary and 
blistering weather trends; and policemen with machine guns (Knauff 2017). Mythic Rome and 
Public Rome do not resemble each other as much as pilgrims may wish. 
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 Other than sorting through infuriating, Kafkaesque coils of red tape to 
complete the immigration documents necessary to stay in Rome for my research, 
this was my most personal interaction with the sense of disempowerment 
Romans face when interfacing with bureaucratic structures—and the attitude of 
resignation that is adopted when citizens do not feel respected by public 
structures and do not see that their considerably substantial tax obligations 
translate into the most basically adequate city management. Chiara at Confronti 
said, “The city management is lately more and more disorganized and self-
indulgent. The resources are few, or they are used up so quickly. We are all so 
disappointed as Romans, you know? Who is good to me is good for me, and 
whoever isn't, I don't care about them. And that makes me live badly. It is not 
possible to live like this together.” In a nutshell, said Dino of Confronti, “things 
don’t work and there’s a lack of social spirit, because Romans are self-absorbed. 
Rome is not considered a common thing and that is a big issue.” 
 Public Rome is characterized by a lack of civic spirit, which poses the chief 
obstacle for Roman dialoguers hoping to develop a cosmopolitan atmosphere of 
pluralism in the city. “The biggest problem in Rome is the Romans. They don't 
treat their own city like their house. They know it's beautiful in Rome—but they 
take it for granted. They don't invest. The problem is not just immigrants” 
(Gabriele, Typical Roman). For those who are concerned with the improvement 
of Rome and the alleviation of its social challenges, the first thing to confront is 
this lack of civic spirit, or, as some of my interviewees frame it, the laziness or 
reluctance on the part of Romans to help their city. Marco of Confronti said, 
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“There’s laziness and there is a lack of community. We are all distant, different, 
small isolated monads.”27 
 Most of my interviewees described a culture of aggression among city 
inhabitants, which is exacerbated by worsening physical conditions. They use 
unflattering language to describe Roman culture, such as: selfish, primitive, 
individualistic, lack of responsibility, distrustful, culture of blame, stubbornness, 
pride, uneducated, ignorant and nepotistic. Certainly, there is a culture of 
complaint against civic conditions and the (lack of) management among my 
interviewees. Whether or not these words accurately describe Roman culture, 
they do represent qualities that dialoguers largely find repugnant and contrary 
to their own values and ideals. These words comprise a representative discourse 
of how Romans explain to themselves why their city is covered in trash and 
graffiti. Together the 69 Romans I interviewed exemplify the pessimistic attitudes 
that contemporary Romans have cultivated about Rome. 
The crisis definitely made people more primitive. "I don't care what’s 
wrong or right—I only care what I need”—this is the attitude. People 
become more individualistic—everything is the fault of government, 
religions, taxes. So, they don't pay taxes—so they're not getting services. It 
is a vicious circle. (Gabriele) 
 
Rome could be perfect, so beautiful, but its inhabitants are ruining it. … 
We saw a kid drop a bottle and I said, “you dropped this,'' and he faked 
that he didn’t understand me. People here can't accept responsibility or 
their own imperfection and complicity, so they can't correct their 
                                               
27 In Chapter 8, a comparison of dialogue activities in Rome and in the Middle East, I will discuss 
a paradox: in the Middle Eastern context there there is a violent military conflict, dialogue is more 
important but more difficult; whereas in the cosmopolitan setting of Rome, because there is no 
active military conflict there is more potential for dialogue to go deeper, yet also due to the lack 
of conflict and absence of local civic commitment it lacks urgency. This lends an air of “preaching 
to the choir” insularity to Roman dialogue gatherings, which I also discuss further in Chapter 3 
on Rome’s Interfaith Society.  
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imperfection or improve themselves. This tendency is connected to 
mammone28 culture, and it creates egoism and dependence. (Ilaria) 
 
We Romans are furbo29—you can always take advantage of the other 
instead of helping. There's always a way, even if it's not legal. We're 
saving ourselves but not each other, so we are doomed. For example, 
people faking insurance claims to get money, parking in the pedestrian 
crosswalks to save time, or collaborating with the mafia. (Elisa)  
 
Public Rome is also crippled by a lack of citizen trust. In the Corruption 
Perceptions Index 2016, Transparency International ranked Italy 60th out of 176 
countries for its various levels of corruption. Among EU states, only Greece 
ranked lower than Italy. Consequently, levels of trust in the city authorities are 
very low, and “in Italy we have a tradition of never saying any politician is good, 
but it’s not just empty criticism. …thanks to our political class we're here at this 
point where the conditions are more difficult” (Gabriele, Typical Roman).  
 How can a populace trust civic management when it is so rife with 
corruption? Many interviewees attribute Rome’s social tensions to the 2008 
socioeconomic crisis—but more of them link Rome’s social problems to corrupt 
Roman politics and poor city management. 
The grand enemy to fight is corruption, this idea of the personal over the 
common good. There are many levels of corruption: oil, services, power. 
The Comune di Roma is a clear symbol of corruption, they just want money 
for themselves but they publicly accuse gypsies and migrants of being 
thieves. (Lorenzo, Sant’Egidio) 
 
In 2015 the Mafia Capitale scandal was uncovered and revealed the collusion of 
many Roman city offices with a sophisticated money laundering operation that 
                                               
28 The word for Italian men who are overly dependent on their mamma; it suggests being spoiled, 
coddled and expecting someone else (usually a woman) to provide basic needs and attend to 
tasks in the home. 
29 Clever, self-serving, manipulative  
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delivered expensive service contracts to corrupt agencies that accepted city 
payments but failed to deliver civic services with basic competence and 
timeliness. Public transportation, public facility repair, and trash collection all 
languished.30 
 Civic leadership in Rome is, then, significantly limited. In the case of civic 
leadership, one can only look to Rome as a cautionary tale. The persistence of 
corruption, and organized crime that has intertwined itself with the political 
workings of Rome, have damaged the efficacy of leadership to the extent that it 
no longer functions on the civic level. One interviewee said that moral leadership 
does not exist on the city level in Rome: “If the Pope says We all have to be better, a 
Catholic hears him and says, Ah! Bravo, bravo, then after another minute stabs his 
neighbor. Moral authority doesn’t exist in Rome.” It is able to set a tone around 
the difficult process of integration, but other than providing symbolic support—
or discouragement—of dialogue organizations, one could not realistically predict 
that Rome’s government will anytime soon redirect organized, effective energies 
in favor of promoting social integration initiatives.31  
 The morass of corruption weighing down Roman city management, 
casting a pall over the lifestyle of every inhabitant of the city, has become an 
                                               
30 Mafia Capitale is the name given to a scandal involving the Roman government, in which alleged 
mafia criminals misappropriated money destined for city services. James Mackenzie (Reuters) 
and Nick Squires (Telegraph) covered these scandals in English language news.  
31 The political position of Rome’s mayor determines a great deal about the momentum of 
integration ans the vitality of interreligious dialogue in the city. The history of interreligious 
dialogue in Rome is linked to the mayor’s inclination to support it; while Walter Veltroni (Rome’s 
mayor from June 2001 to February 2008) created space in the city government for dialogue 
councils, his successor Gianni Alemanno (Rome’s mayor from April 2008 until June 2013) 
cancelled all such initiatives. This is explored further in Chapter 4 on the Levels of Dialogue in 
Rome.  
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ordinary part of life, “basically normal. In other countries the idea of scandal and 
corruption is scandalous. But here they are normal.” (Bianca, Typical Roman and 
longtime city resident). Corruption is as much a Roman tradition as the annual 
feast of lumache32 for the festival of Saint Joseph in March. 
 
Racism and Anti-Immigrant Sentiment in Public Rome 
 
Italians still harbor bad attitudes against migrants--they blame them for 
the financial crisis. It’s wrong, but it's common in all people. Italy is still 
provincial--more than other countries. Everything seems very local. This is 
a geographically isolated-peninsula with high mountains, isolated. The 
Italian world is self-sufficient. We are not interested in the outside world. 
(Sebastiano, Sant’Egidio) 
 
In Italy we are "all Italian," but immigrants are just the ones who sell 
umbrellas on the street. (Ilaria, non-dialoguer)  
 
Homogenous Italian culture sees immigrants as presenting a threatening 
difference. Breaking this mindset is not possible now—at least, it is not 
sustainable. (Bishop Thomas, Pontifical Council for Christian Unity) 
 
In my apartment building in the neighborhood of Appio Latino, the little 
elevator’s wooden walls are carved with bracing graffiti: Cinese tutti appesi, Cinese 
merde gialle, Cinese merde.33 The first phrase derives from a 13th century idiom, 
Livornesi tutti appesi,34 reappropriated as an anti-immigrant epithet in a 21st-
century Roman elevator. My Italian friend says it reflects Italian “black humor” 
and uneasiness about immigrants, but not genuine xenophobia.  
                                               
32 Snails. 
33 Translation: Hang all the Chinese; Shitty yellow Chinese; Chinese are shit. 
34 “Hang the Livornese” was a popular Florentine epithet hurled at the people from the town of 
Livorno during sports matches. 
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 Widespread, large-scale social differences other than economic class are 
relatively new to Italy, dating to the influx of immigrants in the 1970s. One 
hundred years ago, Rome was more homogeneous. When the Piedmontese took 
Rome in 1870 there were 200,000 inhabitants, and Rome’s “immigrants” were 
Italians from Sicily or Tuscany. “Until 30 years ago you could live your whole life 
in an Italian village without ever seeing a Waldensian, a Muslim or a Jew,” 
remarked Emilio, a Confronti contributor and prominent Vaticanista.35 Today, the 
metropolitan area of Rome houses 4.3 million total residents and is, after Milan, 
the second largest concentrated population of immigrants in Italy at 9.5% of the 
total city population—much higher than the third-highest immigrant population 
in Brescia, near Milan. About half of the immigrant population claims various 
Eastern European origins (chiefly Romanian, Polish, Ukrainian, and Albanian) 
numbering a combined total of 131,118 or 4.7% of the population. The remaining 
4.8% are those with non-European origins, chiefly Filipinos (26,933), 
Bangladeshis (12,154), and Chinese (10,283).36 
 Recent high-profile racist incidents tell a story that belies the notion of the 
brava gente of Italy, a cultural myth from World War II that describes Italians 
welcoming foreign elements during the war without discrimination. Instances of 
                                               
35 A Vaticanista is a journalist covering the Vatican. Emilio is one of the founding journalists of the 
Com Nuovi Tempi collective, covered in Chapter 5 about Confronti magazine. 
36 See Macioti 2013, 189. The area of the province of Rome is characterized by a diverse multi-
religious presence. According to 2010 data released by Caritas Migrantes in Rome, more than 
300,000 migrants have made Rome their city of choice, while more than 100,000 reside in the 
outskirts, beyond the city center but still within the Roma province, for a total of nearly 500,000 
non-Italian citizens, or 9.5% of the entire Roman population. In Rome’s region, Lazio, the growth 
in the number of foreigners has been relatively constant. According to data provided by ISTAT, 
between 2002-2008 the presence of foreign visitors increased from 167,480 to 450,151, 
representing a total increase of 168.8%. Also see “Bilancio demografico Anno 2014 (dati 
provvisori)” and “Statistiche demografiche ISTAT, Provincia Roma.” 
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racism against the Gypsy community—seen in public rallies and protests—
spiked in 2007-2008 (Hammarberg 2008; Amnesty International 2008). The 
Minister of the Interior Cecily Kyonge suffered an Italian crowd making gorilla 
noises and throwing bananas at her when she delivered speeches in 2013.37 In 
2011, reports by Human Rights Watch pointed to a rise in xenophobia within 
Italian society (Coburn 2013, 11; Sunderland 2011); and the Office for Democratic 
Institutions and Human Rights in Poland reported a stunning rise in hate crimes 
reported in Italy in 2013-2015.38 In 2014, on International Holocaust Remembrance 
Day, a pig’s head was sent to the Roman synagogue (Mackenzie 2014). Such 
incidents of xenophobia color the consciousness of anyone seeking to foster a 
healthy pluralism in Italy and in Rome (See also Allietti and Padovan 2013, Cere 
2009, Connor 2010, Foner and Alba 2008).  
 On the surface, Rome looks somewhat diverse, but lurking underneath—
much like the ancient sarcophagi that impede the advancement of public 
transportation—is a socioeconomic infrastructure that frustrates the enterprise of 
transforming Rome’s diversity into pluralism. In a 2013 census report, ISTAT 
claimed that most immigrants living in the province of Rome live outside the city 
center, inhabiting the less-expensive peripheral regions of the city, either 
working for wealthy Italian families in domestic capacities or traveling to the 
center for undocumented domestic or manual labor and on-street vending.  
                                               
37 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/07/27/bananas-thrown-at-black-i_n_3662860.html; 
Withnall 2013 
38 http://hatecrime.osce.org/italy, although nothing is clear about their methodology.  
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 The center of the city, where all the tourist attractions loom, along with the 
most famous ruins and most vaunted architecture, receives the concentrated 
economic benefits of globalization. Pushed to the city edges—or as Romans call 
it, “the periphery”—are the poorest and least educated classes. Camilla of the 
Union of Italian Buddhists said, “The social tensions between Italians and 
foreigners means that nobody wants a mosque near their house, and everything 
foreign is pushed out to the periphery. These closed ethnic areas become ghettos, 
places without dialogue. Everything becomes poor, dense, closed.” One of those 
peripheral areas is Tor Sapienza, where events in November 2014 exposed the 
complex interaction of racial, economic, media, criminal and political factors in 
Rome. 
 
Tor Sapienza Riots and the Complexity of Rome 
  
In November 2014, a neighborhood on the periphery of Rome erupted in 
anti-immigrant riots. The nightly news footage showed a violent face-off 
between local Italians and Muslim youth centered at an immigrant detention 
center in the area (Selmini 2016; Sorbini 2014; Guardian 2014; Bianchi 2014; Fatto 
Quotidiano 2014; Roma Fa Schifo 2014). The media portrayal of these conflicts 
changed as the story unfolded over the following month. First reported as an 
interreligious conflict, it was later presented as an economic conflict sparked by 
unemployed Italians, angry about the poor conditions of their neighborhood and 
blaming local Muslims receiving state support. Yet later it emerged as a dispute 
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between petty criminals and junkies—some of whom happen to be Italian and 
others who happened to be Muslim—arguing about who had rights to work the 
territory. Yet later the conflict was revealed as a design of manipulative political 
figures and fascist agitators entering the community, getting the locals riled up 
about their way of life being stolen by immigrants. Still later the discord was 
explained as a financial scandal of corruption conducted by the Mafia Capitale 
whereby prominent criminals have been laundering money through the Muslim 
immigrant center that was initially in question.  
The conflicts in Tor Sapienza were provoked, economic in nature, by a 
cooperative of bandits and Mafioso. The media didn't understand at first--
the conflict wasn't just about a hard life in the periphery. But it was 
calculated attempt by Mafia to make money off the community. Nobody 
understood it for the first 3 months, then the scandal was uncovered. The 
idea that it was about interfaith conflict was misinformed. It wasn't about 
migrants. Young migrants actually helped the police to find the criminals. 
(Sebastiano, Sant’Egidio) 
 
The Tor Sapienza conflict was created by the media and stigmatized by 
politics. A parish priest was saying in an interview that the people live 
together quite well, and they are integrated. It was essentially a Mafia 
scandal: they want to change the mayoral coalition and show that the 
present coalition is not equipped to handle social tensions in order to 
change the public support, so that they could call for a new election and 
coalition. It is hard to say the place of interreligious tensions in Rome; it's 
complex. But Tor Sapienza is not a clean example. (Salvatore, Focolare) 
 
This series of incidents is a very good example of how incredibly complicated it 
can be to get to the bottom of social tensions in Rome. Every day the public 
narrative about a particular event shifts, and at the end those who suffer are the 
poor and, often, Muslim refugees. 
Concerning the riots, it doesn't make sense to blame the citizens or 
immigrants being in personal conflict, but the politicians, the lack of 
resources and regulation of migrants. The periphery is always a problem: 
full of prostitution, traffic, unemployment, drug addiction. There were 
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drug dealers and pimps competing for territorial jurisdiction of different 
blocks—some of them Italian and some of them not, all of them illegal. 
The situation was already critical. Add the migrants, you see inevitable 
competition, conflict and degeneration. (Francesco, Confronti 
photographer) 
 
As time wore on, and those who were following the story began to learn more 
about the corruption at the heart of it, my interviewees increasingly described it 
as a creation of the media, an example of how narratives of public events could 
not be trusted and the citizens of Rome are justified in their suspicion of 
authority.39 Nevertheless, the Tor Sapienza riots remain a salient example of how 
poor civic management culminates in blame and anti-immigrant bias. Said 
Noemi of Confronti, “In Tor Sapienza the main source of suffering and conflict is 
the lack of public services. Once there is this problem, the people are vulnerable 
to make other complaints. So, frustrated locals somehow get the idea to blame 
immigrants for diverting city resources.” Popular readiness to blame is in turn 
capitalized upon by mafia and Fascist politicians, who “manage desperate 
people and force them to articulate a position blaming others, to be a mouthpiece 
for their rhetoric” (Flavio, Confronti photographer).  
 The Tor Sapienza riots are a perfect illustration of how everything is 
complicated in Rome, even and especially the explanations among Romans about 
why Rome is the way Rome is. Rome is a cauldron of interactions among the 
historically homogeneous culture, tight-knit social units defending their 
                                               
39 “In Tor Sapienza the riots were organized by Casa Pound and the fascists, it was only 200 
people out of 16,000 living in the neighborhood, agitated by those following the political party of 
Salvini and Meloni. The day after those anti-immigrant, anti-Muslim riots, a Tor Sapienza priest 
said on the radio, ‘We have no such problems in our neighborhood at large, this doesn’t represent 
us.’ But scandal sells.” (Tonio, Religions for Peace) 
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interests, the influx of immigrants, socioeconomic crisis, historically provincial 
insider mentalities, the culture of complaint and blame, a discourse of 
precariousness, a corrupt and incompetent city government, inequitable resource 
distribution, a salacious media machine, manipulative fear-mongering 
politicians, and plain old human nature grasping at opportunity and gossip. 
Anyone who would set out to understand—better yet, improve—city conditions 
has their work cut out for them. 
 
Roman Discourses 
The Discourse of Crisis 
For Italians work is scarce and underpaid. La crisi has augmented racism 
in this country, and the rhetoric of the Right uses this fear to push their 
platforms. (Anna, Waldensian Federation) 
 
Italy is in a difficult moment—la crisi is grave. There is not much well-
being amongst the people, people are out of work, the difficulty is 
enormous. There is no desire to open up to the other. (Martina, Confronti 
contributor) 
 
Rome is beautiful but it is degraded in past years. The streets are dirtier, 
services are getting worse. It is an effect of la crisi, there are fewer 
resources to invest. The city culture is low, missing common spirit, civic 
sense. (Leonardo, non-dialoguer) 
 
 Every single one of my interviewees, regardless of subsample group, talked 
at length about la crisi—the financial crisis—and how it creates social divisions, 
“scapegoating” discourse against foreigners, and resistance to sharing resources 
in the public sphere. “When people can't find work or pay taxes, when they 
become frightened and poor, they close. Poverty closes people, creates enemies, 
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possessiveness, defensiveness, and causes people to become more closed and 
distrustful and misbehaved” (Maurizio, Dialogo Interreligioso Monastico). 
Indeed, observed Elisa of Confronti, “The popular thought, the lazy thought, is 
that the difficulties of la crisi are provided by the foreigners.” 
 Although la crisi is often supplied as the primary explanation of social 
tensions in Rome, civic chaos and social class tensions are hardly new to the city 
(Fabbrini 2000). What the crisis discourse suggests, however, is that chaos and 
diversity are linked. “Everything is always collapsing and beginning again. 
There is no legislation to integrate and welcome people. Italy lives in a constant 
emergency status” (Salvatore, Focolare). 
 Indeed, since before its founding, Italy as a whole has suffered continuous 
upheaval. “Romans are united by chaos,” said Benedetto at the Waldensian 
Federation. “It's not a tranquil, constant city. Our conditions are frenetic. On a 
historical level, the Roman people are disenchanted because they were always 
under power of the Pope, the French, the Germans. That put a certain rebellion at 
the heart of Romans that makes for chaos today.” Some attribute Italy’s constant 
state of emergency and crisis to its relative youth, that is, its recent history prior 
to 1870 as a collection of warring city states that were very different from each 
other, which have not been linked long enough to create a consistent 
atmosphere, national identity, or sense of solidarity. Too little time has passed for 
the state to implement a uniting national vision or culture, because shortly after 
its establishment came the 20-year fascist dictatorship of Mussolini, then World 
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War II, then the transition from monarchy to republican democracy after the war, 
then the years of terrorist attacks by the Red Brigade, then immigration.  
The city of Rome embodies Italian chaos. Some interviewees say “crisis” 
and “anarchy” are defining characteristics of life in the city: a chaos of superficial 
emergencies that distracts from a deeper systematic shift that would create more 
stability in civic structures or community interactions. There is even a word for 
this: gattopardismo Romano, whereby Rome sees constant chaos that makes for the 
appearance of change, but rarely sees cumulative systemic transformation. 
Rome has an anarchic culture that affects life on a daily basis. Some 
politicians say, this time it will be different, but it never is. So, Rome is 
crowded without much justice. People who want to cheat and take 
advantage of the system can do it. People like me, lawful people, are 
disadvantaged. Lots of people are cheating, taking advantage, abusing the 
city…they're shortsighted, they don't get punished and don't learn, and 
they don't see the benefits of following rules for a better society. The 
politicians and police are supposed to enforce consequences against public 
breaking rules, but they’re more corrupt than the public in general, so 
nobody is dissuaded from pursuing their own agendas. I think it has been 
this way for a long time. (Guglielmo, Typical Roman) 
 
The discourse of crisis—la crisi—refers specifically to the global market crash of 
2008. Although many markets have recovered or transformed since then, in Italy 
la crisi is invoked as an ongoing state of affairs in Italy. La crisi is less a historical 
factor of causation and more a discursive object engaged alongside corruption 
and Italian prejudice to explain the conditions of Rome. 
 The “discourse of crisis” that thrives in Roman culture at large also thrives 
in the community of those who practice interfaith dialogue in Rome. Some 
interfaith dialoguers noted that the 2008 socioeconomic crisis affected Roman 
dialogue in a paradoxical way, both limiting it and increasing its urgency. The 
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crisis bears on Roman dialogue not only negatively—by making funding for 
dialogue events more complicated and scarce—but also, in a positive way, 
inspiring civic-minded dialoguers to sustain and develop their movements to 
fight cultural ignorance. Enzo of Confronti said, “Conflict is a dialectic, which 
can also be harsh, but all the energy produced can be used to build and not to 
destroy.” In the same vein, Omar from the Institute Tevere commented, “Because 
of financial limitations and la crisi, we couldn't do some events again. Our 
collaborations are not continuing, although we try to sustain them. But dialogue 
is not just for getting together when everything is fine. There's an aspect of 
charity and altruism la crisi draws out, and we have to reflect on our conditions.” 
The discourse of crisis and alterity—how socioeconomic strain causes people to 
become more suspicious and distant from others—is popular among dialoguers, 
and the collective consciousness of how the socioeconomic crisis has increased 
intergroup ignorance in Italy seems to constitute a large part of their explanation 
for the necessity of dialogue within the community. 
 Like the Italian “national sport” of constant complaint,40 the discourse of 
crisis is part of life in Rome. It infects the populace with the conviction that 
scarcity, emergency, and instability are afoot, just around the corner for anyone 
not on guard against foreign takeover. Media-reinforced public discourse pushes 
forward a collective perception that Italy’s economic situation is precarious and 
any foothold must be fought for.  
                                               
40 A frequent joke among Italians. 
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 In this way, Public Rome spins on in a cycle of chaotic gattopardismo. 
Meanwhile, Private Rome hunkers down in its safe enclaves, summoning the 
muscle of familismo amorale to fend off threats to their dwindling resources. 
Indeed, both Private and Public Rome conspire to keep barriers high against 
newcomers and make them scapegoats for the perceived crisis. Private Rome 
protects its secluded family units, reinforcing the idea that anyone outside the 
family unit—first kin, then fellow Italians—represents a threat that should be 
aggressively deflected. Public Rome achieves the same effect through 
exacerbating the in-group tendencies of Private Romans with deteriorating civic 
conditions, corrupt leadership, dwindling job opportunities, and by empowering 
manipulative media and political elements who reinforce anti-immigrant 
sentiment in order to secure attention and power.  
 
Why “Rome is getting worse” 
Rome unfortunately in recent years is becoming more and more selfish 
and closed a city. Unfortunately, in recent times, with the increase in 
immigration, there is an intolerance on the part of many Roman citizens 
towards foreigners in general. So, we lost a little spirit of welcome and 
celebration that there has always been in Rome. (Marco, Confronti staff) 
 
 As I have shown, people living in Rome face all kinds of difficulties, and 
the result is a discourse of crisis. That discourse of crisis is often linked to 
understandings of diversity. “I feel like a stranger in my house,” said Bianca, a 
public school teacher and nearly lifelong Roman. 
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 There is also consensus among my interviewees that conditions in Rome 
have worsened over the last few years. When I ask people how they thought 
Rome had changed in the last 10 years, the two most consistent answers were 
“worsening city management” and “increasing diversity.” The co-occurrence of 
these conditions links them in the minds of the populace: because there are more 
immigrants and the city is so poorly kept, it must be the fault of the immigrants.  
 The recent historical social and religious homogeneity of Italian culture 
looms large in my interviewees’ explanations of why modern diversification and 
immigration, in combination with the socioeconomic crisis, have posed such 
difficulties in the Italian social and political landscape. While welcoming 
diversity may not be such a big deal in other places, my interviewees seemed to 
think that Rome has a longer way to go in this department, especially compared 
to other European cities. One interviewee suggested this is because Italy is such a 
young country, united out of city states that had warred against each other for 
centuries, home to a fragile peace. All that holds it together are such 
commonalities as being “Italian,” often meaning “Catholic,” making the 
appearance of radical differences, such as “Muslims,” into symbols of threat and 
scapegoats for routine economic difficulties. 
 The people I interviewed frequently used the idiom capro espiatorio41 to 
describe the relationship between the native Italian population and the 
immigrants who have arrived at increasing rates since the 1970s. Interviewees 
connected scapegoating to a culture of blame amongst Romans. In a city where 
                                               
41 Scapegoat 
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there are many troubles, immigrants are blamed for economic and professional 
difficulties, as well as resource scarcity and the state of the city. This cultural 
narrative is further exacerbated by political parties like the Northern League 
(Kirchgaessner 2015; Huysseune 2006; Betz 1995; Lindholm and Zúquete 2010; 
Ruzza and Fella 2009; Geddes 2009; Zaslove 2008). 
Most of the Italian poor, or not rich, they see the immigrant as the main 
enemy, as if the main problem was that. And unfortunately, this is a 
problem and then you'll see thousands and thousands of Roman (and 
Italians in general) who wake up in the morning and the first thing they 
see is the immigrant on the bus, metropolitan, street and think that this is 
the problem, that's what takes the job, that's what creates problems. They 
do not realize that it is the responsibility of their situation because even 
when there was no immigration in Italy in the 60s and 70s, this condition 
did not exist and the problems, however, were the same. (Marco, 
Confronti staff) 
 
Giorgia from the Waldensian Federation saw scapegoating as a collective 
tendency to simplify assessments of social dynamics. She noted, “There is a 
tendency of the Roman culture of blaming others and to think with less 
complexity about the appropriate source of blame…their perspective and 
diagnosis follows a process of simplification. People simplify and find a 
scapegoat, for instance, all the ills of society depend on the Gypsies or 
immigrants.” My interviewees spoke of the Italian government and its politicians 
in the same way. Indeed, “public opinion is formed by recycled ideas, when 
everyone is repeating the simplest version of what they heard without 
challenging it or thinking or finding new information, starting from the first 
source” (Giulia, Confronti staff). 
 As difficult as it is for Italians to acclimate to demographic shifts, these 
dynamics are painful for immigrants as well. Some of Macioti’s interviewees 
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report an explicit sense of “invisibility” in Rome, or discrimination. According to 
Macioti, Rome is structured to respond to and support a majority culture, and 
appears impervious and indifferent to the needs of different residents. Macioti’s 
interviewees share that a negative psychological impact accompanies the 
experience of being ignored by the majority of residents in the capital. These 
interviewees, all young people of foreign origin in Rome, almost all report that 
“the city” has not responded to their needs. One said, “We live in a city with so 
many beautiful, important churches…but they are all deaf. Remaining silent or 
screaming always leads to the same result: no one is interested in hearing what 
you try to say” (Macioti 2013, 206).42 Such intercultural tensions have been 
underlined throughout this chapter, especially when addressing the “culture of 
blame” and scapegoating among Romans. It is a fact that Italy’s historical 
homogeneity has been disrupted by a combination of contemporary social 
diversification and resource inequity. This disruption is exacerbated by what my 
interviewees describe as a “Roman culture” of individualism and anti-clerical, 
anti-establishment distrust of state authorities as well as outsiders.43 
 
                                               
42 These sentiments are condensed into Macioti’s chapter on the plight of second-generation 
immigrants in Rome. They are presented as indicative of general attitudes.  
43 My interviewees who do not do dialogue were more likely than dialoguers to express concern 
about Islam, Africa, immigration, or any phenomenon outside the Italian norm. Dialoguers were 
more careful about expressing a critical stance about social variances, but they still criticized 
those (Italian and non) whom do not share their values.  
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Religion in Rome 
Rome’s History as a (Relatively) Diverse “Crossroads” City 
 Mythic Rome’s reputation as a crossroads of East and West, as 
cosmopolitan “melting pot,” allows for many possible encounters between 
religious others that are not typical in other parts of Italy. “There's the big 
mosque, there are lots of worship places, lots of little places to pray and gather” 
(Matilde, Confronti contributor). There has been a Jewish presence in Rome for 
over 2,000 years, allowing for encounters of religious diversity long before the 
mixing of the modern world. Lorenzo of Sant’Egidio said, “Rome is a 
crossroads—every religion is here and there are various experiences to draw 
on…. In a less alien place there are fewer opportunities, but Rome is quite 
cosmopolitan.” Both in rhetoric and in reality, this long history serves the 
dialogue movement well. Nevertheless, the reality of the Church’s longstanding, 
profound grip on Italian culture and Roman civic structure acts in tandem with 
Mythic Rome’s diversity to create unique challenges for religious pluralism.  
 
Roman Roman Catholicism 
 Rome’s complicated civic culture is intertwined with its complicated 
religious culture. The Church is both foundational and surprisingly irrelevant to 
everyday life. On one hand, the manifold, multivocal prevalence of Roman 
Catholicism comprises the legal, historical, and sociocultural foundation upon 
which the dynamics of Roman religious diversity are based. On the other hand, 
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anticlericalism runs deep in Roman culture. Along with being a world religious 
capitol, Rome is also a bustling commercial center, a tourist destination, a 
pilgrimage site, a place to find work, and home to approximately 4.3 million 
people. The Vatican, deep within the city center, does not occupy the thoughts or 
awareness of most Romans on a daily basis. “There is no less Roman Catholic 
city than Rome,” said Alessandro of Confronti. “It is full of nuns, priests and 
missionaries, that’s clear. But Roman Catholics around Rome are not ‘the pious’ 
ones. I do not know where you would find them.” Though its presence is 
ubiquitous and inextricable, its grandeur is also routine; the Vatican is but one 
star in the constellation of many factors that populate a Roman’s daily experience 
and identity. 
 Romans have characteristically displayed a sense of humor and defiance 
toward the Church in their midst. For example, Vatican state license plates read 
SCV, which stands for Stato della Città del Vaticano—but Romans joke that it 
stands for Se Cristo vedessi—if only Christ could see this! Today, while the Pope 
may be a folk celebrity in many parts of the world, in Rome the papacy has been 
an imminently human institution, deglamorized through familiarity, inspiring 
resentment from a historically impoverished populace against the riches of the 
priestly palaces. Rome is statistically the “least Catholic” city in Italy. Catholic 
affiliation in Rome is still high at 88%, but “practicing Catholics” in Rome 
amount to 37%, the lowest count in Italy after Pinerolo, a Valdese town in the 
region of Piemonte (Annuario Pontificio 2007). As Dino, a Confronti contributor 
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said, “Traditionally Rome is a profane city—most of the people don’t care about 
the Vatican.” 
 In fact, the distance between ordinary Romans and the Vatican is 
explained by my interviewees as a matter of “hypocrisy” on the part of the 
Church. Although the Church positions itself as a bearer of lofty collective 
values, many of my interviewees said that the Church is “out of touch” with the 
inclinations of the people. Both dialoguers and non-dialoguers displayed deep 
criticism of the discrepancy between Church teaching and conduct. Common 
comments regarding the disconnect between the Church’s social gospel and its 
social engagement are “there’s never any progress,” “the Church does nothing,” 
“hypocrisy is everywhere.” People have trouble “having faith in an institution 
that craves money, glory and power” or think popular Roman Catholicism is 
mostly practiced by “posers” who use religion “as a hiding place.”  
 The historical roots of this anticlerical attitude amongst the Roman people 
are clearly laid out by Kertzer (2004) in his description of the 1870 battle between 
newly-unified Italian nationalists and Vatican-occupied Rome. Romans, Catholic 
and not, were eager to be relieved of the deprivations and taxations of Papal rule. 
They voted overwhelmingly in a public referendum to transfer Roman political 
power from the papacy to the secular Republic, seizing the Quirinale Palace from 
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Vatican possession and granting the property to King Vittorio Emmanuele II as 
the first headquarters of the unified Italian peninsula.44 
 The ambivalence of Rome’s population toward the Vatican affects efforts 
at religious pluralism chiefly because “religion” is not something many Romans 
see the value of, other than as the root of some cultural habits and holidays. 
Amongst my interviewees who do not practice dialogue, few were religious and, 
although respectful of the idea of dialogue, did not seem convinced that religion 
represented a potent or significant enough force to actually bring positive change 
to society at large. Many could see the value of “intercultural dialogue,” but, in 
line with Roman anticlericalism, they did not see that religion could do much but 
project a series of stale symbols and dictates that would not likely be heeded by 
Romans. They simply were not interested in religion—or were overtly critical 
about religion—and did not see why interreligious dialogue was necessary or 
even useful. They were especially likely to doubt the authenticity and efficacy of 
dialogues established by the Vatican.  
 Nevertheless, it is undeniable that Rome has been, and remains, a 
religious global capital. Many of my interviewees refer to the city in broad 
strokes as a “crossroads” of many religions, despite—and paradoxically, because 
of—its status as the “capital” of Christianity. Its Jewish population, for example, 
can point to the fact that their religious ancestors were there before the Christian 
community was institutionalized. Ancient Rome’s religious diversity, embodied 
                                               
44 This popular frenzy swelled to such a degree that Pope Pius IX’s casket was ransacked with 
rotten fruits and vegetables and nearly thrust into the Tiber River during its procession to 
interment outside the city center. 
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by the aptly named Pantheon, and structures in Rome like the Great Mosque 
contribute to the image of modern Rome as a global religious crossroads.  
 Of course, since national troops claimed Rome as the capital of the 
modern secular state in 1870, the Vatican has reclaimed much power in Rome, 
eking out a precarious balance with its surrounding state. After the Lateran 
Treaty of 1922, the Vatican was a separate sovereign state but maintained—and 
in some ways deepened—its cultural hold on Italians, so that in Rome “spiritual 
power has been rooted in the Vatican, while secular power holds the Quirinale, a 
division that makes the modern city bipolar” (McGregor 2005, 5). Nevertheless, 
the sovereign Vatican State at the center of the city exudes a monopolizing 
potency on its surroundings. Vatican II marked a doctrinal sea change in the 
Vatican’s position on non-Catholic religions and set a new tone for religious 
pluralism in the city.45 Still, the Church boasts many levels of economic, 
institutional, spatial, legal and sociocultural power in Rome. Religious authority 
plays out on a local, daily, lived level, as shown by Michael Herzfeld’s 2009 
ethnography of gentrification in the Roman neighborhood of Monti. The 
everyday life he documents illuminates how economic power shapes the 
relationships between Jews, Catholic parishes, social classes, carabinieri and tax 
                                               
45 One of the primary agendas of Vatican II was to re-design the relationship between the Church 
and non-Catholic religions. Two documents emerged from the Council, one a decree on 
ecumenism (unitatis redingratio) and the other a decree on interreligious dialogue, Nostra Aetate 
(“Our Age”), which declared the inherent value and truth of non-Catholic faiths. The first part of 
Nostra Aetate regards the relationship of the Church to non-Christian religions, and a final section 
on Jews removed from Church teachings the centuries-old accusation of deicide. The Council 
redefined the word “mission” to mean “dialogue,” and founded the Pontifical Council on Jewish-
Christian Relations and the Pontifical Council for Interreligious Relations. To religious Catholics 
who considered it a matter of faith to follow Church teaching, this new curriculum of openness to 
other religions sparked a new phase and a challenge for the faithful. 
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agents (as symbols of secular state power). Amidst the confrontation of different 
sources of power, tradition, and loyalty, the parish priest played a significant role 
in supporting gentrification of the neighborhood.  
 The presence and power of the Church is also a cultural reality, even in 
places that are supposed to be “secular.” For example, the Lateran Accords were 
meant to separate Church and State, but the provision to teach Catholic 
catechism in the public school curriculum ensured that the Vatican remains 
pervasive far beyond the doors of the local parish.46 This complicates a real 
compliance with the principle of secularism among governing bodies, and makes 
the emergence of other religious alternatives difficult.47 “The Catholic norm is so 
overwhelming from a cultural point of view that any Italian mom thinks that 
there is nothing wrong with a Muslim child dressing like Joseph and playing the 
part of Joseph in the manger at Christmas because it is a cultural thing, not just 
religious,” reflected Emma of Confronti. 
 Even the architecture of the city is dominated by the Catholic Church. 
Such visibility is a form of cultural capital for Catholicism. The highest per capita 
count of Catholic Churches in the world is found in Rome, where parishes are 
located seemingly on every street and Saint Peter’s dome looms from vantage 
points throughout the city. 
                                               
46 This Lateran pact was restructured through the Villa Madama Treaty (1984), which allows for 
Catholic school instruction to be optional, and for non-priests to become religion teachers. 
Nevertheless, Vatican cultural authority prevails: by legal statute, these public school teachers are 
still Vatican-trained, and in 2017 a suitable alternative instruction has yet to be formalized for 
students who opt out of Catholic religion classes.  
47 A detailed and in-depth explanation of Italy’s Intesa system—Church-state relations and the 
status of non-Catholic religions in Italy—is included in Appendix B of this dissertation. 
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Public Rome and Religious Diversity 
 As immigration rates have increased, the question about interculturality is 
raised in communities, the media, and local governance. People say they are 
concerned about order, so-called public security, and integration (Nagasawa 
2012). Immigration is also the primary importer of minority religions: the 
CESNUR study of 2016 showed that 53.8% of immigrants to Italy are Christian, 
chiefly Orthodox from Eastern Europe, and 32% are Muslim from North Africa 
and the Middle East. The non-Catholic contingent among Italian citizens 
numbers 2.8% of the population. If, however, non-national immigrants are 
considered, 5,340,900 religious minorities live in Italy, reaching a figure of 8.8% 
of the population of the Italian peninsula, slightly increased from 2015. Table 2.1 
below lays out those numbers more clearly.  
Table 2.1 Religious Demography of Italy48 
Religion Italian citizens Foreign Residents Total Population 
Roman Catholic 39,661,400 / 71.1 % 917,900 / 18.3% 40,579,300 / 66.7% 
Christian, non-
Catholic 
1,073,350 / 1.9% 1,781,100 / 35.5% 2,854,450 / 4.7% 
Non-Christian 460,555 / .9% 1,875,900 / 37.4 2,486,450 / 4.1% 
 
 A foothold of 8.8% in the overall population of Italy means the presence of 
religious minorities has begun to be religiously visible. Tivoli, a city on the 
outskirts of Rome, has been profiled by Macioti, highlighting its relatively high 
number of non-Catholic religious communities and houses of worship.49 Even if 
                                               
48 CESNUR 2017, Dossier Statistico Immigrazione 2015-2017, Caritas Migrantes Italia, Pace 2013, 
Federation of Evangelical Churches in Italy (Pedrazzi 2016), Eurispes poll 2016 
49 To date there is no compiled, published data conveying rates of religious participation or 
religious identity among Rome’s non-Catholics. We cannot assume “all immigrants are 
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immigrants are still a small proportion of the city population, it is enough to 
stand out against the ubiquitous visibility of Catholic spaces that project an 
aesthetic and spatial Catholic norm. A group outside those norms may be 
noticeable or invisible, according to context. 
In Rome, on the one hand it is easy to live your life, because no one cares 
who you are and what you do, but when you have almond eyes, even if 
you speak Italian well you are to be avoided, like all Chinese! (Macioti 
2013, 202) 50 
 
The most potent social division in Rome, say my interviewees, is socioeconomic; 
and because socioeconomic disparity in Rome often corresponds to ethnic, 
national and religious differences, socioeconomic clashes can create an 
appearance of intercultural or interreligious tension. But when I asked Romans 
whether there is “interreligious conflict” in Rome, I learned a new word: “Ni.”51 
Most of my interviewees insist that religious and theological differences are not 
the root of social divisions. But different socioeconomic groups living near each 
other in Rome–-for example, Italians, immigrants and Roma (gypsies)–-tend also to 
represent different religions. So popular resistance to immigration, and its 
presumed threats against economic and lifestyle norms, is often expressed 
through superficial epithets against “Muslims” (for instance). Religious conflict is 
inevitably part of the mix. Further, many of my interviewees argue that the 
Catholic Church has contributed to othering and demeaning non-Catholics.  
  
                                                                                                                                            
religious,” although presumably rates of religiosity/religious involvement are higher among 
Italian non-Catholics than among Catholics. 
50 Macioti has anonymized her interviewee accounts and so there is no identifying information 
regarding neighborhoods or churches.  
51 “No e si.” That is, “No and Yes.” 
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In Italy there is no great openness towards those who are different. …it's 
always been tied to just one religion, Catholicism, according to which 
those who are different are to be converted, otherwise they are not a person. 
(Elisa, Confronti contributor, Jewish) 
 
Social conflict in Rome mostly has to do with the wealth-poverty gap, 
mismanagement of civic resources, boorish Roman culture and poor city 
administration, but the social tensions are intensified by diverse religious 
identities. When religion is layered onto ethnic and socio-economic conflict, the 
religious dimensions of the perceived set of differences are no less real, though 
they may not drive the conflict. The very fact of assuming that Muslims are 
African and poor sets up a situation of multiple disempowerment. Ultimately, it 
is reductive to identify a “real” source of division, because social differences 
come in a complex package. But that does not stop people from trying to identify 
causality.  
 As we have seen, across my group of interviewees Rome is discussed 
chiefly in negative terms--and each interviewee sought to pinpoint reasons why 
Rome is such a challenging place to live. Some people think la crisi is the 
problem; some people think the Roman culture of blame and individualism is the 
problem; some people think the Italian history of cultural homogeneity is the 
problem; some people think the problem is created by politicians who benefit in 
some ways from turning social groups against each other; some people think 
Rome’s challenges are the consequence of human nature; some people think the 
problem is Italian provincial ignorance and insularity. Some people say it's a 
combination of those things. And some are making mighty efforts to help Rome 
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become a better place to live. The communities of interfaith dialoguers where I 
did my research are among the latter group. 
 But their undertaking is not a simple one. Italy is a country where “the 
interreligious dialogue is not considered necessary, and Muslims are perceived 
as strangers, as if they shouldn’t be part of the national culture” (Benedetto, 
Waldensian Federation). Pedrazzi (2016) reports that 39.8% of Italians look upon 
Middle Easterners in their midst with suspicion. Returning to Robert Putnam’s 
(2007) point, the presence of religious diversity should not be confused with 
religious pluralism. Rome’s relative diversity represents rather the potential for 
dialogue, if cultivated intentionally by dialoguers. Those who seek to build on 
Rome’s potential for diverse encounter, although they have plenty of diversity to 
draw upon, also must contend with the insularity and apathy of Roman culture, 
which is linked to centuries of religious demographic lopsidedness and to the 
cultural inwardness discussed earlier. Indeed, “Doing dialogue in Rome is not 
easy. The people of Rome are sometimes closed” (Ahmet, Istituto Tevere). Marco 
of Confronti spoke at length about Rome’s diversity representing the potential 
for dialogue—but not yet the reality of it.  
Rome could be a good place to create the meeting of all religions, in the 
sense that we have everything. If I live in a small town of a thousand 
inhabitants it may be that there is no Buddhist, no Muslim, no Jew. 
Instead there is everything in Rome. Therefore, potentially it could be the 
maximum place of dialogue in Italy, however… the Roman dialogue 
happens in a small community, a small circumscribed community. If we 
do the day of the Islamic-Christian dialogue, you'll see that we find 
ourselves in the mosque with 100-200 people if all goes well. But in Rome 
there are 300,000 Muslims. There are 2 million Catholics. 
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Visions of a Better World 
 
 In recent years, Rome’s decline has garnered a constructive reaction 
among Rome’s more civic-minded citizens, exemplified by groups like Re-Take 
Roma (a street-cleaning movement) and The Rome Project (a service for proving 
meals to the homeless). Among those who are actively resisting and working to 
improve the conditions of Rome are those who do interreligious and 
intercultural dialogue. The interfaith dialoguers I studied are a Roman minority, 
in terms of their public engagement, open-mindedness and longing for a 
stronger civil society. Through my research I became privy to the Private Rome 
of interfaith dialoguers, which I call the Interfaith Society. 
 
Interfaith Dialogue in Rome 
 In the midst of tension between social classes, increasing diversity, and all 
of the challenges of living in Rome, an emergent interfaith and intercultural 
dialogue movement is a vibrant new piece of the culture. These Romans are 
working together to build upon the most prosocial and collaborative inclinations 
of local religious communities. These activists view religion as a cultural and 
identity affiliation that can be positively mobilized to bring people together and 
bridge social divides. 
 In Rome, the activists of interfaith engagement try to create a little drop in 
the ocean, una goccia nell’oceano, encouraging Italian locals to be in contact with 
those who are different, to humanize them and see that different people are just 
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people, trying to survive in a complicated world and take comfort in their faith 
and communities. One of many values driving interreligious dialogue is the 
transformative power of education; as they reason, if you can educate local 
people about scary and unfamiliar social “others,” you can diffuse their tendency 
to turn inward. You can hope to create more engaged citizens who are not 
blindly following the fear-mongering populist rhetoric of neo-fascists or the 
right-wing Northern League political movement. Interfaith dialogue amongst 
Romans aims at decreasing ignorance and raising the level of culture so that 
people can think more humanely and independently (but not individualistically) 
about social difference and be more informed citizens. The hope of dialoguers is 
that eventually the citizenry will vote according to prosocial civic values, and not 
out of fear, that there will be less protectionism of the closed circle of their own 
family, their own homogenous Italian circle, their own campanilismo. 
 Dialoguers draw on the image of a Mythic Rome that was one of the 
birthplaces of social diversity and perhaps even pluralism. Dialoguers, through 
their embrace of diversity, hope to recover Rome’s storied lost origins as the 
ancient crossroads of gentile, Jew, East, West, pagan and monotheist. 
 
A Brief History of Rome’s Dialogue Movement 
 The Roman dialogue movement arose as a direct result of realizations—
within and beyond the Catholic Church—that the modern world had drastically 
different characteristics than the world the Church had served and ruled for 
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centuries. The Second Vatican Council responded to the demands of the modern 
world by reconstructing and updating theological concepts, softening self-
aggrandizing notions of the Church’s primacy, changing approaches to 
missionary efforts and relating to other religions, even changing notions about 
how the priest should interact with the congregation and how the congregation 
should be allowed to understand sacred texts. The Church’s decision to redefine 
“mission” from “conversion” to “dialogue” (Cassidy, 2005, 3) enabled the 
Catholic world to join an interreligious dialogue movement that had been 
underway since the late 1800s. Widely seen as having been birthed with the 
Parliament of the World’s Religions in Chicago in 1895, it had chiefly been 
practiced by Protestants who engaged Buddhists and Hindus teaching in the 
United States. Now that the Church was encouraging theological conversation 
with other religions, Catholics could join this institutional level of dialogue. 
A century ago, 50 years before Nostra Aetate, there was no salvation 
outside the Church. New streams of thought developed, which helped 
Catholics in meeting the other, in realizing that they are not all destined to 
hell, that God's presence is in all. Around Vatican II, at the pastoral level, 
there developed more sensitivity to ethnic, cultural, religious others. There 
were many vehicles to implement these openings. It was not just Nostra 
Aetate, Measures were implemented variously within and beyond 
Catholicism. Other groups were similar, like the peaceful wing of Nation 
of Islam, and the fruits of the 1960s zeitgeist. (Salvatore, Focolare) 
 
Prior to the Second Vatican Council in 1963-1965, interfaith dialogue did not 
really exist in Rome. The Council’s declaration that non-Catholic religions bore 
truth and ought to be engaged positively opened the door. Said Omar of Istituto 
Tevere, “Without Vatican II we wouldn't have gotten anywhere. The Catholic 
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Church is central and enormous. Nostra Aetate conveyed even to non-religious 
people the role and importance of religion.”  
 The Vatican II documents acknowledged the Church’s complicity in 
centuries of anti-Semitism and led to the establishment of the Pontifical Council 
for Jewish Christian Relations.52 Jewish Christian relations were a specific concern 
for both John Paul II and now for Pope Francis, who has also made highly 
publicized visits to the major synagogue in Rome. The Vatican investment in 
Jewish Christian relations has resulted in loyal friendships between these two 
popes and the Jewish leaders of their time. 
 Throughout the 1980s, this foundation, first in the Church and then in the 
civic government, brought visibility to the concept of pluralism. It was not until 
the papacy of John Paul II, however, that official institutional dialogues were 
established, starting most visibly with the interreligious summit and World Day 
of Peace in Assisi in 1988. Along with Pope John Paul II's outreach to the Jewish 
community in Rome, these events brought the practice of dialogue to the 
attention of the broader world, especially through media images of clergy from 
various traditions interacting. Pope John Paul II's successor Pope Benedict XVI 
was a notably clumsy adjudicator of interreligious relations, particularly between 
the Church and the Muslim world.53 Aurelio of CIPAX recalled, “During 
                                               
52 I attended the June 2015 annual meeting of the International Council of Christians and Jews, 
which culminated in an audience with Pope Francis. In his remarks the pope noted that Nostra 
Aetate “represents a definitive ‘yes’ to the Jewish roots of Christianity and an irrevocable ‘no’ to 
anti-Semitism. In celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of Nostra Aetate, we are able to see the rich 
fruits which it has brought about and to gratefully appraise Jewish-Catholic dialogue.”  
53 In September 2006, Pope Benedict XVI provoked outrage in the Muslim world with a speech 
given at the University of Regensburg in Germany when he quoted a somewhat inflammatory 
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Ratzinger, interreligious dialogue was something in the basement, like a joke or 
play of a little group talking to each other. ...Essentially it was not supported.” 
Professor Naso recalled the Church’s specifically theological objections to 
dialogue under Benedict. 
Under Ratzinger there was an atmosphere of criticism outside the church 
against Catholicism, and skepticism and criticism within the Church 
against interreligious dialogue and the theology of pluralism. Ratzinger 
said that it was "too easy to shift into relativism," and dissuaded 
interreligious talking. You started with pluralism, you move to dialogue, 
and then you fall into relativism--this was Ratzinger's core thinking about 
this social process. 
 
Although Pope Benedict proved himself to be less naturally inclined to the ambit 
of interfaith dialogue than his predecessor and successor were, he managed to 
carry the torch—if not with resounding impact, at least with minimal 
regression—in ecumenical Christian realms. 
 The current Pope Francis has placed intercultural and interfaith dialogue 
at the center of his papal mission. Dialoguers often invoke the legitimizing effect 
of his investment for their own work. Camilla of the Union of Italian Buddhists 
notes, “With this new Pope it seems easier to make contact.” Paulo confirmed, “It 
was relatively big news for Catholic church to have such a pro-dialogue Pope.” 
                                                                                                                                            
14th-century dialogue between a Persian scholar and Byzantine Christian emperor Manuel II 
Paleologus. The text included such statements as, “What Muhammad brought [was] only evil 
and inhuman….” The remarks were interpreted as an attack on Islam and sparked angry protests 
in Pakistan, India, Turkey and Gaza. The Public Relations office of the Vatican released many 
statements saying that the Byzantine statement was not Ratzinger’s words; Pope Benedict himself 
was forced to issue an apology in response to the angry reactions: “I am deeply sorry for the 
reactions in some countries to a few passages of my address at the University of Regensburg…. 
These in fact were a quotation from a medieval text, which do not in any way express my 
personal thought.” (AP, 2006) 
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 Pope Francis is the most pronounced pro-dialogue pontiff that the 
Catholic Church has seen. His first official public papal visit outside Rome was in 
July 2013 to the island of Lampedusa to greet Muslim refugees as they arrived to 
the Italian shore. His first Easter celebration of Maundy Thursday in April 2013 
(repeated in April 2017) was in Roman prison Casal del Marmo, where he 
washed the feet of Muslim women prisoners (“Pope Francis includes women…” 
2013; “Pope washes feet…” 2017). His closest friend is Argentine Rabbi Abraham 
Skorka, with whom he wrote On Heaven and Earth (2010), a book on interreligious 
dialogue,54 when he was still the Bishop of Buenos Aires.  
 Although Roman dialoguers are collectively undecided about whether the 
presence of the Vatican helps or hinders dialogue, given the asymmetry that its 
ubiquity introduces to the majority-minority power dynamic, almost everyone is 
decided that the current Pope Francis, with his oft-stated devotion to dialogue, 
has transformed the Vatican into a constructive presence. Pope Francis’s 
inclination to interfaith and intercultural dialogue counter-balances the lack of 
support from the past several Roman mayors. Dialoguers appreciate Pope 
Francis because he exemplifies their own values, and a vast majority of 
interviewees described him either as “very human” or more human than his 
predecessors.55 
                                               
54 In the sense that the book itself records an interfaith dialogue, as a transcription of theological 
discourse conducted between the former Bishop Bergoglio of of Buenos Aires and Rabbi Skorka.  
55 Chapter 6 discusses dialoguers’ views on how dialogue is “humanizing” and what, for them, it 
means to be “very human.” 
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 The interfaith dialogue movement that I will examine in the coming 
chapters has emerged in this particular Roman context. It is shaped by both the 
long history of Rome as a religious crossroads and by the dominating presence of 
the Vatican. It is also shaped by a local culture of insularity and a dysfunctional 
local government, both of which discourage positive civic engagement. 
 
The Vatican Presence in Interfaith Dialogue 
 The recent history of dialogue in Rome is also the history of a great deal of 
Vatican activity. Still, most of my interviewees consider the influence of the 
Vatican a mixed blessing. They say it hinders general civic pluralism, creating “in 
the minds of Romans many foreclosures.... especially regarding abortion, divorce, 
civil marriages between gays, and the living will,” said Elisa, a Confronti 
contributor. These dialoguers, however, are divided as to whether the Vatican 
encourages or hinders the local interfaith dialogue movement. An imam at 
COREIS assessed the Vatican impact on Roman dialogue by saying, “The ‘pro’ of 
this is that religion is not alien to Italians or their politicians. The ‘con’ is that the 
religiosity relates to one specific confession.” Some argued that the presence of 
the Vatican and Rome’s status as the world capital of Catholicism creates an 
invisible asymmetry of power. Catholics are the demographic majority, pervasive 
in politics and media and culture, and institutionally “the Vatican monopolizes 
dialogue in Rome” (Emma, Confronti staff).  
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 Nevertheless, the Vatican presence is much more than just an obstacle for 
Roman dialogue. The Vatican is also a major vehicle for the practice of dialogue 
in Rome. The dialogue movement only entered Rome after it was permitted by 
Vatican II, and today the Vatican’s institutional dialogues are a crucial 
component of dialogue activity in the city. Pope Francis’s enthusiasm for 
dialogue fosters greater legitimacy and momentum for dialogue activities. 
Though other cities have multiple bishops and religious leaders, in Rome there is 
one bishop, the Pope; and Pope Francis’s commitment to dialogue is made more 
forceful by the consolidation of his power. The Vatican can sanction, permit, and 
set a tone for religious pluralism in Rome. Authority granted through the 
Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue and Pope Francis’s earnest 
commitment bring vitality to the movement. The Vatican presence represents a 
paradox for Roman dialogues: cultural closure and homogeny, set against 
missionary power to establish and empower the institution of Roman dialogue. 
 The Vatican presence in dialogue is said by interviewees to have the ironic 
effect of making minority religions more visible. Dialogues are special occasions 
for minority religions in Rome, a moment of more balanced demographic 
representation. In contrast to their everyday sense of invisibility in the public 
sphere, minorities who participate in dialogue activities may experience 
heightened empowerment and civic engagement. Indeed, in the years when local 
city government involved religious minorities in interfaith activities, “their only 
access to civic institutional participation was the interreligious dialogue” 
(Benedetto, Waldensian Federation).  
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Local Dialogue and Global Terrorism 
 The context in which interreligious dialogue occurs is both very local and 
very global. No location is immune from the realities of interreligious conflict 
and violence. Religious terrorism has come ever closer to Rome—through the 
Paris attacks at Charlie Hebdo and the Bataclán concert hall, or in Brussels, in 
Germany, in Nice, in Barcelona, or even in statements issued by ISIS about how 
Rome, the ultimate symbol of Western decadence, must be burned to the ground 
(Bayliss 2016; Bayliss 2016a).56 Dialoguers are both discouraged by the state of the 
world and heartened that they are doing something, anything, in order to resist 
the destructive potential of religious doctrines. They are concerned by examples 
of Italians indulging in their fears of the other. Dialoguer Ahmet of the Istituto 
Tevere spoke of the increasing climate of Islamophobia he senses as European 
attacks increase.  
 In Italy 90% of people believe Islam means terrorist. It's very sad. It 
burdens me a lot. The [Charlie Hebdo] attack really hit me. My wife wears 
a veil and we were scared to go outside. There's a difference before and 
after that attack. In 12 years I was stopped 2 times. And in the last month I 
was stopped 5 times. It's a problem. I pray 5 times a day, sometimes in the 
                                               
56 Anthropologist Stefano Portelli (2017) demurs that the threat is direct, acknowledging the 
March 2016 threat from Egypt as well as another leaflet entitled Black Flags from Rome that 
threatens to take down the capital of Western christendom, noting that “‘Rome’ in their jargon is 
a name for all western Europe, the former Roman empire (rumii means ‘European’ in many Arab 
languages). Other internet blogs argue that Italy, destination of the brunt of Europe’s refugee 
flood, is too ripe a ground for radicalization to target; or that the Italian mafia has too effective a 
grip on Italian intelligence and community movement to miss the brewing of internal terrorism. 
Ultimately, the reason why Italy has not yet been attacked is that its intelligence community was 
honed to great strength during the internal terrorist threat of the 1980s, and radicals are 
frequently detected and expunged.  
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train station or in a park. Now I have to seek a private place set aside, 
otherwise it is too hard. We are trying to live normally, but it’s not easy. 
 
Marco of Confronti clarified that Italians “don't fear Muslims specifically. But 
they fear what they don't understand. They fear terrorism and associate it with 
Islam because of ISIS and Charlie Hebdo.” These deepening prejudices have 
implications for the civic atmosphere in which dialoguers operate. 
 Terrorism carried out by radical Islamicists can negatively impact public 
discourse about Islam, especially among people who are not educated about the 
diversity of its expressions, or about what the vast majority of Muslims think and 
say about such acts of religiously rationalized terrorism. According to the 2016 
Eurispes poll (Pedrazzi 2016), following the recent European attacks, 23.3% of 
Italians changed their daily habits for fear of terrorist attacks; 17% limit their 
presence in crowded places and 16% avoid using public transport. One in four 
Italians, 20.1%, prefer not to pass through train stations and airports. One Typical 
Roman, a public school religion teacher, told me, “I don’t like Islam, but I’ll teach 
it.” 
 Roman dialoguers respond by emphasizing the fact of Muslim diversity. 
Dialoguers try to emphasize that religiously rationalized violence originates from 
extreme minority groups that must not be taken to represent the whole. 
Confronti contributor Elisa said, “In the schools I try to explain that ISIS is a 
group of extremist people and that there are peaceful and quiet Muslims and you 
cannot say they are all like that. And that there are extremists in other religions 
too.” 
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 Dialoguers see their practice as a significant response to global religious 
violence. At the civic level, dialogue is regarded as one way to help communities 
build collaborative alliances and foster genuine integration between host and 
immigrant populations. When terrorist attacks occurred in Europe over the 
course of this research, those in the dialogue movement made efforts to respond 
constructively, if only by issuing a statement or document in condemnation of 
these attacks. With each successive terrorist attack in Europe in 2015 and 2016, 
Istituto Tevere and Religions for Peace released emailed statements to their 
mailing list condemning the attacks and issuing prayers for peace. Anna of the 
Waldensian Federation described how her group met and composed a document 
condemning the violence in the name of religion. “It was our way of doing 
something, anything, even just saying no.” On the day after the vehicle attack in 
London in March 2017, Religions for Peace Italy held an interreligious prayer 
gathering featuring members from assorted religious communities in Rome who 
could offer a prayer for peace, each in the style of their tradition. Religions for 
Peace Italy also doubled down on its efforts to enter public schools and invite 
frank student questions about Islam, terrorism and the attacks. The secretary 
general of the group called this “dialogue in action” as they clear a space for 
students to “ask about Paris and Charlie Hebdo, Boko Haram, terrorism, killing 
in the name of God. The meeting is meant to counteract the reductive media 
misrepresentation of religion and show the kids that religion is for peace too. It’s 
not a simple thing, religion.” 
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The Interfaith Constellation of Rome 
 Challenges, both local and global, face anyone who would wish to work 
for a more peaceful society that welcomes religious diversity. Over the 50 years 
since Nostra Aetate, there has been a slow but steady arc of increase in Rome 
amongst interfaith organizations responding to those challenges. This 
dissertation research put me in contact with 13 such organizations. Some are 
devoted specifically and entirely to dialogue, whereas others use various 
methodologies of dialogue in order to support a broader mission.  
This cluster of organizations, which I refer to as the “interfaith 
constellation of Rome,” shares the goal of bringing together people of different 
religions, but they vary in a number of important respects that will be important 
in my analysis. Some are within institutions like the Vatican and Roman city 
government; some are nonprofits (Third Sector); and some are grassroots (di base) 
groups. They are in turn peopled by members of the Roman Interfaith Society 
who come from distinct sectors of the religious community and by people with 
different professions and occupations.57 Each also engages in distinctive range of 
activities. Collectively, these organizations promote shared sacred values of 
unity, transformation and hope, but they do it in their own ways. 
 Among the most important distinctions is the method of dialogue that 
shapes their work. In my analysis of these organizations, I employ Sharpe’s 
interfaith dialogue canopy (2005). The primary methods are shown in Table 2.2 
(below) in terms of the “branches” Sharpe identifies. For example, the Vatican’s 
                                               
57 Chapter 3 of this dissertation is dedicated to Rome’s Interfaith Society and its uniting values. 
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Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue engages a theological-
discursive model of dialogue at its meetings with the International Council of 
Christians and Jews. Coalizione per le Intese Religiose exemplifies a practical 
dialogue; it was founded in Rome in 2008 with the objective to sensitize various 
government officials to the importance of efficiently and quickly finalizing Intese 
(agreements) with various non-Catholic religious confessions. Tavolo 
Interreligioso di Roma cultivates a humanitarian dialogue, organizing religiously 
diverse guest speakers to promote religious literacy in public schools, and 
educating hospital staff to provide holistic healing services to Catholic and non-
Catholic patients alike. Sant’Egidio models a spiritual dialogue, organizing world 
prayer meetings modeled after the Assisi World Day of Prayer. Istituto Tevere 
holds informal conversations about books and films over shared meals, 
embodying the social dialogue. Confronti employs some of these methods, but 
also represents a model Sharpe did not identify, namely creative dialogue,58 
engaging interpersonal, artistic and literary methods toward increasing civic 
interaction, civic discourse, and awareness of diversity. 
 Among the smaller groups is Comunità Religiosa Islamica Italiana 
(COREIS), conceived in 1988 after the first Assisi World Day of Peace and 
formally founded in 1993. It is a prime example of pluralistic, pro-dialogue Islam 
that is making efforts to bring the Italian Muslim community together in the 
interest of gaining an Intesa with the Italian state, as well as establishing positive 
relationships with other religious communities. These activities are conducted by 
                                               
58 Chapters 5 and 6 both include sections on Creative Dialogue, exploring this modality of interfaithing. 
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clergy and lay leaders hoping to model pluralism for their communities. COREIS 
offers education and formation courses, programs promoting dialogue with 
Jews, Catholics, Orthodox, Protestants and Hindus. Their most visible 
representative is Imam Nasser who is often approached by Roman local news 
stations to comment on Islam in Italy and interreligious collaboration. Their 
Secretary General described them at a December 2014 conference on Religion and 
Conflict at Roma Tre University as “essentially contemplative, seeking to make a 
theological contribution. It's not an academic organization, but we still do 
research.” 
 An explicitly academic interfaith dialogue group was formed in 2013 at 
John Cabot University, a private 4-year American university in Rome. Three 
faculty members founded the interfaith club in response to student interest, 
supporting student initiatives like panel discussions on religious issues, social 
events, and the construction of a meditation garden on campus. The group’s 
faculty advisor, political scientist Professor Christopher Matthews, described the 
group as offering “integral, liberal, humanistic formation for students,” 
emphasizing the lay position of the group and its neutral position on religions.  
When the students talked about interreligious dialogue, people were 
critical, so they decided to try it and do it right. We had a very dynamic 
meeting that showed a great hunger among the students to speak 
religiously about world conflicts and intercultural conflicts. We 
collaborate with Focolare and Sant'Egidio. We have meetings with 
physical interactions like eating together which removes reservations. 
Interreligious dialogue can be between believers, but ours is between 
believers, non-religious students, and the secular world. We have a lot of 
faith in what we're doing and we want to continue this practice and 
discipline. (Professor Christopher Matthews, JCU interfaith club) 
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 Religions for Peace Italy maintains a presence at nearly every type of 
interfaith dialogue event I attended over my 18-month fieldwork period. They 
are the Italian branch of the international organization Religions for Peace, which 
publishes a world religions calendar that is distributed in 20 languages, as well 
as an educational piece distributed in Italy by Religions for Peace Italy. This 
branch also brings religious leaders into Rome’s public schools, replacing 
activities that used to happen under the aegis of the city government through 
Tavolo Interreligioso. Tonio, secretary general of Religions for Peace, said, “Our 
participants get involved in different ways. They are all in contact and available 
to participate. This is a period of urgency and uneasiness, confusion, fear, and 
unanswered questions, and we are all concerned and want to donate our 
testimony to show the peaceful collaborative side of our religion.” 
Table 2.2 below summarizes these organizations, their methods,59 and 
aspects relevant to their place in Rome’s interfaith constellation. 
 
  
                                               
59 Methods are expressed in terms of Sharpe’s (2005) categories and extended for my own 
purposes. See the “Terms Used” section in Chapter 1 to review these terms.  
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Table 2.2: Rome’s Interfaith Constellation 
ORGANIZATION RELIGIOUS 
AFFILIATION 
SECTOR METHOD ACTIVITY YEAR EST. FOCUS ON 
DIALOGUE 
PLAYERS 
Confronti Waldensian Third sector Discursive,  
 
Creative 
Monthly 
magazine, 
travel 
seminars, 
educative 
panels 
1968: COM 
1973: Com 
Nuovi Tempi 
1989: 
Confronti 
Central mission, 
among others 
Academics, 
journalists 
Community of 
Sant’Egidio 
Catholic Third sector 
/ 
Institutional 
Social,  
 
Humanitarian 
Conflict 
resolution 
summits / 
peace 
processes 
1968 Central mission 
among others 
Monks, devoted 
laypeople, 
politicians 
Istituto Tevere Muslim Third sector 
/ di base 
Social,  
 
Discursive 
Discussions 
and meals; 
social 
activities 
2007 Central mission General public 
Tavolo 
Interreligioso 
Various Third sector 
/ 
Institutional 
Discursive,  
 
Social 
Guest 
speakers in 
public schools 
and hospitals, 
panels, 
concerts 
1998 Byproduct of 
cultural 
education 
mission 
Leaders reaching 
public 
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ORGANIZATION RELIGIOUS 
AFFILIATION 
SECTOR METHOD ACTIVITY YEAR EST. FOCUS ON 
DIALOGUE 
PLAYERS 
Religions for 
Peace—Italia 
Various Third sector Humanitarian,  
Discursive 
Blood Drive, 
calendars, 
statements, 
collaborations 
1987 Central mission 
(via 
collaboration) 
leaders reaching 
public 
Figli di Abramo - 
Amici per la pace 
Various 
(Catholic-
Muslim) 
di base Social,  
 
Discursive 
Discussions 
over meals 
2003 Central mission public reaching 
public 
Focolare Catholic Third sector Social,  
 
Discursive 
Missions, 
panels 
1943 Central mission 
among others 
lay Catholics 
reaching var. 
ICCJ Jewish- 
Christian 
Third sector Discursive Conventions 1947 Central mission clergy and lay 
CIPAX Various 
(Catholic) 
di base Discursive panels 1982 Education public reaching 
public 
COREIS Muslim Third sector 
/ 
Institutional 
Discursive Panels 1993 Central mission 
among others 
clergy reaching 
academic public 
Dialogo 
Interreligioso 
Monastico 
Christian-
Buddhist 
di base Spiritual weekly 
meditation 
1994 Central mission clergy and 
clergy/specialists 
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ORGANIZATION RELIGIOUS 
AFFILIATION 
SECTOR METHOD ACTIVITY YEAR EST. FOCUS ON 
DIALOGUE 
PLAYERS 
Pontifical 
Council for IRD 
Catholic Institutional Discursive 
 
Conferences in 
universities 
1964 Central mission clergy, specialists 
Pontifical 
Institute for 
Study of Arabic 
and Islam 
Catholic Institutional Discursive 
 
Conferences in 
universities 
1964 Education 
(dialogue social 
byproduct) 
academics, clergy 
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Beyond Religions for Peace Italy, another type of dialogue training in 
Roman schools is found in the new crop of master courses offered by local 
universities such as La Sapienza University’s master course in Religion and 
Cultural Mediation or the Salesian Pontifical University’s master course in 
Intercultural and Interreligious Mediation. The La Sapienza program was 
initiated in 2000 by political scientist and former Confronti Magazine director 
Paolo Naso. He had noticed that there were a variety of master programs in 
cultural mediation, migration and values of diversity, but they paid no attention 
to religious diversity or the religiosity of migrants. “It was a very secularistic 
approach and …cultural mediation programs in other schools were imbalanced.” 
So Naso proposed a religion-focused master course in cultural mediation, 
because he felt “it was necessary to initiate a public program that involved this 
awareness. With education you can activate new energies in students. These new 
energies will make them more responsible actors in their societies.” 
 Education and research have become primary arenas for dialogue work. 
One professor of theology made a case for the academic study of religion 
exemplifying best practices for dialogue.  
The social scientific study of religion attempts to provide a clean-eyed, 
non-reactive, open perspective that learns and later analyzes and places in 
context, that seems to understand but not judge, that seeks to remove 
preconceptions or projected meanings. This way of approaching religion 
can stand as a positive example for those conducting interfaith dialogue or 
welcoming new religions into the community or classroom. We can 
cultivate a non-reactive curiosity about the richness and complexity of 
human life and seek to understand. We can refrain from changing or 
judging the new other. Those who are studying religion in Italy are 
providing a lot of valuable information and data that can help us base our 
conversations in fact and observed reality, so they can be more connected 
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to real contexts and be more effective and relevant. (Alessandro Saggioro, 
La Sapienza University, at the panel on Religions as Educational Systems 
 
Dialoguers who are particularly concerned with making a civic impact generally 
take their case into the public schools, via Tavolo Interreligioso or Religions for 
Peace Italy, to educate Italian schoolchildren about religious diversity. 
 Different branches of dialogue have both their fans and their detractors in 
the interfaith community. In my impression, Roman interfaith events are often 
quite academic, and frankly, those tend to be very boring. From time to time I 
would recognize certain dialoguers at events, and they would complain about 
the event. One person said that the event we attended was “not a dialogue, it is a 
fraternity.” Another used the words “fashionable and insincere” and yet another 
said he would not return unless his wife made him accompany her. He said, 
“These lectures satisfied my curiosity. The dialogue is all for show.” Some 
dialoguers complained that academic discourse is out of touch regarding 
religious realities and this affects how well dialoguers can understand religious 
diversity and integration in a city like Rome. “Academic work is fine but only if 
it is tied to reality and to the context,” said Giorgia of the Waldensian Federation. 
“It should have more interaction with what is happening in the city…because it 
is a central issue. We should try to think more about civil society.” 
 Despite the complaints, Roman dialoguers seem to value discursive 
dialogues, both academic and theological, above other forms. Even the majority 
of “social” dialogue events in Rome begin first with structured themed 
discussions. As we will see in the analysis of Confronti in Chapter 5, the majority 
of their practices could also be termed discursive. Indeed, as I will argue in 
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Chapters 3 and 6, the development of a common discourse is at the heart of 
Rome’s Interfaith Society. Spending time on talk makes that common discourse 
possible and creates a sense of uplifting solidarity. It also reifies the discursive 
terms of unity, transformation and hope, which in turn become the Interfaith 
Society’s sacred objects and totems. Even as various “dialogues” adopt an array 
of objectives, from practical civic impact to fostering friendships, all dialogues 
are discursive. 
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CHAPTER THREE: The Interfaith Society of Rome 
 
 In March 2015 I attended an interfaith discussion panel in Rome near the 
Pantheon, in the library of the Italian Camera dei Deputati.60 The panel was 
sponsored by the Institute for Intercultural Psychology, entitled Le Religioni 
Come Sistemi Educativi.61 To enter, I had to empty my backpack, pass through a 
metal detector, and endure a security pat down. Inside, the library gleamed with 
golden-grained wood and leather-bound volumes of Italian law. All the speakers 
sat behind placards proclaiming their official titles: President of NGO, Cardinal 
of Pontifical Council, Director of dialogue group, Editor of newspaper, Senator.  
 The setting was ornate: business suits, bound volumes, microphones, neck 
ties. Speakers relayed serious statements on globalization, secularization, 
religious freedom, biblical metaphors and universal values. Listeners tightened 
their silk ties, crossed ankles above their fancy shoes, adjusted the buttons of 
their smartly tailored suits. The panels showcased speakers who were ethnically, 
religiously, professionally diverse and harmonious, as though the event were 
setting an example for itself, a “best practices” display for the rest of the diverse 
world.  
 There was a heaviness in the air: everyone listened anxiously as though 
they themselves were personally responsible for saving the world. My neighbors 
                                               
60 House of Representatives	
61 Religions as Educational Systems	
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at the gleaming, varnished wooden tables took notes as if to prepare for that 
possibility.  
 However, amidst the pomp and circumstance there were also striking 
contradictions: the speakers seated ceremoniously on the panel table facing the 
audience would occasionally grow bored and chat with each other openly during 
the other lectures, surf on their mobile phones, and even answer phone calls in 
sottovoce. From my seat toward the rear I watched many of the seemingly 
attentive audience members whispering and playing on laptops and cell phones. 
The seriousness of the ambiance was at odds with the casualness of the 
participants.  
 I also noticed that speakers laid great emphasis on facilitating common 
values and stimulating widespread consciousness of diversity and its richness—
but very few spoke with critical realism about how to do it. Few speakers 
recounted strategies or achievements in these areas. Questions from the audience 
were only theoretical, rarely practical. 
 Throughout my research these dissonances, and others I would discover, 
signaled contradictions that would prove to be clues to understanding the 
interfaith society of Rome. 
 One of the speakers was Ariana Levy, a prominent member of Rome’s 
progressive Jewish community, established only 2 years ago in the wake of 2,150 
years of orthodox Jewish presence in Rome. Ariana is an ageless 65-ish-maybe-
more Italian lady of the finest order: educated, passionate, realistic, wealthy, 
charismatic, motherly—and immaculately stylish. At interfaith events, which she 
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often attends, she always wears the biggest fur coat, the shiniest pearls, the most 
tailored frock, the most enviable footwear.  
 Ariana is a ubiquitous presence at many interfaith gatherings around 
Rome held by various organizations: I’ve seen her at events held by Confronti, 
Religions for Peace, Tavolo Interreligioso and Istituto Tevere. Years ago, she 
persuaded the city council to sponsor diversity and pluralism programs, and to 
increase the city’s self-consciousness as a diversifying global city that houses 
many colors, religions, languages and social classes. For decades in Rome, Ariana 
Levy has been tooting diversity’s horn, and those of its bandmates: tolerance and 
religious freedom.  
 During her speech on the panel, Ariana proclaimed into the microphone: 
“The Bible says, you must leave the house of your father!” She was casting multi-
religious curiosity as a divine decree. “Pope Francis wrote a book with an 
Argentinian Rabbi. He knows there are many unresolvable questions, but he 
thinks some are worth talking about. That is dialogue: the conversation has its 
worth over the answers. It serves to teach us that there is something more 
meaningful than feeling right about the answer we have arrived at, and to 
remind us that there are others with their own answers.”  
 Ariana’s statements exemplified one of the events’ categorical 
dissonances. While most speakers insisted that interfaith programs must be 
planned to be effective—and deliver measurable impacts—Ariana, instead, 
spoke not of finding solutions to problems, but about building meaningful 
relationships.  
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 Everyone around me was busily taking notes, their designer pens glinting 
off the vintage library lamps. They were also checking email, chatting among 
themselves, taking selfies and wandering about the room. A few speakers after 
Ariana, the event concluded and the already-thinning crowd began to disperse.  
 Was it disappointment that I sensed as the event came to a close? The last 
two hours had been very dull, despite the event’s fabulously promising 
ambiance in the magisterial parliament library. Given the fiery speeches about 
building a better world, I might have predicted that afterward people would be 
excitedly strategizing together. But instead they seemed more eager to mingle 
and pick a lunch location. It was as if, now that the serious call of their shared 
duty was satisfied, they were happily free to socialize as they meandered out of 
the building together. 
 Indeed, a three-hour storm of panel speakers had proved to be both 
exasperating and tedious. For hours I’d perched on an ornate chair, feeling 
alternately anxious about the terrible state of the world, guilt that I’m not doing 
more, stoicism about the inevitability of conflict in human nature, and vaguely 
irritated by the cavalcade of indistinct speeches on secularism, tolerance, 
dialogue, acceptance, public institutions and peace.  
 I imagine many of my seatmates felt the same. I knew the stimulating 
topics had planted seeds for action that could come to fruition by mobilizing an 
enormous network of resources and systemic transformation...or, if I found a 
colleague or friends with similar concerns, we could continue to discuss these 
topics, and give ourselves a sense that we were doing something about the 
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problems. The biggest takeaway I could imagine from this grand affair at the 
parliament library was that the challenges of modern pluralism were intractably 
enormous, but it seemed worthwhile—at least reassuring in some way, or even 
just meaningful—to continue simply discussing them and commiserating with 
colleagues and friends. As I conducted more fieldwork within the interfaith 
society of Rome, I learned that such conversations and social connections were 
exactly the outcome forged by Roman interfaithers out of these formal, academic 
panels. 
 I packed up my perpetually heavy fieldwork bag and stepped out into the 
alleyway at the building’s entrance. Outside I paused in the spring sun, just 
beyond the shadow of the chilly gray Roman marble, to warm myself. I gazed at 
the Pantheon before me. How appropriate it was to attend an interfaith event 
right around the corner from Emperor Hadrian’s Pantheon, built to honor all the 
gods of pagan Rome, its name derived from the Ancient Greek “Pantheion,” 
meaning “of, relating to, or common to all the gods.” The Pantheon lies directly 
across the Tiber River from the Vatican, Rome’s other imposing religious 
heritage. The Pantheon asserts that all religious roads lead to Rome, which I 
suppose one could say the Vatican always asserted as well, at least until Vatican 
II, when it admitted that religious roads leading elsewhere also led somewhere 
worth going.  
 “Ciao, Jenny!” I heard, and I turned to meet Ariana Levy, the exquisitely 
fashionable Ariana Levy herself. She was wearing a fake green fur and feather 
coat and purple-tinted name brand sunglasses.  
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 Still in fieldwork mode, I asked, “How was this event for you? Did you 
learn anything?” 
 Ariana looked at me dolefully. “It was interesting but I didn’t learn much. 
I never learn much at these things. It’s just to be seen and heard and to reinforce 
the same ideas. But it’s always nice to see everyone.” 
 Ariana, true to her speech on the panel for the Institute of Intercultural 
Psychology, seemed less concerned about the transformative potential of 
interfaith dialogue, and more invested in the worthwhile meaningfulness of 
interfaith work and the relationships that come from it. Her perspective gave me 
a major insight into Rome’s interfaith society as a social phenomenon, which 
exists and endures as an act of solidarity and an end in itself. In Rome, interfaith 
engagement is not always about changing the world. Rather, it is about being 
together. Rome’s interfaith society can be identified as a moral community apart 
from assessing its social impact. While social impact may be a favorable 
byproduct of the community, it is in fact the community of interfaithers and their 
dialogue that are the products of the interfaith dialogue. 
 The more interfaith events I attended in Rome, I started to see that the 
interfaith world of Rome was not best understood through the lens of one single 
organization or leader, but rather by studying the dense network of relationships 
that gave shape to the constellation of individuals, organizations, institutions, 
and forms of interfaith engagement in Rome. I came to call this network the 
“interfaith society” of Rome, diverse in its forms and social classes and motives 
but unified by what many participants referred to as “universal values.” Most 
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participants were involved in more than just one form and context of interfaith 
dialogue, and most of the groups and organizations collaborated on projects. 
 The interfaith world of Rome is a world populated by affiliates of various 
religions, who strengthen their social bonds through the ritual practices of 
invoking social transformation, universal values and human unity. This chapter 
depicts Rome’s interfaith society, reviewing its defining aspects: its participants, 
practices, sacred values and faith claims. The interfaith society is constituted by a 
“cast of characters” who are described by many interfaithers as a cerchio dei 
convinti or “circle of the convinced.” The community of interfaithers also 
functions to draw boundaries between themselves and those who do not practice 
dialogue.  
The central group practice of interfaithers is discourse. These discourses 
are marked by recurrent themes and catchphrases. This mode of engagement 
takes different forms, some found in Sharpe’s “dialogue canopy” (2005), such as 
theological or academic conversation, shared spiritual practices, community 
projects, social affairs and creative endeavors. In the structured discursive spaces 
of interfaith dialogue, participants define and discuss pluralism and social 
change, unity and hope. Interfaithers frequently engage similar words and 
phrases to discuss their goals and motivations. Their most consistent discourses 
concern the role of diversity, and personal narratives of transformation.  
The discursive world of interfaith engagement can be thought of as its 
own moral society, binding participants to a shared values framework and to 
each other, as they invoke totemic sacred ideals of unity and transformation, and 
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together construct distinct claims about the potentials and moral rightness of 
interfaith encounters. 
Understanding Rome's interfaith society begins with the premise that it 
can best be understood as a form of religion, in the “Durkheimian” view. 
 
Interfaith Dialogue as Religion á la Durkheim 
  
The interfaith society is a diverse, modern moral community. I came to 
understand that it is also a religious community, in the Durkheimian sense. It is 
well-described by a slight adjustment to French sociologist Emile Durkheim’s 
definition of religion as “a unified system of beliefs and practices relative to 
sacred things… which unite into one single moral community called a Church” 
(Durkheim 1912, 44). This quotation requires only minimal revision to define 
interfaith engagement and its post-secular, multi-religious forms: the interfaith 
society is “a unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred values 
which unite multiple religions into one single moral community.” Durkheim 
argued that religion served to strengthen social bonds in the etymological sense 
of religion, re-ligare, repeated binding, the reinforcement of social ties. My 
research has shown that interfaith engagement does the same.  
 As in the Durkheimian definition of religion, interfaithing in Rome 
consists of a network of people practicing interfaith encounters, who all together 
constitute a moral community ritualistically united around their ideals, who set 
sacred values like unity and transformation apart from such profane forces as 
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impact measurement, violence and consumerism. Although those who practice 
interfaith engagement refer to its concrete impacts upon the world, my research 
has shown that the extent to which dialogue inspires non-dialoguers to change 
minds or behaviors—or its empirically demonstrable improvements of 
intergroup relations and civic spirit, or its potential to prevent acts of religiously-
rationalized violence and terrorism—are not the indications by which the 
“usefulness” of dialogue are most helpfully assessed.  
 This is because the foundation of interfaith dialogue is not its results, but 
rather its practices—not its product, but its process. These practices reinforce the 
interfaith society’s collective, totemic sacred values. The repeated, collective 
invocation of these sacred values, ideal totems of unity and transformation, is 
according to Durkheim the practice that signifies to the members of the 
community that they belong together to the in-group collective, solidifying also 
awareness of who is not in their group. 
 Such sacred values of unity and transformation are claimed with varied 
intensity across the spectrum of interfaithers. According to Scott Atran and 
Robert Axelrod (2008), “Sacred values differ from material or instrumental 
values in that they incorporate moral beliefs that drive action in ways dissociated 
from prospects for success.” In Durkheim’s work, a chief sacred value is the 
community itself. My research has revealed this to be true of interfaithers, 
although, as I will show as I discuss the various motives and investments among 
interfaithers, the centrality of “community” can be explicit or implicit, at times 
not consciously proclaimed to be paramount to interfaith practice. 
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 The potency of interfaithing lies in generating collective representations of 
the interfaith society in the form of its highest ideals: meaningful relationships, 
social transformation, motivating hope, and a sense of efficacy in response to a 
turbulent world. Durkheim argued that “religion is an eminently social thing.” 
Thus “religious representations are collective representations that express 
collective realities; rites are ways of acting that are born only in the midst of 
assembled groups and whose purpose is to evoke, maintain, or re-create certain 
mental states of those groups” (Durkheim 1912, 9). These collective 
representations serve as unprovable faith claims about the potentials and 
achievements of interfaith engagement.62 These collective representations—the 
highest ideals of the society—are reinforced when expressed in their ritual, 
totemic forms—that is, through discourses on sacred values and methods of 
interfaith interaction. When the society’s ideals are reinforced through 
conversation and practice—and these ideals become discursive totems alongside 
the experience of the interfaith gathering itself—the selfsame society is reinforced 
in a classic Durkheimian formulation. That is, the beliefs and practices of those 
who do interfaith work at all levels unite them into a single moral community. 
“Worship” of the discursive totem of “unity,” through various methods of 
interfaith engagement, and also through discourses of transformation and hope, 
are the solidifying rituals of the group that reify the sacred values and totems 
through a process of repetitive social construction. “Worship” of these totemic 
                                               
62 “An idea is said to be necessary when, due to some sort of internal property, it enjoys credence 
without the support of any proof. It does contain in itself something that compels the intellect 
and wins over intellectual adherence without prior examination.” Durkheim 1912, 16	
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ideals and practices solidifies the community because these ideals are in fact 
representations of the community itself, and in embracing these totems they are 
embracing themselves.63  
 Durkheim wrote that religion is a social fact, so it must have a social basis. 
In fact, for Durkheim, religion is not merely “a” social fact, but it is the primal 
and originary social fact—an experience transcending the physically isolated, 
selfish ego which impels commitment to the moral, eternal collective. As 
Durkheim saw in religion, the invocation of unifying beliefs and sacred values 
bonds the community together. Camilla, the president of the Tavolo 
Interreligioso and Italian Buddhist Union, expressed these mechanisms in 
strikingly religious language: “If you believe in convivenza, dialogue is easier. You 
can push forward the view of equality and work with differences, give all of 
them power. Each religion has positive values but different lifestyles: we can all 
speak of love and solidarity but we do it differently.” Interfaith dialogue is the 
church of values, where all can transcend the aesthetic details of religious and 
cultural difference and worship their common axiological totem, thereby 
transcending their individual differences. The interfaith society “is the objective, 
                                               
63 “The totem expresses and symbolizes two different kinds of things. From one point of view it is 
the outward and visible form of what I have called the totemic principal or God; and from 
another, it is also the symbol of a particular society that is called the clan. It is the flag of the clan, 
the sign by which each clan as distinguished from the others, the visible mark of its 
distinctiveness, and the mark that is borne by everything that in anyway belongs to the clan: 
men, animals, and things. Thus, if the totem is the symbol of both the god in the society, is this 
not because the god and the society are one and the same? How could the emblem of the group 
have taken the form of that quasi-divinity if the group and the divinity were two distinct 
realities? That's because the god of the clan, the totemic principal, can be none other than the clan 
itself, but the clan transfigured and imagine in the physical form of the plant or animal [or idea] 
that serves as totem.” (Durkheim 1912, 208)	
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universal, and eternal cause of those sui generis sensations of which religious 
experience is made.” Dialogue evokes a moral force and “awakens that feeling of 
support, safety, and protective guidance which binds the man of faith to his cult. 
It is this reality that makes him rise above himself” (Durkheim 1912, 420-421). 
 At the Rome meeting of the International Council of Christians and Jews, 
a rabbi affirmed the Durkheimian view of religious community when he told me 
that most of his Reform congregation does not believe in God. “But they’re not 
coming to synagogue for God,” said the rabbi. “They’re coming for each other, 
for the routine, for the structure of the familiar set apart from the daily grind.” 
He has noticed in his congregation that “interfaith is the new religion for people 
on the edge of their religions. For people who are more comfortable talking to 
people on the outside.” The Zen Buddhist monk Maurizio of Dialogo 
Interreligioso Monastico told me, “Dialogue is a little like a religion, it is seen as 
the only way, in fact it really is the only way to help the problems of humanity, 
for people come to a fuller experience of what they don't understand.” And in 
the Vatican Museum with fellow participants of the annual meeting of Pontifical 
Institute for the Study of Arabic and Islam (PISAI), I told a participant I was 
studying interfaith dialogue in Rome and he said, “An interfaith gathering 
quickly becomes a new religion, with its own form of communication, its own 
moral system.” 
 With comments like this it became increasingly obvious that it is useful to 
view interfaith dialogue as a sort of “religion” in Durkheimian terms—with all 
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its denominations, schisms, hierarchies, and a history that enables each member 
to be a part of something that is greater than the sum of its parts.64  
 
The Community of Interfaithers 
  
In Rome, the same cast of characters is involved across types of interfaith 
events, and some of them recognize this community-building as the prime 
function of their collaboration. For over 18 months I attended interfaith 
gatherings throughout Rome on a weekly basis. These gatherings were 
sponsored on the institutional level (at the Vatican), on the grassroots level 
(informal social gatherings held by dedicated small groups), and on the “third 
sector” nonprofit community association level.  
 A few months after my fieldwork began, I noticed that many of the same 
people would show up at events held in very different contexts, with different 
themes and sponsors. I saw Aurelio, a retired Catholic priest, at the Vatican’s 
anniversary celebration for the Pontifical Institute of the Study of Arabic and 
Islam, at a concert thrown by the Tavolo Interreligioso, and at a panel on 
immigrant integration at the Interconfessional Center for Peace. I saw Omar 
leading book discussions at the Istituto Tevere, giving blood at the Religions for 
                                               
64 “Collective representations are the product of an immense cooperation that extends not only 
through space but also through time; to make them, a multitude of different minds have 
associated, intermixed, and combined their ideas and feelings; long generations have 
accumulated their experience and knowledge. A very special intellectuality that is infinitely 
richer and more complex than that of the individual is distilled in them.” Durkheim 1912	
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Peace interfaith blood drive, and at the Waldensian Seminary enjoying an 
Interfaith Concert for Peace. I saw Imam Nasser in the chambers of the Italian 
Prime Minister speaking about Italian Hindu and Muslim common struggles for 
religious freedom in Italy, at the Roma University Tre summit on Religion and 
Violence, and on the local television news station speaking about the importance 
of interfaith dialogue after the January 2015 attacks on the Charlie Hebdo 
magazine in Paris. I saw Salvatore from Focolare at the Vatican’s Buddhist-
Christian Mutual Recognition Dialogue Day, at a news conference to discuss 
interfaith integration after the November 2015 terrorist attacks in Paris, and 
representing Focolare in the pages of Confronti Magazine in his review of 
Michele Zanzucchi’s book L’Islam spiegato a chi ha paura dei musulmani.65 
 It makes sense that the same cast of characters rotates at different events: 
most of them are friends. The driving force behind the interfaith society is social 
force. Aurelio said, “I’m going to dialogue because my friends are there.” In fact, 
at the beginning of my research, Aurelio informed me that I would likely see the 
same participants at many different types of interfaith activities around Rome, at 
events hosted by many different groups. An old-timer peace and pluralism 
activist like Aurelio, who helped launch Confronti’s first incarnation in 1968, 
comes to interfaith events to see his peace-loving community, be they Catholic, 
Buddhist, Muslim, or secular atheist:  
Dialogue events remain self-oriented and closed, but there is good and 
meaningful discussion. ...In Rome, dialogue is comprised of a well-defined 
                                               
65 Trans. Islam Explained for Those Who Fear Muslims 
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group, of the same people doing the same thing. In some way they are like 
“cows” falling into file with an idea that is collectively recognized as 
virtuous, as helpful. Dialogue tends to have the sympathy of all 
participants but no growth. 
 
A Circle of the Convinced 
 
 This “cast of characters” constitutes Rome’s interfaith society, and their 
consistent presence across groups and contexts confirmed my sense that the 
interfaith society, though motivated and united by such sacred values as 
hospitality and diversity, is chiefly a “circle of the convinced,” a moral 
community comprised of people who are already persuaded of the worth of their 
assembly and collaboration. Though their circle is porous and welcomes all 
comers—with some interfaithers indeed agonizing that it is hard to bring 
newcomers in—mostly familiar faces compose the crowd at a large range of 
gatherings. Marco from Confronti commented, “We try to build dialogue but 
unfortunately we build dialogue between people who are already open, that are 
already predisposed to dialogue. The difficult thing is to get people to talk who 
are not doing it. This is really hard.” 
 Not only is the interfaith society of Rome populated by a rotating cast of 
characters, but they often describe themselves as a “circle of the convinced.” This 
was a prominent and self-conscious theme in many of my interviews. It is 
strange even to interfaithers that a mission to bring into communion people of 
different beliefs should be “preaching to the converted” and suffer so much 
trouble attracting people of truly, deeply, irreconcilably different beliefs. Even 
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beyond Rome interfaith dialogue is often criticized for its insularity (Halahoff 
2013), and many of my subjects took pains to address it. Angelo of Convivio said, 
“In dialogue, there are interested people, but they all have the same sensibilities. 
There are no racists, no people who really need the dialogue. It is a cycle of 
people who already appreciate the act of dialogue.” 
 Some seemed motivated to try to change the situation, and some merely 
consider being “convinced” a requirement for presence. Others consider 
interfaithing to provide seeds for a “tipping point” or “critical mass” that can 
welcome those who are open to interfaith values but not yet totally committed.66 
Still others are reconciled to the lack of ideological diversity in their pluralist 
gatherings, calling only for self-awareness. 
 Surely, interfaithing bears a profound impact on the lives of interfaithers, 
and they have lots of stories about that. But the impact is subtle, located in 
relationships, experiences, attitudes and identities. For instance, over time, both 
in formal interviews and informal conversations, it became clear to me that 
joining the interfaith “circle of the convinced” entailed taking on a distinct identity 
construction—and this tells us more about who the dialoguers of Rome are. 
Giovanni at Confronti described that his experience working on issues he was 
truly passionate about and meeting other people who shared his positions 
created, for him, a solidification of identity. His experience of identity 
                                               
66 These phrases will be explored more in the section below when I address interfaith buzzwords 
and catchphrases. 	
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stabilization and social stability is starkly representative of what I have come to 
conclude is the basic function of interfaithing.  
In a way this seems romantic, but coming to work here was like when you 
realize that your dream has come true. Because to work on these issues 
that I spoke to was exactly what I wanted. So, it has also changed in 
practice because my life is oriented toward these issues, of these things, 
cultural relations, pluralism, etc. It did not just remain a hobby. It seems a 
small thing, I said it in just a few words, but in reality, my work here has 
caused these themes to be my identity and not a hobby. That alone is all. 
It's been something that has guided my life. 
 
Interfaith participation can be so defining that some go so far as to consider it a 
state of being: as Father Don Luciano said to me at a Confronti interfaith 
discussion the day after the Paris November 2015 attacks, “We don’t choose to 
do dialogue like you choose to put on a green scarf in the morning. It is just who 
you are. Those who have attained spiritual maturity do it because it’s the right 
thing. It's a way to make sense of the world, and we’re here today as a response 
to the Paris attacks.” That morning, those interfaithers were gathered not just 
because they could empirically demonstrate that their dialogue activity was an 
effective stimulator of social change; but rather because they found comfort, 
purpose, and hope in gathering together in the embrace of their shared sacred 
values. They were gathered because, according to them, it was the right and 
natural thing to do. The moral claim that dialogue is “the right thing to do” will 
also be explored more deeply in this chapter’s section on sacred values.  
 How do the members of the circle of the convinced become convinced? 
Many interfaithers advocate for dialogue because they themselves have had the 
experience of entering another culture and learning from it personally, allowing 
it to enrich their experience of their own religion and culture. Others were raised 
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in progressive religious environments, like the Waldensian Church, which 
cultivates clergy and laypeople who visibly, energetically promote dialogue from 
within congregations. Catholics who were open to other religions to begin with 
are reinforced in their dialogic inclinations by the Bishop of Rome, Pope Francis. 
Many interfaithers were raised in environments that fostered general 
cosmopolitan values and a global mindset. Some interfaithers embark upon 
dialogue in response to the abstract idea that, on a global scale, religious 
diversity has led to misunderstanding, tension and violence. But since it’s not 
easy to find clear examples of “interreligious violence” in Rome, these dialoguers 
respond to the broader specter of religious violence and terrorism that presently 
haunts the Western world. 
 
Interfaith Boundaries: Who’s in, Who’s Out, What’s Really Dialogue? 
 
 The circle of the convinced is circumscribed in a much larger sea of 
unconvinced non-dialoguers whose attitudes range from apathy to active 
opposition. Like any religious community, the interfaith society has boundaries. 
Its members describe insiders in positive terms, and outsiders in pejorative 
terms. Boundaries are social constructs that describe where an individual or 
community begins and ends, where and who the “others” are, and relations 
between the in-group and the out-group.  
 Boundaries are inevitable, a natural product of cognition. Humans are 
thinking beings, and thinking is a process of interpretation and categorization. 
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The extent to which boundaries are “absolute” or “constructed,” and the degree 
of their responsiveness to surrounding conditions, is yet another set of 
contingencies. Depending on context, boundaries can be exerted more or less 
forcefully, they can be more or less salient, and they can be more or less porous. 
In interfaith engagement, boundaries of religious difference are intentionally 
transgressed and renegotiated. Interfaithers come together to create a common 
space for mutual understanding, shared experience, or collaboration on a 
common goal. The practice of transgressing “boundaries” imagined between 
various religious affiliations creates a liminal space that allows for religious 
differences to be diffused or minimized (Turner 1969; Illman 2012; Panikkar 
1978).  
Interfaithers are both transgressing boundaries and creating them, 
cultivating discourses about who dialogues, and who doesn’t, and what 
motivates the groups on either side of that boundary. While boundaries of 
religious difference are seen by interfaithers as being arbitrary, constructed 
“details” (Bellah 1987) which may cease through religious literacy and 
peacebuilding to be seen as an existential threat (Prothero 2007; Lederach 1997). 
Boundaries between who dialogues and who doesn’t serve to separate those with 
the right values from the dangerously ambiguous (Douglas 1966).  
 The boundaries most salient to Rome's interfaith society are not, ironically, 
defined primarily by their religious identities, but rather by whether one 
possesses the “right” set of values. Interfaithers are mostly lay citizens of varying 
levels of religiosity—often even religiously unaffiliated people—who gather 
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around a common goal. Religion scholar Karla Suomala argued that religious 
identity is no longer understood as marked by clear, fixed boundaries, so 
different methods and policies of inclusion have emerged (Suomala 2012; cf. 
Douglas 1966; Patel 2010; Patel 2012). While there are certainly many people for 
whom religious identities are clear, her questions about the collapse of 
discursively stable religious identities and the presence of “nones” and “multiple 
belongers” are especially pertinent for interfaithers. Contemporary interfaithers 
often avoid referring to religion at all, instead favoring academic discussion of 
“common values” or shared civil commitments. Boundaries of interfaith groups 
are also broadening, as interfaith practice segues from an activity mostly led by 
progressive male clergy to the increasing inclusion of women, marginalized 
peoples and conservatives (O’Neill 2007; Netland 2001; Halafoff 2013). 
Interfaithers largely hope that interreligious dialogue and constructive pluralism 
become part of the fabric of civil society, so that a boundaried “interfaith” sphere 
would be less clearly delineated (Weiner 2009). That is, in contexts of 
increasingly normative pluralistic openness, the “boundary transgression” work 
of religious pluralism could itself become an unboundaried social activity, simply 
embedded in quotidian social relations.  
 Nevertheless, one of the chief discursive practices of the interfaith society 
of Rome is a boundary-maintaining discourse, setting out the nature of 
“authentic dialogue.” Interfaith society has internal boundaries, partly along 
lines of where it happens, that demarcate which dialogues are genuine and 
legitimate. With a charismatic Pope Francis leading the way, interfaith dialogue 
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has gained a certain popular appeal, but for “authentic” interfaithers, going 
along with the trend is not sufficient. True insiders are interfaithing for the “right 
reasons”—that is, out of the desire to foster cosmopolitan pluralism in the local 
community. Critiques against the sincerity of certain interfaithers are generally 
posed by participants of grassroots dialogue against participants of institutional 
dialogue.67  
 I observed a particular skepticism projected toward the enterprise of 
dialogue and its increasing popularity. This skepticism surfaces mostly as a 
discourse of authenticity, a persistent questioning about the sincerity of the 
dialogue. The slang term for institutional dialogue is, in fact, dialogo di facciata—
literally, of the facade. 
 One time, at dinner during a Vatican interfaith event, I sought out a 
prominent local imam to introduce myself and to ask if I could interview him for 
my research. He seemed irritated by the event and I asked him why. He 
responded that the dialogues held in Rome are becoming “too fashionable. It’s 
good for attendance levels and for visibility of the movement, but it has become 
more diffuse and confusing and out of focus. People start doing it for political 
reasons, to gain public credibility and legitimacy. The level of sincerity is low. 
The methods lighten. There is little real dialogue. It’s just socializing, being seen, 
just talking. The bigger and more successful the movement gets, the more it is 
                                               
67 As seen in Chapter 4, “How Interfaith Encounter Works in Rome—Levels and Structures of 
Interfaith Engagement in Rome,” grassroots interfaithers locate the “real work” of dialogue in 
their own practices, as opposed to in the symbols of the institutional dialogue. 
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compromised. The promise at the center is still strong but it is weakening as it 
grows.” 
 Indeed, it was easy to doubt the sincerity of that particular event’s 
commitment to pluralism. At the dinner between Catholics and Muslims, held at 
a pontifical university, the event organizers served pork, non-halal meat and lots 
of alcohol. Before a conference-wide toast, a non-alcoholic drink was available 
only upon request while champagne was passed on gleaming platters. I noticed 
Aurelio, the retired priest active with the progressive di base Catholic community, 
a leftwing peace activist often at odds with Vatican social policy. He growled to 
me, “This event is not a dialogue, it is a fraternity. This is a bunch of Catholics 
who esteem Islam and are amichevole.”68 The imam I had spoken with earlier 
gazed frowningly at the lavish, bustling dining hall, noting, “Muslims in the 
periphery of Rome never do dialogue. People at the Great Mosque do it for 
political reasons, but the majority don’t. The ones here—they were already 
friends.” Later, another Muslim dialoguer told me that this particular 
conference—centered around celebrating Vatican scholarship on Islam and 
collaboration with Muslim scholars—not only failed to pause regularly for 
Muslim prayer, but also lacked a designated prayer space for the observant 
Muslims. This dialoguer didn’t seem to be perturbed about them serving pork 
and alcohol—as he said, “It’s an Italian cultural norm and always on the table 
here.” The lack of prayer space was more disturbing to him. For an event that 
                                               
68 Trans. Friendly or social with each other 
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cost 100 Euro, it seems more care could have been put into such basic 
sensitivities. He concluded, “If there’s no place to pray and the event lasts all 
day, that’s not right. To me, this wasn’t a real dialogue. A dialogue in hospital, or 
dialogo a tavola69 is more important, more real.” 
Chief among these boundary discourses is the discussion about who 
participates in interfaith activities, and who does not. Roman interfaithers 
explain to each other why relatively few people are interfaithing—especially 
since interfaith dialogue is “the right thing to do.” They thereby rationalize their 
own relatively marginal position as a social movement.  
 They explain their own membership by pointing to the value of their own 
community. They do not just talk about the value of meaning-making and 
relationship building for themselves, but they also declare the value of 
interfaithing in the broadest possible terms: this practice will change the world. It 
will open people’s eyes to the unity inherent in diversity, and it will build peace, 
understanding, and mutual recognition. In keeping with their romantic ideals of 
dialogue, interfaithers characterize themselves as curious, self-critical and open.  
It takes a certain type of personality to develop this dialogue. You have to 
work on yourself and have self-criticism, because everyone has prejudices. 
(Fabio, Figli di Abramo) 
 
In Rome, there is so little curiosity and interest in diversity. But I am 
curious and want to know, so I look for people like me. (Elisa, Confronti 
contributor) 
 
I can speak with an imam or a pastor about other religions. You can do 
dialogue with people who have the inclination and conviction, but not 
with just anyone. (Angelo, Convivio) 
                                               
69 Trans. “At table,” or while sharing a (presumably hallal or kosher) meal. 
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Each of these statements sets out a contrast. They describe “who’s in,” but also 
“who’s out.” Interfaithers are adept at differentiating those who do not practice 
dialogue from themselves. My dialoguer interviewees would often generalize 
about those who do not do dialogue, using pejorative words such as ignorant, 
stupid, hypocrites, closed, parochial. They explained that those who do not do 
dialogue are limited by cultural obstacles, fear and egoism, turning inward due 
to the socioeconomic crisis, temperament, and lack of awareness about dialogue.70 
 For interfaithers, failure to dialogue is not just an individual shortcoming. 
Dialoguers often portrayed the broader Roman culture as hostile to their work of 
finding common ground. Flavio, a photographer for Confronti magazine, felt 
that “the Italian approach to diversity is to run away and find people more 
similar to you.” Ahmet of Istituto Tevere, a Muslim immigrant from Turkey, sees 
Rome as a hard city in which to involve people in civic work. “Doing dialogue in 
Rome is not easy. The people of Rome are sometimes closed. But in other cities 
they have causes in common. In Turkey there’s food, soccer, and politics. It’s 
easier. Rome is just more closed.” Sociologist Matilde, a Confronti volunteer, 
described the “fear of the other” as posing a large barrier for Roman involvement 
in interfaith activities. 
Rome’s major barrier to bridging social divides is fear. People make 
assumptions and recycle falsehoods when they don’t know a social reality. 
There are activities to help integrate people--universities, Confronti, many 
groups, school programs. But they do it incorrectly and nobody comes. It’s 
                                               
70 The irony of boundarying as part of the practice of dissolving boundaries did not go unnoticed 
by others, such as Placido, the President of Religions for Peace Italy, who noted: “One paradox is 
that those who are open are often arrogant with those who are closed.” 
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very difficult to integrate, of course. It goes against both our culture and 
human nature. 
 
Others seemed to think that some people do not participate in dialogue due to la 
crisi, the socioeconomic crisis, rather than immutable cultural predispositions. 
These interfaithers engage in the “discourse of crisis” profiled in the previous 
chapter on doing dialogue specifically in the city of Rome. They argue that 
ignorance and “interreligious” conflict are not the most potent obstacles to 
interfaith engagement—because economic disparity between social classes is. 
From a cultural point of view things are even getting worse because of the 
crisis. Whenever there’s a period of crisis people look for a scapegoat--the 
immigrants, the strangers, the members of different religions. The crisis is 
getting worse and the government is dealing with the economy rather 
than its social impact. (Giorgia, Waldensian Federation) 
 
The effects of the socioeconomic crisis do not only derive from a lack of physical 
resources but also “affect people on a spiritual level…people become more 
closed and distrusting and misbehave,” said Zen monk Maurizio of Dialogo 
Interreligioso Monastico.  
 In all my interviews, I only encountered one non-negative, neutral 
rationale as to why people wouldn’t do dialogue. Omar of Istituto Tevere simply 
referred to a lack of interfaith visibility: “You have to invite people you don’t 
know. Word of mouth brings people, but I barely know a lot of them.”  
 Interfaithers’ discourse about “who’s in, who’s out” tends to cast 
dialoguers in a positive light and non-dialoguers in a negative light, even though 
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the actual motivations of the typical Romans who do not do dialogue were quite 
different.71 
 According to these Romans, they do not do dialogue mostly because 
religion simply does not interest them. They are among the 24.5% of Italian 
residents—citizens and non-national included—who do not affiliate with any 
religion (CESNUR 2017). They generally display an agreeable attitude about 
interfaithing.72 Often, typical Romans are not coming to dialogue simply because 
their friends aren’t there. But interfaithers themselves—living inside the 
boundaries of the interfaith world—see nonparticipants in a much less benign 
light.  
 Boundaries are essential to the notion of identities. Robert Bellah writes, “I 
am not you; that is the beginning of the definition of me. It is the same with 
groups. ...Every society, every religious community and, indeed, every person is 
defined by a dialectic of inclusion and exclusion. Societies, religious 
communities, and persons, in order to have an identity, require an idea of 
boundary that defines them in relation to others” (Bellah 1987, 219). Discernment 
between in-group and out-group is a basic aspect of human social life, and 
names and categories are imposed by parties who are socially empowered to do 
so (Boyarin 2004; Yuval 2006). The interfaith society is no different: in order to 
                                               
71 “When conflicts break out, they are not between the ideal and the reality but between different 
ideals” (Durkheim 1912, 425).	
72 My sample of “typical Romans” were generally university-educated Italians who are thoughtful 
about culture and politics. I imagine that, like in any city, there are Romans who justify the 
stereotypes of ignorance, distrust, and insularity related by interfaithers, but these stereotypes 
were not present in my sample group.	
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define themselves and construct an environment that validates their shared 
values and practices, they make clear that they exist in reaction to the apathy and 
violence that plagues our world today. 
 
Interfaith Practice: Discursive Rituals 
 
 The central group practice of interfaithers is discourse. That is, if you are a 
member of the “church” of interfaith, you talk a lot. Dialogue does not come in a 
specific form—indeed, the forms vary greatly—but the word represents a mode 
of engagement with the other.  
 Many of the forms of this mode of engagement are described in Sharpe’s 
“dialogue canopy” (2005), a wide range of practices that allow a variety of people 
with different needs and interest to access the interfaith movement. I came to 
think of these different practices—whether classified Discursive, Social, 
Humanitarian, Spiritual, or Creative—as demarcating different “denominations” 
of the interfaith religion. As Alessandro, the director of Confronti, said, “We 
need more than talking about our different religions—we also need citizenship, 
education, discussions of life together. I don’t like interreligious dialogue that 
only focuses on spirituality.” These practices are distinct yet interdependent and 
fluid; often an event will combine multiple forms of interfaith engagement. For 
example, an event at Istituto Tevere may begin with an academic book talk then 
segue into a shared meal that is initiated with a spiritual benediction. This event 
could be categorized in “canopy” terms as discursive (academic), social, and 
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spiritual. In fact, all interfaith gatherings can be considered “discursive rituals.” 
A discursive ritual is an ongoing discourse, or connected occurrences of 
conversations about recurring topics. The discourse of the interfaith society is the 
fundamental practice of interfaith dialogue. 
 The interfaith society is bound by these discursive rituals—homilies and 
testimonies about how the world should be and how interfaithers’ lives have 
been changed. These discourses are marked by recurrent themes and 
catchphrases, taking place in structured events where participants define and 
discuss their totems of pluralism and unity, social change and hope. As 
interfaithers invoke the totemic experience that unites them, they impute sacred 
power to it, which after all, is “really” only a representation of the community 
itself, a collective representation.  
 The discursive world of Rome's interfaith society is characterized by 
themes and words that run through it, but also by the very structure of the 
events where the talk takes place. At the Interconfessional Center for Peace 
(CIPAX), I attended a panel conference about nonviolent resistance in the Arab-
Israeli conflict. Each speaker on the panel delivered a statement—from 
testimonies of action or belief, to normative exhortations of the way the world 
ought to be. Audience members frequently nodded all together in agreement at 
the expression of shared values, at statements about unity, harmony, 
transformation, resilience, faith, peace and hope. They look like they're listening to a 
sermon at church, I wrote in my field notebook. And, like at church, the word that 
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is being preached about peace helps them keep the faith in their collective 
practice. 
 At CIPAX, as at most interfaith events, there are many undeniable 
similarities to what a social scientist might see in a more identifiably religious 
setting. As in a religious setting, there’s a structure: a discussion panel has a 
series of “sermons,” then there’s a series of “testimonies” from audience 
members invoking unity and social change, then during “coffee hour” they break 
bread together, often with a “benediction” from the organizers. These meetings 
reinforce peoples’ ideas, morals, hopes, investments or identity affiliations. 
What is the Ideal Society? 
 “Social change” is one of the totems of Rome’s interfaith society, so much 
of their discursive practice centers on talk about the change they desire. The ideal 
society of interfaithers is characterized by inter-group tolerance and 
collaboration, made possible by the proliferation of shared values of peace and 
unity. It reflects a moral framework whereby the Western democratic, 
cosmopolitan “civil society” promotes integration and religious freedom as key 
elements to functional multiculturalism. Of course, the structures and 
applications of these concepts differ across Western countries—“religious 
freedom” means something different in its application in Britain, France, and in 
the USA. But, largely writ, the “social change” valued by interfaithers is the 
progression toward a morality of inclusion, and toward the ideal cosmopolitan 
civil society envisioned by European social philosophers of the Enlightenment 
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era, or as Kwame Anthony Appiah describes (2007), a community in which 
individuals from varying locations (physical, economic, etc.) enter relationships 
of mutual respect despite their differing beliefs (religious, political, etc.). 
 Anna Halafoff, in The Multifaith Movement: Global Crises and Cosmopolitan 
Solutions (2013), articulates how both Kant’s original idea of cosmopolitanism, 
and Ulrich Beck’s more recent understanding of it, which he calls “ultramodern 
cosmopolitanism,” (2005, 17) have been embraced by interfaithers. I include 
Halafoff’s description at length here because it is an apt description of the world 
interfaithers dream to construct.  
Kant's cosmopolitanism offers an effective framework for responding to 
contemporary challenges as it is founded on an awareness of a global 
community in which all have equal rights and should have a voice in 
determining their future, enabled by collaborative, deliberative, 
democratic processes. According to Kant's cosmopolitanism, all citizens 
are equal bearers of human rights and democratic legitimacy arises as all 
members of a political community are viewed as consulships, who 
established self-governance and are at once offers and subjects of the laws 
they create…. 
 
Ultramodern cosmopolitanism is radically reflexive. It recognizes the 
interdependence of all life and emphasizes equal rights alongside respect 
for diversity. It is inclusive and deliberative, collaborative and 
multilateral, concentrated at local and global, as opposed to national, 
levels. It follows that ultramodern cosmopolitanism need no longer be 
viewed as an exclusive Western philosophy imposed upon non-Western 
societies, but rather as a framework that is constantly being refined, by 
multiple actors in increasingly culturally and religiously diverse societies, 
to be more inclusive over time… 
 
The ultramodern rise of the multifaith movement and of multi-actor 
peacebuilding networks provide some examples of ... cosmopolitan 
responses ... aimed at countering risks and increasingly poor Western 
societies. The need to develop greater understanding--of diverse faith, of 
the underlying causes of conflicts and of the nature of reality--is a central 
tenet of both the multifaith movement and ultramodern cosmopolitan 
theory. In addition, the nonviolent, dialogical methods employed by 
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multifaith actors to enact social change, addressing risks at the causal level 
in partnership with state actors, align the multifaith movement with 
cosmopolitan principles. 
 
If the interfaith society were to incorporate itself and develop a mission 
statement, it would probably look a lot like this passage from Halafoff. 
Interfaithers believe that their practices promote a global community in which all 
have equal rights, all have a voice in determining their future, always in motion 
to rebalance power asymmetries, reconcile differences, and diffuse impulses to 
violence or insularity. This morality of inclusion is both embodied and 
constructed through the discourses of interfaithers in their gatherings.  
Discourse on Similarity and Difference 
 Central to the vision of such a cosmopolitan society is an acceptance of 
diversity, but that can mean many things. The “Developmental Model of 
Intercultural Sensitivity”73 posits a range of responses to diversity: from denial 
and isolation, to minimization, to integration and active cooperation (Table 3.1). 
 
Table 3.1: “Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity” 
APPROACH DESCRIPTION BROADER CATEGORY 
Denial Isolation, separation exclusivist 
Defense Denigration, superiority, 
reversal 
exclusivist 
                                               
73 The Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity was originally developed by Hammer 
and Bennett (2003); cf. Hammer, Bennett, & Wiseman (2003), Hammer (2011) and Morgan and 
Sandage (2016). Since Nimer (2001, 2003) adapted Hammer and Bennett’s scale specifically to 
discuss religious differences and interfaith dialogue, I draw on his adaptation here. 
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Minimization Physical universalism and 
Transcendent universalism 
exclusive inclusion 
Acceptance Tolerance of differences, but 
not much interaction 
inclusivist 
Adaptation Learning from each other and 
changing 
inclusivist 
Integration Active cooperation inclusivist 
 
 Interfaithers rarely respond to religious difference with denial or defense 
(at least openly), but they almost always minimize differences by calling them 
“details” or “cultural variances.” Their most frequently invoked universalizing 
phrase is that there is a “common truth” at the center of all religions, that 
religions are all paths to a similar ultimate reality. I would say that minimization 
makes the interfaith world go ‘round. Tonio of Religions for Peace provided me 
with a great example.  
We know religions teach peace, love, understanding, compassion. The 
strongest common denominator between all religions is the Golden Rule. 
This Golden Rule also reaches the non-religious and goes beyond religion. 
There are also differences between religion, and we educate about them, 
to push ourselves beyond the point of view of one's upbringing. …But we 
can't get stuck at difference because they are not real impediments. And if 
you go deeper you find similarities. A difference is a shield hiding real 
substance. You have to look at the substance not the letter. The letter kills 
but the spirit is alive.  
 
 Minimization is an assimilationist approach to difference that asks 
religious others to join a melting pot (rather than to add themselves to a “salad” 
where each individual member remains distinct)—when they say that a difference 
is a shield hiding real substance. Table 3.1 above breaks minimization down into 
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categories of “physical universalism” and “transcendent universalism.” An 
example of physical universalism is “we all live in human bodies.” Transcendent 
universalism boils down to “all religions worship the same divine.” According to 
transcendent universalism, all religions orbit the same transcendent reality, every 
religion wants the same thing, or (in its most exclusive form) everyone actually 
belongs to the minimizer’s religion.74 Other examples of transcendent 
universalism in the interfaith world are Hans Kung’s global ethic (Kung 1998), 
Karen Armstrong’s Charter for Compassion, universal human rights, collective 
praise of a universally transcendent “force” that assumes to bring us together, 
and the interfaith goal of humanization.75  
Many interfaithers deny that invoking a similar God or truth at the center 
of all religions minimizes the valuable particularity of each tradition. I doubt 
dialoguers would identify with the term minimization, although as the etic 
observer I believe it is an apt description of the “path of least resistance” toward 
interfaith harmony. One does not need to look far for examples of transcendent 
universalism. I heard it when Fabio of Figli di Abramo said, “If you rise above 
the formal aspects…you understand that they are not the important things,” and 
when Amid from KAICIID said, “When I went once to a Chinese Buddhist 
temple, I saw that they’re devoted like I'm devoted. When they enter the temple, 
they greet the Buddha like I great Allah in the mosque. …I recognize spiritual 
                                               
74 For example, Jesuit theologian Karl Rahner’s writings about how all religious people have 
received the grace of Jesus Christ and can therefore be considered “anonymous Christians” 
(Rahner 1965, 1976) 
75 Humanization is explored in depth in Chapter 6. 
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orientations that humanize the religion for me.” Minimization happens when 
interfaithers become dismissive of differences or reconstruct them as aesthetic, 
cultural particularities, of no real consequence to the relationship, like when 
Flavio, a Confronti contributor, said “differences don’t exist, they are socially 
constructed by politicians with agendas. War and religious conflict is just people 
fighting over tiny details and explaining it as differences, to make themselves 
look better.” 
The simplification inherent in minimization—we all love the same God, 
we are all pursuing truth, etc.— is easy to understand and easy to affirm. 
Because it is so frequently displayed by interfaithers, minimization seems to be a 
rhetorical bulwark of the interfaith society.  
 
Unity in Diversity 
Not all discourse about difference was characterized by minimization, 
however. At the June 2015 Rome meeting of the International Council of 
Christians and Jews, I spoke to a Lutheran minister about the historical trajectory 
of the Jewish Christian dialogue movement since World War II. He explained 
that in the early days of dialogue, the focus was on commonality and creating a 
safe place for Jews and Christians to connect after the horrors of the war. As the 
interreligious movement has matured, he said, it has become strong enough to 
withstand the exploration of irreconcilable differences, with the aim of creating 
understanding and respect regarding those differences. He said, “What has 
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changed is more appreciation of particularity and diversity, and not such a 
nervous focus on commonality.”76 
Recognition of the richness of difference and diversity has arisen in the 
dialogue movement in recent years. More and more, dialogue is an effort of 
increasing tolerance for radical difference rather than ignoring it in favor of 
common ground. This historical trend was also confirmed and articulated by 
Alessandro at Confronti, who reflected that “developing a unity in the 
differences is what communities are struggling to do historically. …The idea of 
being together in diversity is a strength that the West has learned through 
warfare.”  
For others, the diversity of humanity is the most “natural” thing, and the 
process of humanization makes those differences an asset, reframing them as an 
ecological richness that can be learned about and better understood through 
contact with the different other. Charles, a professor attending the conference of 
the Pontifical Council for the Study of Arabic and Islam, observed in interfaith 
work that “universality is the prevailing impulse but I prefer multiple 
cosmopolitanisms or an array of particular universalisms. We are all different. 
…We have to let go of trying to be like each other, understanding each other. 
Otherwise it’s just artificial, and we lose our own meaning.” This approach to 
diversity is not minimization. It appreciates complexity, even positing that 
differences are very important to accept. Father Chrishantha, appointed for many 
years to the Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue, noted that confidence 
                                               
76 He also specified, “Today the emphasis is more on dialogue with Muslims.”  
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is required to encounter difference: “Differences matter. Dialogue doesn’t mean 
you say yes to everything. You don’t dilute your own identity and conviction. 
You must be deeply rooted in your own faith in order to share and respect 
differences.” 
Although many dialoguers still practice minimization, more organizations 
are making a commitment to approach religious others through a lens of what 
Nimer (2007) calls Adaptation or Integration, a view that seeks unity in diversity. 
The movement toward embracing difference is illustrated in Paolo Naso’s 
writing about interreligious dialogue in Italy. His first two books are titled, 
respectively, Walls of Glass: Religions of Italy (2009) and A Construction Site with No 
Plans: Religions of Italy (2012). I asked him, when he writes his third book on 
dialogue in Italy, what will be the title? He said that it will be Tower of Babel 
because in this age interreligious dialogue is vibrantly underway, and is now a 
process of negotiating differences.  
 In the biblical story of Babel, the tower-building project falls apart because 
the builders all speak different, mutually incomprehensible languages. In many 
ways, it is a perfect title for a story about interfaith dialogue, because without the 
common language of shared values, the dialogue falls apart. Pluralistic circles can 
only take so much difference. Pluralistic groups can remain intact only with a 
robust discourse about shared sacred values. If sacred values are shared, 
differences can be celebrated with no more sacrifice than discomfort or 
unfamiliarity. But if there is a rift in basic values, the differences can be too 
offensive to withstand. Without sacred values, the ideal of pluralism begins to 
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collapse. Martina, a longtime contributor to Confronti, articulated this difficult 
experience.  
If I met a person with very different views, for example with regard to 
feminism, the reaction is likely to be violent. It is not with an assault of 
words I can convince them. If one has to collaborate with a person who is 
very different in terms of religion or the role of women, one has to do it by 
reasoning as long as you can, that is, keeping your eyes on the gaps, the 
inconsistencies in their thinking. …It becomes increasingly difficult to be 
connected to very different people. You form an increasing alliance with 
those with whom you have common battles, socio-political or even 
religious.” (Martina, Confronti Contributor) 
 
If one’s sacred value of non-violence comes up against someone else's 
sacred value of defending religious territories or beliefs through force, the 
dialogue will break down quickly. 
 
Buzzwords and Catchphrases 
  The words and phrases I heard in interviews and at interfaith events of 
every type and location form a lexicon that defines the interfaithers’ social world 
and its boundaries. Interfaithers not only share a vocabulary of values (unity, 
transformation, hope, et cetera) and hot topics (terrorism, immigration, 
integration, human rights, et cetera), but also employ catchphrases such as 
“being the change they wish to see in the world” or “leading by example” until 
there is a “critical mass” or “tipping point” that amounts to “the long arc of 
history bending toward justice.” I heard from many that interfaith engagement is 
a way to “humanize” others, to explore the “complexity” of religious difference, 
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to achieve “mutual recognition” and to challenge the “instrumentalization”77 of 
religion for destructive agendas. 
Through these phrases and words, across virtually all Roman (and Middle 
Eastern) interfaith contexts, I observed strikingly similar descriptions of the 
hoped-for crescendo of interfaith acceptance in the world. These are the words 
interfaith activists use as they relate to each other the narrative of how interfaith 
engagement can change the world. Whether catchphrases or clichés, these 
soundbites circulate through every sector of the interfaith society, signaling 
membership in a group that prizes constructive transformation. 
 One soundbite, una goccia nell’oceano, popped up in many of my 
interviews when I asked interfaithers about the broader impact of interfaithing. 
For example, the journalist and Confronti founder Emilio said, “We are a drop in 
the ocean, we don't have the key to solving all problems. We are aware of giving 
a little help, a contribution of goodwill and intelligence, but we know that it 
would be ridiculous to assume that you have the key to solving all.” This phrase, 
una goccia nell’oceano, signals a modest collective acknowledgement of the limits 
of interfaith engagement, while affirming the mystery of its broader 
consequences. It simultaneously warns that seeking a clear and measurable 
product is fruitless. It is a phrase—and a way of understanding action—that 
                                               
77 Strumentalizzazione, translated as “to take advantage of something as a tool for one’s own ends,” 
was frequently used by my interviewees to describe the co-optation of religion toward nefarious 
means such as political power or violence. It seems to work in English only as a pejorative term; if 
a positive sense is intended, such as the use of religion to promote peace, a more appropriate 
translation would be “mobilize.” 	
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marks the speaker as an insider to the interfaith world. 
 
The Role of Religion in Interreligious Dialogue 
 
Interfaith dialogue isn’t dialogue between religions. It’s dialogue between 
individual people that have different religious belongings. They give 
solutions, interpretations, positions that pertain to but do not fully 
represent their traditions. (Salvatore, Focolare) 
 
When choosing terms for this research discussion, I was briefly stumped about 
whether to use interfaith, interreligious, or intercultural dialogue to describe the 
primary practice of this distinct society. What was the difference? Is there 
anything religious about interreligious dialogue, anyway? It turns out that 
declaring a dialogue to be either religious or intercultural is part of the discursive 
ritual of the society whereby the boundaries of inclusion and the common topic 
of concern are declared. 
  An interfaith conversation at the Scriptural Reasoning program at Istituto 
Tevere gave me some food for thought. The topic was the mercy of God. The 
atmosphere was intellectual, extremely polite and restrained. The event had 
started with a ten-minute recitation of guidelines about respectful listening and 
ceding the floor to others after speaking. A Catholic was talking about Noah’s 
ark when the downstairs door buzzed, signaling a latecomer. Omar, our Turkish 
Muslim host, buzzed the guest up into the room, and a tall bearded man wearing 
a multicolored taquiyah entered. An awkward silence grew as he shook the 
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hands of all 23 people gathered. The interruption subsided after 5 minutes and 
the Catholic commenter resumed discussing mercy.  
 “I don’t think mercy comes naturally to humans,” she said. “We are 
fundamentally selfish. But God’s mercy gives us an example to aspire to.” She 
had only gotten a few words out when the latecomer interrupted her: “Mercy is 
human instinct! Because when you go to heaven or paradise you cannot have 
any evil in your heart. We are built in Allah's likeness to embody paradise here 
on earth!” 
 The atmosphere shifted into tension. Everybody seemed uncomfortable. 
“All religion is mercy. This is Allah’s decree,” the latecomer persisted.  
 A Catholic man objected, “But God is vengeful and punishing in the Bible 
as well as merciful.” The latecomer countered. “Please, may I respond, I'm not an 
imam, I'm just a simple Muslim, but I know nobody enters paradise without the 
mercy of Allah.” 
 Someone said, “Are you sure?”  
 He replied, “Very sure.”  
 Another Catholic girl tentatively offered, “Mercy, love, and justice are 
both well and poorly interpreted.”  
 The Muslim guy interrupted her. “Are you talking about how they’re 
interpreted by Allah or by man?” 
 The response came in unison from nearly everyone in the room. “By 
man.” 
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 “My religion is not just Muslim,” the latecomer declared. “It is Jewish, 
Christian, and Muslim. It is the religion of a merciful God. It is an accumulation 
of all the religions. I am very sure. And we are all destined to reach paradise, it is 
proclaimed in the surah.” 
 One of the Turkish Muslim women I see frequently at Istituto Tevere 
events spoke up in a pointed way. “But humility is part of mercy.”  
 Before the latecomer could interject again the host Omar took the reins, 
saying, “Let’s allow everyone to offer their opinions, please.” The latecomer 
began to respond and Omar held up his hand. “Please,” he said firmly. The 
group seemed relieved. After the talk, during the buffet meal, people seemed 
uniformly irritated by this experience. One participant hissed to me in sottovoce, 
“He’s so…religious.” But the Muslim latecomer continued to shake hands and 
greet everyone in turn, obviously oblivious to the effect he had on the group. I 
realized that at all the interfaith events I had attended in Rome, this was the first 
one where an aggressively religious thinker dominated the conversation. 
Arguments over religious ideas were not the preferred mode of discourse 
in Rome's interfaith society. In line with their minimization of religious 
difference, I often heard “dialogue” described as the hinge of common interest 
whereas “religion” was dismissed as “just an identity.” Sometimes "religion" was 
limited to a personal preoccupation. A woman at the International Conference of 
Christians and Jews in Rome said, “We have to work on ourselves. This is the 
point of religion. The work on our egocentricity and our tribalism. Without this 
work religion is not religion.” At other times, religion was limited to its good and 
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constructive elements. An imam in Rome said ISIS is not Muslim because 
“Religion is always constructive, life-giving, and leads to transcendence. ISIS is 
not Muslim because their narrative is a pseudo-theological argument, 
inconsistent. It is an ideological struggle for power, not religion.” In the opening 
quote to this section, Salvatore from Focolare said interreligious dialogue is not 
between religions, but between individual people that have different religious 
belongings.  
 As an anthropologist, I am not pursuing epistemological questions of 
whether we can truly know if a dialogue is religious or not. I work with the 
labels and identifications that my study subjects use to define themselves and 
their environments. In order to deem whether a dialogue is religious or non-
religious—especially in the absence of clear signifiers—one has to listen to 
how the participants describe it. 
It is reasonable to describe interfaith dialogue as an encounter between 
affiliates of different religions and faith claims who gather with the pro-social 
intent to strengthen community ties and bridge social divides. According to the 
methodology of the interfaith encounter, different interfaith dialogue groups 
leverage “religion” in very different ways, and religion can either be quite central 
to the dialogue discourse, or it might never be mentioned—being present only in 
the declared identities of participants. Particular methods of the dialogue canopy 
(spiritual and discursive/academic) invoke theology, sacred texts, religious 
commitment and religious community more than other “secular” methods 
(social, humanitarian) which can be practiced without ever mentioning religion.  
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 Religion is often introduced in the dialogue when interfaithers note their 
intentional choice to use religion as a tool that can help bridge conflicts. 
Inasmuch as “religion is a neutral tool, like technology, and with technologically 
you can make medicine or atomic bombs” (Pietro, typical Roman), religion can 
be applied for good or for ill. Interfaith and intercultural dialoguers apply it 
toward a peaceful vision of humanity. My interviewees say that using religion as 
a common ground can start valuable conversations about spirituality, values, 
families, hope, history, and commitment. They see religion as a useful theme on 
which to base dialogue, as useful as many other themes. Valerio from the 
Immigrazione Dossier Statistico said, “My main interest is finding a good point 
of view for managing cultural difference. Not just religion. Conflict resolution 
and freedom are also good entry points.”  
Religion can be a rich starting point for a discussion as it implies both 
diversity and ideals, because the gatherers are personally invested in the theme, 
and because religions tend to offer a toolbox for talking about reconciliation, 
peace, and justice. Since it is so easy to find examples of destructive religious 
engagement, differently religious people may find that uplifting the constructive 
aspects of religion can provide redemptive balance to the “name” of religion in 
the world. It may enhance their sense of integrity between their cosmopolitan 
values and religious practice. This association between religion and pro-social 
intent is also noted by Sandage and Harden (2011, 824).  
The dynamics of culture and spirituality or religion are interactive for 
many clients and can influence ideals of human functioning. Numerous 
authors in the area of psychotherapy have recognized the logical 
connections between multicultural or intercultural competence and 
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awareness of religious and spiritual dynamics…. Researchers in the 
positive psychology of virtue are increasingly recognizing that 
understandings of virtue or the ‘‘good life’’ are influenced by cultural and 
religious traditions. Gratitude and forgiveness have been considered 
virtues across many religious and spiritual traditions.  
 
Altogether, religious ethical philosophies and social structures are found to offer 
many tools for the development of pro-social behavior and intercultural bridge-
building. 
 Conversely, some dialogue groups avoid drawing on religion because it 
can be ambiguous or volatile. One dialoguer who runs an intercultural dialogue 
reflected, “Religion is sometimes avoided because we don't know enough. It 
would bring in a totally different worldview and conversation, and our 
facilitators might not know how to avoid it. God is too complicated.” As 
remarked by Paolo Naso, former director of Confronti, “Religion is a social 
category. Sometimes interreligious dialogue marginalizes religion: people who 
do it aren't always religious, they're more interested in diversity in general. But it 
depends on the people.” 
What makes some dialogues “religious” and not simply intercultural is 
that religion is advanced as a platform central to the identities of participants or 
the activity embarked upon. People are showing up as religious people and 
putting their religious identity forward and usually intentionally engaging it in 
conversation. Even when secular or atheist people participate in interfaith 
dialogue, they do so with the acknowledgement that religion is a ubiquitous 
social force that can be constructively instrumentalized, and they agree to do so 
in their dialogues. Therefore, one religion-related aspect of “interfaith dialogue” 
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is the presence—even the nearly invisible and silent presence—of themes and 
people deemed religious. In my fieldwork I have not experienced a radical 
difference in terms of methodology or objective between interfaith dialogue and 
intercultural or inter-national dialogue (engaged for integration efforts with 
immigrants). It is the presence of the religious people, the presence of religious 
language, and their declaration of religion as a centerpiece of their 
interbelonging–whether or not religion is explicitly invoked–that make it 
interreligious dialogue. 
 It is possible to embark on interreligious engagement that never overtly 
involves religious conversations or symbols— “dialogue” that involves 
humanitarian collaborations, for example. Baha’i and Christians operating a soup 
kitchen together, or Sikhs and Hindus planning an Indian cultural festival, or 
Jews and Muslims working together to ensure safe healthcare provisions for 
circumcisions—these humanitarian projects often prioritize the cooperative 
project over the religious discourse. But participants are attending on the basis of 
their social ties and identities, and along the way they may—within their own 
group or with the other—discuss the values or textual sources that undergird 
their contributions and collaborations. 
 I asked Alessandro of Confronti about the difference between 
interreligious and intercultural dialogue. He said he thought interreligious 
dialogue groups are comprised by faithful religious people, and intercultural 
dialogue is a broader activity, “for example, on the secular European level, where 
people don’t want to discuss religion or don’t participate or find the 
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discussion too narrow.” I asked if he thought interreligious dialogues are more 
likely to debate values. He replied, “Yes, it is more likely there, but values are 
also present in intercultural conversation, like in discussions of marriage or 
human rights. The difference in intercultural dialogue is that they are expressed 
in secular terms.” 
 
Totemic Sacred Values of the Interfaith Society 
 
 The interfaith society of Rome is marked off by its language and ways of 
talking. It has ways of describing itself and its boundaries. And it has discursive 
practices that organize ways of thinking about difference and ways of 
envisioning the change they seek. The force that binds members to the society, 
however, is the power of the sacred values and totems that are honored and reified 
through the interactions and discourses of the group. Most importantly, these 
sacred values provide the basis for experiencing collective effervescence—group 
feeling—that validates the sacredness of their venture (Durkheim 1912, 424). 
 The interfaith society runs on shared conversations about unity and 
transformation. These sacred values, or totems, are invoked in interfaith 
practices, ushering in the type of “liminal space” discussed famously by Victor 
Turner (1969). Interfaithers imaginatively cross the threshold of difference, 
temporarily dissolving social hierarchies and divisions. Liminality allows for 
new customs and identities to be established. In interfaith dialogue, the fluidity 
of this liminal space is made possible by a stable “container” or point of 
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commonality which acts as an axis around which the group may assume a new 
social form. For interfaithers, that axis is their set of shared sacred values. 
 Durkheim astutely noted the power of conversation to constitute and 
reinforce the sacred values of a group. It “notifies individuals that they are in 
unison and brings home to them their moral unity. It is by shouting the same cry, 
saying the same words, and performing the same action in regard to the same 
object that they arrive at and experience agreement” (Durkheim 1912, 232).  
 I interviewed a prominent young imam and the President of Comunità 
Religiosa Islamica (COREIS) who used the phrase “universal values” several 
times in his description of interfaith engagement. He said that interfaith 
engagement “doesn't reverse Western trends of working, eating, enjoying 
consumer trends—but it brings depth to everything we do, and it brings a 
consciousness of values.” This imam felt that the change dialogue can bring to 
society is “a movement of universal values that are shaped and upheld by all 
communities in all regions, interreligious values connecting people to the sacred 
dimension of life, steering people to the richness available to us, and our need for 
it.” Later in the interview I asked the imam to define universal values.  
Universal values are the sacred values of any human that respects richness 
of knowledge, the principal of justice, and love as an essence of relation 
between humans. Without these we are lost. Without these we are not 
human. They’re universal because they belong to the essence of every 
human being. The unity of God inspired creation and roots these values. If 
you ignore them, you ignore nature. 
 
Of course, such an aim as “bringing a consciousness of values” is very abstract. 
As soon as such aims are particularized into concrete strategies and measurable 
items, the universality of “universal values” is lost. The more universalized and 
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abstract is the expression of such aims as unity, harmony, reconciliation, and 
mutual recognition, the more applicable they become to more groups and 
contexts, the more seemingly “achievable.” These goals remain most morally 
forceful when they are invoked in broad and inclusive verbiage. Since interfaith 
discourse on unity, transformation and hope is constitutive of the interfaith 
society, the abstractness of its expression is a necessary quality. 
 What are these sacred values, and what do they mean? Transformation, 
authenticity, unity, impact, humanization, mutual recognition, and many of the 
poetic buzzwords and catchphrases in the interfaith society are tricky enough to 
define, let alone actualize. Their resistance to definition is part of their nature as 
“ultimate sacred postulates.”  
 The idea of an ultimate sacred postulate was developed by anthropologist 
Roy Rappaport. In Ritual and Religion in the Making of Humanity (1999), Rappaport 
describes ritual as the primary adaptive mechanism of humanity, enabling 
societies to adjust to changing environmental and social conditions. Ritual 
“instantiates particular moral states and conditions; the relation of morality to 
behavior, and of acts and words to each other…[and] the way ritual acts and 
utterances permeate social life with their moral effects” (Messer and Lambek 
2001, 245). According to Rappaport, ritual is supposed to energize communities 
to trust and care for each other and for their environments. His assessment of 
ritual is applicable to the interfaith society and its discursive rituals of practicing 
dialogue.  
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 Rappaport proposed “ultimate sacred postulates” as containers of the 
sacred: ideas like the trinity, phrases like the Shema of Judaism or the Shahada of 
Islam, they tend to acquire sanctity over time. They cannot be proved or 
disproved because the claims they make have no empirical referents in the world 
of ordinary experience. Anthropologist Brian Malley (2004) adds that such 
postulates not only serve as fundamental premises, but are also a core around 
which the community can adapt, while still preserving its sense of identity.  
 “Transformation” and “unity” are ultimate sacred postulates, taken to be 
true without proof, serving “as a foundation of a discursive structure which 
includes more than itself” (Rappaport 1999, 287). Rome’s interfaithers can invoke 
“transformation” and “unity” in ever new circumstances and be reminded of 
who they are at their core and when united together. 
Interfaith Faith Claims 
 Faith claims are unprovable assertions that believers make about their 
commitments and practices. Interfaith faith claims usually express some sacred 
value that can be upheld across religious traditions without contradicting the 
traditions as understood by the interfaithers. If the sacred value is unity, the faith 
claim would be that dialogue fosters unity. 
 Interfaithers demonstrate their “faith” in dialogue through continued 
discourse and action. Their faith claims are motivating and sustaining, though 
not in equal measure for all interfaithers. Different types of interfaithers makes 
different types of faith claims about dialogue.  
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 Table 3.2 below classifies two main categories of “faith claims” of the 
interfaith society, and their corresponding sacred values and taboos.  
Table 3.2: Faith Claims in the Interfaith Society 
FAITH CLAIM CORRESPONDING 
SACRED VALUE 
CORRESPONDING 
TABOO 
FAITH CLAIM 
CLASSIFICATION 
Dialogue is the right 
thing to do 
Pluralism, Unity Disunity Moral 
Dialogue is a change 
agent 
Transformation Status quo Anthropological 
 
Pluralism and Unity 
 The moral faith claim that “dialogue is the right thing to do” sacralizes the 
sacred values of pluralism and unity, or the idea that religions can coexist 
harmoniously. 
 Some interfaithers told me they felt they didn’t have a choice about 
whether to do dialogue: it is simply morally correct. “It is the appropriate moral 
response to the groaning pains of the diversifying world,” said Father 
Chrishantha in the Vatican. Father Don Luciano said, “Those of us who do it 
don't have a choice. It's just the right thing to do. It's a moda da vivere.”78 Silvio 
from Sant’Egidio said, “Dialogue is part of the DNA of the community of 
Sant’Egidio. It is what puts people together. It is a given. There is no other way. 
It’s very good to be sure of something in a world that tells you nothing is for 
                                               
78 Trans. A “way of life.” 
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sure.” The moral rightness of dialogue was often expressed to me in terms of 
faith, as I heard at a conference on Religion and Violence at Roma Tre University: 
“Dialogue is a profound choice and duty of faith. We have a lot of faith in what 
we’re doing, and want to continue this practice and discipline.” Francesco, a 
photographer for Confronti, sees his interfaith contributions “as a duty and a 
pleasure, for me it is natural. And it’s a privilege, to know diversity, if you have 
the capacity. It is pane quotidiano.” Edin, one of the presidents of Tavolo 
Interreligioso, said, “I have a responsibility, a mission to do dialogue, it is not a 
choice. …There’s no PR or fame or wealth in this work. We’re like the Blues 
Brothers, on a mission from God. We are called.”  
 Interfaithers who make this moral faith claim strive to provide norms for 
the diversifying world. They see interfaith engagement as setting an example for 
the non-dialoguing world to follow. For them, dialogue is a reflection of the 
diversifying world and communicates moral standards for how people can 
collaborate in a globalized urban setting. The journalist Emilio said, “if each of us 
takes a step we make society better now and the future of our children will be 
better. Dialogue can deeply affect the experience and identity of those who 
participate in it.” 
 I met Dina at Istituto Tevere and saw her over the months at many 
different events—from the International Council of Christians and Jews summit, 
to the Religions for Peace concert, to interfaith panels at John Cabot University. 
She recently wrote a short reflection for the Journal of Interreligious Studies 
explaining the importance of interfaith dialogue. “Why do we care about 
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interfaith dialogue? … Our world is getting more and more diverse, and people 
are living in multireligious environments. We should therefore learn how to live 
together at our best and invest in social cohesion.” Dina engages interfaith 
dialogue to promote her vision of multireligious harmony as a common good. By 
inserting such a moral community as yeast into an increasingly diverse society, 
interfaithers will provide a moral example for the general public. 
 This moral stance is grounded on a matter-of-fact acknowledgement of the 
diversifying public sphere, and understands dialogue as a field for establishing 
ideal norms of conduct in diversity. For these interfaithers, the interfaith space 
can reflect “best practices” for inter-group collaboration in a world where they 
are bound to encounter each other, and that “interfaith dialogue is a critical 
component for the maintenance of civic and international stability” (Wiser 2015). 
 In the same spirit, Paolo Naso commented that “interfaith dialogue is a 
tool for the global world. It can destroy stereotypes of Christians as Crusaders 
and Muslim as terrorists.” Similarly, the current director of Confronti Magazine 
Alessandro said, “The guidelines provided by interfaith dialogue can be a good 
way to approach each other cooperatively.” That is, interfaithing can teach the 
world not only about the fact of diversity, but also about moral norms of how 
diversity should be cultivated. 
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Taboo: Threats to Unity 
 If unity is a totem, then disunity is its shadow side—its complement 
taboo.79 For interfaithers in Rome, the threat of disunity is most visible in 
conversations about the Arab-Israeli conflict, resulting in a taboo against any talk 
about those issues. Since a religious prohibition “arises from the respect evoked 
by the sacred object, and its purpose is to prevent any disrespect“ (Durkheim 
1912, 236), a group’s unity is often shattered when one brings up the fractious 
history of Israel and the occupation of the Palestinian territories. This is a fraught 
topic that leads to passionate disagreement and irreconcilable claims, and the 
topic is therefore avoided because it might splinter and derail an interfaith 
dialogue. Avoiding this topic—proclaiming it as taboo—ensures respect for the 
sacred object of unity.  
I have seen Jewish and Muslim communities in Rome enjoy robust 
conversations about the challenges of being religious minorities or securing 
medical coverage for circumcisions, or about providing kosher and halal lunch 
options in public schools and hospitals. And I have seen these collaborations 
become soundly disrupted once participants get embroiled in discussions about 
Israel and Palestine. Bishop Thomas, former Secretary of the Pontifical Council 
for Christian-Jewish Relations, related the following story: 
With the Jews we have two formal dialogues: One with representatives of 
Jewish world organizations. The other is with the Chief Rabbinate of 
                                               
79 As we will see in in Chapter 7, interfaithers hold out an ideal of “mutual recognition” as a 
means for living with difference, which acknowledge that differences are present, but can be 
transcended. The mechanism for facilitating the sacred value of unity includes a recognition that 
disunity is also possible. 
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Jerusalem. Very Orthodox Jews won’t participate in the dialogue, so we 
have no contact with them. The Pope went recently to Palestine and this 
made them angry…and we’ve always acknowledged the existence of 
Palestinians. Some are Christians. This makes the Orthodox Jews angry so 
they do not dialogue with us. 
 
At the meeting of the International Council of Christians and Jews (ICCJ) in 
Rome, Rabbi Shimon remarked that conversations about Israel are taboo not only 
in interfaith dialogue, but also in pluralist Jewish environments. A member of 
Beth Hillel, a progressive Jewish community recently founded in Rome, told me 
that the community avoids any mention of Israel outside traditional textual 
invocations, because it is the one topic that could be existentially threatening for 
the smooth conduct of their pluralistic, egalitarian community. 
 One night at Istituto Tevere, Chava, a Jewish woman who works with 
Religions for Peace—and one of the few consistent Jewish voices in the Roman 
dialogue—delivered a long statement about the persecution of Jews in modern 
Europe and rising antisemitism. Afterward, we chitchatted over the Turkish 
Muslim buffet, and I mentioned that I was doing my doctoral fieldwork at 
Confronti magazine. Chava blanched.  
 Rolling her eyes, she hissed at me in sottovoce that Confronti is an anti-
Semitic organization. Knowing that she could not have described Confronti more 
inaccurately, with my best poker face I asked why. She said, “You know, they are 
anti-Israel. They have this Semi di Pace80 program where they bring Palestinian 
speakers and leftwing radical Israelis to speak in Italian schools and it spreads 
                                               
80 Seeds of Peace, Confronti’s annual speakers series bringing Israelis and Palestinians into Italian 
high schools and communities to present personal testimonies of their peace activism in the Holy 
Land. This program will be explained further in Chapter 5. 
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anti-Israel rhetoric. It’s anti-Semitic! They don't understand they are planting 
seeds for hatred. Antisemitism is everywhere and it’s getting worse, thanks to 
groups like Confronti. Poor Israelis come and travel here, they are so open and 
sweet, they have no idea that the Italian left is so hostile to them. Semi di Pace is 
uninformed and prejudiced.” When I asked if she approved of any program that 
brings together Israel and Palestinian voices, she replied, “If you find Israelis and 
Palestinians willing to speak together, you’re already dealing with extremists 
who want to destroy Israel.” 
Exhibit A: Touching upon the topic of Israel introduces the taboo of 
disunity, and shatters dialogue’s modus operandi of hopeful, sometimes banal 
discourse. Chava represents a common defensive sentiment in the Jewish 
community that makes any kind of engagement with the Arab-Israeli conflict 
unavoidably political. This topic has become increasingly fractious in recent 
years. 
The following day I returned to the Confronti office and relayed the 
comment. Emma replied, “We aren’t anti-Zionist or philo-Palestinesi. Our 
challenge is that, when you try to give balance to the conversation you offend the 
extremists, you offend anyone on either increment away from the center. Israel is 
a taboo topic in dialogue. You just can’t be moderate. It’s very hard to talk about 
it, to control emotions, it’s very delicate and difficult.” Marco added: 
A few years ago, we had a good relationship with the Jewish community. 
In the last 8 years there’s been a radicalization on their part and on the 
part of pro-Palestinians. There’s only emptiness in the middle, and there's 
no chance of dialogue. So, if you make dialogue you're either “Philo-
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Israeliano,” a Zionist, or “anti-Semitico,'” depending on the point of view. 
We did a counterargument and we do our current work bringing Israelis 
and Palestinians for dialogue and also visiting them in their homeland. 
We answered to the lack of dialogue. Our position is not extreme. The 
community is more extreme. Some believe in dialogue. But even to very 
pro-Palestinians we seem Zionist because we strive toward conversation 
and balance, which is politicized. 
 
Sometimes, therefore, interfaith encounter is circumscribed by the limits of the 
interfaith totem and the strength of the taboo. Anything that violates the 
boundaries of unity must be set aside. Skirting taboo topics means that often 
difficult conversations are compartmentalized and the dialogue remains banal. 
 
Transformation 
Society cannot make its influence felt unless it is in action, and it is in 
action only if the individuals who comprise it are assembled and acting in 
common. It is through common action that society becomes conscious of 
and affirms itself; society is above all an act of cooperation. As I have 
shown, even collected ideas and feelings are possible only through the 
overt movements that symbolize them. Thus, it is action that dominates 
religious life, for the very reason that society is it source. (Durkheim 1912, 
421) 
 
 On a chilly February morning during my research period I rose early and 
took the Roman subway to Campidoglio, the Roman city hall and mayoral palace 
atop the historic Capitoline Hill where Romans have conducted city business for 
thousands of years. I was attending an interfaith blood drive called Sangue del 
Tuo Sangue, organized by Religions for Peace Italy.  
 People gathered in Michelangelo’s ornate, foggy piazza, next to a massive 
statue of Marcus Aurelius seated atop a triumphal stallion. In the crowd I saw 
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the chief rabbi of Rome, COREIS president Imam Nasser, Religions for Peace 
officials Tonio and Placido, Istituto Tevere director Omar, progressive Jewish 
community member Ariana Levy, and the chief officer of the Great Mosque. 
They mingled about in the Campidoglio courtyard, schmoozing while the Italian 
Red Cross set up blood drive stations. The press swarmed, hounding everyone 
who was wearing an obvious religious symbol. Semiha from Istituto Tevere with 
her Turkish Muslim hijab, the collared Catholic priests, the Orthodox priests 
with the long black robes, the Jews with kippot, the imams with taqiyeh 
skullcaps: they were all herded into group lineups for photographs and short 
interviews. 
 I lined up to give blood and I was placed near Semiha from the Istituto 
Tevere. We stood together with Placido, and I mentioned that I should have 
worn my Star of David to show this was an interfaith event. Placido solemnly 
replied, “It is very symbolic that a Jew and a Muslim are giving blood together.”  
We were just in earshot of the press. The cameras zoomed in and they 
wanted us to say over and over that we were Jewish and Muslim, giving blood 
together. I made a joke that since my parents aren't both Jewish, I myself am 
already giving interfaith blood, and with Semiha here the blood drive was 
interfaithissimo. “A Muslim and a Jew giving blood together” was a good one—a 
satisfying symbol of unity in difference. I was asked by various news outlets to 
tell the joke about six times. 
 Semiha went into the blood collection van before me. Soon, one of the 
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camerawomen emerged and told me she was having trouble giving blood. They 
let me in to keep Semiha company. She was lying on the cot looking weak and 
pale. A matronly nurse saw from my ID card that I was born in Texas and said, 
“Texan blood is sure to be strong and clean!” She directed me to a cot and 
punctured my vein, drawing blood as I pumped a squishy globe toy with my fist. 
Seeing Semiha’s pallor, I made stupid jokes just to lighten things up: I was eager 
for my post-bloodletting chocolate—look, the world is so malformed on my 
squishy globe toy that we better do more interfaith dialogue—with all the blood 
taken from my veins I finally lost some weight! Semiha kept laughing, so I kept 
joking. The exercise of humor and play was a unifying act. I wondered why 
interfaith dialogue didn’t have more humor in it. 
 Finally, our blood bags were filled and they removed the IV lines. The 
whole time a lady stood there with a camera filming us, and she trained her lens 
on us until Semiha and I climbed out of the back of the blood van, embraced, and 
parted company.81 
 The interfaith blood drive of Religions for Peace Italy exemplifies the 
sacred value of transformation: it responds to the state of the world and uses 
interfaith engagement to attempt to transform it. Many times, I have heard 
interfaithers claim that interfaith engagement must accomplish something, must 
be productive, must make a difference. “Dialogue should change society, 
otherwise we should just stay home,” said Silvio of Sant’Egidio. This faith claim 
                                               
81 The blood drive event was published in this video by Religions for Peace: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pueYxaQ_0AI&feature=youtu.be	
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is a commentary on human nature: it implies that people and society-at-large can 
change for the better. Father Don Luciano of the Catholic Ecumenical Office 
attended a Confronti meeting the morning after the November 2015 Paris 
terrorist attacks and said, “When I am out of shape I feel bad, and I reflect that 
running is the right answer to that feeling. This morning we feel bad because of 
the attacks, and we say, what can we do in this awful world? And coming here is 
exactly what we have to do. It is our exercise for improving the fitness of the out-
of-shape world.” Interfaithers share a conviction that this “awful” and “out-of-
shape” world can be improved. 
 It is by dint of this claim that interfaith dialogue is sometimes framed as a 
panacea for social religious conflict, terrorism, violence, and prejudice. 
Interfaithers who focus on the transformative potential of interfaith engagement 
want to make an impact on their society, and to reach and recruit those 
“unconvinced” of the benefits of interfaith engagement. 
 Those who operate off this claim continually seek ways to make a social 
impact, and tend to engage forms of dialogue more likely to make an impact, 
practicing mostly humanitarian methods of dialogue. They enter schools and 
hospitals to impart cultural education and religious literacy programs, do blood 
drives, form immigration relief curricula, and volunteer at soup kitchens. I call 
them the Transformers.  
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The Transformers and the Meaning-Makers 
 The claim that dialogue is meant to change the world is embodied by 
Camilla of Tavolo Interreligioso. During our interview Camilla repeatedly 
invoked the importance of dialogue being results-oriented and not just “about 
talking.” Her interfaith practice reflects her interest in reaching the 
“unconvinced,” the general public, people who are not yet participating in 
interfaith dialogue.  
 The Tavolo Interreligioso does this by designing cultural education 
curricula that are shared in public schools and hospitals in Rome. The programs 
aren’t merely “open to the public” as other group’s interfaith panels and 
conferences are. In metaphorical terms, Tavolo Interreligioso does not ask 
“Mohammed to come to the mountain” of interfaith engagement and join a 
group of people who are already interfaithing. Instead, Tavolo Interreligioso 
takes its approach one step further and actually enters communities—thereby 
bringing the interfaith mountain to Mohammed. It is impossible to know if these 
school and hospital programs lead to citizens getting civically engaged. But they 
provide “first contact” with the paradigm of interfaithing; they raise first 
consciousness of diversity and frame it positively. Camilla told me, “The Tavolo 
Interreligioso mission is to support and transform interfaith dialogue into 
convivenza and the maturation of society. Our work pursues many themes—
work, integration, religious diversity. The mission is a point of reference and 
leads us to a constructive dialogue that can impact society. It’s an act, not just a 
rhetoric.” 
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 Impact is something that many interfaithers contemplate. Interfaithers 
invested in transformation ask questions about results and measurement, but 
often find the value of interfaithing in other metrics. 
What can interfaith dialogue do? This question is often asked. It's 
growing. 50 years ago, there was nothing. In these 50 years a movement 
has grown and many people are committed to the cause. Obviously not 
everyone is passionate about dialogue. Many in Italy and Europe are 
skeptical, many are afraid especially of Islam, but there is an impact. In 
Italy it is different than elsewhere in Europe; it is an ongoing work in 
progress. Everything is always collapsing and beginning again…. The 
impact is ‘untraceable but concrete.’ It’s not traceable because you see 
goccie nell’oceano, a drop there, a drop here. But many groups are doing 
good work, drop by drop. (Salvatore, Focolare) 
 
Another speaker, at the Vatican’s Christian-Buddhist summit on Mutual 
Recognition, spoke of how personal shifts and interpersonal contact make a 
difference: “It is true that conferences don't save the world but we need to have 
an open conversation on economics and topics that enter our daily lives. We 
have to look at the world with new eyes in order to heal it.” Some interfaithers 
reach beyond personal, subjective shifts but acknowledge that dialogue alone 
cannot achieve this. Ariana Levy, at the panel on Le Religioni Come Sistemi 
Educativi, noted dialogue is only one solution of many when it comes to 
constructing a more peaceful society. “Just doing dialogue is not enough—you 
also need solutions in work, school, prison—you need understanding and 
convivenza—and also you need to ask, what can we do together? …These little 
seeds, initiatives, foundations, organizations—we are all working on the problem 
of convivenza between different people. It takes time, and it doesn't go as fast as 
we like. But over time there is movement.” 
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 Because the interfaith groups of Rome tend to include the same people 
doing the same things, their actual transformative reach into their communities is 
debatable. The lack of substantive, measurable transformation is demonstrated 
not only by the lack of concrete goals and indicators of change—and blank stares 
or irritation when I requested them—but also by the consistent congregation of 
the same participants who have been attending for years. At the PISAI meeting 
one participant said, “All interfaith gatherings have the same people at them. It’s 
like a religious congregation with members. The community is welcoming but 
stagnant. They just don’t attract the people who really need to do it. It is 
transformative for participants but not for those disinclined to do interfaith work 
in the first place.”  
 At first, I wondered if this “circle of the convinced” signaled a failure of 
the Roman interfaith dialogue movement to reach out and recruit non-
dialoguers, to convince the unconvinced, or to broadly disseminate their sacred 
values. But the more I saw these groups come together and saw the bonds that 
were strengthened by their ongoing conversations and kaleidoscope of 
approaches to religious difference, the more it became obvious that the “success” 
and “impact” of Rome's interfaith society indeed lives in the solidarity and 
meaning-making practices of its circle of convinced participants. Interfaithers 
give a large amount of time and effort to interfaithing, recompensed not fiscally 
but by meaningful activities and personal connections. Indeed, the point of this 
seeming “social change community” is not social change but rather the 
community itself and its meaningful, morally forceful—indeed, religious—
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relationship to the concept of “social change.”82 The discursive ideal of 
transformation—how interfaithers talk about change—seems more resonant as a 
dynamically motivating ideal than as an observable reality. 
 As a researcher trying to understand dialoguers, it puzzled me that so 
many interfaithers insist that their practices are an effective change agent for the 
broader society and world, when my research has revealed that—rather than a 
change agent—it is actually an emergent form of multi-religious moral 
community, an enactment of European cosmopolitanism which attracts mostly 
people who already agree with each other about the value of pluralism. It is easy 
to mistake interfaith dialogue as heralding a new worldwide zeitgeist—partly 
because interfaith dialoguers themselves describe and present dialogue in that 
image. In reality, it is a group of moral communities who are discoursing 
together about the globalized, diversified world, idealizing its improvement and 
lauding the culture of cosmopolitanism that they themselves have already 
embraced. We have seen that, generally, people do not participate in dialogue 
unless they are already convinced of its aim—in the words of interfaithers 
themselves, in the circle of the convinced—and that dialogue groups do not reach 
persuasively into realms of people who disagree with them.  
But for some interfaithers, the transformations are relational. For them, 
dialogue is not without “impact,” but it is best approached as a venture of 
                                               
82 “Religious force is none other than the feeling that the collectivity inspires and its members, but 
projected outside the minds that experience them, and objectified” (Durkheim 1912, 230). Social 
change, or transformation, is objectified and worshipped as a unifying totem of the interfaith 
society, and its invocation serves to bring solidarity to the group. 	
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meaning and relationships rather than wholesale social change. They see the 
function of interfaithing as meaning-making within relationships. They still 
acknowledge growth, but the change is on a level of subtle enrichment. They are 
not as interested in demonstrating ambitious “impact,” or creating a world-
changing zeitgeist. I refer to these interfaithers as “Meaning-makers.”  
 Meaning-makers are less concerned with whether their dialogue is 
“productive” or demonstrates results or social change, as this is not the objective 
of their engagement. They are more invested in the meaningful practice of 
building relationships, learning and praying together, helping each other in 
times of need. They focus on deepening relationships, following their curiosity, 
supporting each other, enjoying meals together, getting through another day, 
cultivating joy, articulating values, discussing books and films together. Their 
chief experience is to share an experience. The product of their dialogue is the 
dialogue.  
 Meaning-makers already knew what I had to spend 18 months of 
fieldwork to discover: the products of dialogue are the experiences, relationships, 
values, and meaning cultivated in the interfaith. The lack of concrete proof-of-
progress in the interfaith ambit does not disconfirm its significance and worth. 
The CIPAX public are usually old, friends of the founder. There is a 
preference among them of high-level discourse, and they all have affection 
for CIPAX and great friendship. Also, some are just interested in our 
themes. They have the personal need to do something, to make a 
contribution of their presence, awareness—it's not much impact--but we 
have to involve people in their own way. For that person's life it's 
something. Not everyone can go directly to the heart of the cause or make 
drastic choices. (Rebecca) 
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However, it is not that Meaning-makers refute the influence that interfaith 
practice bears on their own lives or upon society at large. Some of them believe 
that the significance of their movement can be demonstrated in longer-term 
historical change. 
The recent 50th anniversary celebration of Nostra Aetate with 500 people 
from around the world would’ve been impossible 50 years ago. So, 
something is happening. But the key change to be made is psychological, 
personal, interpersonal. This is microscopic and cannot be quantified. It is 
experiential, about values, subjective, and gradual. It is not rational. Thus, 
we cannot call on rational measures to gauge its presence. My friends 
often ask me how I know what I am doing makes a difference, if I can 
show it with numbers. I tell them, you can’t. It can’t be concretely 
demonstrated. It’s the kind of thing you have to take a step back to see. If 
you’re too close, you can’t see it. We all want dialogue to be more than 
just meaningful for its participants, who are already committed. And on 
the wider historic scale something is happening. But the real work is 
grassroots. Di base, under the radar. Institutional activity is a symbol of the 
deeper change, but it cannot be represented in a way other than reflecting 
a broad social change, where is the real progress is and must be in 
individual lives and relationships. (Salvatore, Focolare) 
 
Other Meaning-makers critique the very notion that tools of measurement are 
relevant. Angelo, the president of local dialogue group Convivio, said, “I learned 
that, in order to heal and improve, the world needs non-linear humane 
processes, not just technological fixes.”  
 Meaning-makers acknowledge the likelihood of slow, gradual zeitgeist 
change as a result of dialogue and similar practices, but measureable efficacy is 
not their motive for participation. They seem more resigned to the limits of 
interfaithing. Aurelio of CIPAX said, “I’m not enthusiastic about interreligious 
dialogue. But I think it is necessary.” Another meaning-maker, Angelo of 
Convivio, acknowledged the difficulty of assessing interfaith “success.”  
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The question of “what is success” is actually important in interfaith 
dialogue. Often interfaith organizations will fixate so much on “changing 
the world” that they define success as legislative change, or shifting social 
trends. They apply their idea of success to very concrete, material, external 
goals. But I think that interfaith engagement can be very transformative 
for the people involved, in very subtle ways--and that this is also an 
indicator of “success.” Even groups who say they want to “change the 
world” are populated by people who are comforted by this sort of 
rhetoric, who are happy and confident in the company of similar activists 
for a better life. Finding these organizations and participating in a 
common goal becomes meaningful to them. So, I think a big part of 
“interfaith dialogue” is the experience and identity of the people who 
actually participate in it and find it to be meaningful. Even if it doesn't 
“work” in the ways they say they want it to. 
 
Whether classified as Transformers or Meaning-makers, the discourse and 
practices of interfaithers resoundingly demonstrate that interfaithing is a 
ritualized social practice that produces meaning and deepens relationships. The 
practice of interacting with sacred ideals of transformation and efficacy solidifies 
a collective identity as “people who care” and “people who are changing the 
world.” Moreover, the discourses of transformation provide a space for 
grounding an identity.83 These sacred ideals are discursive objects invoked in 
order to recognize each other and reinforce their commonality. Durkheim wrote, 
“Anyone who has truly practiced their religion knows very well that it is the cult 
that stimulates the feelings of joy, inner peace, serenity, and enthusiasm that, for 
the faithful, stands as experimental proof of their beliefs. The cult is not merely a 
system of signs by which the faith is outwardly expressed; it is the sum total of 
means by which that faith is created and re-created periodically” (Durkheim 
                                               
83 See Giovanni’s comments in the section on the Circle of the Convinced about interfaithing as an 
identity. Also, consider the specific identities of participants of specific social activist groups of 
movements, for example: Occupy Wall Street, Greenpeace, or Vietnam war resisters. 
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1912, 420). Interfaithers have faith in the sacred value of “transformation,” and 
that is of the central sacred totem of this moral community. Again, 
“transformation” is an ultimate sacred postulate rather than a description of 
interfaith activities or consequences. “Transformation” is not the point of this 
moral community—because the moral community is the point.  
 Nevertheless, there are lots of positive consequences of this action for 
people who are worried about the world and who are making efforts to improve 
it: highly localized impact, personal transformation, personal efficacy, the 
catharsis of response, personal edification. Transformation and impact are 
guiding constructs for these interfaithers and they have made meaning of their 
relation to it. Those who believe interfaith dialogue can and does make a 
difference in the world are stating a sacred postulate, a largely unprovable faith 
claim. 
 The dynamic invocation of the sacred value of transformation supplies a 
crucial momentum and energy. But it is above all a statement and practice of 
faith and meaning-making. Any empirical expression of the value or impact of 
such a gathering would be moot to the gatherers themselves. While perhaps 
interesting for an outside party—an investor or a researcher obsessed with how 
interfaith dialogue matters—a demonstration of social "impact" would miss the 
fact that interfaithers are the fire keepers of Durkheim's aboriginal world: they 
light the flame of their discursive totem, and it is the vitality of their collective 
effervescence that draws the whole society of believers into the dance.  
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What defines the sacred is that the sacred is added to the real. And since 
the ideal as defined in the same way, we cannot explain the one without 
explaining the other. We have seen, in fact, that if collected life awakens 
religious thought when it rises to a certain intensity, that is so because it 
brings about a state of effervescence that alters the conditions of psychic 
activity. The vital energies become hyper-excited, the passions more 
intense, the sensations more powerful; there are indeed some that are 
produced only at this moment. Man does not recognize himself; he feels 
somehow transformed and in consequence transforms his 
surroundings…this other world is an ideal one. (Durkheim 1912, 424) 
 
Durkheim wrote that sacred practices and objects are valued by the 
community of believers not as means to ends, but because the community has 
bestowed their meaning on them as part of its worship. Interfaithers dream of 
transforming the profane world—which is diverse, hunkered down, violent, full 
of stereotypes and dehumanization—into a sphere that reflects the values of the 
sacred interfaith sphere. This sphere is itself a collective self-representation that 
solidifies interfaithers’ bonds as co-dreamers. Because we have seen that 
meaningful discursive interfaith practices are by design resistant to 
measurement, the claim that it makes a great difference to the world at large is 
mostly a statement of faith, hope and belonging. 
Narratives of Transformation 
 Still, there are changes, and they are enshrined in “narratives of 
transformation.” Much like testimonies of conversion in Evangelical Christian 
churches, some narratives are told over and over. On three separate occasions I 
heard Tonio, the devout Catholic secretary of Religions for Peace Italia, tell his 
story of being profoundly changed when he attended his first Jewish Shabbat 
dinner and made a connection between the Jewish ritual content and the 
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elements of a Catholic communion. 
 The transformation narrative of Lorenzo, the president of the Community 
of Sant’Egidio, had a cherished air of sanctity about it, very specific in time and 
place:  
The biggest time I changed my mind in my life was 27 August 1969. It was 
a hot day in Rome at Ponte Marconi. I saw people from another country 
that had been hidden to me before. Months later I met others like them in 
a bad neighborhood. I came to understand I needed to do more for peace. 
The encounter was a call to my conscience. I turned and saw these people. 
It was a change of direction. Some things change your direction. Often, 
encountering poverty touches you, changes you. It is like Chapter 10 of 
Luke in the New Testament, the story of the Good Samaritan: a poor man 
was alone on street. The Samaritan passes and sees the wounded stranger 
and is forever changed. When you encounter the vulnerability of humans, 
your heart responds. It changes everything. You think, I need to help. Life 
is like this. We see vulnerability. It evokes compassion, if you have the 
capacity. And when you love someone it changes everything. 
 
 Recognizing the importance of individual stories of change, I asked 
interviewees for an example of a time their lives had changed. I did not specify 
what kind of change. Those who spoke of changes brought about from practicing 
dialogue primarily described perspective and cognitive frame-shifts. The 
narrators spoke of collecting knowledge and understanding, heightened 
awareness, new vision, disconfirmed stereotypes, seeing multiple perspectives, 
achieving comfort with complexity, seeing the other without projecting, noticing 
commonalities, and formation of a “dialoguer” identity. No dialogue-related 
transformation narratives I collected described changed actions, transformed 
lifeways or drastic reversals. Most changes revolved around subtle adjustments 
of perspective and interpretation, or “thinking shifts.” 
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 When the changes described occurred beyond the dedicated sphere of 
interfaithing, they were surprisingly more behavioral, more active and interactive. 
These personal transformations centered around parenthood, supporting others 
in hard times, religious conversions, new jobs, surviving crises, and self-
realizations that led to new careers, geographical shifts, or drastic adjustments of 
social behaviors.    
 In summary, dialogue-grounded changes were narrated as internal, 
experiential, hermeneutical shifts—and narratives of transformation not related 
to interfaithing were more active and behavioral.  
 
Interfaith Benediction: Go Forth and Change the World! 
 
 My own research set out to explore this very claim that dialogue is a social 
change movement that instigates social and interpersonal change. I took for 
granted that dialogue made a difference in the world and I set out to explain 
how. My own hypothesis was challenged as I delved more deeply into the 
numerous methodological complications of identifying, measuring, or 
guaranteeing the presence of dialogue’s impact when it comes to matters of 
subjective understandings, relations, consciousness, and the transformation of 
long-held beliefs and thought patterns. Though I remain agnostic as to whether 
dialogue can change “the world,” I have seen that when groups of people come 
together to discuss how they can engage religious messages to bring about 
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positive social change, dialogue changes “the worlds” of the people who 
participate. 
 Because transformation or social change is a sacred value among 
interfaithers, it is repeatedly invoked in ways that generate solidarity within the 
group. That is, for interfaithers, conversations about transformation are constitutive of 
the community. These conversations are so potent that they can approximate, 
simulate or even replace the importance of empirically-demonstrated social 
transformation. “Transformation” is a discursive ideal that connects interfaithers 
to their hope and sense of solidarity. It makes life meaningful in the face of the 
profane frustrations of everyday life in Rome (endless corruption scandals, 
terrible civic spirit, disorganization and chaos) as well as deeper existential 
threats in the world (ISIS, Charlie Hebdo, immigration, nuclear threats). When 
interfaithers celebrate “transformation,” they celebrate the potential of their own 
undertakings, and in doing so, sustain their activities. 
 Anybody who has set a New Year’s Resolution or written out a series of 
life goals can understand the power of potential change, of conceptualizing a 
transformed and improved state of being. Durkheim argued that the capacity to 
idealize, “to conceive of the ideal and add it to the real” (Durkheim 1912, 424), is 
a signature trait of humanity. Whether or not the change has come to pass, the 
promise that it might, that it is achievable as a result of hard work, is in itself 
promising. Perhaps the deeper meaning of a value such as “transformation” is 
that of personal efficacy, that the investments we make matter, that they can 
respond effectively to each other and to the world, that they can draw us forward 
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and upward into a greater state of being. This promise fuels the discursive object 
of transformation amongst interfaithers.
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CHAPTER FOUR: How Dialogue Works in Rome—Sectors of Interfaith 
Engagement 
 
 My field research on interfaith dialogue in Rome led me into many 
contexts, from the grand frescos of the Vatican’s papal audience hall, to the 
offices and conference rooms of nonprofit organizations, and to the living rooms 
of individuals who practice what Pope John Paul II called “the dialogue of life” 
(Cassidy 2005, 137), a meaningful quotidian encounter with diversity.  
 The Roman interfaith world can be organized in different “levels” or 
sectors, and it is these organizational structures that will be the focus of this 
chapter. There are official dialogues, conducted by institutions (such as the 
Italian state, Roman city government, or the Vatican); di base level (grassroots, 
amongst the people) activities; and “third sector” programs facilitated by non-
governmental associations. The character of interfaith encounters varies across 
these three distinct arenas of engagement, and in this chapter, I will explain and 
differentiate them.  
The institutional approach to dialogue is something that many of my 
interviewees view as an important symbol, the foundation for the political 
dimensions of dialogue and its visibility in the public sphere via media coverage. 
However, my interviewees do not generally view institutional dialogue as 
necessarily effective in terms of satisfying the most basic functions of dialogue, 
which are meaning-making and relationship building. The grassroots di base 
dialogue, or the “dialogue of life” amongst the people, promotes social and 
interpersonal objectives. Lastly, there is dialogue in the third sector, consisting of 
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interfaith encounters organized by NGOs and community associations, viewed 
as the junction between the institutional and di base sectors. It functions vertically 
to connect institutional activity with the people in a holistic fashion, and 
horizontally by embracing more methodologies of dialogue than are available to 
institutions. Third sector dialogue also boasts a broader social reach than either 
of the other levels. 
 
Institutional Dialogue 
 
Figure 4.1: The author Jenn Lindsay meeting Pope Francis at the Vatican’s audience for the 
ICCJ 
  
 Institutional dialogue is conducted by those who possess symbolic power: 
theologians, popes, rabbis, imams, professors and other professionals with 
authority. It promotes discursive interfaithing, mostly panel discussions and 
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lectures. Discourses occupy a level of high culture and erudition that assumes a 
certain level of educational preparedness on the part of listeners. In the 
institutional case of Vatican dialogues, central themes are Bible texts or 
theological questions, the conciliar processes of relating to other institutions and 
across religious boundaries, and comprehensive reflections on large-scale 
problems. Events are specialist-driven, featuring lectures and panels, offering 
very little in the way of workshops, audience input, or interaction among 
attendees.  
 Italian interfaithing was born on the institutional level with Vatican II 
(1963-1965), and it is embodied in the official Pontifical Council for Interreligious 
Dialogue (PCID). It is represented most visibly in 2017 by Pope Francis, whose 
enthusiasm for interfaith dialogue is a prominent aspect of his papacy. Pope 
Francis is invested in interfaithing in ways that his predecessor Pope Benedict 
was not. Francis exhorts the practice of dialogue in recurrent homilies and 
practices it on the global stage with other religious leaders. His June 2015 visit to 
the Waldensian Church marks the first time in history that a pontiff has visited 
the Italian Protestant church to make formal amends for Vatican persecution 
against this minority religious group.84 Pope Francis’s January 2016 visit to the 
                                               
84 Waldensians were excommunicated from the Church for unorthodoxy in 1184 and denounced 
for heresy in 1218, enduring multiple massacres and active persecution by Vatican forces until 
after the French Revolution. In 1848 they were finally granted liberty of conscience and civil 
protections by the Kingdom of Savoy. This provision was inherited by the Kingdom of Italy in 
1871. The 1947 Constitution of the Italian Republic enshrined religious freedoms in Articles 3, 8, 
and 19. Historically, the non-Catholic religions these articles provide for are Protestantism and 
Judaism. 2007 was the first year for non-Christian/Jewish religions to receive provisions for 
religious freedoms when the Italian state granted them to Buddhism and Hinduism. Islam has 
yet to secure an agreement guaranteeing religious freedoms.  
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Roman Jewish community’s main synagogue also made international headlines. 
According to one of my interviewees, a priest and the current secretary of the 
PCID, since Pope Francis has come into the papacy there is a big push in the 
Vatican for interfaith engagement.  
 The Vatican dialogues are not “local events”—although the PCID operates 
in Rome, the focus of their interfaithing is global. The PCID hosts international 
conferences in Rome and beyond, attended by clergy, scholars, and specialists 
from religious communities of many types and localities. Vatican interfaith 
gatherings are usually held in Rome’s pontifical universities or on Vatican 
premises, hosting clergy and educated laypeople from Catholic parishes around 
the world. According to a bishop and a priest who work with the PCID, the 
vision for Vatican dialogues is to cultivate pluralist values and skills among 
clergy, who in turn are encouraged to “carry the message” of pluralism to their 
home communities, and support their parishes to reach out to religious others 
and foster grassroots interfaith practice. In this way the institutional sector 
connects to the grassroots sector of dialogue, an example that prefaces a later 
description of the interactivity of these different sectors. The conviction behind 
this model is that leaders will return from Roman interfaith events and shepherd 
their communities into interfaith collaboration.  
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Institutional Dialogue: Two Vignettes 
 I attended several interfaith dialogue events sponsored by the Pontifical 
Council for Interreligious Dialogue, two of which included private audiences 
with Pope Francis. Each event was attended by evidently religious crowds, half 
of them clad in clerical or monastic robes and a medley of funny hats. Several 
interfaith conferences I attended were held in the magisterial lecture auditorium 
of the Pontifical Urbaniana University. Each event was structured as a series of 
academic panels, usually opening with formal speeches by His Excellency 
Cardinal Jean Louis Tauran, President of the PCID, and other prominent leaders 
such as Ambassadors to the Holy See. The speaker lineups generally consist of 
Italian university professors and high-level clergy, and usually the final session 
in the day corrals practitioners of interfaith dialogue to testify about their 
experiences.85 Figure 4.2 below shows the brochure for the Vatican’s Christian-
Buddhist summit in December 2014, “Constructing Paths for our Time: The 
Anthropological Impact of the Socioeconomic Crisis. A Buddhist-Christian 
Dialogue Encounter.” The panels featured Professor Gianfranco Keiko 
Lustrissimi, President of the Union of Italian Buddhists, and the Ambassador of 
the Republic of China to the Holy See. The speaker lineup consisted of Italian 
University professors speaking on such topics as “Anthropological and 
Theological Dimensions of the Socioeconomic Crisis and its Overcoming.”  
                                               
85 This structure is very common for Vatican interfaith events: formal introduction from high-
ranking Cardinals followed by several sets of academic lectures, and then a panel session 
featuring “activists” who represent the real-world application of ideas discussed throughout the 
day.  
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Figure 4.2: Brochure for the Vatican’s Christian-Buddhist summit, December 2014 
 
 
 The Vatican’s Christian-Buddhist summit was held at the Pontifical 
Urbaniana University. Conference attendees were seated by ushers in an 
elaborate amphitheater with rows of long desks normally occupied by students 
of the university. We listened intently to wireless headphones that funneled 
Italian-English translations from interpreters cloistered in booths at the rear of 
the lecture hall. Aside from the speakers, the room was silent and motionless. 
Participants and speakers did not interact, and few questions were asked.  
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 Coffee breaks offered the main opportunity for interpersonal interactions. 
At the afternoon break I talked to Father Daniel, a forty-year-old Nigerian priest, 
about dialogue. He told me he thinks it is good to open the Church and re-
embrace those who have felt alienated. “But there is a resistance to dialogue 
because it can dilute the message of the Church.” Father Daniel said that the 
people who were most concerned about dialogue were also the people who 
thought the Church would be destroyed after the progressive proclamations of 
Vatican II. “God runs the church,” Father Daniel said, not Popes or Councils. 
“God will show the right way for the Church.”  
 Our conversation was interrupted by the ding of a bell summoning us to 
return to our listening posts and re-affix our translation headsets. We prepared 
our pens to take urgent notes in the Vatican PCID notepads, the official memento 
of the gathering. The panel started on time, and then it finished on time, clipping 
along according to schedule.  
 Because the institutional dialogue is primarily populated by elite figures—
clergy, scholars, specialists and leaders—it tends to be both highly visible and 
somewhat inaccessible. Attendance at many events involved completing an in-
depth application and paying up to 100 euro. After attending several Vatican 
interfaith events, I started to notice that most of the lectures and opening 
statements were less “dialogues” in the sense of conversation between two or 
more people, and more like “meta-dialogues.” There were very few occasions of 
mutual personal sharing or relationship building, but lots of normative 
declarations of how people should handle encounters with the religious other, 
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and what would be the optimal response of governments and religious 
communities in response to religious diversity.  
 An illustration of the concept of “meta-dialogues” was at the January 2015 
50th Anniversary Celebration of the Pontifical Institute for the Study of Arabic 
and Islam (PISAI).86 The first day was mostly a stream of similar-sounding 
addresses, essentially a succession of priests celebrating the increasing 
knowledge of Arabic and Islam in the Catholic world. The program included a 
movie about the activities of PISAI, as well. The speakers were all academics 
invoking the importance of dialogue; meanwhile, the audience members 
huddled in their seats and listened intently to translation headsets, isolated like 
little human islands. I noticed that few of the institute faculty or students were 
Muslim or Arab. I estimated that 10% of the speakers over the three-day program 
were women, and at first glance I saw that about a quarter of the audience were 
(evidently) Muslim.87 There were more Africans than the typical Italian 
demographic—mostly collared priests—but the audience was not strikingly 
diverse.  
 In the opening session, Cardinal Grocholweski spoke of human rights, 
liberty, cooperation and support. He said, “The educational mission of the 
church leads to tolerance via the dissemination of knowledge. …Our presence 
here at PISAI has stimulated encouragement from the Church in difficult 
moments with Islam.” His address was followed by a typical feature of the PCID 
                                               
86 The event was titled “Mutual Recognition: Studying and Understanding the Religion of the 
Other.” 
87 Judging by headgear: I counted the hijab, taqiyah and kufi. 
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interfaith events: a lecture from Cardinal Jean-Louis Tauran, the President of the 
PCID, in which he declared his faith in the potential of interfaith encounter.88 
 The subsequent speeches continued in the same tones, each invoking 
general cosmopolitan principles of pluralism without allowing for interaction or 
claiming anything controversial or objectionable. Each speaker praised the 
endeavor of dialogue in abstract, idealistic language. Bishop Hon Tai-Fai invoked 
the universal primacy of human reason; Father Trevisol said that understanding 
and welcoming each other is vital in academic and diverse cultural contexts. “We 
have to move away from prejudice and into loving curiosity,” he said, and some 
audience members nodded their heads. Herr Schawann, the German ambassador 
to the Holy See, said, “We must take religion seriously as a system of memory, 
values, and interpretation.” Finally, Imam Baaworr said, “In dialogue there is too 
much emphasis on language and words—they are a separation and also a bridge. 
But we have to make mutual efforts to understand each other’s languages. Some 
concepts do not translate, and learning new language expands the mind.”89  
In short, the Vatican’s PISAI dialogue event was a “wall of words,” a meta-
dialogue, a series of speeches comprised of many niceties and norms affirming 
that friendship and education are the key to tolerance. Likewise, the Christian-
                                               
88 “Learning about different religions is helpful, because education lessens ignorance. The present 
tragic conditions conflate Muslim believers and criminals. Knowledge strives to truly know. 
Religion is not always the cause of problems but it must be part of the solution. Interreligious 
dialogue is at the center of the pastoral concerns of Pope Francis. Experience teaches us that 
dialogue is founded on full respectful presentation of different beliefs. If we are honest we will 
see what we have in common. We will see new ways for friendship, cooperation, and attention.” 
Cardinal Jean-Louis Tauran 
89 These quotes are included not because their content represents a unique contribution. Rather, 
they are representative of the banal nature of remarks typically shared at institutional dialogue 
events.  
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Buddhist Summit advocated encounters with diversity and personal contact but 
the event kept audience members isolated in their chairs. Both of these events felt 
strangely antiseptic and bland, the embodiment of political correctness.  
 
Institutional Dialogue as a Symbolic “Meta-dialogue”  
These institutional events, then, focus on abstract ideals and reinforce 
their characterization as largely symbolic, only occasionally offering space for the 
diverse interpersonal encounters it extols. The way events are structured imposes 
limits on meaningful encounters: personal connections are only possible during 
the short coffee breaks; during the sterile lectures, listeners are sequestered by 
translation headsets; little time is allotted for Q&A; and the cavalcade of highly 
abstract scholarly presentations invite little response beyond assent. 
 Some di base dialoguers have taken note of the trend of meta-dialogues at 
Vatican interfaith events and expressed their skepticism, like Rebecca, the former 
president of the Centro Interconfessionale per Pace.  
Institutional dialogues have an impressive invite list of ‘honorable 
speakers’ and prominently diverse speakers. But there’s often no content. 
It is full of air. The institutional level is full of these errors, and very self-
referential. But what effect has it had on the civil society? …Politicians and 
priests speak on a microphone about migrants but they never spoke to a 
migrant!  
 
Her remarks represent the feelings of many of my interviewees that the 
formality and prominence of the Vatican institutional dialogues amounts to an 
out-of-touch elitism that has little bearing on the on-the-ground reality of 
diversity and integration. Fabio, leader of the di base dialogue group Figli di 
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Abramo,90 acknowledged this meta-dialogue when he said, “The Vatican 
dialogue meeting with Buddhists featured all specialists and elevated speeches; it 
was not a real dialogue.” 
 Perhaps the recurring sense that the Vatican institutional dialogues are 
meta-dialogues comes from the question of who is organizing the events and why. 
Giuseppe, the former director of Confronti, explained that since Vatican 
facilitators are fostering institutional goals, they must administer a “professional 
craft” of dialogue that is most powerful as a symbol or a seed, rather than the 
freer “less pretentious” forms of dialogue seen in other sectors.  
Unfortunately…to be a cleric often becomes a job. It is not just a vocation 
and a mission within which you live. Some do the job of interreligious 
dialogue and make meetings, conferences, debates, reports, dinners, 
lunches, buffets, et cetera. In the upper echelons of the Church in general, 
there are always the most important figures who have this role of 
facilitator of dialogue, of meeting with other faith communities and 
religions. The problem is that these meetings are often professional 
meetings…there’s a professional craft or industry of dialogue. The cleric 
has a uniform; almost all religious have a uniform and with this uniform 
you motivate people. …When they don the uniform of course they must 
maintain institutional positions. …So, the ecumenical, interreligious 
dialogue that comes from people who wear their uniforms, of course will 
suffer forever and be influenced by the fact that we are not talking only of 
dialogue between religions but we are talking about dialogue across 
several religious institutions. It is not dal base, dialogue that arises 
spontaneously without pretense and without the constraints of dictates 
that are imposed from above. 
 
That is, institutional dialogue needs professionals as leaders. Its effects are 
not primarily found in the interaction or content of the meetings, but in their 
public and symbolic value. Institutional interfaith activities are high-profile and 
send a message of unity that is meant to inspire the public. Even typical Romans 
                                               
90 Trans. “Children of Abraham” 
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who have never done dialogue are familiar with interfaith dialogue because of 
media coverage of Vatican events. Alessio, one of the typical Romans I 
interviewed, noted, “I haven’t done dialogue, but I’ve heard of it on big 
important levels, like the Pope meeting chief rabbis and Orthodox leaders.” The 
public visibility of institutional events means that interfaith encounters are part 
of everyday consciousness, but it is not clear whether or how that translates into 
pluralism in the public sphere. 
 
Non-Vatican Institutional Dialogues and their Failure in Rome 
 The Vatican is not the only body of institutional dialogue in Rome. Also 
“institutional” are the interfaith initiatives sponsored by local government, the 
Comune di Roma. These efforts, however, are currently stalled for lack of political 
support. During the mayorship of Walter Veltroni from June 2001 to February 
2008, dialogue was supported on the civic level through the establishment of the 
Consulta delle Religioni and the Tavolo Interreligioso. For about 5-6 years the 
Consulta delle Religioni and the Tavolo Interreligioso offered distinct provisions 
for dialogue in Rome: an institutional council for diverse religious communities 
of Rome, and an educational program in the schools through which the 
representatives of 7 different religions would go in the public schools to talk 
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about their religions. They also ventured into other community contexts such as 
public lectures and hospitals.91  
 However, the initiatives did not endure beyond Mayor Veltroni’s tenure. 
Professor Paolo Naso of La Sapienza University explained how the trajectory of 
Roman dialogue was interrupted. 
We were the first city to start an interreligious dialogue Consulta and we 
published several books like Roma Delle Religione and La Festa! In them 
you will find the text of the Consulta signed by the mayor and all the city 
representatives. Those were all destroyed by the next mayor, Alemanno. 
He decided intentionally that dialogue was wrong and dragged the city in 
a different direction. He had a mentality of the monolithic power of one 
religion, the old-fashioned idea that society is more cohesive if there is 
only one god, one religion, one tradition. 
 
Even during Mayor Veltroni’s welcoming approach to interfaith dialogue, 
the Vatican had not lent explicit support to these local initiatives. Benedetto of 
the Waldensian Federation recalled how during this time, “the unwillingness of 
the Catholic Church was blatant. … The Catholic Church always had the 
possibility of establishing its own agreements and exchanges with the city 
government, but sanctioning civic support for all the religious minorities is a 
different story.” Benedetto’s story of the municipality’s changing approach to 
interfaith engagement continues: 
When Veltroni was the mayor (he was leftwing), interreligious dialogue 
spread for 5-6 years and two main things were offered through the 
Comune di Roma: institutional meetings with all the representatives of 
the different religious communities of Rome, and an educative program 
in the schools with which the representatives of 7 different religions 
would go in the schools to talk about their religions. It was called the 
Tavolo Interreligioso. When the mayor left office, all these good 
                                               
91 A sample of their events can be found at: http://aidlr.it/documenti/il-tavolo-interreligioso-e-
la-consulta-delle-religioni-del-comune-di-roma/ 
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opportunities disappeared, the priorities changed. And I think that was 
negative, because in Rome there’s a strong rightwing culture and the 
strong influence of the Vatican that puts the religious minorities on 
different and lower levels. 
 
 Mayor Alemanno’s dissolution of the Consulta and the removal of the 
Tavolo Interreligioso from government support, effectively blocked the input of 
various minority religious groups on the civic level. As we have seen, there are 
many ways that government and politics in Rome discourage civic engagement; 
failure to support dialogue is perhaps not surprising. The final result, then, is 
institutional dialogue in Rome is currently represented solely by the Vatican.  
 
Other Sectors’ Criticism of Institutional Dialogue 
 Within the interfaith society of Rome, as we saw in Chapter Three, there 
are boundaries defined by what is and is not seen as “authentic” dialogue, with 
criticisms against institutional dialogue often coming from those who facilitate or 
participate in the di base and third sector levels. Other criticisms point out that the 
Vatican dialogues are too theoretical, in contrast to “direct experiences” in 
“precise locations.” It is not useful, these others say, if you “only involve people 
already on the inside.” In the same vein, some say institutional interfaith 
activities mostly concern leaders and specialists: “That dialogue is just about the 
authorities…this is all very nice but does not produce a real closeness between 
people. …The majority of the participants are already convinced” (Marco, 
Confronti staff). In short, interviewees critiqued the lack of impact of Vatican 
dialogues. While they recognize that institutional dialogue is a potent symbol, 
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they say the symbol obscures a failure to reach and motivate the public: “The 
Grand Mosque is the only place where dialogue happens with Muslims. …It is 
political, not religious…their dialogues remain on the symbolic level and don’t 
leak to the grassroots of smaller local mosques here” (Omar, Istituto Tevere).  
Interviewees also said that the Vatican dialogues are too elite, which 
contravenes the objective of inclusivity and tolerance that dialogue is meant to 
promote. Giulia at Confronti noted, “The institutions specify the representation 
of dialogue, not the people. The theoretical, intellectual is high. It ignores low, 
little people. The dialogue is too elite. It excludes.” 
Finally, several interviewees said that dialogue in the Vatican is thought to 
perpetuate the asymmetry of power between Catholics and non-Catholics in 
Italy.  
If one does interfaith dialogue with an institution representing 
Catholicism, compared to a small Buddhist Association, the gap between 
the different levels of power always remains. (Emma, Confronti staff) 
 
The Pope…convenes other religious leaders…there is already an 
imbalanced communication. Usually those who call for such large-scale 
dialogues are administering more power than the others who are 
summoned. (Enzo, Confronti contributor) 
 
Dialogue in Italy is between the Vatican and the other religions. That's not 
dialogue. There's no parity. You have to have parity to have dialogue and 
there is never parity with the Catholic Church in Italy. …with the 
gerarchia92, it's not a possibility, and I don’t even think they believe it is. 
(Benito, Zen master, Sangha Kenobi) 
 
                                               
92 Gerarchia translates literally as “hierarchy” but also shares the root of “geriatric” and has 
connotations of an entrenched, elderly ruling class, i.e. a gerontocracy. 
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Those who are not insiders to Rome’s most powerful religious body are 
advocates for a kind of dialogue that stands in contrast to these institutional 
forms. 
 
The Grassroots Sector: Dialogo di base 
 
I think dialogue happens when you eat together. That’s something you 
can share even with Catholics. …There are always different religious 
preferences and habits--but at least in Italy, when you get the Italian 
religious groups together--we can eat. (Benito, Zen master, Kenobi 
Sangha) 
 
 Every year on January 15, also known in Rome as the Day of Christian-
Jewish Dialogue, the Vatican’s Pontifical Council of Interfaith Dialogue releases a 
document testifying to the importance of doing interfaith dialogue, which 
includes supportive proclamations from prominent Jewish and Christian leaders. 
In 2014 and again in 2015 I was confused as to whether there was a Vatican event 
to attend in connection with this magisterial document, and I searched the 
internet and called several offices. In the end, I discovered that the document was 
the event; and this is how the Vatican does symbolic meta-dialogue. This 
somewhat official name encapsulates the symbolic importance that institutions 
bestow upon dialogue without necessarily dialoguing. Nevertheless, the 
symbolic resonance of this gesture is reified by the dialogo di base, when several 
grassroots and Third Sector groups actually hold dialogue events on this day. 
On January 15, 2016, the di base dialogue group Scriptural Reasoning held 
an informal conversation about the book of Exodus in the salon room of the 
Istituto Tevere. The topic for the evening was “false testimony.” Opening 
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presentations on texts relating to the theme were made by a Jew and a Christian. 
People in attendance shared their personal understandings of the Bible passage 
chosen by organizers (Exodus 20:16) and engaged with seriousness. “You can’t 
trust a liar, and trust is the building block of friendship,” said one participant.93  
 The group followed the structure common to many di base events: an hour 
of interactive talk between specialists, audience members, and organizers, and 
then a festive meal. The event was short and allowed for participants to 
personally interact, and the ambiance was informal and friendly. Participants 
were lighthearted and showed willingness to engage. This comportment is an 
aim, if not a hallmark, of many dialogo di base events.94 
 The rise of grassroots dialogue is one of the major developments of 
Roman interfaith engagement since Vatican II. One of the most striking 
differences between institutional dialogue and the other sectors of interfaithing is 
that, outside the institution, a broader variety of dialogue forms is engaged.95 
Whereas institutional dialogues are chiefly discursive, dialogo di base may feature 
artistic collaborations, shared meals, running a soup kitchen together, 
collaborative prayer and meditation, or academic and theological discussions.  
                                               
93 Another participant mused aloud, “But what would Rome be like if nobody gave false 
testimony? We’d know too much! Se Christo Vedesse!” As recounted in Chapter 2, “Se Christo 
Vedesse” is a common joke in Rome referring to the license plates of Vatican vehicles which are 
emblazoned with S. V. C., Stato Vaticano Civile. Se Christo Vedesse jokes, “If only Christ could 
see….” 
94 Many third sector groups, such as the Istituto Tevere, follow this same structure of interpersonal 
encounter and shared meals. 
95 The forms of the “dialogue canopy” are discussed in Sharpe (2005): discursive (academic and 
theological), social, humanitarian, and spiritual. I also include “creative” as a form type (see 
Chapter 5 on Confronti and Chapter 6 on Humanization).  
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 The grassroots level of interfaith engagement, or dialogo di base in Rome,96 
features people interfaithing in their own communities and homes in a loosely 
organized manner. Paolo Naso, a political scientist, professor at La Sapienza 
University in Rome, and past Confronti director, said, “Local dialogue, di base 
dialogue, [is] very well-rooted in the congregation and communities. It is not 
something for the experts and leaders and big personalities. It is for ordinary 
lives, rooted in ordinary lives.” 
 In his 1990 encyclical Redemptoris Missio, Pope John Paul II made reference 
to the dialogue of life, “through which believers of different religions bear witness 
before each other in daily life to their own human and spiritual values, and help 
each other to live according to those values in order to build a more just and 
fraternal society.” The “dialogue of life” concept describes the dialogue di base, 
wherein the boundaries of “dialogue” and “not dialogue” are unclear, seemingly 
established by the elusive and highly subjective presence of “intention.”97 There 
must be some kind of declaration that dialogue is happening, as opposed to mere 
casual interaction. Interfaithing can become intentional by way of a distributed 
flyer advertising an event, or a simple act of explicit labelling.98 Therefore 
interfaithing can potentially occur anywhere, at any time, as long as participants 
name the occasion and share the intent to “do dialogue.”  
                                               
96 Di base translates loosely to “from the roots” or “from the base,” and refers to interfaithing at the 
popular or grassroots level, at the interpersonal base or foundation of society. 
97 In Chapter 7 I discuss the four distinguishing conditions for dialogue (as opposed to a casual 
conversation that is not “dialogue”): Intention, Safe Haven, Leadership, and Repetition.  
98 As in the Third Tradition of Alcoholics Anonymous, whereby “any two or three 
alcoholics gathered together for sobriety may call themselves an A.A. group.” Similarly, a di base 
dialogue consists of at least two interfaithers who may call themselves a dialogue group. 
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  Di base groups gather in public spaces and homes. As for the form of 
practice, di base dialogue ranges from conversations to practical projects on peace 
and justice, gender roles or liberty, or simple social gatherings with varied 
agendas. These groups often have no centralized or consistent leadership, may 
not feature experts, and are flexible in their forms. Many dialogo di base groups 
have names, but have no legal recognition and do not receive tax support. Most 
groups are organized by way of having an individual or small group of people 
motivated to plan events and invite people to living rooms or community spaces 
(such as the recreation hall of a local parish). L’Amicizia Ebraico-Cristiana di 
Roma sends out flyers to email lists in order to advertise their events, and either 
takes contributions to provide refreshments or requests potluck offerings from 
participants. 
 For many interfaithers in Rome, especially for those who engage in 
discourses on authenticity, di base is the level that really counts, since “dialogue is 
the quotidian exchange of bonds and experiences among individuals, between 
the individual Muslim, the single Buddhist, the single Catholic” (Emma, 
Confronti staff).  
 Di base dialogue is said by my interviewees to be where the “real work” of 
dialogue actually happens—where people actually meet, talk, reveal themselves, 
share experiences, establish common ground. Salvatore of Focolare said, 
“Grassroots dialogue is more important in a way because unless people actually 
meet face-to-face they won’t destroy fears and suspicions; they need to meet to 
bridge to each other. If only leaders meet it is useless.”  
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 Di base dialogue is the “face-to-face” context where people actually 
encounter the religious other personally. It proposes to help participants, 
through personal contact, succeed in seeing the other as just another person, 
rather than a symbol or a category. It is characterized by my subjects as having 
more potential for authenticity and sincere exchange, and to be a more elastic 
and resilient crucible for reconciling differences. It is described as more inclusive 
of the “common people,” not reserved for specialists or elite practitioners. 
Many associations of dialogue have as their constituents people who are 
very formed, with a very important background from the point of view of 
religion (theologians, priests, rabbis, formed humanistic people with 
degrees in the humanities), and the dialogue is very specific on the issues 
of books. Our association is formed instead from common and simple 
people, living their lives and living as part of a certain religious sphere, 
and want to meet in order to understand more humanly how we can come 
together. Then sometimes we invite the theologian or the writer as a 
speaker, but when we meet together the important thing is that the 
association is made up of normal people. (Fabio, Figli di Abramo) 
 
Di base dialogue is regarded by these interfaithers as having the potential to 
restore power balance among participants, thus allowing for more equitable and 
honest exchanges. Emma of Confronti said, “When dialogue is done between 
individuals, an equal level of power and efficacy becomes possible, as everyone 
brings their own experiences, their own load of expectations and experiences.” 
 Since it operates beyond the constraints of institutions, di base dialogue can 
access a variety of forms and degrees of formality—“not only talk,” clarified 
Fabio, but also “dinners together, going to a movie, doing normal activities…we 
think it important and satisfying to do something together practical.” This 
interpersonal “micro” realm, set apart from the “macro” system of institutional 
dialogue, is a sphere where individuals can exercise agency, affect conditions, 
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and facilitate constructive change in their thinking and their relationships—since 
“the only real field of agency is the interpersonal” (Christy, FAO Refugee 
Services). It also allows for direct contact with concrete commonalities and 
differences: as Giuseppe, the former director of Confronti, said, “You have to 
meet, you come to know each other, you must understand their habits, what are 
their feelings, what are their views with respect to certain issues, you have the 
chance to tell them yours.” 
 Because di base dialogue is unencumbered by institutional structures, it is 
also seen by my interviewees as more practically rigorous. Enzo, Confronti 
contributor, summed this up: “If true dialogue happens in the suburbs it will not 
be because the Pope has said he wants it, it is a requirement that the people must 
discover themselves. And for this you need time, growth, knowledge, and to 
overcome fears.” Di base dialogue can potentially reveal truly irreconcilable 
differences, so it demands more of a growth investment from participants and 
more “inner work” on their part. Edin of the Tavolo Interreligioso said, “You can 
do a formal dialogue in conditions with structure—but the dialogue we do isn’t 
that. There’s no curriculum. It’s just people relating. You listen. You fight the 
internal jihad. You combat your ego. You be quiet. The dialogue just happens.” 
 Interfaithers’ discourse of authenticity finds its compass in the “real work” 
of the di base dialogue where people actually meet, talk, reveal themselves, share 
experiences and establish common ground. The ambit of di base dialogue, in 
comparison to the institutional dialogue, can accommodate a broader range of 
interpersonal differences, is more adaptive to the needs and interests of 
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participants, allows for a more balanced distribution of religions (and non-
religious participants) and a more stable power balance between them, and 
grants individual participants to more agency and liberty to pursue their 
intentions.  
 
Di base Dialogue De-institutionalizes Dialogue 
 Di base dialogue has its roots in institutional life,99 but the founders of the 
di base groups have struck out on their own, in search of doing “the real work” of 
dialogue on the ground level of communities, and they are motivated by the 
freedom and flexibility of working outside a formal institution. The “dialogue of 
life” described by Pope John Paul II in 1990 makes the boundaries of “dialogue” 
unclear and de-institutionalizes the act of dialogue. The de-institutionalized 
aspect of the informal di base dialogue makes it multi-purpose and 
multidimensional, in the sense that it can engage multiple dimensions of life 
such as friendship, education and social service. It is carried out chiefly by lay 
leaders with strong commitments to the principles of interfaith dialogue and 
consists of gatherings that are largely unstructured, unboundaried, uncontrolled, 
and diverse. The groups usually have names and may have a small internet 
presence, like a Facebook page, but as they generally operate without funding or 
dues, their activity levels and public visibility usually depend on the resources 
and energies of volunteer leaders.  
                                               
99 This is explained thoroughly in the section below, “Connections Between Sectors.”  
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 Grassroots dialogue groups span a spectrum of structure and spontaneity. 
Some, like Scriptural Reasoning, have carefully designed curricula, a regular 
monthly meeting, and they read ground rules at the beginning of every meeting. 
Others, like Figli di Abramo, label themselves as an interfaith group but rarely 
do the same activity twice and their meetings are irregular. This makes it difficult 
to generalize about “what di base dialogue looks like.” The diversity of forms and 
structures is, in fact, one of the hallmarks of di base dialogue. Moreover, the 
diversity of forms and multidimensionality of di base dialogue gives it 
sustainability. Unlike the institutional dialogue, di base dialogues can be held in 
any space where people can sit together, listen, and share resources (scholarship, 
art supplies, food, sacred texts, religious practices)—all without the 
encumbrances of major funding, publicity, or any other pageantry.100  
 Because the di base dialogue is more flexible than institutional dialogue—
in terms of group size and ability to tailor practices to preference and context—
and its only basic requirement being the presence of people, it could 
hypothetically reach more people unfamiliar with the principles and practice of 
dialogue. However, in practice, the di base dialogues struggle with attracting new 
participants, and the lack of structure or clear leadership can sometimes be an 
obstacle.  
                                               
100 Such as formal dress, formal lecture hall, catered food, typed programs, or interpreters. 
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Di base Dialogue: Difficulties of Instigation and Structure 
The best qualities of di base dialogue can also be liabilities. It can be very 
hard to do effective outreach through small informal networks who keep no 
membership lists or definite calendars, so groups often struggle to recruit 
participants. Despite the benefits derived from de-institutionalization, di base 
dialogues can suffer stagnancy in outreach funding, and program content. For 
example, the last dialogue event for L’Amicizia Ebraico-Cristiana di Roma was 
so poorly attended in early 2015 that they have not convened another event since 
then. Not being institutionalized also means the absence of reliable funding 
sources, as recounted by Angelo of Convivio. 
Our group is not meeting its goals because all five people who founded it 
have different jobs and Convivio does not earn money ... At the beginning, 
in 2013, there was enthusiasm. Then we each had to start working to earn 
money and we had less energy and desire to contribute to the association 
... For a year and a half, we have not been very active, so I would not say 
that we have achieved our objectives. ...Meanwhile each person has gone 
and worked on projects with other more important associations. 
 
Di base dialogue aims for building relationships based on shared experience, 
which is naturally a slow process and may generate impatience for practitioners 
who are looking to make an impact; according to Confronti contributor Franco, 
“The dialogue on the di base level, which is more meaningful and affects people’s 
lives, is too slow.” Building activities around shared interests also means that di 
base dialogue is self-limiting, restricted to the skills and interests of its 
participants. As Camilla of the Italian Buddhist Union said, “The quality of your 
dialogue is very tied to what you understand.” 
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 Like many aspects of dialogue, di base dialogue entails a contradiction: 
my interviewees insist di base dialogue is the “real work” of dialogue, the site 
where impact is possible—but it is also criticized for lacking substantial efficacy 
or impact. One interviewee said that di base interfaithing is “more interesting but 
also more superficial, and doesn’t really have a plan or strategy, and doesn't 
have power to change much.”101 Interfaith practitioners who are particularly 
concerned about efficacy and momentum may be more likely to drift into the 
third sector of interfaith engagement, the nonprofit association level of 
interfaithing. The third sector of dialogue offers an organized and structured 
form of dialogue that is neither institutionally-bound nor grassroots.  
 
The Third Sector 
 
  Third sector dialogue is represented by non-profit associations. Like the di 
base dialogue, the third sector embraces a multiplicity of methods but generally 
has more resources, connections, and leverage to enter the public sphere and 
make a broader impact in schools, media, social networks, and hospitals. It 
attracts practitioners of dialogue who are concerned about the efficacy, 
endurance, and salience of interfaith engagement in the public sphere, as 
described by Fabrizio of Confronti. 
                                               
101 This contradiction corroborates the previous chapter’s argument that the “real work” of 
dialogue is indeed the practice of dialogue, and its ability to foster meaning and relationships, 
which are impervious to measures of impact. 
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It is a dialogue by both authorized and unauthorized people—it can 
happen everywhere, schools, universities, homes, neighborhoods, with 
clergy or lay people. But it has an agenda and usually a name. The agenda 
is coexistence and integration. It is not a theory or a theology or an 
interpretation of words, but it is a strategy to help people better coexist. 
They ask how we can contribute to the good of our city, neighborhood, 
children, communities. It is not always secular—it can be spiritual—and it 
has social effects. It can be very political in the sense that it will affect the 
local community, and in my interpretation, this is political.  
 
The nonprofit third sector blends di base and institutional dialogues, acting as a 
hinge between institutions and communities by enabling interpersonal, practical 
application of the theoretical goals of the institution. The participants themselves 
constitute the hinge, as the same people can be found at institutional conferences, 
grassroots gatherings, and attending or contributing to nonprofit interfaith 
missions. Among the most prominent are Sant’Egidio, a Catholic lay association, 
and Istituto Tevere, a nonprofit with a very di base social approach (see Figure 
4.3). 
Figure 4.3: Istituto Tevere event photograph 
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 Sant’Egidio is a “public lay association,” clearly Catholic and therefore 
affiliated with the Vatican, but a separate legal entity. Like other third sector 
organizations, Sant’Egidio leaders still seek funding and legitimization from 
affiliated institutions. At the same time, they are also small enough to enact 
strategies the institutions could not. They can, for example, enter into 
communities, local school and hospitals, and grassroots gatherings. While the 
institutional level of dialogue is often criticized by di base dialoguers for its 
insincerity and lack of effectiveness, the third sector seems to be generally 
recognized as a constructive force in communities, as well as an important 
connection between the grassroots micro-realm and the politically consequential 
macro-realm institution. The third sector bridges the gap between what 
interview subjects regard as “formal” forms of institutional interfaithing and 
“informal” grassroots engagement.  
Third sector interfaithing, similar to di base, can access a multiplicity of 
forms of practice. Nevertheless, because they are “official” in their nonprofit 
status, third sector organizations typically have a mission statement, a budget, a 
board of directors, and expectations that they will provide annual reports. They 
have paid employees and plan formal programs. All of that means that they have 
access to resources, connections and leverage to enter the public sphere and, 
compared to di base groups, make a broader impact in schools, media, social 
networks, and hospitals. 
 Still, the third sector is marked by flexibility in the space between 
grassroots and institution. It is free to be an experimental space, to be messy and 
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to create experiences of encounter for participants, and to bore them as well. It 
also boasts the organizational structure and momentum to rent out fancy 
theaters and libraries, attain visibility by (for example) publicizing concert and 
arts events in local cultural calendars, coordinate with other prominent third 
sector dialogue groups. They usually have an official, financed mission.  
 Istituto Tevere is a Turkish Muslim association that straddles the di base 
and third sector forms of interfaith engagement. It has a professional profile, a 
name, and registration as a nonprofit organization and “Cultural Association” in 
Rome. It was founded in May 2007 by two young Turkish researchers at the 
Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome and rents an apartment office in the 
historical center of Rome near the Spanish steps, not far from the house where 
the poet John Keats convalesced and died in 1820. Its financial support comes 
from Turkish businesses and from donors in the Hizmet (Gulen) movement. The 
main goal of the institute is “to promote intercultural and interreligious dialogue 
and to bring together people from different religions, cultures, nations, views 
and ideologies,”102 and it pursues this goal with a variety of structured programs 
and collaborations with other associations. 
 The director of Istituto Tevere said the organization embodies dialogue—it 
does not “merely host” occasional meetings between people of good will. Its 
purpose, through its social and education programming, is to better the natures, 
relations, and common social life of participants. Its range of structured 
                                               
102 Translated from the "Who are we?" page of the Istituto Tevere: 
https://istitutotevere.wordpress.com/about/ 
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programs span academic discussions, collaborations with larger associations 
such as Religions for Peace, educational community programming like cooking 
classes and language courses, and shared iftar dinners.  
Participants of Istituto Tevere are the educated lay public but not elite 
specialists; and the people come are already invested in the central principles of 
interfaith engagement. This is not true of all the third sector groups—especially 
those like the Tavolo Interreligioso that aim to reach the uninvolved by entering 
schools and other public spaces. Nevertheless, even third sector groups that 
manage to practice dialogue beyond the “circle of the convinced” are powered 
by a core of interfaithers who are very convinced indeed.  
The Third Sector: A Vignette 
 The Tavolo Interreligioso was founded in 1998 in Rome, during the 
mayoral tenure of Walter Veltroni. Initially purposed to bring education about 
religious and cultural diversity into Roman public schools, their funding was cut 
by the next mayor, the rightwing Gianni Alemanno. The group’s entrée into 
public schools was curtailed and this institutional body became a third sector 
organization. Today, they persist in their mission as a nonprofit community 
association sponsoring discussion panels for World Interfaith Harmony Week 
and cultural events such as interfaith concerts. Its many decades of visible civic 
involvement mean that the Tavolo Interreligioso enjoys enough clout to launch 
high-profile citywide integration projects and to throw events at fashionable 
venues. The story below explains the flexibility of the third sector, in the space 
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between grassroots and institution, and demonstrates how third sector 
organizations have access to impressive resources but are still limited by the 
abilities of their organizers. 
 In February 2015, I attended an “Expressions of Faith” Concert produced 
by Tavolo Interreligioso at Teatro Vascello, a fancy theater on the Janiculum Hill.  
The elegance of the theater was in keeping with the general high-minded 
fanciness I observed at a previous event of the Tavolo Interreligioso at the 
Capitol Museum of Rome. It is evident that this group has money and influence.  
 Entering the gilded doors of Teatro Vascello, I glimpsed a stack of Italian-
language interfaith calendars, published by Religions for Peace Italy, always 
ubiquitous at Rome’s interfaith events. The calendars were on display on a table 
in the theater foyer for guests to bring home. 
 I entered the theater and chose my red velvet seat. As the lights began to 
dim, I noticed Ariana Levy, Fabio and Aurelio, all of whom I regularly saw at 
many other interfaith events. The featured singer, introduced as a Jewish artist, 
sang verses from the Song of Songs and stories of Miriam and Moses. Between 
songs, she bantered on Jewish themes, from the diaspora to the Torah to Woody 
Allen.  
 The second act, a Buddhist group, was introduced by Camilla of the 
Italian Buddhist Union, who was acting that night as MC for Tavolo 
Interreligioso. Camilla described the Buddhist band as “an expression that comes 
from silence, from depth, from spirit.” The band was comprised of an oud, a lead 
guitar, a Chinese erhu, and a clarinet, and they played downstage from a slide 
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show of Buddhist Figures and phrases. Behind them, dharma slides offered bits 
of wisdom: “We are our own protection and our own refuge. How can it be 
otherwise? Therefore, care for yourself.” 
 Unfortunately, the scene looked better than it sounded. We listened to the 
band limp along with its hodgepodge of instruments, tooting out a shapeless, 
chaotic spiritual jam session punctuated with tuneless humming from a Chinese 
vocalist. 
 Ariana Levy left during the Buddhist show. Then the concert ended early, 
because the Hindu dancers cancelled. At its closing, Camilla went on stage. She 
declared, “We are only three women running Tavolo Interreligioso but we do 
everything willingly, hoping to change little-by-little this complicated world, like 
una goccia nell’oceano,103 to create at least a little peace and solidarity.” 
 After the concert, I greeted Aurelio. He shrugged. “The Buddhists were a 
little boring.” 
 
How the Multi-Method Third Sector Connects the Sectors of Dialogue 
 
 Third sector dialogue programs operate vertically as a connector of 
institutional and di base dialogues. They are more “official” in the sense that the 
programs are planned by paid employees working in nonprofit associations 
supported by the Otto per mille tax fund.104 The third sector dialogues are more 
                                               
103 Trans. “A drop in the ocean,” one of the catchphrases of the interfaith society (see Chapter 3).  
104 The Eight-per-Thousand fund, or the Otto per Mille (also known as the 8x1000), is a funding 
system for state-approved religious organizations whereby religious bodies may receive 0.08% 
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likely than di base dialogues to be sustainable, given their professional structure 
and concrete resources; and for the same reason they are more visible in the 
public sphere via media coverage and collaborations with both major institutions 
and other third sector associations. Emma of Confronti105 described the third 
sector, calling it “the intermediate level of associations like Confronti that guides 
the individuals to do activities together, to talk. We are the intermediate position 
between the great body of an institution that has political value, and the average 
person who confronts difference on a daily basis.” The program office of 
Confronti draws together elements of institutional collaboration, such as high-
profile press and radio coverage, panels at the Camera dei Deputati, and travel 
seminars that feature itineraries combining institutional exposure with grassroots 
experience. The third sector’s ability to bridge formal and informal dialogue also 
allows otherwise formal, official personalities, such as Italian politicians and 
public figures or even Catholic priests, to act as private citizens, to be informally 
involved in interfaith proceedings without having to represent the government 
or the Vatican. 
 The third sector also connects horizontally across methods and locations. 
This “mixed method” approach to interfaithing embraces many forms of the 
“dialogue canopy.” It also allows a deeper reach into the public sphere, reaching 
                                                                                                                                            
contribution of a total tax payment if specifically designated by individual taxpayers. Non-
Catholic interfaith associations apply for 8x1000 funding under the umbrella of religious bodies 
that have secured an Intesa with the Italian state. 
105 Confronti is covered in-depth in Chapter 5 as a case study on the specific aspects of doing 
dialogue in Rome. Here I mention it as a prominent example of the third sector of dialogue. 
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beyond the cerchio dei convinti106 that populates institutional and di base dialogues. 
Third sector associations can reach politicians, media, universities, public schools 
and hospitals. The multiple forms, partnerships, and reach of third sector 
dialogue lead my interviewees to declare it as the most “effective” level of 
interfaith engagement.  
 
Who is Interfaithing in the Third Sector? 
 In the di base dialogue, it is the organizers of the dialogue themselves who 
attend and participate. They are volunteer leaders who are motivated by the 
moral claim that dialogue is “the right thing to do.” In institutional meta-
dialogues, organizers are usually clergy, appointed to work with the Pontifical 
Council for Interreligious Dialogue, and they act in their capacity as Vatican 
officials to convene other religious leaders and specialists for formal conferences. 
on dialogue themes. In the third sector, dialogue is conducted by paid 
employees, facilitating links among volunteer participants in public schools, 
hospitals, or religious contexts. Interfaithers made distinctions among dialogue 
participants based on where they fit on this organizational spectrum: 1) 
professional, salaried employees of organizations facilitating dialogue; 2) 
volunteers who assist programming on the basis of interest and personal choice; 
and 3) individuals who participate in programming but do not help organize. 
                                               
106 Trans. “The circle of the convinced,” or those who are already convinced of the principles of 
dialogue. See Chapter 3 for more information on this catchphrase. 
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 Behind the scenes, there is still another kind of participant. A mission-
driven organization, in order to stay afloat, has to differentiate its programming 
from its business operations. Often, therefore, employees of third sector interfaith 
organizations do not see themselves as dialoguers—but rather as facilitators. One 
employee of an interfaith organization, struggling with a frustrating colleague 
during dialogue facilitation, declined to have a “healing” conversation about 
“communication and mutual recognition” because he didn’t think it was his role 
to dialogue. “We have a different kind of relationship. We are facilitating other 
people connecting, not facilitating our own connection. The relationship is 
business, not dialogue. We have to get things done.” Paid employees of other 
third sector groups also invoked this distinction.  
You can’t mix our office and the world of interfaith dialogue. We don’t 
“do dialogue" at the office. Yes, we’re diverse, believing and not believing. 
But we’re not trying to have an interreligious dialogue here. This is 
absolutely not happening here. We’re…a cultural organization, creating 
occasions of dialogue and encounter, creating visibility. The dialogue is 
not between us. We are not co-representatives of faith, we don’t have a 
bishop or rabbi. We don’t do interfaith dialogue but we facilitate it, 
supporting it through meetings of people who do it. (Marco) 
 
In the office it is normally unlikely for us to dialogue about God, 
transcendence, spirituality, or religion. In the office there are practical 
problems to be solved, every day. It’s not that I’m going to my colleagues 
and saying, “Ah, you know, today I woke up with a strong desire for 
spirituality” - “Ah, me too.” I use that time to face practical problems, to 
call this person, to go to that event, to write, et cetera. (Greta) 
 
I also spoke with Dina, an interfaither who works with several dialogue 
associations as both employee and volunteer. She is an executive secretary for the 
Council of the Immaculate Heart, a Catholic public charity in Rome which 
invests in interfaith programming, and also volunteers with Religions for Peace 
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and Istituto Tevere. She perceived a big difference between volunteers and paid 
dialogue workers. Once dialogue is professionalized, and economic obligations 
and bureaucratic constraints are introduced, it is difficult for employees to 
maintain idealistic enthusiasm and fresh commitment. Furthermore, she said, the 
work also becomes obligatory and the crucial element of agency to participate is 
compromised. Moreover, activist work is often underpaid because the 
organizations are not profit-oriented, which can contribute to employee burnout. 
But “volunteers choose to be there, so they are already invested and have lots of 
good creative energy,” reflected Dina. But she also named risks inherent in 
depending on volunteers, since “they don’t have to keep coming back, they’re 
not getting credit or a salary, so you can’t really depend on them. If their ideas 
change or if they have a conflicting obligation, you lose a set of helping hands.” 
 The absence of a professional staff is one of the things that sets the 
Community of Sant’Egidio apart. It is run by volunteers, and they consider this 
to be one of the major strengths of their organization. 
The work we do is free, we are volunteers. This is important. Many NGOs 
do good work. But the workers are paid and when the temporary projects 
they do are concluded, they leave everyone alone afterward. But our work 
is free, without end, and it continues, it builds a continuous relationship. 
…There is a big difference in working out of personal will versus 
obligation. But it is clear that free volunteer work is of purer spirit. It has a 
higher value. Also, when you accept payment to help a person in poverty 
it creates an imbalance. Free work is a great equalizer, especially when 
you are discussing poverty or fairer access to resources or the ways in 
which economic strife affects how people see each other. You have to be 
on the same level, you can’t just pretend and ignore the difference in 
power and money that are present right there in the conversation. That’s 
why our power is in our volunteer force. (Lorenzo, Sant’Egidio) 
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During my interviews with third sector volunteers, they struck me as the 
personnel “sweet spot” of the third sector. These volunteers contribute out of 
personal commitment and dedication to program principals. Their tenure as 
volunteers can endure for decades, as we see in the “old-timer” volunteer core of 
Confronti, some of whom have served the organization since the late 1970s.  
Volunteers have higher levels of enthusiasm than the bedraggled daily 
warriors of the staff, whose idealism is mitigated by economic dependence and 
the imperative to be productive and to meet organization goals. Volunteerism 
engages personal passions and agency and bears no sense of financial indenture. 
Their contributions struck me as a rewarding balance of facilitation and 
participation, less compromised than the employee but more engaged than the 
intermittent participant. 
 These intermittent participants—who attend, but do not regularly 
volunteer or facilitate—are another group of people interfaithing in the third 
sector. In Rome, this means people who encounter third sector programming in 
public places (like students in interfaith school programs), and also Roman 
politicians and public figures. At many interfaith events I observed public 
ministers and elected officials in attendance or featured as speakers. Some events 
were even held in the buildings of the Camera dei Deputati, the Italian House of 
Representatives. This group of participants includes people who get excited 
about interfaithing and become future volunteers, and also people who try 
dialogue once and do not return to it, for an array of reasons. 
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The Third Sector: Limitations 
 One of the primary challenges faced by third sector interfaith engagement 
is the necessity to raise money via grants, investors, and private contributors. As 
a result, they also have to demonstrate measured program efficacy for work that 
is chiefly qualitative in nature. The challenge of concretely expressing impact 
measurements has both detrimental and liberating effects. On one hand, the 
methodological complexity—perhaps even the impossibility, or at least the 
“stretch”—of demonstrating “social return on investment” (SROI) to funders 
can, at best, feel disingenuous, and at worst contradict an organization’s focus on 
meaning and relationships. On the other hand, the very contradiction can invite 
organizations to assert themselves as cultural or artistic organizations and 
proclaim the value of their unmeasurable but worthwhile products of meaning, 
relationships and efforts to “do the right thing.” 
 In Rome, Catholic organizations operating in the third sector of interfaith 
engagement are free—by dint of Pope Francis’s enthusiastic orientation toward 
interfaithing—from the obligation to “prove” the efficacy or impact of dialogue. 
To the Vatican, the institutional funder of Catholic lay associations, the worth of 
the endeavor is taken for granted. But non-Catholic “secular” interfaith 
organizations, established with the support of the Roman government under 
Mayor Walter Veltroni, suffered a blow when the subsequent Mayor Gianni 
Alemanno revoked all funding for public interfaith programs. The associations 
were forced to seek funding privately and from the Otto per mille tax fund. This 
shift of financial responsibility subjected interfaith associations to the discretion 
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of the religious funders—which may or may not be moved by a moral imperative 
to support interfaith engagement—and to the discretion of “secular” funders 
which may or may not be satisfied with “meaning and relationships” as the 
expressed product of their investment. 
 Third sector interfaith organizations aim to facilitate cosmopolitan 
multiculturalism, which also depends upon the secular legal foundation of 
religious freedom and equal protections in a diverse society. But the Italian 
government has been slow to adopt this direction and still lacks a model for 
multiculturalism, and that hampers pluralist civic programming. 
The role of interreligious dialogue in the construction of a plural society is 
important. Religious belonging is political, social, and public—it not just 
about self and family. …The secularization of the state is a fundamental 
point of reference. A secular state is without religious hegemony and it 
gives account to all the needs and rights of all citizens. A laicità107 of the 
state also needs dialogue in order to maintain order between its diverse 
components. We've done these dialogues for 16 years, with young and 
less young Italians, with more or less religious people, and seen the results 
in a civic network. And we've seen how important it is to see an inclusive 
lay state that allows for diversity. (Convegno on Religion and Education)  
 
With no clear basis yet for multiculturalism or laicità in Italy, non-Catholic 
interfaith organizations continue to depend on financial support from religious 
bodies. This dependency places Muslim interfaith organizations like Istituto 
Tevere at distinct disadvantage. The Muslim community of Italy lacks an Intesa 
                                               
107 Laicità, or “the [religious] neutrality of public institutions[,] has always been seen by Italian 
laicisti as crucial to safeguarding religious freedom from (basically Catholic) claims for religious 
and cultural uniformity. …Laicità is necessary to assure equal religious freedom and equal social 
dignity to all citizens: believers and non-believers, believers in the religion of their ancestors and 
believers in other faiths—or in no faith. Laicismo…should be interpreted here as the political 
position of those who want public institutions to be, remain, or become religiously neutral. In 
Italian contemporary history, Waldensians, Jews, and dissident Catholics usually were among 
the staunchest advocates of Laicismo.” (Ercolessi 2009, 10-11) 
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(agreement) with the Italian state that would grant them the level of official 
recognition required to be eligible for Otto per mille funding. Thus, Muslim 
organizations depend on private Italian or international funding. The flourishing 
of Muslim involvement in interfaith engagement is also stymied by how quickly 
interfaith engagement becomes de-prioritized in the face of more urgent 
struggles for political recognition, religious freedom and protection, economic 
crisis, and ongoing sociopolitical obstacles against social integration.108 
 Third sector organizations also suffer from a host of bureaucratic 
constraints, not only in meeting funding requirements but also in the task of 
managing personnel. Interfaith employees, like many nonprofit workers and 
activists, are often subject to burnout. The long hours, economic challenges, and 
the task of corralling passionate—but not economically obligated, therefore 
erratic—volunteer forces can exhaust professional interfaithers. “My 
involvement has changed a lot and I am also very tired. Tired physically and 
psychologically,” complained Giuseppe, the former director of Confronti. “When 
you feel you no longer have the grit and the force, it is time to make room for 
                                               
108 In 2017 this dependence represents an existential threat for the Istituto Tevere. The institute was 
built with support from Hizmet, or the Gülen Movement, and its Alliance for Shared Values. But 
the Gülen Movement has long been politically embattled in Turkey, where secularists see its 
balance of Islamic piety and embrace of modern, multicultural education as “a stalking horse for 
more thoroughgoing Islamism” (Matthews 2016). Presently, even loose affiliation with the Gülen 
Movement—now demonized as the Fethullahçı Terör Örgütü (FETÖ), or "Fethullahist Terror 
Organization" by the Turkish government under President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, is cause for 
many hardships. A vast number of Hizmet-funded organizations have lost their support, 
including Istituto Tevere. The institute will need to turn to other funding sources, such as 
applying for Otto per mille contributions under the umbrella of the Waldensian Federation or 
another Italian religious body. Whether these religious bodies will choose to ally themselves with 
dialogue organizations depends on their values and understanding of the interfaith movement. 
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younger people that can not only carry on the structure but also bring more 
enthusiasm in order to grow the enterprise and not just keep it up.”  
 Workplace tensions can afflict any professional environment. In one 
organization, staff members accuse collaborators of inadequacy, other staff 
members of not having worked well enough or enough at all. Personality 
differences abound. Without leadership that can mediate these internal tensions, 
the effectiveness of the organization can be severely compromised. If they are 
unable to conduct business operations, the mission will eventually be 
compromised, or the organization may fail or be forced to restructure.  
Our biggest obstacles are organizational stresses. The most employees we 
ever had was 38, but now we are 12. We teach conflict resolution and 
open-mindedness but we can’t manage to do it with each other, in the 
office. You know, Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr. both struggled with 
personnel problems. When ideals are professionalized people lose their 
agency and creative spark. I’m actually relieved there is a cycle of 
upheaval with losing funding. That kind of crisis can cut out the less 
dedicated staff and leave the ones who work well and believe in the 
mission. (Jonathan, Holy Land Trust) 
 
Third Sector Interfaith Work is Symbolic 
 In the realms of both social change idealism and religion, symbols are 
potent reminders of sacred values and commitments. The interfaith third sector 
acts as a symbol. To institutions, the third sector represents successful contact 
with individuals and communities, and to di base interfaithers it represents the 
possibility of a social movement assuming systemic momentum and fulfilling an 
interfaith mission. The third sector’s combination of vertical and horizontal 
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functioning characterizes it as the most holistic and effective form of interfaith 
engagement.  
 Still, this sector is somewhat dependent on the legitimizing force of the 
institutional level of interfaith engagement, constantly subject to the 
compromises and constraints of bureaucracy, and it is crippled by Italy’s failure 
to develop a multicultural, pluralist secular government that can equally favor 
and protect minority religions and the interreligious initiatives that are the 
outgrowth of social diversification. This sector has been referred to as a “Tower 
of Babel” for its struggles to embody the unity it promotes and its motley crew of 
leaders, missions, methods, and partnerships. Nevertheless, this Tower of Babel 
can also be seen as offering ecological variation, a harbinger for a stronger 
movement moving forward, both reflected and reinforced by the more 
spontaneous, informal, unencumbered di base level that undergirds it. 
The third sector is a response to what, after Vatican II, became the 
dominant form of organized interfaith engagement: highly ceremonial, 
publicized, politicized gatherings of recognizable religious leaders. It responds to 
critical discourses of authenticity and anxiety about interfaith movement 
efficacy, offering a “third way” that deflects criticisms leveled toward the other 
sectors of interfaith engagement. 
 
Case Study: The Community of Sant’Egidio 
 
 The Christian Community of Sant’Egidio is officially recognized by the 
Catholic Church as a “Church public lay association.” It claims 50,000 members 
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in more than 70 countries. Founded in Rome in 1968 by a group of Roman high 
school students, the charitable efforts of Sant’Egidio led it to be a well-regarded 
mediator in peace negotiations, most notably in Mozambique.  
 In the late 1980s, the Community came to the realization that their 
humanitarian efforts in Mozambique, then torn by the Mozambican Civil War, 
could not succeed without peace. In 1990, the Community was accepted by the 
ruling Frelimo Party and rebel Mozambican National Resistance as a conflict 
mediator, and it played a key role in the signing of the Rome General Peace 
Accords in 1992. Sant’Egidio continued peace initiatives in Algeria (notably the 
1995 Sant’Egidio Platform, which brought the major opposition parties into 
unity), the Balkans, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and other areas.109 The 
Community’s peace processes and dialogues around the world are largely 
recognized as decisive. 
 Sant’Egidio, a registered nonprofit and public association, clearly occupies 
the interfaith third sector. It has a corporate structure, employs some facilitators, 
owns properties, and balances institutional endorsements and grassroots 
practices. As a lay Catholic association, it is also free to pursue its dialogue 
mission without being pressured to prove its efficacy.110 Sant’Egidio interfaithers 
are serious about their dialogues and concerned about social impact, but they are 
also critically realistic about the difficulty of measuring results in dialogue. 
                                               
109 http://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/organizations/community-of-sant-egidio 
110 As descried in the third sector section of this chapter, thanks to Pope Francis’s strongly pro-
dialogue stance and the ecumenical emphasis of Vatican II, Catholic public lay associations do 
not have to prove the value of their dialogue work in order to secure resources to continue their 
work. 
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We have a vocabulary problem with policy makers who want to see 
demonstrated effects. Because dialogue is a different way. Dialogue works 
on the grassroots level. It is rooted in realities of people’s lives. It takes 
time and patience; religious people can’t have the same timeframe as 
politicians. We have strong moral legitimacy. We can talk to the soul of 
the people; which politics cannot do. (Silvio) 
 
 Sant’Egidio dialogues are run by passionate volunteers, a structural choice 
both in line with mission principles and which may partially account for the 
success of the organization. One member of the community, noted that he was 
motivated by personal commitment, not a salary. “For us, peace is a passion, not 
a profession. We are not paid. We have no vested interest. I don’t have a salary 
through this community so I am free.” 
 The Sant’Egidio dialogues have shown that even formal institutional 
dialogues between political leaders are, fundamentally, interpersonal 
interactions that can reflect the potential of di base engagement. Sant’Egidio 
dialogues are distinctly more relational than those of the discursive theological 
dialogues of the Vatican. Silvio mentioned, “I don’t call dialogue theology. I call 
it experience, a relationship. I don’t believe in theologizing. Faith is lived first.” 
 The third sector Community of Sant’Egidio specializes in facilitating di 
base-style personal connections between institutional representatives, blending 
all three levels in one encounter and encapsulating the fluidity of these sector 
categories. Sant’Egidio peace dialogues are often high-profile encounters 
between religious and political leaders—and as one of my interview subjects 
said, “Institutional dialogues are between people too.” Another Sant’Egidio 
member reminded me, “Even public figures are real people.” These public 
figures represent institutional interests, but in the dialogues, they are also 
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individuals. When the events are more private—for Sant’Egidio has conducted 
many peace negotiations behind closed doors—the institutional dialogue 
becomes an interpersonal enterprise. Friendships between heads of state and 
prominent religious leaders have paved the way for more public alliances. 
Sant’Egidio promotes a grassroots form of dialogue between high level 
politicians in an institutional context. Politicians are humans too. Both 
levels are important. They have synergy, the institutional and informal 
dialogues. Often the institutional level is prepared by di base. In my 
experience it’s important to have contact with diplomats who represent 
government--you can't ignore the government. My work is on the di base 
level. When there is an institutional document to be produced, like when 
we worked with Milosevic, the Serbs and Albanians--then our work was 
on the institutional, public level. But di base work is both public and 
private. It is always present. …We work mostly with political people. It’s 
important to do dialogue with all people. But politicians are people too, in 
society, who happen to have more authority than the average person. 
(Sebastiano, Community of Sant’Egidio) 
 
Despite its successes, Sant’Egidio is criticized by di base interfaithers who repeat 
their objections to institutional dialogue. I conducted a photo elicitation exercise 
in my interviews, showing interviewees a photograph of a Sant’Egidio dialogue 
(Figure 4.4) to di base and non-Catholic third sector interfaithers111. 
  
                                               
111 See Appendix A for further explanation of the photo elicitation methodology. 
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Figure 4.4: Benedict XVI at Sant’Egidio Interreligious Prayer Meeting in Assisi (2011) 
  
Their responses to this image of interfaith prayer were unilaterally negative. 
Oh God. It's an ugly photo. It's so fake, the formal dialogue. The finality of 
ecumenism is the appearance of dialogue, with their robes and sad faces. 
They're not even alive. (Greta, third sector dialoguer)  
 
I wouldn't invite any of these guys for risotto. (Flavio, third sector 
dialoguer) 
 
This is not very moving to me. I see the symbols but it’s very fake. It’s 
important but not interesting. (Alessandro, third sector dialoguer) 
 
This photo makes me a little cold. It doesn’t do anything. They don't help 
the immigrants arriving in the boats. (Giulia, third sector dialoguer) 
 
This to me seems both boring and annoying. The ex-Pope Benedict was 
always too formal. There's no humanity here, just symbols, symbols 
meaningful to people who already agree, and strange and banal to those 
unfamiliar or opposed to the activity. (Emma, third sector dialoguer) 
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This parade of negative reactions makes clear that this particular group is 
predisposed against institutional dialogue (and Pope Benedict XVI) in general. 
 Conversely, those who actually work directly with Sant’Egidio, who 
recalled the moment the photo was taken, were very happy to see the photo and 
had positive responses. 
This was our 2011 dialogue, our 25th anniversary. [He names the people 
in the photo.] This is a beautiful image, even though they aren’t joyful. 
This picture is symbolic, important. (Lorenzo, Community of Sant’Egidio) 
 
They represent the whole world. There are many missing but many are 
here. Anglicans, Orthodox, Catholics, Jews, Muslims. It contains the whole 
world and they all hold the same water. The world really needs this. This 
picture says, together we can do this and live without prejudice. (Ahmet, 
Istituto Tevere) 
 
This is the dialogue with Rosen and Ratzinger. There won’t be peace 
without these symbols, of leaders doing dialogue in public. This photo is a 
symbol of the future. It is a symbol that we need to live in an accepting 
society that tolerates diversity. (Sebastiano, Sant’Egidio) 
 
Members of the Community of Sant’Egidio recognize that its formal, institutional 
undergirding is one of the keys to its success. The institutional sector grants their 
practices—which are di base in flavor—symbolic heft, bureaucratic legitimacy 
and access to significant resources and high-profile settings. Ultimately, 
Sant’Egidio connects all the sectors of interfaith engagement. 
Popular dialogue and institutional dialogue has to be connected. They 
each have a different language and method, but they need each other. In 
the 1970s the di base dialogue was set aside. But only involving institutions 
kept the dialogue theoretical. The on-the-ground reality wasn't affected. 
So, the other emerged. And we found that commitment to peace, like our 
peace process in Mozambique, requires dialogue on political and 
interpersonal levels. …Every year we do this meeting in Assisi. 5000 
people attend. We aren’t the Vatican but it’s big. And we invite non-
specialists, real people who can communicate their values to each other, 
because di base is fundamental, between people. Institutional dialogue and 
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di base need each other and we try to bring them together. (Lorenzo, 
Community of Sant’Egidio) 
 
Connections Between Sectors 
 
Institutional dialogues serve as an important symbol. Highly visible 
institutional leaders can encourage followers to organize at the di base 
community level, and third sector organizations can support this activity with 
concrete structures. According to Giuseppe of Confronti, the interfaith sectors 
“move well together, in my opinion. Communities of faith can meet through 
initiatives, through associations, and then they can make a larger communion.”  
 The “three sectors” of interfaith engagement in Rome is a useful analytical 
framework, although in practice the sectors are fluid, interconnected and 
mutually influential. It can even be difficult to differentiate between sectors. 
Recently at a “Dinner of Friendship,” a Ramadan Iftar dinner sponsored by the 
Istituto Tevere, a large group gathered to break the Ramadan fast and dine 
together. The crowd included many of my research subjects from institutional, 
third sector and di base interfaith contexts—as well as clergy from an assortment 
of religious communities in Rome.  
 Even historically, di base and third sector dialogues originated in the 
institutional sector with Vatican II. The mission and vocabularies of interfaith 
encounter were introduced and validated by the Vatican II Nostra Aetate 
proceedings, and neither di base nor third sector dialogues existed before then. 
Today, the Pontifical Council of Interreligious Dialogue conducts formal events 
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for religious leaders and encourages them to “carry the message” of dialogue 
into their communities. The institution was the first to articulate the inciting 
values and possibilities of dialogue, and di base dialogue, a byproduct of 
institutional dialogue, brought these values and possibilities into the community. 
Di base dialogue is, in fact, legitimized in the public eye through the visibility of 
symbolic institutional activities. For example, the annual Day of Christian-Jewish 
Dialogue in Italy was established and proclaimed at the institutional level, but is 
actually practiced in the other sectors. Istituto Tevere, Confronti and L’Amicizia 
Ebraico-Cristiana di Roma (among others) actually hold dialogue events on this 
day—which might not be a special occasion at all if the Vatican did not annually 
release a document on this day testifying to the importance of dialogue. 
 Most of the di base dialoguers I interviewed initially learned about 
dialogue through institutional contexts. Motivated local Catholic Fabio, inspired 
as a young person by the Nostra Aetate proceedings, co-founded Figli di 
Abramo. A few interviewees’ commitments to dialogue were post-conciliar, 
inspired by the prominent Community of Sant’Egidio, which undertook formal 
peace dialogues in 1980. Other interfaithers, both Catholics and not, followed 
leaders or organizations committed to the fundamental principles of dialogue 
even prior to its legitimization by Vatican II, and found more support once the 
council endorsed them.112 
                                               
112 For instance, Chiara Lubich founded Catholic lay movement Focolare in 1944 to promote unity 
and universal fellowship. Although the Focolare Movement was initially ecumenical and spread 
mostly in Western countries, with Vatican II Focolare communities appeared in Africa (1963) and 
Asia (1966), intentionally coexisting with other communities of faith. Focolare’s dialogue with 
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 Institutional dialogue can greatly influence di base dialogue. The di base 
dialogue group Convivio, which organizes informal lectures about immigration 
and integration in Rome, was founded by Angelo, who first discovered interfaith 
practice in the pages of Confronti Magazine.113 In its first incarnation in the 1960s, 
Confronti was a struggling magazine called Com; it found new life when it 
merged with Protestant (Waldensian) magazine Nuovi Tempi in 1973. The new 
magazine Com Nuovi Tempi was explicit about its ecumenical values, in keeping 
with the ecumenical commitments of the Second Vatican Council. By 1989, the 
magazine reinvented itself yet again as Confronti, not merely ecumenical but 
invested in a dialogue between all world religions. The slow path of institutional 
legitimization that allowed for Confronti to change and embrace interfaith 
questions—and the Confronti volunteers who have gone on to found their own 
di base dialogues—demonstrates how institutional dialogue can pave the way for 
the other sectors to exist. 
 Delineating Rome’s three interfaith sectors is both a useful analytical 
strategy and a discursive practice of the interfaith society itself. Discourse on the 
sectors of dialogue is frequent among interfaithers. Every single one of my 
interview subjects differentiated between institutional dialogues and the dialogo 
                                                                                                                                            
world religions explicitly begin in 1977, when Chiara Lubich was awarded the Templeton Prize 
for progress in religion and was warmly congratulated by Buddhist, Muslim, Jewish, Sikh and 
Hindu leaders. “For Chiara, these events were a sign from God, showing that the Movement had 
to open itself to this dialogue with the people of all religious traditions.” 
(http://www.focolare.org/) 
113 Confronti will be explored in more depth in Chapter 5.  
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di base (although only a few named the third sector as a distinct category114). Most 
subjects, moreover, recognized the mutually interactive and interdependent 
nature of these levels of dialogue.  
All levels are important, because the general consciousness is made from 
the di base level, that is, the development of an ecumenical awareness, to 
be part of the world, to learn from being with others through the 
differences, praying together, hearing other languages. …At the same 
time, if the Pope meets with the chief rabbi it is a symbolically important 
moment. It affects even those who do not believe. (Alessandro, Confronti) 
 
What really changes and affects the lives of people is di base. But, if di base 
is the only one and there is no recognition by the institutions, the dialogue 
is not going anywhere. Institutions are crucial because they speak at the 
broadest level, they are a symbol, legitimating and modeling dialogue, 
which sends a message to the people…. If the Italian government does not 
recognize the equal status of all religious denominations, you can make 
the dialogue dal base as long as you want, but some people or some 
residents in Italy will never be respected for their faith. Because to them, 
the other faith doesn't exist. (Giulia, Confronti)  
 
The on-the-ground reality is more fluid, but these categories prove “good to 
think with” in order to better understand how interfaithing works in Rome. 
 
                                               
114 Obviously, I included the third sector for this analysis, prompted by Professor Paolo Naso, who 
considers the third sector a “middle way” between institutional and di base dialogues. The more I 
labored to understand distinctions and conflicts between the three sectors, the more this one 
emerged as distinct.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: Confronti, A Case Study of Roman Pluralism 
 
Confronti is a dialogue, it is always a dialogue. And the thing that it can 
really change is the way we talk about immigration, ethics, politics, 
pluralism. We can set a new tone. (Giovanni, Confronti staff) 
 
Confronti is a printed monthly interreligious dialogue. This dialogue is 
also developed within the editorial team, inserting together in the 
newsroom the managers who are members or believers of different faiths 
and religions. (Giuseppe, former Confronti director) 
 
 Given the importance of third sector organizations—with their vertical 
connections and horizontal breadth—this chapter sketches a more in-depth 
portrait of one such participant in Roman interfaith society. Confronti is an 
interfaith magazine and program office; its practice of creative dialogue makes a 
distinct contribution to the range of activities encompassed in the interfaith 
space. It is a case study of intentional interfaith encounter that not only draws 
religious “others” together in creative cooperation, but also records the details of 
the encounters and reflects on them publicly. I will chart the principles and 
practices of Confronti’s creative dialogue model, striving for a closer look at the 
“micro-scale” experiences of Confronti affiliates as well as an “eagle’s eye” view 
on how Confronti reflects broader patterns in Italian social history. 
 Confronti is an ecumenical magazine launched in 1989 that is now a multi-
platform intercultural enterprise promoting interreligious cooperation through 
media, artistic and academic collaborations and cultural encounters. This NGO 
coordinates a diverse community of journalists, activists and intellectuals who 
promote pluralism and aim to demythologize religious others through education 
and meaningful social encounter. Confronti’s staff, volunteers, and participant 
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network includes Christians of multiple traditions, Jews, Jehovah’s Witnesses, 
Buddhists, Muslims, agnostics, atheists and others. Its monthly magazine issues 
present diverse religious perspectives on central social issues such as the large 
Italian immigrant population and religion in public schools. 
 Confronti magazine is published by Com Nuovi Tempi, a cooperative 
society established in 1973 dedicated to the publication and sale of cultural 
works, books and periodicals, as well as the promotion of conferences and 
seminars mainly in Italy. Beyond the magazine, Confronti has a program office 
founded in 1998 that promotes concrete projects on multi-religious and 
multicultural issues, youth and adult peace exchanges, a curriculum partnership 
with Holy Land Trust (HLT) in Palestine, seminars, scholarships, and 
dissemination of news and cultural reflection through social networks and the 
internet. The Com Nuovi Tempi cooperative comprises 125 partners and 8 
employees who work full time in the Confronti office. In 2015 the magazine was 
printed 11 times annually, supported by 900 subscriptions, with an annual 
budget of 500,000 euro. 
 Confronti maintains strong connections to both political and everyday 
aspects of Roman pluralism, doing so from a distinct position outside the 
Catholic Church. This stands in contrast to another Italian magazine that deals 
with interreligious themes, a Jesuit publication named Gesu (Jesus in Latin), 
whose editorial staff, publishing house and magazine heads are all Catholic. 
Confronti director Alessandro noted that this is one of the most distinctive 
characteristics of Confronti.  
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A place [like Confronti] that speaks of religion, which is not subsidized 
and has no need of the Catholic Church—therefore free to exist and 
operate according to its own values—is a very rare thing in Italy. …Other 
than Confronti, there is no free forum that is not made by the Vatican or 
by the Jesuits or some branch Catholic group, who are able to talk about 
Islam, Judaism, Hinduism, other Christianities with the freedom we 
possess. Confronti is not backed by any church or a church organization. 
It is a cooperative that has been fortunate to work on religious themes, 
with a historically interfaith staff and collaborators. And Confronti is no 
longer just an intra-Christian or ecumenical dialogue, but now it is a 
dialogue that has opened itself, expanded with different faiths in the 
Italian territory, and began collaborating not only with Muslims but also 
Buddhists, Hindus, Sikh, Jehovah's Witnesses, etc. This is the real novelty. 
…Confronti is a pioneer in this type of dialogue. 
 
Confronti itself represents a microcosm of its pluralistic vision for the world. 
Benedetto from the Waldensian Federation noted, “in a country where there is a 
strong majority of Catholics it’s important that the minor religions are able to talk 
to each other openly in peace and acceptance and Confronti creates that space.” 
That space has become possible in Italy only in the last few decades. This chapter 
will trace that shift over time.  
 
Confronti Values and Activity 
 
Confronti is a magazine and program office. We make a magazine, 
publish texts and research, travel in the territories. Confronti goes where 
there is a voice that wants to say something. It tries to bring different 
voices in comparison to each other, that's why it's called Confronti.115 
Because it comes from the idea of having to compare new items, this was 
the initial mission and it continues today. These new voices are not often 
heard in daily life of Italy. It uncovers voices that I do not hear every day. 
What are these voices? Not those of the majority. They are the voices of 
Protestants, Jews, dissident Catholics, Muslims. That is, the voices that 
exist but do not have a place to really interact. Confronti is trying to make 
                                               
115 Literally, Comparisons. 
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this possible, with its magazine, with trips, labs, workshops, and 
everything else it can do. (Alessandro, Confronti director) 
 
At the heart of Confronti’s mission there is an affirmation of the values of 
“memory, peace, hospitality and solidarity—and to building a more 
collaborative democratic society.”116 Marco specified that Confronti was founded 
to provide a platform for “the dialogue between the religions of course, of all 
faiths, and ecumenism among Christians but also dialogue with all other 
religions.” In interviews, staff members said that “pluralism” is the primary 
value promoted by Confronti, and their way of advancing dialogue is to give 
voices to religious and cultural minorities in Italy—that is, non-Catholics. Emma 
asserted, “Given that most newspapers, and the majority of television stations 
still give most of their relevant space to the Catholic religion, I think that, despite 
being a small publishing sector, Confronti has a very large worth within the 
context of Italian journalism.” 
 Confronti pursues its engagement with pluralism along two primary 
trajectories: 1) a monthly magazine publication and publishing cooperative, and 
2) the program office, which offers public seminars, conferences, study tours and 
travel seminars, creative projects like musical collaborations and film festivals, 
and community engagement with local initiatives for women and refugees. 
                                               
116 Translated from the Confronti brochure 
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Confronti Magazine 
 Confronti’s monthly magazine of “politics, faith and daily life”117 publishes 
news reports, editorials and reflections on topics covered infrequently by the 
mainstream media. It reports on religious practices and contexts that aren’t often 
mentioned in mainstream Italian press, and it presents a platform for minority 
voices and perspectives on mainstream topics. It is also a printed laboratory for 
discussions of secularism and pluralism, in which collaborators experiment with 
various approaches to intercultural and interreligious dialogue. The forms range 
from narratives from marginalized faiths, to “call and response” interviews 
juxtaposing divergent beliefs and practices, from reporting on interfaith 
initiatives such as theatrical workshops or fashion shows, to dialogues tailored 
for teenagers. Its monthly issues have been anchored by “cover story” themes 
since May 1995, spanning topics of social and religious concern, such as 
Migration, Church-state relations, or the Holy Land. There is also an annual 
“special September issue” which tends to be longer and more in-depth. The 
magazine not only approaches pluralism across many sectors of society, it also 
attempts to include articles and columns relating to different cultures and 
religions. 
 Since the 1980s, migration has been the primary vehicle for religious 
diversity in Italy, as well as a hot topic for conversations about human rights and 
multiculturalism. A central theme for both the magazine and the program office, 
                                               
117 The tagline on the magazine cover. 
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immigration “is closely connected to our own migration to interreligious 
dialogue and inclusion of the presence of religious minorities,” said Emma. 
“Through immigration, Italians have been confronted with the reality of a 
minority religious point of view. So, we draw out how migration inevitably 
overlaps with religious questions.” Confronti promotes action-oriented research 
and information on the themes of conflict and cohesion with regard to migration, 
through its interreligious and cultural dialogues. Workshops on citizenship for 
foreigners, interreligious meetings, and local forums are some of the initiatives 
promoted over the years. For example, Confronti’s promotion of the Day of 
Christian-Islamic Dialogue every year in October was engaged with the aim of 
strengthening general and scholarly awareness of Italy’s diverse Muslim world. 
Confronti also promotes the dissemination of this knowledge to schools, to 
media and to different faith communities. 
 Encountering difference and promoting pluralism requires a careful 
editorial voice in the magazine. In recent years, Confronti writers have honed 
their stance of equivicinanza,118 the balancing of a journalistic commitment to 
provide a factual report, with editorialized reflections that advocate for a 
pluralistic vision of the world. This commitment to “balanced understanding” 
allows for the combination of objective reportage of all sides of a story, 
supplemented by a reflection, argument, or recommendation for an 
                                               
118 Literally, equal closeness, or balanced understanding. A term also used to describe an attitude 
in Italian foreign policy. It describes “equidistance,” for instance being “friends” to both sides of a 
conflict, or a position of neutrality.  
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improvement on a given situation.119 For example, an article might criticize both 
the Israeli army and Palestinian resistance tactics, but also assess and support 
both sides in some ways.  
 Giovanni said, “We are not providing raw data or saying something new 
in terms of a scoop, but rather providing considered points of reflection.” 
Giovanni believes equivicinanza is perhaps a more honest approach than 
“supplying facts,” because facts in journalism are so quickly unsettled by new 
and more information. Equivicinanza makes Confronti “circumspect yet 
principled,” providing information and analysis, as well as a civic vision. Their 
monthly format also allows for reflective analysis rather than strict reporting. “A 
monthly magazine gives you room to understand what happened during an 
event and discuss it reflectively,” said magazine contributor Enzo. “This helps to 
form thoughts about current events and not just digest details out of historical or 
global context without understanding their consequences.” This journalistic and 
academic tone also helps fulfill Confronti’s non-religious120 civil society mission to 
provide a non-confessional space to assess conflict and global affairs. 
                                               
119 The “improvement” being that which promotes Confronti’s chief investment in pluralism. 
120 N.B.: “Nonreligious” is a better word than “multireligious,” as some Confronti participants are 
not affiliated with any religion and see the inclusion of agnostics and atheists—or anyone with a 
non-religious cosmopolitan civic commitment—as contributing to the pluralistic vision of general 
inclusivity and collaboration. The diffusion of an “ecumenical” position into interreligious, into 
interreligious/intercultural, into pluralism, into non-religious, shows that the uniting point of 
commonality is a shared value or ideal, and social identities are regarded as aesthetic or practical 
particularities that aren’t as important to the community as the values that undergird them. 
Sociologist Enzo Pace observed about the changes in Confronti history that “at the beginning, 
certain contributors like Jewish Elisa and Waldensian Paolo Naso were very committed to talking 
about their particular traditions. But now the ‘interfaith practice’ encourages an attitude to be 
more modest in religious displays in order to implement the quality of dialogue.” 
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 Confronti’s explorations of “politics, faith and daily life” balances 
theological articles with news items on Italy’s political reality, migration, social 
issues, welfare, mafia activity, and “everything that happens in our country--
always keeping the focus on the religious theme” (Marco, Confronti staff). This is 
also in line with readership interests, considering that the vast majority of 
collaborators and subscribers are based in Rome. In this sense Confronti remains 
“a very Roman establishment” (Greta, Confronti staff). 
 
Confronti Program Office 
For years now, Confronti hasn’t been just a text. In fact, Confronti also 
promotes cultural initiatives, conferences and travel seminars, all of which 
constitute a more and more important sector of our activity. The program 
office is also available for the consulting and organization of historical and 
teaching trips, advancement courses, and local seminars on the themes of 
our magazine: ecumenism, interfaith dialogue, intercultural education, 
peace, development and still more. Don’t just skim through Confronti! 
(from the opening pages of the September 1998 issue of Confronti 
magazine) 
 
 In 1998 the Confronti program office was founded by Paolo Naso, who 
recognized that the magazine alone did not sustain the mission of the Com 
Nuovi Tempi collective. Its initial aim was to enhance subscriptions and develop 
a network of contacts for the magazine, but also to educate participants about 
other parts of the world. It began with a series of projects supported by the 
Waldensian Church which were called Semi di Pace, Sentieri Di Pace, and Il Rete 
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Tra Campanile.121 Travel seminars were added soon thereafter and were judged to 
be successful, even though “these days it's very hard to get people to go because 
the trips are expensive,” said Giulia. Nevertheless, the program office’s 
collaborations bring vitality to the magazine content and allow for more active 
dialogo di base-style engagement with the overall goal to promote pluralism. Said 
director Alessandro, “It's fascinating to always have a concrete monthly project 
and not just unending tasks in abstraction.” Emma described the 
complementarity of the departments. 
It is important that there is a relationship, a very close interconnection 
between the editorial work and the program office. Because if the office 
programs decided to concentrate, for example, on the Balkans, it is 
important from an editorial point of view of to deepen those issues or give 
visibility to projects. If the program office works with Israel and Palestine, 
it is important that even the editorial team reports issues of the Israeli-
Palestinian regions, because there must be interconnection between the 
two. Or vice versa, if the editorial decision was made to focus on Syria, the 
program office can organize a conference on Syria, because the magazine 
gives visibility to the Syrian conflict and considers it an important topic at 
this time. So, it's our job as the program office to stay aligned with and to 
give visibility to the magazine discussions through projects, through new 
partnerships, through conferences, lectures, discussions. We try to make 
sure that there is a continuous connection, even if it is very complex, 
between the two offices. 
 
 Also through the program office, Confronti has been involved in national 
Italian efforts to engage interreligious dialogue as a mechanism for social 
integration. For example, Confronti staff authored a report on the 2013 
Promotion of Interreligious Dialogue initiative organized by the Ministry of the 
                                               
121 “Seeds of Peace,” “Paths of Peace” and “The network between bell towers.” Later recurring 
programs included Semi di Pace, Confronti’s annual speaker series bringing Israeli and 
Palestinians into Italian high schools and communities to present personal testimonies of their 
peace activism in the Holy Land. 
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Interior and the Central Office for Religious Affairs, supported by the European 
Fund for Integration. The report followed a May 2013 convention held by the 
Province Council of Turin, in Northern Italy, to promote more recognition of 
common values and objectives between local communities, and to engage 
dialogue to strengthen levels of integration within and between Turin’s diverse 
enclaves. The report explained why the meeting was held in Turin, citing Turin’s 
pluralistic culture amidst religious diversity, multiple interfaith initiatives, youth 
engagement, and multiethnic integration, referring to Turin as a “national 
laboratory for social integration and for intercultural and interreligious 
dialogue” (Convegno Dialogo Interreligioso 2013). 
 The work of the program office is both educational and creative. Confronti 
supports creative collaborations and provides in-person events aimed at 
formation and instruction for social organizers, teachers and students on issues 
of religious pluralism, the multicultural society, conflict mediation and peace 
education.122 It offers multiculturalism workshops, and conferences, seminars and 
training courses. With its network of staff, professionals and volunteers, 
Confronti also offers students and adults guided visits in places of worship of 
different faiths in Rome and in other Italian cities. Participants in Confronti 
events learn about religious pluralism through both didactic and experiential 
encounters. 
                                               
122 Appendix D shows a list of Confronti program office initiatives from 1998-2015 and travel 
seminars from 1998-2015. 
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 Interfaith experience is perhaps most vivid when participants leave the 
comfort of familiar Roman territory. Over the years Confronti has led travel 
seminars in Bosnia, Russia, the United States, Ireland, India, Ethiopia and Oman. 
But especially important have been trips throughout the near and Middle East: 
Israel and the Palestinian territories, Turkey, Lebanon, Syria, Georgia, Armenia 
and Jordan. In each of these countries, Confronti travel groups meet with 
journalists and politicians, as well as with representatives of religious 
communities and civil society. These direct encounters are seen by Confronti as 
the primary tools for approaching and beginning to understand the complex 
social, political and religious aspects of the various contexts. 
 Also through the program office, Confronti promotes conflict resolution 
activities and peace education programs, especially in Israel and the Palestinian 
territories and in the Balkans region.123 In Bosnia-Herzegovina, Confronti lends its 
support to small women-owned businesses and helps them communicate a 
message of peace, reconciliation and dialogue through their programs. Emma in 
the program office heads the Bosnia-Herzegovina dialogue project, which brings 
together Bosnian Serbs and Bosnian Muslim women, assisting the women in 
working together and negotiating internal differences between Serbian Orthodox 
and Bosnian Muslim cultures. The objective of the project is to support women in 
making practical contributions to post-war reconstruction, engaging resources 
                                               
123 In different contexts Confronti collaborates with or supports various sectors, from 
organizations, associations, and informal groups to grassroots activists. In Bethlehem Confronti 
supported Holy Land Trust’s efforts to invest in local enrichment, such as festival planning, in 
the “Beyond the Wall” project. 
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such as their work experiences to form cooperatives. Emma reflected that “the 
reconstruction works both from a symbolic point of view, and from an 
ideological point of view, from the moment they decide to work together and 
propose a collaborative work experience.” These projects make their way into the 
pages of Confronti Magazine with photo essays, descriptive narratives and 
participant interviews, bringing Confronti’s global work back home to the 
Roman interfaith society.  
 Unlike other organizations in the Roman interfaith constellation, 
Confronti also introduces a distinctively creative element. They draw on art 
forms that span photography, fashion shows, film festivals, distribution of choral 
albums, jazz and choral concerts, and videos. There are also active collaborations 
with other NGOs that produce music, clowning, creating art from recycled 
objects, and more. In Fall 2014 Confronti promoted a contest for illustrations 
expressing the immigration crisis and published two covers with the winning 
entries (Illustrations 5.1 and 5.2 below). 
 
Illustration 5.1: “Twilight for Humanity,” December 2014 cover 
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Illustration 5.2: “Our Blood,” March 2015 cover124  
   
 There is a long list of artistic and creative activities sponsored by 
Confronti. They sponsor local film festivals and photography exhibits exploring 
themes of pluralism. Confronti introduces new flavors and images of interfaith 
collaboration to new audiences by participating in the Bosnian-Serbian women’s 
raspberry canning collective, as well as promoting the Israeli-Palestinian 
cookbook Jam Session—Recipes for Friendship, Jams and Remembrance.125 Confronti 
Magazine’s recent conversion into a full-color magazine opens more 
opportunities to share photography, visual artistry, and illustrations. In 2013 
Confronti released the Note di Pace choral album as a form of musical dialogue. 
A fashion show in 2015 celebrated designs by local immigrant women, 
embodying pluralism visually and strengthening Confronti’s partnership with 
                                               
124 A play on words: Mare Nostrum is an ancient Roman name for the Mediterranean Sea. 
“Operation Mare Nostrum” was a year-long naval Mediterranean Sea patrol launched by the 
Italian government in 2013, a military and humanitarian operation to rescue the migrants and 
arrest traffickers. 
125 Published by Israeli-Palestinian Parent’s Circle/Families Forum. (Hovav et. al. 2014) 
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the International Women’s House. A discussion on the broader significance of 
creative dialogue for the interfaith movement is found at the end of this chapter.  
 
Confronti History and Major Changes 
 “Confronti was one of the earliest, if not the first, expression of the large 
movement arising at Vatican II, echoing the zeitgeist awakening around 
Catholicism,” said Professor Enzo Pace to me in his office at the University of 
Padua when we met to talk about my research in the summer of 2014. Pace, a 
prominent Italian sociologist, thought Confronti was a good place to study lived 
pluralism and its history in Italy. In fact, Confronti is only the most recent in a 
timeline of four publications issued by the Com Nuovi Tempi publishing 
collective.126 Confronti has its origins in the weekly newspaper COM, founded in 
1972 by members of the Catholic di base community of Saint Paul’s Church in 
Rome. It was spearheaded by journalist Emilio and Saint Paul’s abbot Dom 
Giovanni Franzoni, who worked together in 1971 at a Catholic magazine called Il 
Regno. Emilio recalls that Il Regno, “along with others, began to launch bold 
criticisms against the Vatican. The religious institution upon which it depended 
found it unacceptable for us to criticize them and so in June 1971 we were fired. 
After this experience, we decided to create a free magazine, with no official links 
                                               
126 When I refer to the span of all of the four related magazines as a whole, I will call them “Com 
Nuovi Tempi publications,” not to be confused with the specific “Com Nuovi Tempi Magazine.” 
Although Com Nuovi Tempi Magazine eventually turned into Confronti, the Com Nuovi Tempi 
publishing cooperative is still active. 
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with the bishops and so on.” Emilio and Franzoni launched COM, a weekly 
ecumenical magazine run by openly dissenting Catholics. They soon learned of a 
similar Protestant magazine by the name of Nuovi Tempi,127 published by 
Waldensian Giorgio Girardet, a fellow critic of the Vatican. Each magazine aimed 
to give voice to the values of the Second Vatican Council, and each dissented 
against the conservatism and insularity they still saw in the Church after Vatican 
II.  
Many of the issues and the attitude that we had were very similar to that 
of Nuovi Tempi, so we decided to do this ecumenical magazine. In Italy 
there are many ecumenical magazines, but the difference was that our 
board of editors were both Catholic and Protestant. In September 1974 we 
decided to merge and Com Nuovi Tempi was born. …We did a new 
thing, because on the board of the magazine there were Protestants, 
Catholics and even atheists engaged in the transformation of the church 
and society, and we were disconnected to any institutional hierarchies. At 
some point it became a magazine that came out every 15 days. (Emilio) 
 
Emilio refers to the merger of the two magazines as a way to concretize a 
brand of ecumenism that at the time was mostly affirmed only in theory. “The 
management was officially a collective formed by members of different 
denominations, and it was big news.” They wanted to make ecumenism “both 
symbol and reality,” reflecting the changing times and being at the forefront of 
change in society. Alessandro, reflecting on the founding of Com Nuovi Tempi, 
said, “They were thinking about faith and politics in a different way. But the 
commitment to a different church in those years was perceived as a unique thing 
and everyone felt it was possible, those young people really wanted to change 
Italy and the Church. On that wave Com Nuovi Tempi was born.” 
                                               
127 Trans. “New Times” 
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We became more open to the encounter between different religions that 
were not only Catholics and Protestants. Com-Nuovi Tempi was born 
from the union of these two magazines—dissenting Catholics and Italian 
Protestants—so it was mainly the struggle of two little Davids against 
Goliath Vatican. Two small minorities coming together to resist the 
enormous power of the Vatican, which was crushing especially in the 70s, 
crushing minorities, crushing those who did not agree. (Marco, Confronti 
staff) 
 
 The most radical change in the Com Nuovi Tempi publications’ history 
was its transformation into Confronti in 1989. That move represented an opening 
from Christian ecumenical matters to an embrace of the world’s religions. The 
broadening of the Com Nuovi Tempi mission and identity into Confronti both 
reflected and reinforced the cultural opening and diversification of Italy at the 
time. The first director of Confronti, political scientist Paolo Naso, recalled that 
Com Nuovi Tempi staff said in 1989 that their mission was over: ecumenism was 
no longer so challenging as it had been in the past, even in Italy. “So, they 
wanted to become interfaith.” The basic tenets of the message stayed intact: 
exploring “politics, faith and everyday life” through the lens of religion—but the 
scope broadened considerably. Emma said, “The sense of ‘faith’ changed 
gradually, for example, from ecumenism to inter-religious dialogue, the issues of 
inter-religious dialogue and the various associations, organizations and 
institutions that deal with interreligious dialogue in Italy.” 
 Therefore, in 1989 Confronti was formed as a monthly magazine out of 
Com Nuovi Tempi, broadening the ecumenical scope of its predecessors into a 
more global outlook. Whereas Com Nuovi Tempi featured for 15 years an 
ecumenical collaboration between Catholics, Protestants, "unchurched" believers 
and researchers on issues of faith, Emilio said that the newly-founded Confronti 
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reflected “the need to make a larger opening not only to secularism but also non-
Christian religions, especially Judaism and Islam.” Today Confronti brings 
together contributors and topics related to Christianities of various confessions, 
Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism and secular audiences interested in the 
world of faith and religion. 
 In August 1989, just a few months before the fall of the Berlin Wall, Paolo 
Naso moved from Milan to Rome to direct the new magazine. He recalled, “it 
was the perfect time to be a journalist on interreligious dialogue. Interfaith 
dialogue became a must. …To have a magazine written by lay people like me, 
not by religious people, investigating the role of religions in the more global 
world, was an incredible mission for us.” Naso went on to say that the transition 
of interest from ecumenism to interreligiosity came from a sense that ecumenism 
was “stressed and tired.” For Naso, “tired ecumenism” means that “all the 
documents and agreements about this and that about education and baptism 
appeared to be so useless to the mentality and spirituality of the people,” 
removed from the public and reserved for religious specialists.  
 Confronti represented an opportunity to offer a more accessible, engaging 
discourse on religiosity, religions and spiritualities. “We interpreted religion and 
politics in a more creative way, and alerted people to the existence of new 
presences in the country. It was more relevant to people, it captured more of the 
zeitgeist and how globalization had made the world more complex and 
interrelated than we had even imagined. Our Christian world was over.” One 
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Jewish Confronti contributor from the magazine’s “early days” recalled how she 
was convinced by Naso to become involved with the Confronti mission.  
In 1989 someone gave me an issue of Confronti that I found very 
interesting, and I wrote a letter to compliment them. The director called 
me right away and asked me to write something for them. …I started to 
write stories about the Jewish world. Then I formed a small editorial 
group of Jews and we published books with Com Nuovi Tempi all about 
Judaism.  
 
While Confronti boasts a broader “international focus” than its 
predecessors, it remains a decidedly Italian publication, paying special attention 
to current news and social issues in Italy. Because the Vatican is so present in 
Italian culture and politics, Catholicism and Vatican news still claim a sizable 
focus in the pages of Confronti, even if it is a less central conversation than it had 
been for COM and Com Nuovi Tempi, which had been more concerned with 
embodying and pushing forward the spirit of Vatican II. As Emma recalled, “the 
idea of Com Nuovi Tempi started with the desire to implement what was 
discussed and decided in the Second Vatican Council, the Nostra Aetate 
primarily.”  
Confronti’s current incarnation as an intercultural, interfaith magazine 
highlighting news and features related to world religions has only changed 
incrementally since its 1989 establishment. The most significant recent 
development in the publication is aesthetic: in April 2003 Confronti issued its 
first color cover, and in January 2016, under the directorship of Alessandro, 
Confronti became a full-color magazine. 
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Organizational Challenges at Confronti 
 As a third sector organization, Confronti has none of the resources 
inherent in Rome’s institutional dialogue sector. Nor can it afford to be as ad hoc 
and informal as the truly di base gatherings. Confronti has a budget and a payroll. 
Despite steadily declining subscription sales over the years, Confronti has been 
resilient. In 2011, however, the magazine nearly folded due to an economic crisis. 
Over the four months from September to December 2011, Confronti staff and 
affiliates embarked on an energetic campaign to raise 50,000 euro. In the end, 
they collectively saved the Com Nuovi Tempi publishing cooperative and 
allowed it to continue. Giulia recalled, “The Confronti crisis in 2011 was useful. It 
helped the group with solidarity. We had to unite. During the crisis we were 
motivated to do something together. Everyone was worried and working 
together.” 
 That Autumn, four Confronti issues were devoted to publicizing that 
Confronti required 50,000 euro to keep its doors open. Monthly editorials made 
passionate pleas for support, proclaiming Confronti’s contribution to public 
debate. The cover photos of September and November 2011 were devoted to the 
crisis. “It was a brutal, negative moment,” said Marco, “but a beautiful moment 
of solidarity and everyone gave what they could, from 5 euro to 3,000 euro. 
Many who didn't know us responded to us. And we recovered our debt.” 
Through money raised from donations, concerts, dinners, trips, and a teaching 
series that drew out reader and board solidarity, Confronti was able to survive. 
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Emma related with excitement, “Afterward we had a sense of satisfaction and 
efficacy—we did it!”  
 Others on the Confronti staff remembered being very angry about the 
crisis. “I recall that day on 20 September 2011 when Chiara and Giuseppe said 
we needed 50,000 euro or we would fail,” said Greta. “These were three horrible, 
stressful months that drew out all our differences. It was awful. We had to work 
for free in December. I was nervous, crazy, alienated, not supportive of others, 
and I pissed everyone else off. How could we continue?” 
 Once the crisis passed and the Com Nuovi Tempi cooperative was saved, 
the routine of their days set back in. Such a frenzy of survival was not 
sustainable in the long run. “After the crisis,” said Marco, “Nothing really 
changed. We still struggle with money, we still can't pay 5,000 a week for 
publicity.” Another staff member felt Confronti missed an opportunity for true 
transformation with the 2011 crisis. “When the crisis passed, the creativity 
passed too. Everything went back to normal--too normal,” she said wistfully. 
“After going through something like that we should have found a new way. But 
to let crisis change you, it takes a certain kind of strength and security we don't 
have here. We are stuck at survival, at not dying. We have always tried to make 
the least and safest effort.” She felt that the tentativeness that comes with always 
being on the edge of some new emergency has disinclined Confronti from taking 
risks. Staff recalled how once the 2011 crisis goal was met, everything died down 
again, and the staff slid into a complacency. They described the current climate 
as paralysis or coasting along. 
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 In 2016, when asked what they felt was Confronti’s major weakness, most 
staff members mentioned economic compromise and the related issue of 
decreasing subscriptions over the years.128 The staff is also trying to creatively 
compensate for the fact that its founding contributors and subscribers are 
beginning to pass on, and its chief support base is aging.129 Giovanni admitted, “It 
is difficult to attract young people to a magazine concerning politics and world 
religions.” This is the newest survival challenge of the collective. 
 But the new director Alessandro directly confronted feelings of stagnancy 
among the staff and infused the staff and the magazine with a new energy. He 
facilitated improved relationships among the workers by striving to understand 
each person’s personal feelings, frustrations, and hopes for the magazine and the 
workplace.130 Staff members are finding more energy. Emma recalled, “This past 
year was very good, because of new projects, because of Alessandro. Overall it 
was very stimulating, new people, new projects, always more to learn, I had to 
adapt a lot and be flexible. When things are monotonous it's hard. Things are 
getting better here again.”  
  
  
                                               
128 Between 2008 and 2015, each year has seen a decline in Confronti subscriptions, with the 
exception of a small bump in 2011 (the year of the crisis). In the past two years, subscriptions 
have declined 9% and 12% respectively. 
129 Dom Giovanni Franzoni passed on in July 2016. 
130 A more in-depth profile of Alessandro’s leadership style is found in Chapter 6. 
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Com Nuovi Tempi Publications and Italian Social History 
 
 One day I asked Marco if he could sit down and review the magazine’s 
history with me. He said he could walk me straight down memory lane. He led 
me into the back of the director’s office and gestured toward a tall bookshelf that 
was groaning with giant dusty volumes of COM, Nuovi Tempi, Com Nuovi 
Tempi and Confronti archives, dating back to Nuovi Tempi’s 1967 founding up 
through May 2015. A detailed analysis of those volumes will allow a deeper 
understanding of the transformation of an ecumenical enterprise into the 
interfaith encounter represented by today’s Confronti. 
 
Table 5.1: The Four Com Nuovi Tempi Publications 
Magazine Name Years active Frequency of publication Focus 
COM 1972-1974 biweekly Ecumenism and criticism of 
Vatican 
Nuovi Tempi 1967-1974 biweekly Waldensian cultural news 
magazine that covering 
church and cultural activity 
Com Nuovi Tempi 1974-1989 weekly 1974-1983; biweekly 
1983-1989 
Ecumenism and world 
affairs; di base and CNT 
community 
Confronti 1989-present monthly Intercultural/interreligious 
encounters and reflections 
 
The lineage of today’s Confronti is outlined in Table 5.1. While COM was 
religious and theological in nature, the merged Com Nuovi Tempi was a very 
reflexive publication; the contributors wrote frequently about the editorial 
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group’s identity, direction, goal, mission, purpose, past and future. It related to 
its readership as a community. Both COM and Com Nuovi Tempi were packed 
with theological reflections and theological critiques on Church activity. For 
example, starting in 1987 the commentaries and reflections in Com Nuovi Tempi 
were highly biblical. These early versions of the magazine feel like a publicly 
consumable, yet internally focused, conversation. Although the magazine 
contained articles meant for the “general public” on social and religious issues, 
Com Nuovi Tempi also published a large number of writings about founder 
Dom Franzoni, the magazine itself, the community of contributors and 
subscribers, and di base Christian groups and activities.  
 This self-referential tone did not continue. The magazine that grew out of 
Com Nuovi Tempi, Confronti, boasts a more distanced journalistic tone than its 
predecessor, and it broadens themes of religion and theology to “cultural 
information,” expanding its scope to include book reviews and summaries of 
films, magazines and television shows. In 1992 Confronti added an Encounters 
section to the magazine, describing meetings between religions. Before then, the 
section was called Ecumenism. In those sections, one religion (usually 
Catholicism) interviewed the other. With Confronti, the interviewer was often 
not Catholic. 
The content of Com Nuovi publications, stacked high in the director’s 
office, reveals much about the historical progression of the magazine and its host 
culture. An index of articles was printed annually starting in the January 1975 
issue of Com Nuovi Tempi. Using these indices, I built a content analysis of the 
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span of the two major magazine phases (Com Nuovi Tempi and Confronti) that 
reveals much about the progression of year-by-year thematic emphases, and 
topics emerging on the radar of the Com Nuovi Tempi collective since its 
inception. The index codes had been chosen and compiled by various Com 
Nuovi Tempi and Confronti staff members over the years. For this content 
analysis, I tracked the index categories and analyzed trends over time and 
between publications. In the charts below, the two major phases, Com Nuovi 
Tempi (1975-1988) and Confronti (1989-2015), are labeled “Ecumenical 
magazine” and “Dialogue magazine” respectively, reflecting the fundamental 
shift that occurred in their foci. 
 To assess these shifts, I coded the different kind of content represented by 
the magazine’s articles.131 I began with the four broad categories that both the 
Ecumenical and the Dialogues magazine used to identify types of articles: 
Society, Politics, Commentary/Reflection, and Religion. Society articles included 
“Public Schools are for Everyone,” from December 1998 and “Veil Yes, Veil No” 
from February 2004. Examples of Politics articles were “What is a Nation?” from 
October 1996, and “Only One Man is in Charge,” about Silvio Berlusconi, in June 
2001. Commentary/Reflection articles include “Male Violence Against Women 
No More!” in March 2013 and “A Testimony on Mixed Marriage” in September 
2014. Religion articles—which were often articles on social issues having to do 
                                               
131 The coding process, as when coding interviews and field notes, is subjective, but I took the 
index categories at face value, although they masked a good deal of complexity. For instance, 
when the magazine index reported how many articles were published in the “Catholic” category, 
it referred to articles about the Vatican and Italian politicians, or about the Church’s relations to 
other religions and institutions. These articles ranged from reportage to criticism. 
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with religion—included “The Future of Interfaith Dialogue” in October 2004 and 
“Many Ways to be Jewish” in April 2014.  
The resulting content analysis shows both how each of the magazines 
directly reflected trends in Italian social history and how the content and focus 
has changed over time. Com Nuovi Tempi was born in 1974, a time of great 
social and political ferment in Italy, and its ideas of change were in sync with 
cultural currents. In those years, several social movements such as Christiani per 
il Socialismo were active in Italy and used the magazine as a reference, 
recommending it broadly. At this time subscriptions crested to an all-time high 
of 18,000. In the early and late 1970s, the magazine had two major areas of focus 
(the campaign for divorce and the campaign for abortion) and was heavily 
deployed in favor of both. Figure 5.1 charts the ebb and flow of social issues in 
the “ecumenical magazine” phase of publication. Most dramatically, it shows the 
high frequency of articles discussing abortion in 1976-78, just before abortion was 
legalized, and another surge in 1980-1982, coinciding with a popular referendum 
that rejected a proposal to repeal this law. 
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Figure 5.1: Ecumenical Magazine articles on abortion relative to other social issues 
 
 Then, in the 1980s and 1990s, in Italy as in most Western countries, there 
was a reversal of energies. The great wave of social and political commitment 
declined, and this fading of momentum gradually affected even the fans of the 
magazine. Subscribers and readers were no longer engaged in the political and 
social struggle, lost interest in its themes, and subscriptions gradually waned.  
In the early 1970s there were up to 18,000 subscribers. When I arrived in 
'92 there were about 5,000 subscribers. Now there are about 900. We can 
survive with such low numbers because we have a lot of relationships: we 
used to have to pay collaborators but now they are volunteers and friends. 
(Giulia) 
 
During the early years of publication, the Ecumenical magazine was not just 
focused on social issues, however. It had substantial content focused on religion. 
As Figure 5.2 shows, the proportion of such content shrank slowly over time, 
with a corresponding increase in commentary and reflection. For instance, in the 
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early years of the Ecumenical magazine, the sections Parola and Bibbia132 were 
constant fixtures, but their inclusion became sporadic and was eventually 
replaced by articles like “Is Biblical Authority in Crisis in Protestantism?” 
(October 1983). That shift simply continued as the magazine became Confronti.133 
What also changed was an increase in attention to political issues, as the social 
issues of the 70s faded from concern. By the most recent period, articles about 
politics were the single most common entries in the Confronti index. 
 
Figure 5.2: Shifting Magazine Categories Over Time 
 
  
 
 
                                               
132 Trans. The Word, a printed Bible verse, and Bible, its interpretation by a staff writer.  
133 The category Bibbia e Teologia appears in Confronti indices from 1989-1994 and eventually fades. 
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Figure 5.3: Dialogue Magazine political topics distributions, 5-year intervals 
 
 
Confronti’s increasingly political content was divided between local 
Italian issues and—increasingly—international issues (see Figure 5.3). Articles 
delved into the increasing diversification of Italian society, migration 134 and 
Church-state relations.135 The global coverage included many articles on the UN 
and EU, but year after year there was in-depth coverage of global conflicts.136 
Former Confronti director Giuseppe explained the increasing focus on politics 
(and, by extension, the decreasing centrality of religion) by noting that “more 
and more, people in Italy are disinterested in religion.”  
                                               
134 Examples: Are Catholics the Minority? (1999); The Road Toward Integration (2007); and Italians 
Awaiting Citizenship (2014). 
135 Examples: Crucifixes Everywhere (2009); Separation of Church and State (2005); and Talk to 
Me, Monsignore—But Not Too Much (2007).  
136 Examples: Bosnia Apocalypse (1995); Who Remembers Rwanda (1996); and The Scream of the 
Middle East (2002). 
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Even though it serves local interests, Confronti’s increasingly political 
content is occasionally stressful for the staff as editorial committees sometimes 
argue about how to address controversial or violent stories. There can be serious 
implications to delving into politics. January 2015 brought the attacks on the 
Charlie Hebdo magazine in Paris, and tensions soon followed among Confronti, 
for whom these attacks came too close for comfort. After all, they run a magazine 
that practices free speech around religious issues, authored by progressive 
contributors who might be arguing points that could be considered objectionable 
or controversial by more conservative factions. The scenario of another magazine 
so brutally attacked chilled the office atmosphere, and staff members argued 
various positions as to how to respond.  
There was a very emotional and confused discussion at the editorial 
meeting about how to respond. We talked about limits and definitions of 
freedom of the press, what is potentially harmful to readers, and what are 
the priorities now. To take a strong stance is complicated. What we 
decided is, Italian Muslims are so diverse and that’s the main message to 
get across. (Emma) 
 
Some Confronti staff members wanted to issue a strong refutation of any so-
called religious motivation to kill in order to defend the honor of a religious 
figure, and assert their right to freedom of speech and freedom of the press. 
Others felt more cautious and wanted to adopt softer tones of condolence and 
concern. Still others thought that an academic approach might be most fruitful, 
to compare the conditions in Rome versus those in Paris that might have given 
rise to such extremist conditions. This last suggestion, ultimately, was the 
approach the editorial committee agreed upon. 
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 Confronti’s international turn was also a turn to a larger portion of the 
world. Even in the early days of Com Nuovi Tempi publications, international 
concerns were on the radar, although the articles on topics beyond Italy tended 
to concentrate on the United States, neighboring European countries, and South 
America (see Figure 5.4).  
 
Figure 5.4: Ecumenical magazine international focus  
 
  
The South American interest can probably be explained by Com Nuovi 
Tempi’s theological investment in the liberation theology of Latin America. And 
the focus on South Africa reflects the centrality of the anti-apartheid struggle of 
those years. In keeping with the Ecumenical magazine’s heavy religion content, 
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international foci in those years was largely shaped by Christianity. A 1983 
article covering the assassination of Benigno Aquino Jr., husband and father of 
two different Philippine presidents, devoted substantial coverage to the question 
of whether Aquino was a born-again Christian. Middle Eastern coverage focused 
frequently on the Christian communities of Jerusalem, taking up issues such as 
use of space in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. The Ecumenical magazine, in 
keeping with the interests of its audience and the overriding theological and 
religious themes of its articles, generally approached international questions 
through the lens of religion and its role and implications in global conflicts.  
 
Figure 5.5: Trends in international focus over time 
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As shown by Figure 5.5, when Com Nuovi Tempi became Confronti, 
decreased attention to liberation theology meant a decrease in coverage of the 
Americas almost immediately. The significant new international focus was the 
Middle East, spiking in 1991-1992 as the peace process following the First 
Intifada began and culminated in the signing of the Oslo Accords. Here it is 
worth noting that while Com Nuovi Tempi and Confronti were always invested 
in discussing Middle Eastern politics,137 this focus increased again after 2001. After 
September 11, Confronti’s emphasis on dialogue with Islam increased 
dramatically, both in the pages of the magazine as well as in increasing 
investment in the Semi di Pace programs. The magazine has consistently 
sustained an argument that extremist Islamicism’s discontentment with the West 
has something to do with the Arab-Israeli conflict and the tensions it radiates out 
toward Jewish-Muslim relations at large.  
Attention to Africa and Asia is consistently minimal for both magazines, 
and articles about Europe are more frequent in the more locally-focused Com 
Nuovi Tempi. While there are interfaith issues to be addressed around the world, 
the Middle East has dominated the pages of Confronti. 
 The shift in geographic focus was, of course, accompanied by a shift in 
religious focus. I have already noted the shift away from the Catholic and 
Christian ecumenical world that happened with the founding of Confronti. 
Looking specifically at the breakdown of articles in the Religion categories of 
                                               
137 Chapter 3 on the Interfaith Society addressed Confronti’s focus on the Middle East—and the 
problematic implications of it. 
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each magazine phase allows for a deeper understanding of the theological 
investments and scope displayed by the publications over time. That shift away 
from a focus on Catholicism is dramatically illustrated in Figure 5.6 below.  
 
Figure 5.6: Distribution of Catholic vs non-Catholic articles in Ecumenical Magazine compared 
to Dialogues Magazine 
 
 
In the first phase of the magazine, 84% of articles were focused on the 
Catholic Church. In the second phase, only 25.5% have been.138 That balance was 
shifted just once, when Confronti’s “Catholic-themed” articles spiked in 2013 
with the historic retirement of Pope Benedict XVI and the subsequent election of 
the first South American pontiff, Pope Francis. During the magazine’s life as 
Com Nuovi Tempi, 100% of articles about non-Christian religions were about 
                                               
138 These percentages represent the average share of articles about the Catholic Church in the full 
timeline of each respective magazine. 
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Judaism, and 75% of the articles about religious institutions concerned Catholic 
institutions (i.e., the Vatican). Clearly a prime interest of Com Nuovi Tempi 
magazine was Catholicism, notwithstanding the magazine’s identity as an 
ecumenical publication. 
 Taken together, these examinations of the magazine’s content provide 
empirical demonstration of the shift from ecumenism to interreligiosity so 
frequently invoked by the magazine’s historical narrative. The Catholic Church 
and ecumenism was a major focus in Com Nuovi Tempi, until a focal shift to 
world religions and multiculturalism was demanded by a changing world and 
local culture. The transition from religious particularity to an increasingly 
universalistic interest in global trends mirrors the reasoning provided by 
Confronti staff to explain the transition to an intercultural magazine: the world is 
broadening and a cosmopolitan ethos is the wave of the future that must be 
adopted in order to enhance civic harmonies.  
 Confronti’s new editorial mission is apparent in a variety of ways. While 
Com Nuovi Tempi’s articles about religion chiefly concerned theology and 
institutions, Confronti’s articles chiefly concerned the interaction of religion and 
society more broadly, and happenings within specific religious communities.139 
The preponderance of coverage shifted from Vatican-related theological 
reflection to the workings of religion in the larger society and world. Already 
during the life of Com Nuovi Tempi there was a shift away from “ecumenical” 
                                               
139 Examples: Religion and Globalization (2005); Religion and Sexuality (2013); and Sikhs of 
Europe (2015)  
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articles toward “dialogue” articles (see Figure 5.7). This paralleled growth in the 
interfaith dialogue movement and its increasing visibility; and it was expanded 
in the diversification of discussions, editorial staff, and collaborator affiliation at 
Confronti. 
 
Figure 5.7: Distribution of religion topics over time for Ecumenical Magazine 
 
 
 The process of comparing Com Nuovi Tempi and Confronti was 
especially revealing in how differently articles about religion were labeled by the 
staff members who indexed topics of the respective magazines. Overall, Com 
Nuovi Tempi portrayed the world through the lens of an Ecumenical Christian 
perspective. Within articles about religion, they classified the topic addressed—
Ecumenism, Dialogue, Religion and Society, Institutions, Religion and Politics, 
Theology—but they assumed that the religion in question was Christianity. By 
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not specifying the religion, indices of the Ecumenical Magazine insinuate that all 
religion discussions have to do with Christianity. In fact, the only religion topic 
category that seemed definitively set apart from Catholicism in Com Nuovi 
Tempi was “Judaism.”140 
 Conversely, the index records of Confronti Magazine reveal a different 
type of thinking about religion and religion articles altogether. Rather than 
beginning with generic categories—such as Ecumenism, Dialogue, Religion and 
Society, Institutions, Religion and Politics, or Theology—Confronti index authors 
classified all articles about Catholicism and the Church into the categories of 
“Catholicism and Catholics” and “Religion, Church, Spirituality, Theology.”141 
They then specified which religion other articles spoke to. Confronti indexers, 
that is, used much more specific community labels to classify religion articles.142 
These indexers thought about religion in terms of different religions and labeled 
the writings accordingly. 
 Therefore, there was a fundamental assumption on the part of Com Nuovi 
Tempi indexers that all religion articles touched upon Christianity in some way. 
By not specifying the religion affiliation of religion articles, indices of the 
Ecumenical Magazine insinuate that all religion discussions have to do with 
                                               
140 I classified the “Judaism” articles under “Dialogue” when calculating the distribution of 
religion topics for Com Nuovi Tempi.  
141 “Religion, Church, Spirituality, Theology” is a catch-all religion topic category that surfaces in 
the Confronti indices of the early 2000s, which seems to include or subsume early index terms 
like Religion, New Religions, Bible and Theology, Catechism, Faith and Politics, Faith and 
Science, Fundamentalism, Ecclesial movements, Concordats and Jubilees.  
142 Index classifications of Confronti religion articles: Adventists, Anglicans, Apostolics, Baptists, 
Buddhists, Catholicism and Catholics, Comunità di base, Ecumenism and Dialogue, Evangelicals, 
Hinduism, Islam/Muslims, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Judaism, Laicità, Lutherans, Mormons, 
Orthodox, Pentecostals, Protestantism, Religion/Church/Spirituality/Theology, Scientology 
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Christianity. In fact, the only religion topic category that seemed definitively set 
apart from Catholicism in Com Nuovi Tempi were articles labeled “Judaism.”143 
 This difference might actually reflect how the respective staff indexers 
thought about religion, but it is clear from my observation of the Com Nuovi 
Tempi Publications spectrum that the two magazine phases had different 
starting points in how they wrote about religion. Com Nuovi Tempi was an 
ecumenical Christian publication. Confronti Magazine, in specifying which 
religion exactly was being talked about, showed that their starting point did not 
assume a particular religious affiliation.  
 Confronti’s wholesale turn outward to the non-Christian world can be 
seen in Figure 5.8. The new editorial focus showed a concerted balance between 
articles on Christians and on non-Christians. Among Christians there was still a 
heavy emphasis on Catholicism, but this can also be explained by Confronti’s 
coverage of Italian culture and politics.144 
 
  
                                               
143 I classified the “Judaism” articles under “Dialogue” when calculating the distribution of 
religion topics for Com Nuovi Tempi.  
144 Confronti articles about non-Catholic Christian communities most often touch on Baptist, 
Evangelical, Lutheran, Orthodox, and Protestant Christian communities. Some “other Christian” 
communities which only had one article written about them each between 1989-2015 are 
Anglicanism, Apostolic Christianity, Adventism, Mormonism, Pentecostals, and Jehovah’s 
Witnesses. Among articles on Cristian groups, Confronti shows a clear slant toward Catholicism, 
followed quite remotely by Protestantism, and with much less frequency all the others.  
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Figure 5.8: Dialogues Magazine religion articles about Christians and non-Christians 
 
 
 The range of attention to non-Christian religions shown in Figure 5.9 
below reflects both local and world events. Buddhism has consistently had a 
strong presence in the magazine, especially so in the 1990s. A peak in discussion 
of Judaism in 1992-1994 correlates with the magazine’s increased interest in the 
Middle East at the time of the Oslo Accords; and the 2001 peak of interest in 
Islam probably correlates with the events of September 11, 2001 in New York 
City and subsequent discussion of radical Islamic terrorism. Articles on 
Hinduism first appeared in 2006, reflecting local religious pluralism. In 2007, 
after a year-long negotiation, the Unione Induista Italiana signed an intente145 with 
the Italian government. It took until 2012 for the Italian Parliament to endorse it, 
                                               
145 Intention to establish an intesa/accord; see Appendix B. 
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at which point Hinduism was granted official recognition, alongside Buddhism. 
Scientology first appears in 2007, coinciding with the initiation of plans for a new 
Church of Scientology, which was established in Rome in 2009. 
 
Figure 5.9: Distribution of Dialogues Magazine articles on non-Christian religious 
communities over time 
 
  
In sum, we can see two ways that the larger society is reflected in the 
history of these publications. First, attention to specific religions and religious 
social issues comes and goes as those issues emerge on the global scene. Second, 
there was a fundamental shift from “ecumenical” to “interfaith” that is clearly 
evident in the content and orientation of the magazines. These are publications 
that seek to speak to the public world of diversity as it exists in Rome and 
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beyond, and the nature of that diversity has itself shifted over the history of 
Confronti. 
The Cultural Impact of Confronti 
 
 What are the implications of the case study of Confronti for the larger 
understanding of Roman dialogue? Confronti represents a major planet in 
Rome’s interfaith constellation: Confronti is not just important to the history of 
the dialogue movement in Rome, but it is also connected by deep roots to other 
branches of the dialogue canopy, as many who contribute are active in other 
organizations such as Istituto Tevere, CIPAX and the Pontifical Council for 
Interreligious Dialogue. 
 I was initially drawn to study Confronti because it is a network hub of 
many different interfaith organizations in Rome, emerging out of a deep history 
of decades of publications and civic engagement. Confronti, in its publications 
and programs, reflects a range of unfolding Italian social trends, drawing 
together contributors and participants in the city and also bridging beyond the 
interfaith sphere of Italy into other civic networks in Eastern Europe and the 
Middle East. 
 Confronti also embodies the important historical development of the 
Rome’s interfaith dialogue movement. In its nascent form as COM in 1972, it 
established a reputation for dissent and free criticism against the Vatican as well 
as ecumenical collaboration toward a mission of promoting interconfessional 
harmony. With its ability to reflect and reinforce Italian social developments, the 
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Com Nuovi Tempi publications recognized an opening in Italian and global 
trends and responded through its conversion into Confronti. This occurred in the 
decades after the 1965 adjournment of Vatican II, when several other Roman 
dialogue organizations such as Sant’Egidio and Focolare were being organized 
and incorporated, or sharpening their missions to encompass dialogue.  
 Confronti constitutes a crossroads of Rome’s interfaith society. Its alumni 
founded CIPAX (Centro Interconfessionale per La Pace); article contributors are 
active in Tavolo Interreligioso, Figli di Abramo, and COREIS; past attendees of 
Confronti travel seminars founded Istituto Tevere; and past director Paolo Naso 
established La Sapienza University master courses on interreligious mediation. 
Confronti representatives frequently—if not always—occupy a seat in local 
panels on religious diversity, pluralism, dialogue and responses to religious 
violence. It would not be possible to summarize the movement of interfaith 
dialogue in Rome, or in Italy, without addressing the history and significance of 
Confronti. 
 However, beyond the “in-group” of Rome’s interfaithers, Confronti is less 
well-known.  
If we want to talk about Confronti’s overall impact on Italian society, it is 
clearly very little…I think it is obvious that we cannot aspire to become a 
newspaper so prevalent [as La Repubblica146] because of what we do, 
because…religions are not interesting to everybody. (Giovanni, Confronti 
staff) 
 
If Giovanni is right that Confronti has little impact on Italian society, where does 
                                               
146 La Repubblica is one of the two most important daily newspapers in Italy alongside Corriere della 
Sera. It has a history of being “slightly to the Left,” never having endorsed Berlusconi. 
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its influence lie? Low subscription numbers may be worrisome, but they indicate 
a core readership that is generally composed of local mission loyalists. They 
engage with Confronti magazine content and educational programs and find 
their involvement to be socially meaningful and intellectually enriching. 
Nevertheless, program office director Giulia is frank about the modest impact of 
the travel seminars for participants, affirming that the trips may “plant seeds of 
new perspectives and doubts about the accuracy of one’s previous ideas,” but 
that it is rare for a participant to be radically affected. However, even if the 
impact of these trips is not dramatic, the seminars are still enriching and 
educational. Emilio, one of the most high-profile journalists and regular 
contributors to Confronti magazine, often leads the travel seminars and observed 
that “one common result of going on a Confronti trip is that people come to 
understand the complexity and drama of the situations and change their minds. 
…When they get home and see the news they notice more and think differently, 
because they have seen with their own eyes what is really happening.” 
 Giuseppe, the former director of Confronti, argued that Confronti’s social 
impact cannot be accurately assessed by looking only at quantifiable factors such 
as subscription numbers. Subscription numbers do not reflect the loyalty of the 
readership, or the diversity of programming offered by Confronti, but rather 
reflect the “temperature” of the surrounding culture on interreligious topics and 
activism. They also reflect the limits imposed upon Confronti’s message by what 
people are able to see and take in. The long quotation below is kept mostly intact 
as it reflects the complexity of this important question about Confronti’s social 
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impact.  
I think our impact is broader than what the numbers of our magazine 
sales and subscriptions suggest. …We are highly cited and highly 
regarded in restricted circles, with regard to those who deal with 
religions, but also as a magazine that creates opinion on political and 
social issues, and then the newspapers, television, and radio often cite us, 
which is rewarding. And if our subscription numbers are low, it also 
reflects the fact that more and more people in Italy are disinterested in 
religion. It is just not as relevant to them. So, they don’t necessarily take 
our message in, but they probably wouldn’t disagree with it either. We are 
perhaps more present in the imagination rather than in practice, in 
reading: many people know who we are, but far fewer people read us. 
 
 In the program office, Emma specified that the impact of Confronti should 
be considered on two levels. The first level, drawing on the di base sector of 
dialogue, is the personal meaningfulness of Confronti to its Roman interfaith 
network and dedicated niche readership, those “fans and supporters of the 
magazine who refer to it as a Bible,” who follow the content of the magazine and 
the program office activities “with great passion.” A second way to regard 
Confronti’s cultural impact is its general reputation and ties to prominent 
institutions: “The name Confronti is known, very well-known because it 
promotes many activities, so many events, even on the radio and television and 
in the Camera dei Deputati, and has some activities that are institutional and 
formal, like the annual Day of the Islamic-Christian Dialogue.” Thus, Confronti’s 
impact can be appreciated on the di base personal level of its loyal fanbase, its 
prominent place in the Roman interfaith society, and in its visible links to the 
institutional sector, which reinforces its popular reputation for pluralistic 
activity.  
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Creative Dialogue 
 
 The connectedness of Confronti within Rome’s interfaith society allowed 
this study an entrée for exploring value-driven social networks. Moreover, 
Confronti caught my eye because, while they practiced some of the same 
methods of dialogue I saw in other organizations—social events, academic 
panels, informative publications about minority cultures, public discussions, 
socialization, travel seminars—they also incorporate a robust creative and artistic 
palette in their practices. Up until this point, this research has leaned on my 
rendering of Sharpe’s (2005) dialogue “canopy” to categorize the methods 
engaged by dialoguers. Ethnographic immersion at Confronti, and my 
participant-observation at other artistic, musical, cinematic dialogue events 
throughout Rome, revealed that “creative dialogue” is a distinct modality that 
should be considered part of the canopy of dialogue forms.  
 In Art and Belief: Artists Engaged in Interreligious Dialogue (2012), Ruth 
Illman defines creative interreligious dialogue as “the practice of using art as a 
platform where persons of different religious backgrounds can meet and discuss 
in open, respectful and inventive ways.” Illman notes that most academic studies 
on dialogue have emphasized the discursive dimension at the expense of the 
spiritual, practical and interpersonal aspects of interreligious dialogue. She 
further argues that through art, “the whole person” can be engaged in building 
interpersonal communication. By using creative and artistic practices, dialogue 
can “transform our ways of thinking, provoke and inspire new possibilities; 
cause us to pause and reflect” (Cheetham 2010, 83).  
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 Confronti’s rich artistic agenda reaches beyond the typical conversation-
driven scenario of interfaith dialogue whereby participants simply teach or 
narrate their diverse religious experiences. These creative Confronti practices 
invoke sights, sounds, tastes, collaborative energies, events, objects and 
performances—culminating in an imaginative approach to religious diversity 
that is holistic, visceral, non-rational, and relational in nature. It engages the 
body, the imagination and the emotions, inviting people into fresh modes of 
interaction that can be humorous, surprising and novel. Intellectual discourse 
can be competitive, alienating, or just plain boring; but artistic collaborations—
such as playing in a band or singing in a choir together, or responding to call for 
immigration-themed artwork with a colorful, provocative illustration—can lead 
people into the realms of faith, relationship, emotion, physical senses, comedy, 
intuition, and memory.  
 These are all non-rational “ways of knowing” about the world and each 
other. Artistic practices generate forms of knowledge and understanding—and 
interpersonal affections—that are qualitatively different than rational appraisals, 
and that transcend a mindset that insists on the “results” of dialogue and 
refocuses instead on the “process” of dialogue. Creative dialogue makes sense of 
the idea that “the product of dialogue is the dialogue” because it is inherently 
experience-based and process-driven—and explicitly not results-oriented. 
 Creative dialogue also has a lower barrier to entry than elite discursive 
dialogues which presume a high level of education about theology, sociology, 
philosophy or law. It attracts a new audience to interfaithing—not just 
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intellectuals, but also people interested in art, culture, music and aesthetics. 
Artistic practices often draw on skill but can welcome a broad palette of 
backgrounds and experiences. By evoking sacred values and multiple modes of 
awareness and interactions, creative dialogue embodies pluralism. It expands the 
plurality of dialogue forms, offers greater accessibility to the interfaith society, 
and gives centrality and importance to the process of dialogue itself. Dialogue “is 
not merely a cognitive capacity, but also an emotional engagement striving 
towards empathetic recognition of the other as having fully and distinctively 
another—different but equally legitimate—perspective on the worlds. The arts as 
arenas for dialogue are increasingly recognized, also within the academic sphere, 
as complements to rational discussions and rhetorical debates” (Illman 2012, 7).  
This explanation of the features of creative dialogue will be enriched by 
putting it in conversation with other writing on creativity and play. As we have 
seen, interfaith dialogue draws on the potency of the liminal “in between” space 
described by Victor Turner (1969). In their practices, interfaithers aim to actively 
challenge social structures, hierarchies and divisions. In their place, interfaithers 
hope to make room for creative interplay between members of their society, for 
relations unbounded by the divisions of the outside world. As Turner 
distinguishes between structure and anti-structure (or communitas or liminality, 
as he variously calls it), he builds on Van Gennep's Rites of Passage (1909/2010), 
arguing that a dialectic between structure and anti-structure is present in all of 
our lives and all societies, and that alternating fluctuation through both elements 
are integral parts of human life. Turner describes this universal psychosocial 
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dynamic—the tensive interplay between a rational, hierarchical, analytical 
structure, and a holistic, communal, sacred totality—and contends that the 
balanced personality and society give space to both principles.  
The intentionally liminal space of dialogue—particularly, the practice of 
creative dialogue—allows for the emergence of the playful, generative qualities of 
unguarded, unmediated relationality. In these moments, “profane social 
relations may be discontinued, former rights and obligations are suspended, the 
social order may seem to have been turned upside down” (Turner 1974, 59-60). 
In this setting, the “seedbeds of cultural creativity” arise (60), allowing for the 
people present to engage in spontaneous play—a state of “leisure” which Turner 
sets apart from the realm of “work.” 
Leisure is … freedom to transcend social structural limitations, freedom to 
play with ideas, with fantasies, with words (from Rabelais to Joyce and 
Samuel Beckett), with paint (from the Impressionists to Action Painting 
and Art Nouveau), and with social relationships—in friendship, 
sensitivity training, psychodramas, and in other ways. … Leisure is 
potentially capable of releasing creative powers, individual or communal, 
either to criticize or buttress the dominant social structural values. (Turner 
1974, 68) 
 
Leisure and play, like liminality, symbolize the “betwixt-and-between, a 
neither-this-nor-that domain” (Turner 1974, 71) when persons, groups, sets of 
ideas, et cetera, “move from one level or style of organization or regulation of the 
interdependence of their parts or elements to another level…. There is an instant 
of pure potentiality when everything trembles in the balance” (75). In unpacking 
the difference between the objectifying, obligatory structures of work and 
structured human encounter, Turner also draws on Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s 
concept of “flow” (c.f. Csikszentmihalyi 2009), a contented state of creative 
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absorption, to distinguish the freedom found in moments of play. Creative 
dialogue, in its potential to access such states of internal, relational freedom, 
embody Turner’s liminality more readily than other forms of dialogue. 
 André Droogers (2015) draws heavily from Victor Turner when he 
advocates for a more playful approach to religion and society, invoking the 
universal, diverse enterprise of human meaning making. To Droogers, the 
human capacity to deal with multiple ways of knowing and seeing the world is 
most obvious in our playful modes, when we recognize “the resemblance 
between poetry and worldview” (Droogers 2015, 159) and “learn to wink” at our 
meaning-making process. He understands play as the human capacity to deal 
simultaneously and subjunctively with two or more ways of classifying reality (8)—and 
later specifies that “the term ‘subjunctively’ is taken from Victor W. Turner 
(1982), who in discussing play, “distinguishes between the indicative and the 
subjective moods, respectively the domain of ‘as is’ and ‘as if,’ the latter 
expressing supposition, desire, possibility, and hypothesis” (95). Droogers 
contrasts play against power, the human capacity to influence other people’s behavior, 
even against their will (Droogers 2015, 5), as when power mechanisms “tend to 
restrict the believers’ tendency to play with meanings as they seek answers to 
existential questions” (9). Exertions of power are displayed when authorities 
insist on monolithic worldviews, only one way of seeing the world.  
Droogers shows how such power mechanisms can limit cooperation in the 
interfaith ambit: “Interreligious dialogue proves to be a fraught enterprise, with 
even conciliatory believers experiencing great difficulty in establishing common 
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ground” (Droogers 2015, 3). However, Droogers argues, when play is engaged 
and people learn to deal simultaneously with multiple ways of classifying 
reality, alternatives arise and “previously ignored questions regarding diversity, 
the God debate, religious power, and global problem areas, can be raised afresh.” 
This is when a playful dialogue, a genuine dialogue, can allow both parties to 
perform meaning-making and de-emphasize unilateral interpretations of life, 
“showing a way out of the digital yes-or-no stalemate…of stereotypical 
contrasts” (11). 
Droogers’s ideas about engaging “wild and playful meaning-making” 
apply more apply to creative dialogue than to dialogue’s other forms, which, 
being structured, institutionally sanctioned and often quite formal, are less likely 
to access the same imaginative flexibility that is available to the practitioners of 
experimental explorations of religion and diversity. Creative dialogue takes itself 
less seriously than the high-profile discursive interfaith summits seen in the 
Vatican, driven more by flexibility and collaboration than the similarity-seeking 
“common ground” talk seen in formal dialogues. For Droogers, the versatility of 
creative dialogue is key for paving the way to the world dialoguers dream of 
building. 
In Ritual and Its Consequences: An Essay on the Limits of Sincerity, authors 
Seligman, Weller, Puett and Simon address the “subjunctive space” of ritual 
(Seligman et al. 2008), which permits enactment of new relationships and new 
modalities of interaction. The subjunctive play of ritual allows for new 
possibility, for emergent ritual forms to be developed by people with different 
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affiliations and intentions. Ritual can define and create boundaries but the 
authors emphasize that “crossing boundaries is just as inherent to the ritual 
process” (7).  
It is reasonable to consider the discursive rituals of the interfaith society in 
these terms—and creative dialogue is especially well-described as a subjunctive 
field that allows for a temporary yet transformative alleviation of dominant 
social hierarchies and norms, which can be restructured temporarily to reflect the 
principles and ideals of the collective. The temporary “play space” of creative 
dialogue clears associative habits and introduces new relations and new visions 
for future relations. It is in this subjunctive mode where dialoguers ritualistically 
inhabit the change they wish to see in the world, imaginatively infusing the ritual 
moment with the structures and relations of their hoped-for civil contract.  
In The Grace of Playing (2016), Courtney T. Goto also advocates for creative 
play, which—like Turner, Droogers, and Seligman et al.—she sees as a modality 
that can disrupt, de-center, and then re-center relationships and thinking. For 
Goto, play is a medium for “revelatory experiencing,” which “causes in learners 
a destabilizing and re-orienting shift in awareness or feeling that allows them to 
encounter divine mystery, themselves, and others in new, life-giving ways” (3). 
Such moments transcend words just as creative dialogue aspires to do, 
provoking participants to begin “living into deeper and more authentic ways of 
being and being with one another” (4).  
Although in her book Goto describes the practices of medieval holy fools 
and Rheinland nuns playing with devotional dolls, her psychoanalytic and 
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theological reflections also pertain to the playful nature of creative dialogue 
practices, which, through their musical, photographic, cinematic, choral, and 
theatrical modalities invite a dialoguer into “finding and losing oneself, acting 
and believing as if, and a world of possibilities” (Goto 2016, 16). The play of 
creative dialogue, in contrast to more structured dialogue forms like formal 
lectures and panels, evokes a “counter environment” not unlike Turner’s anti-
structural communitas, which leads to deeper interrelation and spontaneity or 
creativity. Goto draws on the psychologist D.W. Winnicott, who describes the 
playful being as the true self, “which he believes is central and instinctual to being 
human” (34). Outside the liminal space of dialogue—and sometimes within the 
more routinized sectors of dialogue—the risk is that “freedom and authenticity 
are impinged upon…[and] true self will not play because it is not safe” (131).  
Using Goto’s logic, among all the methods of interfaithing, creative dialogue 
has the most potential to disrupt social hierarchies and cultural biases, because it 
alleviates the player’s dependency on socially inculcated rationales of division 
and competition. Goto says, “The truth of one’s life cannot be sought directly by 
reason and logical deduction alone, but indirectly by ‘losing it’ in playing with it. 
By becoming lost in the upside-down, surprising world of play for the sake of 
faith, it is possible to entertain what seems impossible” (Goto 2016, 81). Goto 
argues that the “revelatory experiencing” accessed through play can form the 
basis for a more just and peaceful world. In this light, creative dialogue offers a 
way for interfaithers to usher their cosmopolitan vision into reality. 
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Though the mission of Confronti is always to promote pluralism, many of 
its practices reach beyond the existing categories of the dialogue canopy. As an 
agent of creative dialogue, Confronti promotes civic collaboration and diversity 
awareness in ways not fully described by Sharpe’s dialogue canopy. 
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CHAPTER SIX: Common Interfaith Goals—Humanization and Mutual 
Recognition 
 
 Father Chrishantha of the Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue 
told me about growing up across the street from Muslims in Sri Lanka. He 
recalled they would share meals and help each other with young siblings and 
elderly grandparents. He said, “The closest interfaith relationship is inspired by 
shared values, which humanize people to each other.”  
 What Father Chrishantha related was an example of interfaithers bringing 
their shared vision of unity and transformation into reality. As Berger and 
Luckmann write in The Social Construction of Reality, “The most important vehicle 
of reality maintenance is conversation” (1967, 172). Interfaithers increase their 
solidarity through signaling to themselves and to their fellow dialoguers, usually 
through conversation, that they are united in their sacred values. 
 This chapter takes a close look at the common discourses of interfaith 
dialoguers, and how those discourses are translated into action. Drawing on 
observed vignettes and reflections from personal interviews, the chapter unpacks 
certain catchphrases of the interfaith society and analyzes the ways that the 
interfaith society describes its activities, values and goals. Specifically, it 
investigates normative discourses regarding the practice of using dialogue to 
achieve “mutual recognition,” and how the practice of exchanging narratives 
leads to “humanization” of the religious other and the cultivation of empathy.  
 Humanization is a frequently invoked concept in the interreligious 
world—but what does it mean to dialoguers to be “human,” let alone to make 
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each person more human? As with the totems of unity and transformation, 
“humanity” stands as a sacred value that the interfaith society invokes as a 
gesture of identity and solidarity. To continue this Durkheimian line of thought, 
it should be noted that Durkheim himself conjectured that the sacred value of 
“humanity” would hold society together without the binding force of religion 
(Durkheim 1898/1975). Dialoguers themselves invoke “humanity” as an 
aspirational ideal, and humanity can be placed in contrast with the natural 
tendency to conflict and social bias that dialoguers say is found among human 
beings. This chapter delves into the various meanings that dialoguers assign to 
the notion of humanization, and what it means to be fully human. Their 
perspective is most clearly encapsulated by educational theorist Paolo Freire, 
who views the process of humanization as an “ontological vocation” (Freire 
1972a, 57), an aspirational journey that sets humans apart from other sentient 
creatures. After establishing the constructed meanings of humanity, we will look 
specifically at the methodology of narrative—in both the sense of storytelling 
and of grappling with the multiple narratives that can arise in a single group 
over a shared experience—and how the methodology of narrative is seen by the 
interfaith society to foster the process of humanization. 
 Over the course of my fieldwork, I also came upon the construct of 
“mutual recognition” with regularity, and as an object of study it captivated my 
attention because it seems to convey different meanings to each person that 
engages it. While the process of humanizing another person seems to follow a 
path of establishing commonalities, dialoguers invoke “mutual recognition” to 
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express the process of encountering and exploring their interpersonal 
differences. “Mutual recognition” seems to convey reciprocal experiences of 
encountering the other person’s truth and withstanding this encounter with 
radical difference. The second section of this chapter explores the discourse of 
mutual recognition among dialoguers and attempts to stabilize its meaning. 
 These questions about humanization and mutual recognition takes us 
from Rome to Israel and Palestine. The Confronti program office usually plans 
two Israel-Palestine travel seminars a year for Confronti journalists and 
participants, and also welcomes a group of Israeli and Palestinian peacemakers 
to Italy each year for the Semi di Pace lecture series. This chapter draws on 
ethnographic data from those encounters, as well as interviews conducted when 
I traveled with Confronti journalists during the course of my fieldwork.147 
 
Humanization and Narrative 
 
“With these encounters you see that the other is just a human who is not 
going to hurt you; you see that you are safe with them.” Jonathan, Holy 
Land Trust 
 
“Dialogue is a humanization process.” Elon, Combatants for Peace 
 
“The Istituto Tevere method is simple, we want people to come and know 
each other in an environment where people face each other, see faces and 
gestures. …We come to the same God, and if we are white, black or 
blonde, it’s not important. We are humans. When we are friends, we are 
blind to color, we don’t see it. All are equal. It is with each other we are 
human. Dialogue is humanization. Through dialogue the others become 
                                               
147 An in-depth comparison between dialogue in the Middle Eastern context and dialogue in Rome 
is presented in Chapter 8. 
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more human. The first priority is the human being. Later come the 
details.” Ahmet, Institute Tevere  
 
What is Humanization? 
 
 “Humanization” is a frequently invoked construct in the interreligious 
world. But what does it mean for dialoguers to make each other “more human”? 
This section investigates normative discourses regarding how dialogue is 
supposed to lead to humanization of the religious other. It explores the various 
meanings that dialoguers assign to humanization and what it means to them to 
be fully, very, or more human. The basic argument here is that dialoguers invoke 
humanity as an aspirational ideal and a discursive object, whereby to be human is 
contrasted to being Homo sapiens, with its natural tendency toward conflict and 
social bias. 
One might say that the direct opposite of humanization is 
dehumanization. Dehumanization can run the gamut from active oppression and 
violence, or, in its lighter form, to stereotyping and silencing. This lighter form of 
suppression might be better termed non-humanization. It would be extreme to 
assert that those who do dialogue in Rome are moving from a stance of 
dehumanization toward re-humanization. In Rome, dialogue purports to heal 
widespread popular tendencies toward non-humanization that surface in the form 
of assumptions, stereotypes and systemic discrimination, whereby others are 
viewed not as individuals but in terms of depersonalized social categories. The 
challenges to humanization in Italy seem primarily a matter of decreasing 
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ignorance and raising the level of culture so that people can think more 
“humanistically” about social difference and become more informed citizens. 
Sometimes a simple explanation of personal customs can go a long way in 
avoiding “dehumanizing” negative stereotyping. For example, during my 
fieldwork I spoke to a Christian couple who said Jews are strange and very rude. I 
asked why they thought so, and they told me a story of hosting an Orthodox 
Jewish family for an afternoon visit in their home. The Jews, to keep kosher, 
brought their own food, drink and paper plates. The host family was very 
offended by this. They understood the separate food, but for them separate 
plates were inconceivable. They took it as an insult against their basic way of life. 
It sounded to me like the host family did not know the subtleties of kashrut148 and 
that the Jews did not take the time to explain this aspect of their religion. Thus, 
the host family was left with a very poor impression of religious Jews. I 
explained to the couple the concept of kashrut and related to them that I myself—
also Jewish—was once confused and offended when an Orthodox Jewish friend 
refused to drink the tap water in my home, but that my friend helped me 
understand his commitment to only partake from rabbinically-approved food 
and water sources. I hoped that I as a “progressive” Jew could provide them 
with another perspective, and explain the behavior of the family in a way that 
made sense to this couple. It seems my explanation helped “humanize” the 
Orthodox Jews for them. In the absence of a sense-making narrative, the host 
                                               
148 Jewish dietary law, which includes the separation of plates which can hold dairy products and 
meat products, to ensure that never the twain shall meet. 
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family misinterpreted the behavior and came to think of all Jews in simplistic 
terms, in less fully human terms, as strange and very rude. My narrative restored 
some of the humanity of the guests by reframing it in terms the couple could 
understand and respect. This type of re-framing and diversity education is what 
interfaithers try to bring to Rome in order to humanize social actors outside the 
norm who are readily subject to dehumanizing stereotypes. 
In contrast to the relatively tranquil dialogues of Rome, the work of 
Israel/Palestine dialogues is to convince participants that the other is not an 
immediate existential threat.149 While dehumanization can fulfill a protective 
function in the face of ominous threat, culturally and systemically engrained fear 
of the “other side” and perceptions of constant threat have made it more difficult 
for people to be open-minded or curious enough to establish commonalities. In 
the Middle Eastern context, dehumanization is much more apparent, in many 
ways the widely-sanctioned default stance when it comes to regarding the other. 
Standing in an olive field near Walajah, Kamila recounted a standoff of mutual 
dehumanization between Zionist settlers and a Palestinian. 
If a settler came to me and said they wanted to seek mutual 
understanding? If a settler wanted to explain themselves, their motives for 
settling, could I listen? No. No. It is very hard to understand them. This is 
my home. They stole and forbid me from my own land. I cannot go to 
Jerusalem or into their settlement. They have taken so much and they 
have so much power. They have hurt us so much I cannot understand 
them. …If you are using religion or a Biblical argument, you should also 
choose the human being. They don’t respect human life. They see 
themselves as sons of God, and Arabs as slaves. But I don’t have a high 
wall around my house. A wall means you know you are a thief, and you 
are afraid. To me they are the ones not acting human. 
                                               
149 Later in Chapter 8, I will explain how the stakes of the dialogue are different in each context. 
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 Khalid in Palestine experienced dehumanization when he described his 
feelings about the red warning signs posted on the Green Line checkpoints. The 
signs discourage Israelis from entering the Palestine territories because “entrance 
for Israeli citizens is forbidden, dangerous to your lives, and against the Israeli 
law.”  
I can’t smile at those big red border signs. I’ll tell you how they feel. You 
know those signs that people with mean dogs buy? Beware of the dog? 
There is a mean dog here? And you should not come in because the owner 
is not here and you will get bit? This is what those signs are, like we are 
animals in the zoo, like we are mean dogs. To be human you have to 
believe in human beings.  
 
In both Rome and in the Middle East, humanizing other people seems to signify 
the opposite of objectifying and generalizing. The “humanity” that is revealed in 
the other person is an “essence” that is to be honored. And in the Middle East 
that human essence stands in clear contrast to its dehumanizing loss or absence.  
If people come and see us, they can see Jews and Arabs work together, 
humanize the other side, see us face-to-face, see that we don't have horns 
and tails. (Salam, Sindyanna Olive Cooperative) 
 
Our purpose is to show that the other is also human, and show that they 
suffered just as much as we do when we lose our brother, sister, son. (Uri, 
Parent’s Circle) 
 
If people recognize each other as humans, things start to change--therefore 
the human level is crucial. (Sarah, Road to Recovery) 
 
At Holy Land Trust we refuse to see Israelis as the enemy. Our stance is to 
look at them as humans, with fresh eyes, and see what we can learn from 
each other, because Israelis and Palestinians are interdependent and 
halves of the whole. (Jonathan, Holy Land Trust) 
 
This is about humanizing the other side, instead of dehumanizing them. 
Even terrorists were once children. Only 5% of the population is actually 
participating in or causing violence, but it affects everyone. (Elon, 
Combatants for Peace) 
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 Differently from the fractious Middle East, the discourse in Rome about 
humanization is mostly positive, emphasizing dialogue as a modality for 
promoting the sacred value of humanity, rather than a modality for healing a 
human essence that has been injured or disregarded. For example, at a Vatican-
sponsored dialogue between Christians and Buddhists, a speaker declared, 
“Dialogue is a way to maintain humanity in crisis,” implying that participants in 
a Roman dialogue arrive with humanity intact, in contrast to Middle Eastern 
dialogues which must first attend to the difficult task of establishing shared 
humanity. Roman Ilaria, who was exposed to dialogue through a friend who 
brought her to Focolare, said “We have to look in the eyes of the other, see their 
skin, see yourself in the other, then we can treasure their human life like we do 
our own. We have the same needs: food, shelter, love, protection, to be part of a 
group. We have traditions, cultures, but at a basic level there’s a lowest common 
denominator. We can hate the other, but it's hating yourself.” 
 At a Roma Tre University conference on religion and conflict, a panel on 
interreligious dialogue featured a nun working in a homeless shelter run by the 
order started by Mother Theresa. The shelter tries to minister to a diverse 
population, welcoming homeless people of all religions. The sister narrated a 
process of humanization that expressed a relational anthropology.  
At the heart of our dialogue is respect for the dignity of the individual. 
People need more than food. They need a warm smile, a personal 
greeting, to be called by name--these are the words of the heart. At first, 
those who come to us want nothing to do with us as people, but little by 
little they see us sisters and begin to want to know us in small ways. They 
change when they realize they are cared about in a personal way; they 
become more human. Being treated as part of the human family is 
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healing—it makes them human. Once we cared for a Muslim lady in our 
community who experienced respect during her Ramadan fast, so she 
became respectful of Catholic women and more involved and supportive. 
We reached her humanity, so she reached ours.  
 
Interfaithers are clear that recognizing the humanity of religious others is 
at the heart of what they are doing, but they speak about it in many ways. Some 
seem to define humanization as the recognition of the human rights of the other, 
or of the sacredness of all people. Some reference the process of the other 
becoming more familiar, while some speak of a more distinct other. Some aim for 
seeing the other as more relatable and personally likable. Some of my 
interviewees emphasized that they consider practices of humanization to be very 
different from political solutions to conflict, chiefly because dialogue works “on 
the ground,” interfacing with daily realities, where people are more likely to 
make personal contact and see the humanity in each other. Underlying that 
range of discourse, in my observation, humanization comes in two forms: 
commonality-based and diversity-based. 
 
Humanization and Minimization 
 Commonality-based humanization is what Dr. Milton Bennett and others in 
the field of intercultural communication might call “minimization.” In Chapter 3, 
I discussed the concept of minimization via the “Developmental Model of 
Intercultural Sensitivity” (Nimer 2001, 2003; Bennett 2003; Hammer, Bennett, & 
Wiseman, 2003; Hammer 2011; cf. Morgan and Sandage 2016). This 
developmental model suggests that people respond to social differences in a 
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variety of ways: from denial and isolation to integration and active cooperation.150 
I showed that interfaithers almost always minimize religious differences by 
considering them “formal details” or “cultural variances.” Throughout the 
history of the dialogue movement, and today still, many interfaithers have done 
their humanizing by minimizing differences and asserting a universal common 
core. These commonality-seeking interfaithers rarely respond to religious 
difference with denial or defense (at least openly), but they almost always reach 
for what is shared rather than what is distinct. This conforms to one of Bennett’s 
points about minimization, which is that it reduces the complexity of the other. 
That might seem to have some initial benefit for positive feelings about the other 
but becomes less adaptive over time if one needs to deepen relationships and 
collaboration. 
The logical next question is, what constitutes this common, universalized 
general category of “human”? Aristotle argued that what differentiates humans 
from other sentient beings is that we are capable of reason (trans. 1976, 1098). But 
reasoning is an abstract process, and most of my interviewees seem to view the 
process of humanization as the establishment of very sensory, experiential 
commonalities, such as shared emotions or parallel family relationships. One 
dialoguer expressed this to me emphatically.  
We’re all humans. We suffer, we love, get angry, get sad. We can believe 
in different things but we all have the same feelings. If we can see this we 
can love each other. Ideas are different so we can’t connect there. But we 
can connect on a human level. Religious people have a lot in common 
                                               
150 Nimer’s (2007) adaptation of Bennett’s (2003) scale is shown in Chapter 3, in Table 3.1. 
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because they all believe in something. They should realize this about each 
other. 
 
Shared emotions also point to the shared experiences such as parenthood or 
friendship. At a press conference for Confronti’s Semi di Pace lectures at the 
Italian House of Representatives, one congressman said, “The universality of 
parental concern can access our shared humanity, which is what we must draw 
out in order to come together and stand against what threatens us collectively.”  
 Paolo Freire, similarly, put relationality at the heart of the process of 
humanization. This process is an “ontological vocation,” an aspirational journey 
that sets Homo sapiens apart from other sentient creatures. In his article 
“Knowledge, Dialogue, and Humanization: The Moral Philosophy of Paolo 
Freire,” Peter Roberts (1998) says that people pursue this ideal of being human 
when we engage in critical, dialogical praxis. According to Freire, what makes us 
distinctly human is our ability to engage in intentional, relational praxis. He 
defines praxis as “reflection and action upon the world in order to transform it” 
(Freire 1972a, 28).  
 The essence of humanity, according to Freire, is the capacity to transform 
the world through reflective, critical, dialogical action (Freire 1970b, 16). The 
crucial element of humanizing praxis is dialogue (Freire 1972a, 97) because 
human being is fundamentally relational; the pursuit of humanization can never 
be isolated or individualistic. It is only in relationship, in the social world, where 
we can become more fully human. “We humanize ourselves through dialogue 
with others” (Roberts 1998, 105). Dialogue is “the encounter between [people], 
mediated by the world, in order to name the world,” (Freire, 1972a, 61). That is, 
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the human quest to understand and transform the world, through 
communication with others, is a praxis which must involve a love of the world 
and others, along with a sense of humility and critical thinking.  
In pursuit of such “humanization,” dialoguers often seek consciously to 
discard categories like Muslim, immigrant, Bangladeshi, Arab. Giovanni from 
Confronti explained that categories reduce others “instead of regarding them as 
people. When I label, that person before me is no longer a person, he is a label.” 
Interfaithers consider categories to be, if not dehumanizing, at least 
depersonalizing. “Humanization” purports to restore individuality to the other. 
 As an anthropologist, I’m trained to pay attention to the contradiction 
here. While humanization is explained as a process of transcending social 
categories, it actually collapses all human particularity or categorizable qualities 
into an assumed and vague ultimate category of “human.” They shed 
generalizations with an invocation of the ultimate generalization. Humanization 
represents a stance of anti-generalization achieved through the application of a 
generalization. The universalistic essentialization of “human” is not the same as 
the sociopolitical tactic described by sociologists and cultural theorists as 
“strategic essentialism” (Spivak 2010; Abraham 2009), because humanization 
does not have to do with mobilizing a certain identity category in order to 
achieve political or social gain. Nevertheless, it could be helpful in the heuristic 
sense to think of “human” as a “strategic essentialist identity” of the interfaith 
society. 
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 Humanization, then, is a normative discursive object that clearly does not 
refer to that which might be considered instinctual and natural behavior for 
human beings. Dialoguers who invoke the term “human” seem to refer to a 
romanticized essentialist human who is the embodiment of their own sacred 
values. In contrast, Homo sapiens have a tendency to make generalizations based 
on categories and to engage in conflict. Dialoguers use “human” in a normative 
sense, referring to transcending base instincts, and to engaging ideals and values 
rooted in peace. So, the humanness of dialogue is a counterpoint to the conflict 
and violence that may be natural to Homo sapiens. Dialoguers make this 
distinction as part of their vocation. 
 In my conversations with non-dialoguers, I found that they can make the 
same distinction. Once during my fieldwork, I found myself riding in a cab 
through Tel Aviv, driven by an Israeli cab driver on the way to the Ben Gurion 
airport. In the cab we talked about the Israeli occupation of the Palestinian 
territories. The cab driver said, “Conflict is natural for humans, but we can’t just 
do what humans do. We have to be better.” Translated into the parlance of this 
discussion, he meant that we have to be better than Homo sapiens—we have to 
be human. 
 In dialoguer discourse, the natural instincts of Homo sapiens are almost 
entirely negative. Homo sapiens are construed as animalistic creatures, whereas 
humans are construed as noble creatures of conscience and heightened 
consciousness of the other. In keeping with Durkheim, only when a person is 
immersed in a moral collective does he or she become human.  A lone homo 
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sapiens is motivated only by greed—and is, as Durkheim says, homo economicus. 
Dialoguers seem only to consider those who share their sacred values of unity, 
harmony, social change and civic society as truly reflecting the qualities of 
humanity. So, what about those Homo sapiens who do not share interfaith 
values? This is where pluralism collapses: if these Homo sapiens cannot be 
considered Humans, then dialoguers’ efforts to define what is human inherently 
dehumanize those who do not share these values.151  
 
“Unity in Diversity”: The Dance of Commonality and Difference 
When we do interfaith dialogue, we risk not recognizing differences—to 
lose respect for what is really different. People have to deepen their 
identities, not be antagonistic to differences but be confident. They have to 
be able to face other identities within and beyond their own religion. The 
deepest value we have at Religions for Peace is respect for difference. 
(Placido, Religions for Peace) 
 
 As we have seen, humanization, in its simplest form, is achieved through 
identifying commonalities. A bishop at the Vatican told me, “The highest 
challenge is to engage in serious search for what is in common.” In this vein, 
humanization is a process of deepening one’s familiarity with the mundane 
“human” details of the other’s life: being a parent, enjoying certain sports or art 
forms, sharing a passion for The Beatles. By discussing concrete particularities, 
often via the telling of life stories and shared experiences, people come into 
awareness of their common humanity. In a conversation with Bill Moyers, 
                                               
151 The “collapse of pluralism” is further explored in the concluding Chapter 9, in the section “The 
Ideals and Reality of Interfaithers.” 
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Marshall Ganz described how “the particular then becomes the portal on the 
transcendent. …Although many people associate understanding with 
abstraction, the paradoxical truth is just the opposite” (Moyers and Ganz 2013). 
 Increasingly, however, interfaithers also speak of the value of difference. It 
is in the embrace of differences that humanization starts to move beyond 
minimization and into pluralism. As I occasionally heard in Rome’s interfaith 
society, there is something essentially “human” in the sincere and peaceful 
exploration of both similarities and differences. At this time in the history of the 
interfaith movement, the discourse of humanization dances between invoking 
similarity and difference, particularity and generalization. For example, some 
interreligious leaders, like Daniel at the Israeli-Palestinian Interfaith Encounter 
Association, start groups off by emphasizing commonalities in order to relax 
people, and once trust has been established, the group will begin to explore their 
differences.  
 Humanization, in its least mature and most populist form, collapses 
diverse categories into vague common ground. It is complementary to “mutual 
recognition” (addressed further below) which chiefly functions to ameliorate the 
discomfort of alterity. Although discourse about humanization focuses initially 
on commonalities, dialogue also reveals the emergence of differences. One might 
imagine a process of seeking pluralism that begins with “commonality” 
approaches to humanization and eventually matures into “unity in diversity” 
approaches to humanization, ideally developing into an experience of mutual 
recognition, or the process of accepting and eventually respecting diversity. 
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However Shall We Humanize? Methods 
 How might that come about? Dialoguers speak of the necessity of 
humility and learning. Giulia at Confronti reflected, “Now I have humility and 
knowledge, so I can say why that person wears a headscarf or why that person 
prays in a particular way. …And now it’s easier for me to understand the 
differences and see we’re both just human. I can make more room for the 
possibility that we do not understand everything.” Humanization may also 
entail granting the other agency to self-define, as dialoguers learn to set aside 
past impressions or associations and to listen with an open mind. The section 
below explores various routes to such humility and open-mindedness, 
elaborating on creative dialogue and non-discursive forms of interfaithing that 
were introduced in Chapter 5, as well as exploring the “flagship” tactic for 
humanization: the exchange of personal narratives. 
 
Creative Dialogue: Breaking down the Wall of Words 
 Since humanization results from experiencing shared sentiments, 
cultivating empathy, or reflecting on common structures of human relationality 
such as parenthood or friendship, it follows that certain methodologies of 
interreligious dialogue are more likely to foster humanization than others. That 
is, methodologies such as theological and academic discourse are less effective, 
in comparison to relational and social dialogues. They are less likely to provide a 
paradigmatic shift in viewing the humanity of the other. Confronti contributor 
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Maria noted, “Rational discourse is useless when it comes to changing your 
mind. It takes humor or friendship, something to take you out of yourself.” 
Institutional interfaithing, especially the “meta-dialogues” of the Vatican, 
showcase the difference between “discourse on connecting” and “connecting.” 
Humanization is unlikely to take place during these meta-dialogues, but they 
may prepare interfaith leaders to initiate more meaningful, relational dialogues 
in their home communities. 
 Indeed, according to most of my interviewees, humanization emerges 
chiefly in practical, personal encounters, not in theoretical discussions. It is a 
subjective experience, a process to share more than a concept to grasp. Ahmet 
from Istituto Tevere, recalling his travel seminars with Confronti, said the trip 
“was important because it wasn’t theoretical. It was practical.” He saw how 
people actually live, what they eat. “Now I can understand them in a new way.” 
 While an exchange of words—particularly the exchange of personal 
narratives—can foster an experience of the humanity of the other, sometimes 
elite discourse can obscure meaning-making and relationship building. The 
creative dialogue form of interfaithing, such as artistic collaborations or even 
shared humor, can potentially draw forth a spontaneous encounter of authentic 
humanity. Shimon of Rabbis for Human Rights said, “We can’t limit dialogue to 
‘words’ because the whole concept concerns the attitude to other, the attitude of 
relating to other with respect…to develop genuine friendships that don’t lean on 
concepts, but good sincere feelings and hopes for each other.”  
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In the same spirit, in December 2015, Istituto Tevere hosted a Concert for 
Peace with Christian, Jewish and Muslim themes. A musician I interviewed, 
Anna of Istituto Rinaldo Franci, spoke of music as a “universal language of unity 
and peace [that] offers experience that needs no mediation and can be shared. 
Through music, human limits leave. Music can push humans further.” She also 
made a powerful comparison between music and dialogue.  
Music is an important metaphor for dialogue. Musicians have to develop 
discipline, respect, and freedom to improvise--they must develop 
equilibrium of these qualities and between each other in order to achieve 
harmony. They have to listen to each other. They provide interpretations 
with constraints and only express themselves personally in moments 
when there is structured space and consensual agreement and 
expectation. Some have talent, others develop themselves through will. 
Some belong to different types of music styles, play different instruments, 
have different goals, are involved in different ways. Music is a dialogue. 
 
 Another musician, Fahim, confirmed this analogy. Fahim is the director 
and cellist of Beyond Borders, an interfaith music ensemble which plays 
traditional music from many traditions. They are Jewish, Catholic, Orthodox and 
Muslim classical musicians who play traditional classical pieces as a way of 
preserving them. A few months later, Fahim and I met for coffee at Largo 
Argentina near the Pantheon, and I asked him more about Beyond Borders. He 
thinks their art makes a statement “outside politics, outside religion, just music, 
no words, no position, just music.” As Fahim described, the musicians work 
together to adopt a united form and play together with a higher purpose, 
drawing on their artistry, their training, their discipline and love of music. “The 
truth of the music is not rigid; it can be modified.”  
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 Beyond Borders was founded during an orchestra workshop at the 
Vatican. Musicians from four nations, all of different religions, gathered together 
to make music. They lived, worked, and ate together: Israelis, Algerians, Italians, 
and Greeks. “There were no conflicts, no hate. We had a higher purpose. We all 
had different opinions and worldviews, but we were equal and united. It was a 
true convivenza.” The orchestral workshop culminated with the Vatican 
Christmas mass, “and there was no interpersonal problem at all.” Fahim started 
to ask himself, all those wars and conflicts, where are they from? “Because it is 
possible to all live daily life together happily as diverse colleagues. So, I founded 
Beyond Borders. It is a symbol, an example of a solution.” He pulled out his 
phone and showed me a YouTube video in which he plays an Arabic melody 
behind Pope Benedict’s Christian prayer in German. “If it changes one person’s 
mind, it is worth it,” said Fahim. “It surprises people to see a Muslim playing 
classical music, so I change ideas just by being myself.” 
 Humor can also provide an experience of commonality. During 
Confronti’s Semi di Pace lecture series, which presents lectures from Israelis and 
Palestinians in Italian high schools, two Palestinian and Israeli speakers engaged 
in a humorous, affectionate “humanizing” exchange.  
Sarah: I ordered you a double espresso, Khalid. 
 
Khalid: How did you know what I wanted? 
 
Sarah: You’re my neighbor, I know what you want. 
 
Khalid: I want to take my shoes off and walk on the Mediterranean Sea. 
 
Sarah: You are not Jesus, Khalid. 
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Khalid: I walked on water once! When it rained. The water came from the 
sky and I walked right onto the concrete. You see? Miracles are self-
defined. 
 
Sarah: You have to believe in miracles if you live in the Middle East.  
 
After sitting through so many grimly earnest discursive dialogues, it was 
refreshing to notice that humor is becoming more popular as an entrée to 
interfaith engagement.152  
Academics have also begun to take note. At the 2017 annual meeting of 
the International Society of Sociology and Religion, a program unit called 
“Religion and Humor” was placed within the theme of “Negotiation and 
Conflict.” Researcher Pål Ketil Botvar called the engagement of religious humor 
a way to see things differently—which he referred to as a transformational 
approach of participating in interfaith dialogue. According to Botvar, comedy 
that reflects common foibles and humanity makes it harder for movements 
demeaning religious and ethnic groups to gain traction. Because of its power, 
however, humor must be wielded carefully in interfaith dialogue, because 
religious environments are notoriously sensitive. Mustafa, from Istituto Tevere, 
recalled, “At a dialogue in Brussels I learned the hard way how Hindus are 
offended daily by people eating burgers and making Gandhi jokes.” If someone 
gets offended, the dialogue can easily be compromised. Though Botvar also 
acknowledges that sometimes religious humor exploits the weak and vulnerable 
                                               
152 Kustanowitz (2010) and Ingram (2015) have written about this phenomenon. Other examples 
include Negin Farsad’s “social justice comedy” at Harvard’s 2016 Interfaith Comedy Hour; Rabbi 
Bob Alper and community activist Azhar Usman’s comedy duo entitled “One Muslim, One Jew, 
One Stage;” comedians Scott Blakeman and Dean Obeidallah’s act “Stand Up for Peace;” and 
Omar Regan’s comedy tour FUNATICAL. 
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or promotes prejudice. But, if done well, this comedic approach can also build 
social ties and relax anxieties, bonding diverse people together and introducing 
people to different cultures (Briggs 2017). 
 Silence—found in shared prayer and meditation—is also cited as an 
effective mode of dialogue because it allows for connection without obstruction, 
supposedly allowing what is essentially “human” about each person to connect 
over spontaneous shared experiences of tranquility and beauty. Professor 
Christopher Matthews, co-founder of the John Cabot University Interfaith Club, 
described how his students regularly meet in the meditation garden for 30 
minutes of silence, or even promote full days of silence. “Those moments are 
emblematic. We are being true, being together in silence. We don’t have to talk or 
fight or ask questions. Silence is the best interfaith prayer, so powerful and free. 
There are no words to confuse each other, and silence doesn’t demand 
resolution.” The John Cabot University Interfaith Club ends their meetings in 
silence. “It is a lack of resolution that gives us peaceful resolution.” Like other 
methods of creative dialogue, silence literally breaks down the wall of words. 
 
Humanization and Non-Linear Thinking  
 A more formal methodology for pursuing humanization is the Non-Linear 
Thinking (NLT) method taught by Holy Land Trust (HLT) in Palestine. It 
exemplifies a practical process for adopting a mindset free from inhibiting 
categories. Non-Linear Thinking posits that the main barrier to peace and 
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friendship is cognition: all the ways people make assumptions, project negative 
associations, and ascribe harmful intentions to others without basis. It clears a 
path for humanization because it sharpens awareness of one’s own stereotypes 
and pre-conceptions, and frees the mind into openness and shared experience. 
NLT, in theory and practice, insists that it is possible for humans to 
experience reality unencumbered by social categories or projections. The method 
does not propose that humans can strip themselves of categories to the point of 
being left without an identity, or that it is possible to be only “humans” and 
nothing else, with no cultural particularity. HLT staff say that in the practice of 
Non-Linear Thinking these categories do not completely disappear; rather, a 
person develops heightened awareness of the ways in which these categories are 
clouding, obstructing, or unbalancing their perception of the other. It is a 
method, much like “mindfulness” practice, that trains people to approach the 
present moment—and the people who are encountered in the present moment—
with impartiality and open-mindedness. They are taught to avoid projecting 
categorical condemnations learned from negative experiences in the past, either 
in one's personal history or from a larger longer historical narrative of 
oppression. NLT is said to free people from negative preconceptions based on 
personal or collective past experiences. 
 This method was adopted by HLT staff as part of their search for new 
leadership training methods. Leadership coach Miki Walleczek introduced them 
to the concept. Jonathan, the director of HLT, reflected, “We get so attached and 
connected to the past, we base everything on the past. But the past is nothing but 
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a story. [Non-Linear Thinking] is about plucking or weaning out destructive 
aspects of perception. …I don’t aim to be identity-free. But I also don’t want to be 
imprisoned by my interpretations, so I am weaning out aspects of it that are not 
life-giving.” Like techniques for eliminating “implicit bias,” Non-Linear 
Thinking offers dialoguers a tool for humanizing the religious other. 
 
Narrative as a Method of Humanization 
 Perhaps the most common humanizing method in interfaith praxis is 
seeking commonality through the exchange of personal narratives. How do 
narratives, and the practice of sharing narratives, assist identity formation and 
the reconstruction of identities to mutually reflect each other? This is what this 
section will explore. 
 The word “narrative” has two possible meanings for the purposes of this 
research. It can refer to storytelling, or it can refer to grappling with the multiple 
accounts that can arise in a single group over a shared experience—that is, 
relating different perspectives about a shared experience. The methodology of 
engaging narratives, in both senses of the word, is believed to foster the process 
of humanization.  
Perhaps it is best to start with a story, told by Benedetto, from the 
Waldensian Foundation.  
When I began living in Rome in 2002 there was a boy from Cameroon who 
was escaped from prison. That boy made me change my opinions about 
Africa and immigrants. I was attending a Methodist church at the time 
and we met there. One day he came to my house for lunch, he didn’t have 
a place to stay. He always refused to stay at mine because he wanted a 
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place just for him, but he would accept invitations for meals. That time I 
prepared him some pasta and some fish. He refused the fish, and I was a 
bit shocked, but he explained that he didn’t know if the day after he could 
afford to eat that much, so he didn’t want to get used to eating too much 
and too well. And he saw that I was surprised, and a little ashamed for 
offering too much, and he was very gentle and grateful. He saw he needed 
to explain himself to me instead of just refusing. So, he told me the story 
of where he came from and what his life had been like in Cameroon. The 
first opinion I changed from meeting him was the idea that everyone in 
Africa is very poor. This boy wasn’t poor back in his country, he was an 
agricultural engineer and he had a degree, a job, a house, a car. I was 
speechless, because the life of a refugee here can be worse than the one 
they were living in their own country. That boy forced himself to live in 
poverty, just to survive. Everyone, even the Right Wing, believe the 
contrary. Everyone thinks that these people come here to make money 
and enjoy the riches of Europe. In some cases it can be true, in some others 
not. ...That boy changed my opinion about immigration and refugees. He 
completely changed my perspective. I thought that offering a big meal to 
that boy was a good thing, and instead it was against the strategy of this 
person who was trying to survive every day without charity, by his own 
power. And when he changed my expectations I saw him in a whole new 
light. And I think that he wasn’t used to being listened to, or used to 
someone trying to understand what he really needs. These people should 
be supported and helped to achieve their life project, because they all 
come from different backgrounds. (Benedetto, Waldensian Federation) 
 
 In this story, when the boy from Cameroon refuses the fish, the narrator 
used words like “shocked,” “surprised” and “ashamed” to describe his reaction. 
When the boy takes the time to explain himself, the narrator listens and is asked 
to integrate information that is so new to him that he is struck “speechless.” The 
boy from Cameroon adopts a “gentle and grateful” tone in his self-articulation, 
mitigating the narrator’s shame and staving off defensive apologies. The narrator 
eventually feels “that boy made me change my opinions about Africa and 
immigrants … when he changed my expectations I saw him in a whole new 
light.” In this vignette, the elements of surprise and discrepant information 
challenge a stereotype. The encounter with radical difference emerges through 
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the course of the interaction, as one person gently asserts the way in which they 
are different from the other, and the other is able to undergo the “corrective 
relational experience” (Sandage et al., 2008) of listening to the person, accepting 
their differences, and seeing him more clearly.  
 The trajectory of humanization through narrative often starts with telling 
a personal story. Many scholars have described how the act of creating and 
sharing a narrative helps make coherent sense of one’s own identity and life 
journey, and how the act of telling stories creates a community.153 Sigmund Freud 
considered psychoanalytic treatment a “talking cure,” and the hallmark of 
dialogue is talking. Freud relied on talking to cure afflictions ranging from 
“paralysis, convulsions, sleep disturbances, anorexia, basil motor and respiratory 
ills, and many other physical and emotional conditions” (Bucci 2006, 93). It 
follows that narrative practices in dialogue have cathartic potential. Narratives 
must be released in an emotional manner—that is the essence of Freudian 
therapy—allowing speakers and listeners not just to listen rationally, but to 
experience. Articulation of personal narratives can benefit both narrator and 
listener.154 But “humanization” is not about recitation: it occurs in the relational 
                                               
153 Among those who have written about how narratives form identity are Ammerman (2004); Gill 
(2016); Peterson (1996); Scott and Lyman (1968); Somers (1994); and Working Narratives (2015). 
154 Pennebaker (1997) writes at length about the benefits of putting personal experiences into 
words, and he cautions that actively holding back or inhibiting our thoughts and feelings 
undermines mental stability and even physical health. Disclosure of personal narratives “whether 
by writing or talking, can neutralize many of the problems of inhibition. Writing or talking about 
upsetting things can influence our basic values, our daily thinking patterns, and feelings about 
ourselves. … Not disclosing my thoughts and feelings can be unhealthy. Divulging them can be 
healthy." 
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space that opens up when listeners are drawn into the vivid particularities of the 
story, told in such a way that people see each other’s lives more personally.  
 It is therefore reasonable to frame some forms of storytelling as a form of 
mutual narrative therapy, for both speaker and listener, offering the cultivation 
of intimacy and empathy. Storytellers experience recognition through telling 
their story, while listeners experience an expansion of perspective, and both 
experience relationship. 
 Symbolic interactionist George Herbert Mead (1934) wrote that 
communication forms the self and directs the process of cooperative activity. 
Communication is the organizing principle of the community. Communication 
theorist Em Griffin summarized Mead’s main argument by saying, “the most 
human and humanizing activity that people engage in is talking to each other" 
(Griffin 2003, 60). This emphasis on talking is, if not culturally universal, 
certainly prevalent in the interfaith society. Mead argued that humans are 
created through social interaction, and that language is the principle of social 
organization which has made the distinctively human society possible. Social 
interaction is the source of meaning, and for symbolic interactionists, interaction 
is the basic unit of study, because individuals are created through interaction—
the self is the result of the social process of communicating with others. Society 
too is created through social interaction, as individuals communicate and take on 
each other’s roles and values. If Mead had lived long enough to see the interfaith 
dialogue movement, he might have been pleased. 
The ideal of human society is one which does bring people so closely 
together in their interrelationships [through] the necessary system of 
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communication.… The development of communication is not simply a 
matter of abstract ideas, but is a process of putting one's self in the place of 
the other person's attitude. …The ideal of human society cannot exist as 
long as it is impossible for individuals to enter into the attitudes of 
[others]. (Mead 1934, 147) 
 
 From the standpoint of symbolic interactionism, it is therefore not a big 
leap to make the connection between narrative and humanization. Storytelling 
and listening, then, can be understood to work in tandem to reinforce the “new 
consciousness” that dialoguers hope their practices will introduce, engaging 
communication that allows individuals, in Mead’s words, to put themselves 
“into the attitudes of others.” 
 During my fieldwork, I traveled three times with five other delegates of 
Confronti to the Palestinian territories. Each trip was planned around the notion 
that we would be listeners who could record and then pass on the stories we 
heard. According to the Confronti trip planners, our stories would help to 
humanize the people we met for any public audience that might hear them. 
Indeed, the motto of many of the peace organizations we visited was “Come and 
see; then go and tell.” In the poorest and most violent settings of Palestine, when 
we spoke with individuals and asked how we could help alleviate their 
suffering, many replied, “Just tell my story.” Their request was made with the 
faith that their story will allow new listeners to put themselves “into the attitudes 
of the others.” 
 Their responses reflect the presumed value of narrative: these stories are 
believed to have power to reverse prevailing negative stereotypes of Palestinians 
and help change the public narrative about the Arab-Israeli conflict. In fact, 
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changing the public narrative is one of the hoped-for signs of success in interfaith 
dialogue. A shifting public narrative about a certain community signifies that the 
community itself is entering the process of co-constructing their identity and 
image, instead of being passive while they are talked about. If a community 
assumes the power of self-definition, and their self-articulated vision is absorbed 
into broader public discourse, the interaction with the wider world can 
transform. Giovanni from Confronti described his experience of this kind of 
change when he said, “In dialogue the thing that is different over time, the thing 
that can really change, is the way we talk about immigration, ethics, politics, et 
cetera. If dialogue works, you will talk in different ways over time.”  
 Stories are never simple, however. Awareness of multiple narratives about 
similar topics is another path toward humanizing the other. In recent years, the 
focus on juxtaposing and exploring “multiple narratives” has become a chief 
methodology in the practice of dialogue. This is why the Parent’s Circle / 
Families Forum started their Narratives Project. It is based on the belief that 
people see the same history through different eyes. This project strives to bring 
the two together: “You don’t need to adopt or believe the other’s narrative but 
you need to acknowledge his existence and respect it and all the necessities and 
desires that come with that history,” said Doubi, director of the organization. 
Raising awareness that experiences are recalled from multiple perspectives, and 
that there is never one single narrative of any given reality, can alone constitute a 
paradigmatic shift for a person who previously believed their narrative to be the 
defining one. The possibility of multiple narratives creates room for different 
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people and different perceptions to become comprehensible. One may disagree 
with a counter-narrative, but dialoguers still believe that the very introduction of 
a plausible new story makes the other person less subject to stereotyping, fear or 
wholesale dismissal. It also provides a basis for new lines of action. 
 A Holy Land Trust guide took our Confronti group to visit a land owner 
in Walajah, who told the story of his disputed property. He is living in the last 
standing homestead in a once-thriving Palestinian town which has been 
encroached upon by the Israeli settlement Har Gilo. His house was built between 
1948 and 1967, so it is technically a legal homestead, but he told us his family is 
under constant pressure from the Israeli Ministry of the Interior and the 
municipality of Jerusalem to vacate. I asked the man what it meant for him to 
have visitors who can listen to his story. His response connected humanization 
and narrative.  
It is the most important thing. People in the world trust and believe the 
media. But if you talk with a sister or a friend and you tell them about me 
here in Walajah, they will see your eyes and know what you have seen. 
That has stronger power than any media. You are an ambassador. You are 
a messenger. You make us humans in the eyes of the world. 
 
This feeling is why storytelling is the mission of Confronti’s Beyond the Wall 
project. They seek to foster relationships and personal encounters so that visitors 
can hear Palestinian realities in order to disconfirm stereotypes. Travelers and 
writers with Confronti are ambassadors who listen and personally connect, and 
try to help Palestinians transmit their stories to the world.  
Dialoguers say that the practice of telling one's own story and listening to 
the stories of others is an effective modality for the kind of humanization that 
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includes acceptance of difference. They also say that effective interfaith 
engagement is built on the practice of humanization, and that storytelling 
exchanges facilitate shared emotions and experiences while introducing elements 
of deep difference. Dialoguers say stories make possible a dawning 
consciousness that, even though we are different in some ways, we are also all 
struggling, suffering people sharing this world together. Difference is one of the 
barriers that leads most quickly to human alienation. According to dialoguers, 
when radical difference rears its head, stories pave the way for mutual 
recognition.  
 
Mutual Recognition: Exploring Intersubjectivity in Theory and in Experience  
 
 When I was conducting field research on interfaith dialogue in Rome, I 
thought it would be an important part of my participant-observation to embark 
upon my own interfaith exchange. One spring afternoon, out running errands in 
my neighborhood of Appio Latino, I saw a pair of young women dressed in 
awkwardly modest long dresses, outfitted with telltale shiny black name tags. 
Obviously, they were Mormon sisters conducting missions in Italy. Sister Kemp 
and Sister Brown were both 18 years old, from Nevada and North Carolina 
respectively, thrown together as companion elders and stationed in Rome for a 
season. After a few months of constant rebuke by Romans disinterested in 
Mormonism, both sisters were discouraged in their assignment to spread the 
gospel of the Latter Day Saints. The sisters said Italians were apathetic, were 
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entirely disenfranchised about religion, or so dogmatic in their Catholic claims 
they refused to talk. By the time we met, the sisters were ever so eager to share 
their Mormon faith with an inquisitive American anthropologist. Over the spring 
season we gathered on three different occasions to trade our stories, describe our 
religious commitments, and talk about faith. 
 I grew up with a handful of wonderful Mormon people in San Diego. 
They were my childhood and high school peers. But all I really knew about 
Mormons, going into this dialogue, was that they seemed to have very happy 
families. As a young teen I had visited the local LDS temple in San Diego for a 
guest tour before it was closed to non-members, and my lingering impression 
was that, from floor to ceiling and in the ethnicities of every guest and guide, it 
was all dazzlingly white. I had a generally positive impression of Mormonism, 
but my exposure was limited to some songs from the Book of Mormon musical 
and South Park bits. As my understanding was very cursory and pop-culture-
based, I thought it would be delightful to learn more. 
 What emerged in our dialogues was difference. I am a doctoral student in 
religious studies, culturally Jewish, most comfortable in progressive synagogues. 
I taught a Bar Mitzvah course for two years at a secular humanist Jewish cultural 
society. I am well-educated in Protestant Christian theology and Tibetan 
Buddhist dharma. I am a person of faith, in the Tillichian sense of being grasped 
by questions about ultimate reality. After decades of searching and study I am 
comfortable using the word “God” to mean justice, creativity, resilience and 
constructive meaning-making. My spiritual disciplines generally amount to what 
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I remember to do, some meditation or contemplative reading here and there, or 
whatever pops up on the calendar of the progressive Jewish community in 
Rome.  
 The Mormon girls were much more absolute. For them God is a Heavenly 
Father, the anthropomorphic model for the humans that are created in His 
image. They read their sacred text literally as a historically, theological accurate 
testament of Jesus’ teaching on the American continents. They are well-versed on 
Church doctrine and displayed a relatively uncritical, receptive stance toward 
everything they had been taught. Their faith had been tested out in the world on 
their mission—mostly by the hordes of Italians who wanted nothing to do with 
discussions about religious hope—but they were heartened by their bishop’s 
instruction to pray and ask God if Mormonism was true. They had always 
received a positive answer and felt steadied by certainty and stubborn devotion. 
When I pointed out anachronisms or incoherencies in their teachings, they would 
fall back on the ultimate epistemological trump card: “Only God knows.” 
 From the first dialogue, I could tell that the sisters did not know what to 
do with me. I can speak their language of grace, God, prayer, destiny—but it’s 
always couched in cognitive and cultural caveats, and always appended with 
reflections on socially constructed interpretations of the sacred, and how the 
diversity of human lifeways negates claims to exclusivity. My anthropological 
convictions did not jibe with their depictions of the three Mormon heavens, the 
two holiest of which are reserved for Mormons who achieve piety at varying 
stages of existence. The third one, the lowest paradise, is for all of the rest of us, 
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the non-Mormons and atheists and assassins alike. I said to them, “But I’m a 
good Jewish person—why do I have to go to the bummer heaven?” One of the 
missionaries comforted me: “But it’s still a glorious heavenly kingdom!” When I 
categorized their afterlife schema as exclusivist, they bristled. “But Mormonism 
is open for everyone to convert to!” Nevertheless, they confirmed that the deepest 
possible human flourishing is only available to Mormons. Those who do not 
embrace Mormon doctrine remain, on some level, forever alienated from the real 
testaments of Heaven. 
 I clarified, “If I choose to continue to grow, follow God, journey with 
scripture, and be ethically sound—I still cannot truly flourish unless I become 
Mormon?” They looked troubled, and nodded yes. They seemed dismayed by 
my refusal to acknowledge the existence of an anthropomorphic, judging, loving 
Heavenly Father. 
 Throughout our three meetings I kept a steady face, but I felt equally 
troubled by their selective literalism and the very subjective sources of their 
religious certainty. In drawing nearer to the Mormons and deepening my 
acquaintance with LDS Church doctrine, my heart grew critical. I experienced 
the inevitable point in interreligious dialogue when each party encounters 
irreconcilable difference. The Mormon missionaries and I found the line between 
us, which neither of us could cross. I am relatively confident in my exposure to 
religious and philosophical thinking, and I remain convicted and steady in my 
own position. And, because of their own constellations of certainties, 
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conditioning, education, and tools of piety, the sisters remained in their own 
positions. 
 But deep, deep down I felt myself mystified and irritated by their 
positions. I left the dialogue feeling tenderness and pity for the Mormon girls—
and deeper cynicism about Mormonism itself. I believe they feel exactly the same 
way about me. Nevertheless, the tensions in my dialogue with the Mormons 
were soothed by a mutually-upheld covenant of respect, patience, and deep 
listening. Our dialogue was consummately respectful, at least on the level of 
discourse and expression. Our nonviolent social graces constituted the baseline 
and container of our dialogue. At the end of the day, the behavioral covenant 
was the container of our dialogue. Our behavioral covenant—nonviolence in 
language and friendliness in mien—was the only agreement that our dialogue 
achieved. 
 Through these dialogues I saw that dialogue functions best when aimed at 
understanding and respect for inalienable, irreconcilable difference—rather than 
changed minds, theological agreement, or anxious obsession with 
commonalities. Commonalities can be identified alongside differences. The peace 
can be kept. As long as participants behave nonviolently, acknowledging the 
limits to our understanding and the bounded absoluteness of our values, the 
questioning can continue. In my dialogue with the Mormon sisters, both parties, 
in the act of articulating their own narratives, felt more solidified in their 
respective positions. The product of this dialogue was not answers or 
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agreement—it was the dialogue itself, and all of the questions that arose between 
us.  
 Nevertheless, given the sincerity of our desire to connect, it was 
profoundly uncomfortable to encounter our irreconcilable differences. They were 
never going to agree with me, and I was never going to convert to Mormonism. 
We gazed at each other affectionately over the crevasse. I realized through 
talking with the Mormon sisters that dialogue’s other labor, therefore, is practice 
holding the tension of difference and staking one’s own claims with gentle 
firmness. Once the discomfort and tension subsided, the clear establishment of 
our differences and the goodwill that uplifted us felt refreshing. I admired—with 
a tinge of sacred jealousy—that these young missionaries were so full of purpose 
and enthusiasm, empowered by sincere love for God and by their desire to share 
the promises of their faith. I was grateful that they listened with studious clarity 
to my positions, even though they were undoubtedly difficult and confusing at 
times, and that they sought to make connections between my words and their 
understandings. I was moved by their devotion to their families and their 
courage to leave their homes for so long in order to spread the teachings of their 
uniquely cohesive religious community. But I knew that once we parted, we 
would go our separate ways.  
 After our three dialogues together, the sisters were relocated by their 
administering bishop, sent off to distant lands to regale potential converts with 
the testimony of Joseph Smith. I admit I was relieved to be dispensed of the 
obligation to continue meeting with them. It had been very pleasant to encounter 
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difference and articulate my own position, but after stretching myself, I just 
wanted to go back home, forget about the Urim and Thummim, and relax. 
The story above describes an experience of “mutual recognition,” a 
ubiquitous construct in the world of interfaith engagement. The Mormon sisters 
and I could not have been more different in our worldviews and religious 
practice, but through our series of dialogues we were able to appreciate each 
other’s positions and peacefully hold our differences, thanks to the pleasant and 
affectionate tone of our frank conversations. Rather than laboring to cram 
together the irreconcilable differences in our worldviews, we were able to create 
a “liminal” space where our friendship withstood our very different destinations 
in life. This encounter came to ground my understanding of “mutual 
recognition,” a relational construct that reflects a mature, accepting approach to 
interfaith difference. 
My awareness of “mutual recognition” was piqued early in my research. I 
saw the phrase bandied about at many interfaith events in Rome, in the title of a 
January 2015 conference at the Pontifical Urbaniana University, “Towards 
Mutual Recognition: Between Religions and Cultures in Today’s World.” When 
several of my interviewees, unprompted, said that it was the goal of dialogue to 
achieve “mutual recognition,” I started to notice how often the phrase was 
invoked. I began to ask other interviewees whether they had heard the phrase 
and what it meant to them.  
 The more I tried to pin down its meaning, however, the more difficult it 
became to understand. I asked people what this phrase meant, and observed 
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time and time again that interfaithers either balked at defining it, offered a 
spectrum of variant understandings of it, and generally could not clarify when 
they had achieved it or what the consequences would be if they had achieved it. It 
was clear that it did not mean everything, nor did it mean nothing. There were 
some constraints to the term and some dimensions that emerged in its usage, but 
my efforts to understand it revealed mutual recognition to be a subjective and 
socially constructed ideal that bears more concrete power in its communal 
invocation than in its ability to signify any identifiable state of being or 
connection. Of course, vagueness has virtues: it allows people to agree or at least 
continue to converse without having to define terms. The invocation of “mutual 
recognition” is a significant discursive symbol that is vague in its meaning but 
powerful in its ability to mobilize dialogue. 
 In the end, I have concluded that “mutual recognition” is a motivating 
discursive ideal, totemized by interfaithers as a pure moment of spontaneous 
relationality and a relational change agent that allows for the co-mingling of 
radical interpersonal difference. Interfaithers construct “mutual recognition” 
much in the way they construct “transformation,” “unity,” and “humanization:” 
as dynamically motivating community ideals and also as normative phenomena 
that are assumed to be brought about by dialogue. 
 I became fascinated by the ubiquity of this phrase, so elusive and 
paradigmatically subjective, yet so central to dialogue discourse. So, I embarked 
upon a deeper attempt to understand its construction and functioning in the 
interfaith field. I have sought to place psychoanalytic explanations of 
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intersubjectivity and spiritual transformation alongside my anthropological 
observations in order to push the theory forward. In the following sections I 
share theoretical descriptions of the mutual recognition experience and the shape 
of the construct in the minds of those who pursue it. 
To arrive at a deeper understanding of how “mutual recognition” was 
being understood and employed, I undertook a multi-method research strategy. I 
began by reviewing theoretical explorations of how “mutual recognition” is 
constructed in psychoanalytic literature. I then identified scenarios from my 
fieldwork immersion that struck me as particularly illustrative of the concept. I 
was also interested, however, in how people talked about mutual recognition, so 
I coded and analyzed narrative interview data on mutual recognition, using 
NVIVO software to identify themes. Finally, I conducted analysis of 
ethnographic narrative interview data on mutual recognition in Leximancer, a 
qualitative analysis software that maps themes, concepts and their associated 
relationships from a body of text.  
 Each of these research approaches “peeled back the onion” of mutual 
recognition, revealing something about the concept itself or about the 
community that constructs it. Mutual recognition is a container for a relational 
experience that can correct stereotypes. While the academic discussion of mutual 
understanding gives us a useful abstract framework for imagining the mechanics 
of mutual recognition in the psyche, the ethnographic field observations and 
narrative interview data ground these academic abstractions in the words of non-
specialists who belong to a community that is busy constructing this concept in 
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their own way. Comparing abstract academic precision with vaguer experiential 
narratives of practitioners allows for academics to fine-tune their understandings 
and for field practitioners to pursue their stated goals with more focus and 
clarity. The Leximancer analysis complements these approaches and allows us to 
see distinct differences between the groups of people I was researching, so we 
can better understand how group belonging determines much about 
interpretation and self-reflexivity.  
 
Theoretical Approaches to Mutual Recognition 
Jessica R. Benjamin is a psychodynamic theorist whose theoretical 
writings are noted for their distinctly feminist reflections on how relations are 
influenced by power. She builds on the work of Hegel, Habermas, and feminist 
theorists across numerous disciplines. In my search for the meaning of mutual 
recognition, I consumed Benjamin’s psychoanalytic theoretical writings on the 
topic. Benjamin frames mutual recognition as a subject-to-subject encounter 
between individuals who have—if only for a fleeting moment—been able to 
draw near to each other’s radical alterity without protecting themselves with 
defensive idealizations or negative projections. Benjamin’s recognition theory 
illuminates the radical potential of acknowledgment in creating relational 
repair—chiefly, acknowledgement of difference. 
 Intersubjectivity is “the process by which we become able to grasp the 
other as having a separate yet similar mind” (2004, 5). Benjamin’s work on the 
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conditions required for what she calls intersubjectivity is very helpful for 
thinking through the mechanics of transformation in the ambit of interfaith 
dialogue. It suggests how mutual recognition can be framed as a relational 
change agent, or as “re-cognition”—literally, changing how people think about 
and relate to each other.  
 Benjamin’s early definition of mutual recognition is “a relation in which 
each person experiences the other as a ‘like subject,’ another mind who can be 
‘felt with,’ yet has a distinct, separate center of feeling and perception” (Benjamin 
2004). In her later work in the ambit of Israel-Palestine dialogue (2012) she 
expanded her definition, arguing that mutual recognition is not solely founded 
on empathy but on the individual’s capacity to hold multiple voices and 
competing narratives inside the self.155 
 For Benjamin, mutual recognition amounts to an experience of “seeing 
and being seen,” which reconciles a painful conflict rooted in interpersonal 
difference. Her theoretical approach discerns three primary dimensions of 
mutual recognition: recognition (seeing and being seen), alterity (withstanding 
difference), and reconciliation (withstanding and integrating difference). Mutual 
recognition involves seeing the other as a subject with an equivalent center of 
experience; it is a developmental achievement that entails a gradually and 
imperfectly acquired capacity. Benjamin presupposes that humans have a 
                                               
155 Note the evolution of Benjamin’s thinking on mutual recognition. It is the progression from one 
definition of “narrative”—a personal story that can be shared—to another definition, that is, 
“narratives” representing multiple and sometimes clashing perspectives of common experiences. 
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capacity—though always unevenly manifest—to mutually recognize one 
another.  
 To achieve “mutual recognition” requires an increase in the ability to 
withstand aggression, offense, and the stress of alterity—that is, an enhancement 
of “differentiation of self” among participants. “Differentiation of self” is a 
central integrative maturity construct, described by Sandage et al. (2008) as “the 
ability to balance (a) emotional and cognitive functioning and (b) intimacy and 
autonomy in relationships.” Interfaith engagement, given the right conditions, 
can serve as a crucible for the achievement of mutual recognition, and through 
its sustained repetition can help enhance “differentiation of self” so that people 
come to differentiate between types of threat and to withstand differences.156  
Such a tough-minded approach to difference was not always what 
interfaithers had in mind by mutual recognition. In interviews, when asked 
about whether people can truly understand each other, some of my interviewees 
answer optimistically along the lines of Carl Rogers, an American humanist 
psychologist who promoted person-centered psychology and a positive view of 
the psyche, much like what William James (1936) called the ‘once born’ faith. 
Rogers (1959) believed that humans have one basic motive, that is the tendency 
to self-actualize, i.e., to fulfill one's potential and achieve the highest possible 
level of “human-beingness.” Self-actualization, for Rogers (1961), is brought 
                                               
156 Since the construct of “differentiation of self” can be evaluated with the administration of 
Skowron and Schmitt’s Differentiation of Self Inventory – Revised Version (2003), one possible way to 
empirically detect the presence of mutual recognition could be by measuring one of its supposed 
effects, “differentiation of self,” as a potential benchmark for detecting or evaluating the 
achievement of mutual recognition. 
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about by the congruence of the ideal self and one’s actions. Fully-functioning 
personhood is brought about in an environment of genuineness (openness and 
self-disclosure), acceptance (being seen with unconditional positive regard), and 
empathy (being listened to and understood). Dialoguers in the Rogers camp say 
that dialogue is a relational practice of self-actualization and mutual 
humanization, a process of connecting on basic levels of shared human 
experiences such as familyhood, love, desires, and the search for personal 
fulfillment.  
 A second group is more rational. They describe mutual recognition in the 
tradition of social philosopher Jürgen Habermas (1984, 1987): mutual 
comprehension is the product of a rational communicative process. 
Communicative coordination is made possible by rational potential built into 
everyday speech. According to these dialoguers, as long as we keep sharing, we 
can eventually understand each other. If dialoguers are oriented toward 
“reaching understanding,” which Habermas regards as the “inherent telos” of 
speech, they engage in what Habermas calls “communicative action,” which he 
distinguishes from strategic forms of social action. If statements that pass 
between dialoguers meet three basic validity claims (sincerity, rightness, and 
truth) they meet “acceptability conditions” implicit between them and can strive 
toward deeper concrete understanding of each other.  
 A third category of dialoguers speak about the unknowable mysteries of 
another person. Their answers reflect the philosopher Emmanuel Levinas’s sense 
that the other is traumatizing in their otherness: “The face resists possession, 
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resists my powers” (Levinas 1969, 197). What we should strive for is to maintain 
ethical behaviors because humans minimally bear mutual obligation not to efface 
or kill each other (Urbano 2010; Levinas 1985, 86; Levinas 1969, 294). For Levinas, 
who is channeling Hegel and Sartre, no event in life is as affectively disruptive 
for a person as the encounter with another person. Intersubjectivity is “lived 
immediacy.” Responding to the other—the response-ability—is an ethical 
commitment of “transcendence” and “fraternity.” The face-to-face encounter is 
crucial for self-articulation as the ‘I’ discovers its own particularity when it is 
singled out by the gaze of the other. These gazes interrupt our life forcefully, and 
only everyday language or dialogue can bridge these affective interruptions. 
Therefore, our differences are disturbing, but we can and should, in Levinas’s 
normative tones, attempt to bridge them with language even if there is not 
guarantee of succeeding. Dialoguers in the “Levinas” camp whose ideas of 
dialogue reflect hopeful but uncertain commitments to the act of trying to make 
contact with each other. In continuing to practice dialogue, they reflect 
psychoanalytic theorist Jessica Benjamin’s conviction that mutual comprehension 
is more complicated than we expect but it is still possible, if conditions are right. 
Whereas Levinas more strongly emphasizes the impossibility of really knowing 
one another, Benjamin positions herself between Habermas and Levinas on the 
know-ability of the other. 
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Ethnographic Approaches to Mutual Recognition 
 
 As I examined my field data, I noted both the prevalence of the concept in 
the discourse of interfaithers and the absence of clarity about what it was and 
how they would know if it had been accomplished. The major difference 
between how Jessica Benjamin theorizes about mutual recognition and how it is 
conceptualized by people actually striving to achieve it is a matter of scale. 
Benjamin defines mutual recognition specifically by its capacity to transcend the 
stress of interpersonal difference and briefly alleviate internalized defense 
mechanisms that may arise in the face of vexing personal differences. But 
practitioners of dialogue also define it in terms of establishing commonalities, 
achieving sentimental connections, and sharing experience. In other words, 
Benjamin as a theorist sees it as centered on difference whereas practitioners see 
it (like “humanization”) as conveying a dance of similarity and difference.  
Psychoanalytic theorists are also referring to controlled intimate 
interpersonal encounters, while dialoguers are talking about larger, messier, 
inter-group encounters in all sorts of contexts, with all sorts of modalities of 
interaction. Interfaithers work in grassroots worlds amongst everyday people 
who are generally not psychoanalytic specialists, who do not engage in 
professional talk about psychic structures, limbic shifts, attachment security, or 
subject-subject interactions. So, the subtle depth with which mutual recognition 
is articulated by a psychoanalytic specialist is lost on interfaithers. Likewise, 
because Benjamin conceives of mutual recognition in the complex yet controlled 
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clinician-patient context, the confidence with which she approaches the construct 
does not neatly mirror the multidimensional mechanics of the interfaith social 
gathering.  
The Dimensions of Mutual Recognition 
 While Benjamin’s ideas provide a useful counterpoint, interfaithers 
themselves do not draw on her theories. Their own grassroots theories of mutual 
recognition can be discovered within the discourses of the groups I interviewed 
and observed. Once I noticed how often the term was used, I began asking my 
interviewees directly about mutual recognition. I asked if they knew the term, if 
they could define it, how it could be achieved, and what its consequences might 
be. I asked Confronti staff, Confronti volunteers, Roman interfaith workers, 
“typical Romans” who do not practice interfaith dialogue, and Middle Eastern 
dialoguers.  
 After transcribing and translating these interviews with my four sub-
sample groups from Italian into English, I coded the transcripts and compared 
responses. I noticed that descriptions of mutual recognition, as diverse as they 
were, tended to fall into an array of distinct “dimensions.” While one interviewee 
thought of mutual recognition as a matter of intellectual agreement over certain 
ideas, another interviewee felt it to be an indescribable moment of synergy or 
unity between two people. Altogether, I identified eight dimensions or ways of 
talking about mutual recognition. These categories emerged from the combined 
texts themselves, and comparing across sample groups—from Confronti 
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employees and volunteers, to non-Confronti dialoguers and typical Romans who 
don’t do dialogue, to Middle Eastern dialoguers—I was able to see how each 
conceptualized mutual recognition. Table 6.1 lays out the dimensions of mutual 
recognition according to my interview population.  
 
Table 6.1: The Eight Dimensions of Mutual Recognition 
DIMENSION DESCRIPTION 
Intellectual We have agreement/clarity on intellectual ideas. 
Emotional I feel an unexplainable feeling of connection or unity 
Spiritual We share a spiritual experience or pray/meditate together. 
Axiological We have equivalent values; or we both value the pursuit of 
understanding. 
Social / Relational We are friends and spend time together, like a shared meal or social 
event. 
Recognition I have a feeling of being understood, of being accurately interpreted 
Alterity We explore our differences and learn from them. 
Reconciliation A conflict is resolved; one party apologizes for having committed harm, 
wrongdoing or pain 
 
 On-the-ground conceptualization of mutual recognition partially 
reinforces Jessica Benjamin’s idea that it comprises Alterity, which was the most 
commonly-referenced theme in discussions of mutual recognition. But 
Recognition was mentioned only by one dialoguer as an indication of mutual 
recognition, and Reconciliation did not appear at all. On this, many dialoguers 
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agree—mutual recognition is about alterity. Roughly a third of my interviewees 
invoked this definition, such as this 55-year-old Catholic dialoguer.  
Each one of us are individuals, each person has his own background, 
culture, religious roots, and history. The same words like “God” can be 
understood very differently. …We must have the courage to listen to 
others and understand others as they wish to be understood, not as we 
want to understand them. …. We need the courage to forget who we are, 
forget our claims and the narrowing constraints of language--without 
losing ourselves and basic commitments--we need epistemic, ethical 
humility. 
 
It is noteworthy that it was Confronti staff who were most likely to talk of 
mutual recognition in this way. As the group most steeped in theoretical 
understandings of dialogue, it is perhaps not surprising that their discourse most 
closely parallels the picture of mutual recognition painted by Benjamin. 
 To dialoguers, mutual recognition is also much more than just the 
experience of alterity described by Benjamin. On the ground, this construct is 
much more expansive and fluid than in the pages of psychoanalytic theory. 
Dialoguers—and those who do not do dialogue—also invoked an Axiological 
dimension of mutual recognition. That is, they saw mutual recognition itself as a 
sacred value. This was the second most prevalent theme and was explained by a 
Buddhist dialoguer.  
I believe in the process of trying to understand each other. I believe in the 
attempt and the process, even if the result is subjective, even if trying to be 
productive at the attempt is subjective. (Guglielmo) 
 
 Non-dialoguers were especially likely to speak of mutual recognition as a 
value—something that would be good to strive for—while dialoguers showed a 
strong tendency to understand mutual recognition along the dimension of 
Alterity—the encounter with difference. These results suggest that non-
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dialoguers may view dialogue more abstractly and in more ideal terms, whereas 
those who practice dialogue are more aware of the emergence of difference in the 
process. My own story of dialoguing with Mormon missionaries was certainly an 
experience of uncovering and curious investigation of irreconcilable difference. 
These results suggest that dialogue’s capacity to draw out difference is 
understood through experience of dialogue—and that before it is practiced, dialogue is 
likely to be conceptualized as a positive prosocial practice without much 
understanding of its content. 
 To many people who actually dialogue—chiefly the sample groups of 
Confronti volunteers and of dialoguers who work at various interfaith groups—
just as important as an Axiological commitment to mutual recognition is an 
emphasis on the importance of a Social/Relational connection. To them, mutual 
recognition is represented by a feeling of friendship and shared experiences likes 
meals and holidays. Ahmet from Istituto Tevere described the Social/Relational 
dimension of mutual recognition. 
It’s the people as individuals who must connect and tell their stories, not 
speak authoritatively about their religion. There’s no encounter of 
religions. There’s just people with their stories and understandings, 
making friends. 
 
 Mutual recognition has an Intellectual dimension as well, creating an 
experience of agreement or clarity on ideas and definitions. This was especially 
true for Confronti employees, whose work involves explanation and analysis. 
One dialoguer explained how intellectual communion can forge a personal 
connection.  
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We started Tavolo Interreligioso to create a presence in Roman schools 
because there were so many foreign kids that Italian kids didn't 
understand. And all students were being taught Catholicism by Catholics. 
Tavolo Interreligioso brought people of various religions into schools to 
talk about their own religions. The students are 11-19 years old, and we 
changed the curriculum according to kids’ ages. … It's important to teach 
kids in Italy about world religions because the awareness here is 
fundamentally Catholic and everyone is ignorant of others. There were 
Jews before Christ and immigration has brought Muslims, Hindus, and 
Buddhists to Italy. We thought education could provide this mutual 
awareness and understanding. Mutual comprehension is possible. You 
can pursue comprehension of someone's lifestyle, of their history. You’re 
still you, but when you understand more you can fit better with others. 
 
Although the Spiritual/Religious dimension of mutual recognition 
received a low ranking in each of the sample groups, it, along with Alterity, is the 
only dimension that every dialogue group acknowledged as an important 
dimension. This Spiritual dimension—when people pray or meditate together—
is described by a Buddhist monk who participates in Dialogo Interreligioso 
Monastico.  
Dialogue is a mysterious thing. Here's an example of a dialogue I had with 
a Cistercian monk: in moments of difficulty he feels a force. We had a 
discussion of whether to say "who" or ''what" about the force. But 
eventually we found more communion in the concept, not the description 
of it—in the practice over the words. We both feel something analogous to 
the embrace of God—the mystery of the other. 
 
Non-dialoguers, in contrast, never talked about mutual recognition in 
Spiritual or Religious terms. Each of my non-dialoguer interviewees self-rated 
their religiosity as low or nonexistent, so it makes sense that they would not 
interpret mutual recognition as religious or spiritual.  
 This group of Typical Romans who do not do dialogue were most likely to 
understand mutual recognition as a purely emotional experience in which people 
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have an unexplainable feeling of connection with each other. With only an 
abstract and idealized conception of what dialogue is, their image of mutual 
recognition is equally vague. But one Confronti staff member described it that 
way as well. 
I'll say something romantic: that dialogue is happening when you feel it in 
the heart, as it is only symbolic. When you feel the desire to open up, 
when you choose to open up that shield that we all have a little bit. This is 
perhaps banal as a response but I think dialogue is a subjective 
experience. It's spontaneous. You know when you're connecting and you 
know when you're listening to yourself talk. Dialogue does not occur 
simply through the giving and receiving of information. It is a shared 
experience, and sharing of something we like, co-existing or just being 
silent together. It is very romantic, what I say, but I think this thing is true, 
that dialogue is the connection between two people, between different two 
very different realities, which is not always present. Dialogue is special 
because it represents an unusual connection that creates a new reality. 
 
 Jessica Benjamin’s view of mutual recognition rests on seeing and being 
seen, accurately interpreted, and paid attention to; but that experience was 
named by only interfaither. 
When I say “recognition” when we speak of migrants and refugees, I 
speak of seeing them as equals that we recognize primarily as people with 
subjectivity and rights, like ourselves. …Mutual recognition means to see 
other people as resources, acknowledging our difficulties or differences, 
and then recognizing the history of the other and together building a new 
path.  
 
There are traces of what theorists have posited, then, but the dimensions 
that emerged from my coding of interviews tell a more complicated story. 
Mutual recognition is a vague normative ideal or romantic sense of connection 
for some, while others place it within the work of dialogue and encountering 
difference. 
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“Concept Mapping” Approach to Mutual Recognition 
 A further exploration of themes surrounding mutual recognition was 
undertaken with the qualitative analysis software Leximancer, which maps 
themes, concepts and their associated relationships from a body of text. In this 
case, the mapping is of my narrative interview data about mutual recognition, 
from both Rome and the Middle East. Using a process called “text mining,” or 
semantic mapping of natural language, it helps uncover hidden structures in text 
that might fall outside of a researcher’s preconceived framework (Smith and 
Humphries 2006; Veitch 2016). As with many methods of analysis, there are a 
number of limitations to this text mining approach.157 
                                               
157 The limitations of performing semantic analysis with Leximancer depend partially on how the 
software is used, namely, how data is segmented into categories for analysis, as this will affect 
the insights derived. This was a straightforward process for me as I was analyzing only sections 
of interviews that specifically referenced “mutual recognition.” But other limitations are inherent 
in the use of text-mining software. Leximancer outputs are ultimately based on statistical 
associations of words, and nothing more. A lot of data is ignored, like the so-called “stop words,” 
the most common words in a language which are filtered out before or after the processing of 
natural language data. These “stop words” are often the semantic glue that holds sentences 
together and tells us exactly what people mean. They can range from function words such 
as the, is, at, which, and on to words the program deems to be too common to convey useful 
meaning, such as want. Another way of saying this is that Leximancer treats each text segment as 
a “bag-of-words” rather than ordered sentences—"bag-of-words” being the fundamental model 
used in the text-mining field. In this model, text content is treated as a set of words, disregarding 
grammar and even word order but keeping frequencies of occurrences (Cao and Cui, 2016). The 
cardinal “bag-of-words” assumption is that grammar and word order in a document are 
unimportant (Nunez-Mir et al. 2016). The most common type of characteristics calculated from 
the “bag-of-words” model is term frequency, namely, the number of times a term appears in the 
text. However, some studies have shown that a “bag-of-words” approach is insufficient for 
accurate classification (Lin and Demner-Fushman 2005; Taspinar 2016).  
Leximancer outputs are good at suggesting what people are talking about, but reveal 
little about the positions that they hold, or the arguments they are making, except indirectly. 
Also, if certain words or ideas appear infrequently, Leximancer might not identify them: words 
have to occur together a certain number of times before Leximancer can make reliable 
observations about their co-occurrence. Choices made early in the analysis, like which concepts 
are prioritized, can also influence the final results. Furthermore, my Italian interview data was 
translated into English, so the software did not analyze the original language, which creates some 
losses.  
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 There are several reports that the Leximancer software offers on a data set. 
The most useful report for my research is the ranked compound concept report 
which provides a ranked list of the 20 most prominent “concept pairs,” or co-
occurring ideas, for each sub-sample group (Table 6.2). Since the number of 
respondents is quite small, but the data itself is quite rich, it is useful to explore 
the semantic correlations within the data set.  
 
Table 6.2: Ranked Compound Concept Report for Sub-Sample Groups 
Sub-sample group Highly ranked concept pairs Consistency of concept-pair 
occurrence 
Confronti staff (9 
interviews) 
Work & better, person & better, 
conflict & peace, try & everyone, 
conflict & work, talk & problem, 
talk & better, try & problem, work 
& belief, conflict & time, try & 
present.  
16 concept pairs occur in 100% of the 
interview transcripts. 20 out of 20 total 
concept pairs occur in over 60% of the 
interview transcripts.  
 
Reflects highest internal consistency of 
all interview groups.  
Confronti 
participants (20 
interviews) 
Live & believe, change & better, 
change & difficult, change & 
world, live & difficult, change & 
live, awareness & knowledge, 
awareness & peace, awareness & 
mutual, change & open, 
awareness & time. 
10 concept pairs occur in 100% of the 
interview transcripts. 19 out of 20 
concept pairs occur in over 50% of the 
interview transcripts.  
 
Reflects high internal consistency.  
                                                                                                                                            
Nevertheless, plenty of analyses have found Leximancer and other similar text-mining 
analyses to provide powerful insights (e.g., Brown 2016). Leximancer is designed not to “tell you 
the answers” but to guide researchers to interesting patterns in the data. The user still has to 
interpret the results, using their expert knowledge and their familiarity with the text. The analysis 
reported here revealed useful patterns for differentiating and characterizing sub-sample groups. 
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Roman 
interfaithers (20 
interviews) 
Experience & words, experience & 
knowledge, need & meetings, 
others & present, need & words, 
need & peace, others & live, 
experience & things, need & 
human, person & peace, dialogue 
& mutual, religion & important.  
8 concept pairs occur in 100% of the 
interview transcripts. 14 out of 20 
concept pairs occur in over 50% of the 
interview transcripts.  
 
Reflects medium internal consistency 
and more diversity of concepts than 
volunteers and staff of the single 
organization Confronti.  
Israeli-Palestinian 
dialoguers (f=27) 
Awareness & power, human & 
peace, awareness & conflict, live & 
present, conflict & difficult, live & 
better, talk & power, work & 
present, need & everyone, human 
& live, talk & meetings, awareness 
& people, human & others, 
conflict & live. 
7 concept pairs occur in 100% of the 
interview transcripts. 15 out of 20 
concept pairs occur in over 50% of the 
interview transcripts.  
 
Reflects medium internal consistency 
and diversity of concepts, roughly 
equal to those of the Roman 
interfaithers group. 
Typical Romans / 
Non-dialoguers 
(18 interviews) 
Try & mutual, believe & people, 
religion & person, religion & 
different, different & people, 
possible & talk, religion & open, 
religion & live, person & open.  
2 concept pairs (“try & mutual” and 
“believe & people”) occur in 100% of 
the interview transcripts. 1 out of 20 
concept pairs (“religion & person”) 
occurs in over 50% of the interview 
transcripts. The fourth strongest 
concept pair (“religion & different”) 
occurs in only 43% of interview 
transcripts. 
 
Lowest number of compound concept 
consistency of all the other samples. 
Reflects low internal consistency, 
highest diversity of concepts, highest 
level of subjectivity/autonomy in 
constructing mutual recognition.  
 
 In each paragraph below, I will discuss each group’s approach to mutual 
recognition and then show how the semantic analysis reveals which concepts are 
central to the group as well as the differences between the groups. In some 
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important ways, these concept co-occurrence reports amount to a “fingerprint” 
for each group. 
 The first group analyzed, the Confronti staff, was undergoing a leadership 
transition during my fieldwork period. The new director spent a lot of time 
mediating conflicts among the staff that had arisen and festered under previous 
leadership. Staff members talked a lot about staff dynamics in their interviews, 
reflecting on how mediated dialogue and increased talking among staff members 
contributed to conflict resolution and improved dynamics in the organization. 
Among the 9 members of the Confronti staff, examples of the most frequently co-
occurring concept pairs reflect that environment—work & better, person & 
better, conflict & peace, try & everyone, conflict & work, talk & problem, talk & 
better, try & problem, work & belief, conflict & time, try & present. These 
concept pairs reflect a strong collective focus on the workplace, on effort (“try”), 
and on problems improving (“better”) through people talking to each other. 
Dialogue and conflict resolution were realities “at home.”  
Nevertheless, their interviews reflected a very strong common culture. 
Many of the concept pairs (16 out of 20) appeared in every Confronti staff 
interview, and all (20 out of 20) concept pairs occurred in at least 60% of the 
transcripts. Staff members were talking about the same concepts in the same 
ways. In fact, Confronti staff showed the highest internal consistency in the 
topics they discussed and the way they talked about things. This group, 9 people 
who have worked together for between 5 and 20 years, has developed common 
ways to think and talk about problems. The Leximancer analysis corroborates my 
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etic observation that this group values working hard to solve problems through 
mediated conversation. 
 The second group analyzed, Confronti volunteer participants, displayed a 
fundamentally optimistic character and an idealistic approach to dialogue. This 
group carries fundamentally positive ideas about a better and more peaceful 
world being achievable through the development of awareness. Running 
through their interviews are concept pairs such as awareness & knowledge, 
awareness & peace, awareness & mutual, awareness & time. They are also 
realistic in acknowledging the arduous nature of this task. I observed this during 
interviews and the Leximancer analysis confirms my impression. For instance, 
this group frequently invokes concepts of change: change & difficult, change & 
world, live & difficult, change & live. But their stance toward this work is 
basically hopeful and faithful, using such concept pairs as change & better, 
change & open.  
There is somewhat less internal consistency of speaking among these 
volunteers than among the intensely-immersed Confronti staff. Ten concept pairs 
occur in 100% of the interview transcripts. All but one of the concept pairs occur 
in over 50% of the sub-sample transcripts. That means the commonalities in how 
Confronti volunteers talk is high, but they are a larger group and share less 
common experience than the Confronti staff. I also observed that this group’s 
discourse is the most “conceptual” and the least concrete of all sample groups. 
Words like “world” and “change” are abstract and reflect the aspirations of the 
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group. They are fueled by ideals and moral standards, and their language 
choices show it. 
 The third group, interfaithers who dialogue in various Roman interfaith 
sectors, are more dispersed and had less internal consistency in the way they 
spoke in interviews. Only eight out of 20 concept pairs were found in all the 
interview transcripts, and 14 out of 20 concept pairs occurred in over 50% of the 
sub-sample interviews. These are representatives of many different organizations 
and practice many methodologies of dialogue. This group’s discourse is far more 
concrete and impact-oriented than that of the Confronti staff or volunteer 
participants. They often voice concerns about how concrete human needs 
(including that of peaceful coexistence) can be met through the practice of 
dialogue. Their frequently co-occurring word pairs include: need & meetings, 
others & present, need & words, need & peace, others & live, need & human. 
There is also a spiritual, experiential and relational theme in their discourse, with 
frequent word pairs such as person & peace, dialogue & mutual, religion & 
important, experience & words, experience & knowledge, experience & things. 
The emphasis upon “experience,” “need” and “peace” in this group shows a 
combination of practicality and urgency that reflects what I observed in 
interviews—they have been working for many years on a task they find 
important to the world. Their concept pairs convey a collective conviction that 
when “others” come together to exchange “words” in “meetings,” peaceful 
collaboration can result. These concept pairs confirm my etic sense that these 
Roman interfaithers are pragmatic and deliberate in their approach to convivenza, 
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believing it is both attainable, and, even if it comes slowly, it is crucial to keep 
striving toward it. 
 The fourth group analyzed, Israeli and Palestinian dialoguers, employ 
concepts of mutual recognition that are more diverse (reflecting “medium” 
internal consistency), showing about the same concept-pair frequency and 
diversity of ideas as the Roman interfaithers: 7 out of 20 concept pairs occur in 
100% of the interview transcripts, and 15 out of 20 concept pairs occur in over 
50% of the interview transcripts. As both groups contain members affiliating 
with diverse organizations—yet all practicing dialogue—it makes sense that their 
rate of internal consistency falls on a spectrum between representatives of a 
single dialogue organization (Confronti) and a group of people who do not 
practice dialogue at all (“typical Romans”). The Middle Eastern dialoguers are 
very aware of power and conflict, with frequent concept pairs that include 
awareness & conflict, conflict & difficult, awareness & power, and conflict & live. 
Still they value talking and collaborations as a way to live better together, as 
reflected in concept pairs such as live & better, talk & power, work & present, 
need & everyone, human & live, talk & meetings, human & others. They know 
this process is difficult and takes a lot of work. The analysis shows us they 
construct mutual recognition as a process of developing awareness and active 
peacebuilding in order to balance out the challenge of co-existence, meeting 
diverse needs, and improving interpersonal relations in conditions of conflict. 
Harkening to the earlier section of this chapter on humanization, this analysis 
also shows that the word “human” is more prominent here than in any other 
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group—and the most connected to other important concepts.158 The concept of 
“human” is followed closely by “awareness,” “talk” and “conflict.” Again, the 
Leximancer analysis corroborates my etic assessment of Middle Easter 
dialoguers. Their work is an urgent reaction to local conflict and it promotes 
mutual humanization and awareness of common needs and desires through talk.  
 Not surprisingly, the discourse of the fifth sample group, typical Romans 
who do not practice dialogue, contains the lowest number of compound concepts 
of all the other groups. Given that dialogue and mutual recognition are not part 
of their social world, there is low internal consistency in how they conceptualize 
mutual recognition: only 2 concept pairs (“try & mutual” and “believe & 
people”) occur in 100% of the interview transcripts. And only 1 out of 20 concept 
pairs (“religion & person”) occurs in over 50% of the interview transcripts. The 
fourth strongest concept pair (“religion & different”) occurs in only 43% of 
interview transcripts. Given the low rate of concept pair frequency and 
distribution, both within the sample and compared to other samples, we can 
conclude that these non-dialoguers have few common cultural concepts for 
thinking about mutual recognition. Their paired concepts include try & mutual, 
believe & people, religion & person, religion & different, different & people, 
possible & talk, religion & open, religion & live, person & open. These words 
reflect—as I concluded earlier -- that people who do not practice dialogue often 
                                               
158 While all of the other groups analyzed in Leximancer frequently use the concepts of “person” 
and “people,” the Middle Eastern dialoguers are the only group who specifically use the word 
“human”—and, to boot, they use it more than any other concept. The Leximancer analysis helped 
explain why I rely more on my Israeli-Palestinian data to explain the “humanization” discourse 
in the interfaith society, although ultimately it is a key construct for dialoguers everywhere. 
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have an abstract and ideal assessment of dialogue; they may pontificate about 
religion and its relation to social divides and personal openness. They may 
express a range of platitudes about interpersonal difference, but if personally 
uninvolved with dialoguing there is no anchoring experience or conversation to 
shape their ideas. This semantic analysis also corroborates my analysis of the 
eight dimensions of mutual recognition, namely that typical Romans who do not 
do dialogue hold an “axiological” notion of mutual recognition: they see it as a 
worthy pursuit, a value in and of itself. 
 
Mutual Recognition in the Interfaith Society 
 Different groups conceptualize mutual recognition according to their 
specific contexts, ideals, values and intentions. For certain psychoanalytic 
theorists, “mutual recognition” is a normative description of the psychological 
mechanisms potentially engaged in a clinical subject-subject encounter. In the 
field, among people engaged in interfaith encounters, only a multidimensional or 
“family resemblance” definition can be construed from empirical data on how 
the term is used. As resonant as psychodynamic theoretical descriptions of 
psychological mechanisms seem to be, such mechanisms are rarely empirically 
observable in ordinary settings. Nevertheless, the normative descriptions of 
mutual recognition influence how the people who use this term think and talk 
about what they are trying to do. Based on the theoretical descriptions, I 
searched my data for signs that dialoguers understood mutual recognition to 
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have dimensions of Recognition, Alterity and Reconciliation, as Jessica Benjamin 
might have expected.  
 Rather than a neat psychological lexicon, ethnographic observations and 
the semantic analysis have shown us that the term is constructed in various ways 
according to the character and intent of the group that is constructing it. The 
Confronti staff collectively values working hard to solve problems through 
mediated conversation. Confronti volunteer participants display a 
fundamentally optimistic character and an idealistic approach to dialogue; they 
are fueled by ideals and moral standards, and talk about dialogue with positive 
and abstract language. Interfaithers who dialogue in various Roman interfaith 
sectors have among them a diversity of concepts about dialogue, but their 
discourse is largely concrete and impact-oriented and combines practicality and 
urgency about the importance of practicing dialogue to improve the world. 
Israeli and Palestinian dialoguers are very aware of conflict and they value 
talking and collaborations as a way to promote mutual humanization and 
awareness of common needs and desires. The fifth group, typical Romans who 
do not practice dialogue, often have an abstract and idealized assessment of 
dialogue; they see it as a worthwhile pursuit but they have no concrete, practical 
understandings of how it works.  
 There is a distinction between the inherently interpersonal and subjective 
phenomenon being described by psychologists and the very social and political 
reality of groups seeking mutual understanding. That leads to a variety of 
understandings and strategies, reflected in the dimensions of mutual recognition 
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that emerged in my interviews. These interactions in the field are situated in the 
particular social locations in which dialogue is (or is not) being practiced. 
 Mutual recognition is not an empty construct: it doesn’t mean nothing. It 
is used in myriad ways, but it also doesn’t mean everything. The term is 
constrained: it bears a positive emotional valence and remains a normative 
construct, something people strive for. Collective mapping of the construct spans 
“dialogue, understand, people, conflict, talk, awareness, respect, possible, 
human.” These words, especially when linked, generally bear a favorable 
connotation. “Mutual recognition” is, if nothing else, a good thing. 
 
Mutual Recognition as an Ultimate Sacred Postulate 
 Ultimately, mutual recognition is most precisely regarded as an “ultimate 
sacred postulate,” anthropologist Roy Rappaport’s term for sanctified phrases or 
mantras performed ritualistically, which “serve as foundations of discursive 
structures which include more than themselves” (Rappaport 1999, 287). It 
functions much like the interfaith society’s other totemic sacred values of unity 
and transformation. These totems remain sacred as long as they are performed. 
Rappaport writes that their sacredness is constituted by their 
unquestionableness: the ultimate sacred postulate is accepted, invariant, and 
regarded as social fact (279). Ultimate sacred postulates "sanctify, which is to say 
certify, the entire system of understandings in accordance with which people 
conduct their lives" (117; c.f. Messer and Lambek 2001).  
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 Mutual recognition is an ultimate sacred postulate in that it is low in social 
specificity, generally taken to be paramount to the ritual (in this case dialogue), 
and does not issue specific social instructions or provide rules of order. It is 
irreducible, undefinable, and dynamically motivating. It radiates with a 
significance that cannot be clearly elucidated. In fact, its fluidity is just what 
allows it to serve as a shared value. 
 Mutual recognition, at once ubiquitous and indeterminate, very 
meaningful yet without clear meaning, is a fuzzy polestar of interfaith 
engagement yet its social construction is variant and its interpretation shifts 
according to the beholder. The term is a container for many flavors of 
constructive relationality. The ubiquity of the term in the interfaith society and 
the indeterminacy of its contents constitute a point of departure for a discussion 
about the immeasurable, unidentifiable nature of acts of meaning and relation. 
What at first seemed like a wild goose chase to define mutual recognition led me 
to a completely different end. Rather than establishing an empirical index of 
cumulative progress in a relational realm—or even a very well-defined 
measurable variable—a different yardstick emerged. By examining mutual 
recognition as a socially-constructed symbol, we have been able to see significant 
differences among groups within and outside the interfaith community, and in 
two different cultural settings.  
 This shift in perspective is, in fact, at the heart of the interfaith zeitgeist. It 
is not about questions of efficiency and results: it is an anti-capitalist movement 
of meaningful relationality that rejects modern ideals of impact and productivity. 
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Dialogue represents a moral battle for modes of relation: rather than following a 
defined path and achieving concrete milestones, it mirrors the variance inherent 
in diverse backgrounds, interpretations, and performances. The absence of 
concrete progress indicators and the instability of central terms like mutual 
recognition shows that dialogue is a mode of relation that operates on an axis of 
value and meaning rather than accumulation and domination. It is a journey 
rather than a destination. Nevertheless, by all accounts of my interviewees, there 
is a mystery at its heart, because it still “works,” at least on the inner lives of 
practitioners. It still changes individual lives and relationships, and over time, 
momentum and impact can be demonstrated. Mutual recognition, though it lacks 
clear signifiers and benchmarks, is constituted by a subjective sense of 
immediacy and authentic connection. As a goal it is indefinable and elusive but 
as a dynamically motivating ideal of human unity, it persists in the ambit of 
dialogue. 
 Given that mutual recognition is a subjective experience, it remains 
difficult to detect or define. Whether or not mutual recognition is “real” is a 
phenomenological, epistemological and psychological question. But I am an 
anthropologist, and my study relies upon self-reported data on subjective 
experience. It is clear from this data that mutual recognition is real for 
dialoguers. Therefore, “mutual recognition” can be considered a discursive 
object or an ultimate sacred postulate without affirming or denying the existence 
of the phenomenon itself, and so I consider “mutual recognition” to be an ideal 
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that motivates and shapes dialogue strategies and fuels the adaptive ritual of 
dialogue—regardless of whether recognition is ever achieved.  
 Mutual recognition is one of the prominent goals of dialogue. It is 
constructed by dialoguers as the relational change agent of interfaith encounter 
and the mechanism interfaithers experience as they manage their differences. It is 
treated differently in different contexts. It is a discursive object with multiple 
vectors of meanings for different dialoguers. As we saw in Chapter 3, dialoguers 
constitute a group of people whose main social practice is celebrating their hope 
and their shared sacred values—that is, their own collective representation. The 
hope of interfaith workers is that, although people generally see each other 
“through a glass darkly,” with repeated experiences of “mutual recognition,” the 
glass may become slightly more transparent. 
Mutual recognition, then, takes its place alongside “humanization” as a 
common discursive goal of dialoguers. Humanization is a universalistic, 
essentialist discursive object of the interfaith society, a process achieved through 
dialogue, which enables its practitioners to become more fully human, because 
humanity is relational. Narrative dialogue—both storytelling and raising 
awareness of the multiplicity of perspectives on reality—is a common 
methodology for humanizing others. Finally, mutual recognition is another 
discursive object that dialoguers invoke to enhance group solidarity and express 
collective identity in the form of their sacred values. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: Common Interfaith Tools—Setting Up the Conditions of 
Pluralism 
 
 Dialogue does not just happen. Nor does pluralism arise naturally from 
social diversity. Without a good leader to “captain the ship” of a dialogue, 
without will and commitment on the part of the dialoguers to keep coming back 
and trying to understand each other over time, and without their collective 
understanding that they are fundamentally safe, it is likely that attempts to 
dialogue will be one-sided or break down early in the process. This chapter 
addresses group-building techniques and prerequisite conditions that make it 
possible for interfaithers to engage in a constructive, meaningful way. There are 
four “tools” that interfaithers talk about being crucial for converting de facto 
social diversity into pluralism: Intention to dialogue, Safe Haven, Leadership, 
and Repetition. Put together, this means that a dialogue is facilitated by a leader 
with the intention to build a safe space where a group can convene repeatedly 
and work together to disconfirm negative stereotypes and cultivate meaningful 
relationships. 
 These four conditions are interdependent and influence each other, and 
none of them alone is sufficient to create effective dialogue. Without at least one 
of them in place, it is unlikely that an interpersonal or intercultural standoff can 
be resolved. These conditions are emphasized and understood differently 
depending on where and how dialogue is practiced, from institutional to 
grassroots sectors. In this chapter, theoretical psychodynamic literature is 
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interlaced with ethnographic data to provide an analytical framework for 
understanding how interfaithers talk about and practice these conditions. 
 
Identifying Conditions Required to Convert Diversity into Pluralism 
 
 The “Contact Hypothesis” (Allport 1954, 1958) is one of social science’s 
most enduring theoretical approaches to understanding how intergroup relations 
improve. It posits that “simple contact between groups is not automatically 
sufficient to improve inter-group relations” (Dovidio et al., 2003); the conditions 
must be right. Indeed, de facto diversity in modern cities often serves to 
exacerbate the anxiety of difference. Conditions of diversity fail to disconfirm 
negative stereotypes when people see—but do not understand—differences 
among them. So, if the goal is to increase tolerance and civic cooperation, it is not 
enough to just put people together into a diverse urban environment. A high 
concentration of social diversity does not necessarily lead to tolerance, nor 
function automatically to humanize religious others through daily contact. 
Rather, many communities turn inward and raise their boundaries in order to 
protect and preserve their particularities. Diversity, if it is not encountered and 
processed intentionally, can be threatening. It can be scary. When faced with 
unfamiliar behaviors or attire, people may judge or feel suspicious of them. In 
fact, the introduction of diversity can present a crisis to a formerly homogenous 
society—especially in contexts of socioeconomic stress or political instability. 
Since the recognition of multiple worldviews demanded by religious diversity 
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can often create anxiety, encountering religious difference can lead to prejudice 
and even violence (Hunsberger & Jackson 2005).  
 In my ethnographic interviews in Rome and in Palestine, people talk 
consistently about how crisis impacts encounters with diversity. Stressful 
socioeconomic conditions affect the subjective sense of existential security and 
capacities for interpersonal connection. This subjective sense of security-–
existential, psychological, physical–-drastically affects the outcome of social 
mixing. Professor Paolo Naso of La Sapienza University reflected on “hunkering 
down” in Rome.  
Hunkering down is a problem here, the society is not integrating. Roman 
communities are often homogenous and non-integrated. …Some do want 
to be part of the society and use the church as a tool for integration and 
inclusion. And there is another strong model: the ethnic congregation, in 
which the aim of the community is not integration but ethnicity, a 
celebration of ethnicity. … This model of ethnic celebration is so popular. 
It provides an anchor, stability in a context of high instability, migratory 
continuity. It is the best handle of reference for survival. And, on the other 
hand, it is a problem here, and a negative reality. It is a negative reality 
because it creates trouble for their children, the second generation. It is not 
a model that supports any strategy for integration. But there is a strong 
motivation for people to pursue that model. 
 
In the poorer peripheral areas of Rome—the areas that tend to suffer crisis in 
terms of fewer and worse city services and resources—there is more intergroup 
conflict. The lack of basic quotidian security and rivalry over scarce resources 
destabilizes conditions for openness, education, and connecting with out-group 
members. It increases vulnerability to political rhetoric that blames civic woes on 
the migratory flux. The instability is so well-established that it invites corruption, 
so easy to hide in the bel casino of a bad neighborhood. It increases the likelihood 
that citizens will blame others—usually gypsies or immigrants—for challenging 
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conditions. Certainly, in Rome, social diversity is not a crucible for positive social 
change on its own. Indeed, “mere intergroup contact is not sufficient to improve 
relations between the groups; neutral contact often exacerbated bias” (Dovidio et 
al. 2003). 
 In almost all of my interviews in Rome, interviewees identified the current 
socioeconomic crisis as the single greatest factor in the stratification of social 
groups in Rome. Crisis compromises alterity, the capacity for openness to diverse 
others, as people naturally turn inward toward supposed primordial loyalties in 
order to protect that which appears to be threatened. Paradoxically, crisis also 
makes dialogue more important, creating more necessity for interventions that 
foster alterity. Alterity becomes both more difficult and more crucial. Salvatore 
from Focolare identified this paradox.  
Crisis makes dialogue more difficult and it requires more dialogue to 
overcome. You have a paradox--there is both more fear and skepticism 
and people are more humbled and seeking answers. It shakes up the 
whole system, so there is a window for understanding. When there is no 
crisis we remain overconfident. And that becomes a much bigger obstacle 
to understanding each other. 
 
The Contact Hypothesis argues that “for contact between groups to reduce bias 
successfully, certain prerequisite features must be present” (Dovidio et al., 2003). 
In that spirit, dialoguers aim to create conditions to foster intersubjectivity, or 
what interfaithers call “mutual recognition,” proposing that dialogue is a 
temporary therapeutic intervention to the crisis of alterity, and that through 
repeated participation participants can transform their capacities for alterity.  
 In 1954, Gordon Allport identified a series of conditions he considered 
critical for contact to successfully improve intergroup relations: (1) equal status 
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within the contact situation; (2) intergroup cooperation; (3) common goals; and 
(4) support of authorities, law, or custom (Pettigrew 1998). Dovidio and 
associates (2003) identify another critical factor for successful intergroup contact: 
“The opportunity for personal acquaintance between the members, especially 
when personalization occurs with those whose characteristics do not support 
stereotypic expectations.”159 Personal acquaintance can then give rise to the 
second factor, the development of intergroup friendships (cf. Pettigrew, 1998).  
 The dialoguers I interviewed suggested a new set of prerequisite 
conditions for “successful” dialogue—that is, dialogue that results in meaningful 
personal relationships, a cumulative sense of deepening mutual recognition and 
appreciation, and (depending on the dialogue method) effective collaborative 
artistic, humanitarian or civic endeavors. Based on data I collected in the field in 
both Rome and the Middle East, a framework of four normative conditions for 
harmonious intergroup contact emerged.  
1. Intention and agency, or a free choice to participate 
 
2. “Safe haven” or existential security, generated from a temporary 
power balance between participants and the ethical covenant of the 
group (e.g., a nonviolence commitment) 
 
3. Leadership 
 
4. Repetition 
 
                                               
159 This experience of personalization is comparable to the humanization described in Chapter 6. 
According to Dovidio et al. (2003), personalization “proposes that intergroup interactions should 
be structured to reduce the salience of category distinctions and promote opportunities to get to 
know out-group members as individual persons thereby disarming the forces of categorization.” 
This is an adequate description of the humanization process as well.  
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 These conditions will be described in-depth in this chapter, chiefly with 
the words of dialoguers themselves, keeping in mind the various methods and 
sectors of dialogue. This ethnographically-sourced analytical framework is also 
supported by psychoanalytic theoretical understandings of the dialectic of crisis 
and alterity, theories of psychological and spiritual transformation, and ideas 
about how the specific, intentionally-wrought conditions of religious pluralism 
can provide a “corrective relational experience” (Sandage et al., 2008) that 
reduces bias and anxiety, alleviating crisis temporarily and providing adequate 
security, or “safe haven,” to achieve connectedness with the religious other.160  
 These conditions help differentiate pluralism from de facto religious 
diversity, which results from larger historical, global trends of migration, 
displacement, and the international flow of money, ideas and culture. The 
conditions interfaithers describe as necessary to convert diversity into pluralism 
are normative and discursive: as interfaithers describe what dialogue “should” 
be, they also talk about plenty of variations and exceptions in the dialogue of 
“real life.” We will learn both from what they hope for and what they actually 
do. 
 Dialoguers strive to facilitate nonviolent contexts of personal encounter 
and narrative exchanges that welcome willing individuals from “hunkered 
                                               
160 “Safe haven” is a construct developed by John Bowlby (1982) as part of his attachment theory, 
first developed to explain why infants become attached to their caregivers and emotionally 
distressed when separated from them (Collins and Feeney 2000). “Safe haven” describes a 
protective and comforting figure to whom the child can retreat. I extend the concept to the 
interfaith encounter group, intentionally established to provide a non-threatening, encouraging 
environment for adults to gather and deepen their mutual understanding. Later in this chapter 
this concept and its application to interfaith dialogue groups will be explored more thoroughly. 
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down” ethnic and religious enclaves. Dialogue tries to assure participants, 
through repetitive personal experiences of security and safe haven, that they can 
safely withstand the perceived threats of religious others. These conditions help 
secure the potential for reconciliatory activity. In this way, interfaith engagement 
is a process that “re-writes” negative emotional associations with diversity. It is 
described here by Father Chrishantha of the Pontifical Council for Interreligious 
Dialogue. 
The changing from dialogue is a process, because you go into dialogue 
with your own identity. You have to be open, even when you’re 
convinced of your own belief. Praying and meditating with the other can 
even be hard. At first you have inner resistance. Then you mature. Living 
and listening makes you more open minded. You don't betray yourself, 
but you become content with the other and you broaden your horizons. It 
takes time. At Dialogo Interreligioso Monastico I was scared, but in time 
you appreciate the deeper spirituality of the other and you begin see 
them. Seeing another person is transformative. It is not book knowledge, 
but the experience of living, talking, listening--it changes you. You can't be 
indifferent. You receive what they give. And it all starts with inner 
change, with becoming clearer in your commitment and confident in your 
faith.  
 
 The four conditions of pluralism that interfaithers identify are 
interdependent and influence each other. None of them alone is sufficient to 
create effective dialogue. For instance, among the members of Sant’Egidio it is 
recognized that the cultivation of “intention to dialogue” is the first process of 
reconciliation. Sebastiano from the Community recalled that the first thing they 
do in their dialogues is try to establish “the will to open” among participants. 
“[T]here’s an openness beginning but it is not yet open. The way the process 
goes, often each are distrustful about other, they think of each other as 
criminals.” As leaders help participants connect with each participant’s common 
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goodwill for the other, experiences can be reinforced through repetition, which 
Sebastiano refers to as “confidence-building measures.” Sometimes encounters 
are in the form of “shared meals and useful cooperation, in order to reduce war 
feelings and help each side become more sensitive to needs of other—essentially, 
a humanization process.” The four conditions require careful assembly, and the 
peacemaking process “requires time, trust, and it’s slow on all levels.” The 
intention is the foundation of the safe haven of friendship that eventually allows 
participants to grapple more substantively with their differences. 
 
Intention 
 
Intention is the most important aspect for the definition of dialogue-- 
otherwise the activity is schizophrenic. (Lia, Roman Jewish community 
and Confronti contributor) 
 
If I meet you and I see that you are different, I can decide to not know 
your culture and there can be no dialogue. If I want to understand your 
culture and accept its existence, it means I’m open and it doesn’t matter if 
we are different or equals. So, it’s a matter of choice. An act of will. Will 
and dedication, because ignorance is very hard to overcome. The 
dedication should be strong enough to destroy some walls we have, 
because walls destroy any possible form of dialogue. (Dino, Beyond the 
Wall Project with Confronti) 
 
 According to my interviewees, some encounters with difference are 
“dialogue” and some are not. One difference between casual interaction and 
meaningful dialogue is the presence or absence of intention, or agency, defining 
and declaring it to be so. Participants must be self-consciously ready to 
undertake the stresses of relating to the other with an eye toward personal 
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transformation. As I heard at La Sapienza University’s Conference on Religion 
and Conflict, “Dialogue is a profound choice of faith.”161 Therefore, in order to 
create a dialogue, the presence of choice is required: people must intentionally 
define and circumscribe the space of intercultural engagement, converting it 
from mere religious diversity into religious pluralism. Participants must be aware 
of the purpose for which they are gathering and, either explicitly or implicitly, 
commit to the goal of the undertaking. Chiara at Confronti said, “In dialogue you 
need the will to go forward, ‘will’ and ‘desire’ written in large letters. If there is 
no will…there’s nothing.” These statements support educator Parker Palmer’s 
assumption that a community which can support and encourage growth will not 
happen without intentionality (Palmer 2008, 57).  
 Not everyone wants to do interfaith dialogue. One typical Roman 
described how she feels when people have encouraged her to try interfaith 
dialogue: “Don’t evangelize me. I didn’t ask for that. I’m not against dialogue but 
I don’t like to be pushed. Otherwise there’s no point.” In other interviews with 
typical Romans who do not practice dialogue, I found many are not opposed—
they are simply not interested or say they do not have time.  
 Of course, many people and communities in the world are explicitly 
opposed to dialogue. The example most local to my Roman research is the 
Gypsy/Roma community, who have refused all attempts by the city to assist 
with their “integration.” Giulia from Confronti conceded, “Dealing with the 
Roma population is very complicated. It's not a matter of racism so much as the 
                                               
161 Emphasis added. 
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difficulty of convivenza. …They don't want it. They choose to be alone. 
Integration has to involve choice and cooperation, otherwise it is just dominance, 
a power game, an imposition, and it will not last.” In the Middle East, a vast 
majority of Palestinians are opposed to the “normalization” of the Arab-Israeli 
status quo. These “anti-normalizers” say the power imbalance of the Israeli 
occupation of Palestine is reinforced by dialogue with Israelis. It would be 
wholly unproductive to “force them” to dialogue without mutual, consensual 
participation. In violating their choice to abstain from dialogue the chance of 
equal footing is destroyed from the start, and the dialogue becomes immediately 
disingenuous. Giulia said this in reference to the Roma, but it applies to 
Palestinian anti-normalizers as well: “Dialogue asks compromise from both 
sides. I don't think either side is willing to agree to that.” Indeed, affirmed 
Camilla of Tavolo Interreligioso, “Some communities are just not interested in 
dialogue. Nobody can push you. If you're closed you have a prejudice. It puts 
you in crisis, you don't want to expose yourself, you're afraid. You think, I’m 
better, the other doesn't interest me, they steal my work, my house, my 
opportunities.” 
 Intention can be read as choice, will, freedom, or agency. It is the opposite 
of coercion, shame, or obligation. It is not possible to make people choose to do 
dialogue. This is not just a theoretical supposition, but something echoed by my 
interviewees, like Angelo of Convivio, who said, “You can dialogue with people 
who have the inclination and conviction to dialogue but not with just anyone.” 
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Intention to dialogue, or as Giulia of Confronti phrased it, “willed optimism,” is 
one of the primary conditions of pluralism.  
 Establishment of intention is especially important in some third sector 
nonprofit associations, such as Focolare. Here the emphasis is on the obligation 
of dialogue participants to take the initiative, approaching each other in the spirit 
of compromise. Salvatore of Focolare described “what [founder] Chiara Lubich 
called ‘the art of loving,’ the name for our methodology. It involves taking 
initiative to go toward other. …We are all potential protagonists, and we have to 
take initiative. If you wait for the other to take initiative nothing will happen. 
This is the art of loving.” 
 What gives people “willed optimism” to participate in interfaith activity? 
Inclination to dialogue often boils down to factors that are very hard to measure 
or track, such as upbringing and temperament. Shimon of Rabbis for Human 
rights noted: “Inclination to dialogue is chiefly based on upbringing and 
religious education. There are attempts to change this.” Princeton sociologist 
Robert Wuthnow’s (1998) concepts of “seeking and dwelling” express states of 
resting in a familiar space (dwelling) and states of exploration and encounter 
with difference (seeking). In my research, when I ask how people become 
inclined to participate in interfaith engagement, many subjects say they always 
had a seeking temperament. Others started as dwellers, then experienced 
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personal paradigmatic shifts motivated by a crisis on a social or personal level, 
and became seekers who found the interfaith society.162  
 Therefore, in order to function, interfaith engagement must be an 
intentionally declared, consensual, cooperative activity. The presence of a strong 
will helps because, as Lorenzo from Sant’Egidio said, “Dialogue is 
uncomfortable. We have to admit our stereotypes and be humble. It is like 
getting out of bed when you're first awakening--most people are tired when they 
wake, they resist it. Dialogue is like this, it seems impossible at the beginning. It 
has to be a choice, not an obligation.” This finding is in line with psychological 
research that argues, “a community which can support and encourage authentic 
seeking will not happen without intentionality” (Sandage et al., 2008). The 
process of understanding each other through dialogue may be very slow, but the 
first step is always willingness, when “the will to understand [is] stronger than 
the desire to affirm your personal opinions” (Benedetto, Waldensian Federation).  
 People have to be free to choose to practice dialogue, or the notion of 
intention does not make sense. Only a person in a state of sociopolitical or 
personal liberty is able to engage such a choice, to follow their intention to draw 
closer to those with whom contact may not be natural. Marginalized populations, 
                                               
162 Note that dramatic paradigm shifts which incline a dweller to seek out dialogue generally occur 
prior to dialoguing. Because “transformation” is more of a discursive ideal of the interfaith 
society, and not a description or reliable outcome of interfaith activity, participants are unlikely 
to be so radically changed by a dialogue that their temperament shifts from a mode of dwelling 
to seeking. According to the argument of this section, if dialogue requires intention to dialogue, 
an unwilling dweller will by definition not meet this basic condition until an inciting event 
inclines them to seek. The interfaith society is available and eager to receive these changed 
individuals and hear their narratives in order to reinforce their sacred value of transformation. 
But the change is unlikely to occur within the ambit of dialogue. 
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such as refugees arriving in a host country, may sense little such freedom. They 
have been thrown into circumstances of encounter with the other, and unless 
they possess exceptional personal resources, they are more likely to remain 
hunkered down in protective ethnic enclaves. Such a person who is marginalized 
in the larger culture may regain some of their power, as the liminal space of 
dialogue allows them to participate in a more ideal form of pluralism than is 
reflected in the surrounding culture. Intention to begin the dialogue, however, 
may depend on those who have the social power to exercise agency. 
 
Safe Haven 
 
For change, you have to be bold, to risk something. But our community 
lacked a serenity such that motivated us to try to try something new. We 
have always tried to make the least and safest effort. So we stay the same 
even as the world moves on. (Greta, Confronti) 
 
Fear amongst people creates conflict, yes. Our national integration is 
blocked by walls of fear created by politicians and media. The fear creates 
internal situations, I mean closedness in people’s hearts and homes, on the 
inner level, that are contrary to real stability and security. True security is 
made through an encounter with the other, when you both learn that you 
can depend on each other. (Rebecca, Centro Interconfessionale per La 
Pace) 
 
 “Safe haven” and “secure base” are terms borrowed from John Bowlby’s 
theory of relational attachment style in human development literature (Bowlby 
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1969, 1982, 1988; cf. Ainsworth 1989 and Kerns et al. 2015).163 Attachment theory 
describes the bonding process that exists between a child and its primary 
caregiver(s). If the bond is secure, then the caregiver is both a safe haven to turn 
to when distressed, and a secure base from which to explore the world. Bowlby 
saw the presence of safe haven as a key predictor of healthy emotional 
development, and argued that the basic functions of the developmental 
attachment system continue to operate across the human life span (Bowlby, 
1988). For adults to attain emotional well-being, they too require a reliable safe 
haven in time of need, and they will desire or seek contact with significant others 
when faced with events that they perceive as stressful or threatening.  
In this discussion I extend the application of “safe haven” to interfaith 
group practice, departing from the current scholarly discourse and extending the 
use of the constructs in new directions, beyond the clinical or dyadic ambit of 
psychoanalytic theory and beyond the caregiver-child dynamic described by 
Bowlby. The safe haven function of attachment is to provide emotional 
regulation and security from threats, and the secure base function is when the 
safe haven also allows for exploration. My use of the term is unique because I 
reference the creation of a safe haven that includes further exploration.164 Collins 
                                               
163 “Safe haven” and the psychologically “secure base from which to explore” the world are also 
discussed frequently by theorists I reference frequently in this discussion such as Sandage et al. 
(2008), Benjamin (1995, 2004, 2012), Schnarch (2009) and Skowron (2003). 
164 Another applicable concept is from Robert Wuthnow’s (2005) discussion of spiritual “seeking 
and dwelling,” also referenced in the above section on Intention, in which individuals may dwell 
close to their spiritual home base or might be inclined to seek beyond their family or community 
tradition in quest of new answers or experiences. Seeking, when low in anxiety, expresses the 
“secure base” function of attachment which allows one to grow in religious complexity about 
others and self. Seeking still requires the kind of safe havens that I am describing here. To bring 
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and Feeney also found attachment theory to be a useful framework for studying 
social support because it “highlights the importance of support and caregiving 
processes for the development of trust and felt security in intimate relationships” 
(Collins and Feeney 2000, 1053). With this framework in mind, I came to identify 
“safe haven” as a resonant concept for dialoguers like Rebecca who was quoted 
above as saying, “True security is made through an encounter with the other, 
when you both learn that you can depend on each other.” She described how 
perceptions of threat and fear of the other creates “closedness” and intensifies the 
value of the safe haven offered by dialogue groups, particularly the 
Social/Relational and Creative forms, which are chiefly interpersonal.  
Safe haven in interfaith dialogue can provide enough security and 
acceptance for people to feel comfortable opening up to each other, and in the 
Humanitarian forms of dialogue, even relying on each other to achieve practical 
tasks. The “secure base,” according to attachment theory and applied to 
interfaith dialogue, develops when the dialoguer feels confident enough to 
explore beyond their security radius, and begins to risk new ways of thinking 
and relating. A group with safe haven is a sort of “caregiver,” a protective shelter 
that circumscribes and stabilizes a group long enough to allow for trust and 
eventual healing. There must be enough of a safe haven for participants to 
restructure associations and attachment styles in the face of radical difference. 
This happens through the combination of building confidence among group 
                                                                                                                                            
in another theoretical parallel, Sandage and Harden (2011) found that intercultural development 
was positively related to quest religiosity, exemplified by individuals who value doubt and 
maintain a flexible position on religious convictions.  
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members and also through the development of each individual’s internally-
sourced security.  
 The conditions of intention and safe haven are deeply interdependent. The 
cultivation of good will and intention to dialogue is often predicated on 
security—either external stability which guarantees fundamental safety, or inner 
security on the part of the leader and practitioners. This was perhaps most 
apparent in dialogues practices in the Middle East. 
The Parent’s Circle / Families Forum has two offices, one in Tel Aviv and 
one in Beit Jala in the occupied Palestinian Territories. “There is a power 
dynamic that we have to contend with in our meetings,” said the former director 
Uri. “The Palestinians have a lot more suffering to express, and sometimes it is 
weighty for the Israelis to have to listen. The Palestinians also think that the 
Israelis should be their political agents. And Israelis have to face their own 
complicity. It gets hard to manage.” The members of Parent’s Circle / Families 
Forum have all lost an immediate family member to the Arab-Israeli conflict. 
These bereaved families convene over a terrible commonality, a shared grief that 
has changed them. The imbalanced power dynamic they suffer as an Israeli-
Palestinian collaboration risks their success as a group, because it threatens the 
second condition required for the successful conduct of dialogue: safe haven, or 
existential security.165  
                                               
165 A note on the use of the word “security” in the Middle Eastern context. Many of my Middle 
Eastern interviewees pointed out how the word “security” is instrumentalized politically. Khalid 
of Holy Land Trust recalled, “When I go from Bethlehem to Ramallah I go through a checkpoint. 
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 Safe haven is linked to the condition of intention, because mutual buy-in 
to the dialogue creates trust. The mutuality of intention lends security to the 
endeavor of dialogue because neither party is exposed to the risks of alienation 
or abandonment. Once participants have acknowledged their common “will to 
open,” interfaith engagement has the potential to be a crucible for personal and 
interpersonal transformation and reconciliation. The metaphor of the crucible has 
been used by Schnarch (2009) and Sandage (et al., 2008) in order to describe the 
relationship that is able to “hold” a space where conflict can transform into a 
growth opportunity. In order for interfaith engagement to become this crucible, 
it must present a “safe haven” in which participants feel psychologically and 
physically secure enough to undertake vulnerable engagement with difference.  
 Personal knowledge and trust among group members goes a long way 
toward constructing a safe haven within the group. Safe haven, even if initially 
predicated on the personal confidence and convictions of the founding leader, 
can be cultivated in the dialogue group through trust-building exercises and the 
                                                                                                                                            
For ‘security.’ All our humiliation comes under this word ‘security.’ I hate this word. Under this 
word our homes are destroyed and we are stopped at checkpoints.” 
 Uri of the Parent’s Circle / Families Forum talked about politicization of “security” and 
how it influences the public’s subjective experiences of being secure or not. He notes that 
politicians and the media manipulate the public by sensationalizing the Arab-Israeli conflict and 
playing on “security” fears. A frightened public that is convinced of being at risk empowers 
political institutions to continue their agenda uncriticized.  
“Israelis perceive that they are in so much danger, because politicians use the rhetoric of 
fear to gain power and to maintain their power and to remain in office. If Israelis believe 
that they are under constant existential threat, they are more likely to re-elect the 
politicians who take a very strong stance about security and against Arabs. But most 
Israelis are never exposed to the poverty, struggles, losses, injustices, barriers, and poor 
infrastructure of the Palestinian life. So they have no real comparatives for their level of 
security. And security is a subjective phenomenon. If we are told that we are under 
existential threat, then it means we are. We are therefore stuck on the most basic level of 
concern about our security. And we aren't able to think about self-actualization or peace 
work.” (Uri) 
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presence of “ground rules.” These can represent ethical constraints, such as a 
group ethos of nonviolence. For instance, the Scriptural Reasoning group in 
Rome opens each dialogue with a review of ground rules that are meant to 
ensure that the proceedings will be civil and balanced. I saw other groups open 
proceedings with a reading of the “Dialogue Decalogue” (Swidler 1983), the “ten 
commandments” of dialogue conduct “that must be observed if dialogue is 
actually to take place.” Such ethical constraints comprise a container that protects 
the group members in their vulnerability, at least in theory, at least in the ideal. 
 Other groups have their own variations on this theme. Nonviolent 
Communication, a method refined by Marshall Rosenberg (2002) that Jonathan 
teaches at Holy Land Trust, is a means of creating a mechanism for people to 
express and understand their needs. Nonviolent communication methods are 
thought by the HLT staff to create a safe and stable environment for group 
members. The professional commitment to nonviolence facilitates a safe haven 
for the dialogue. 
As radical differences interface, the anxiety of difference can be triggered 
into resistance or tension. The encounter with otherness is only survivable, 
physically and psychically, if the secure encounter is oriented through 
consensual guidelines: ethical principles of nonviolent behavior, or a behavioral 
covenant, or even something as simple as a program curriculum that guides 
expectations. 
 A lack of safe haven will cripple the group's ability to work together. Safe 
haven can be lost through interpersonal disputes within the group or any 
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scenario that erodes trust between members. Insecurity can leak in from the 
broader cultural sphere, as well. This is explained in psychoanalytic terms by 
Jessica Benjamin.  
In situations of adversity, group conflict, or historical enmities based on 
prejudice and fear…we might lose the space in which it is possible to hold 
multiple perspectives, the suffering or struggles of both parties. [Then] 
both parties are drawn into the orbit of the other’s escalating reactivity 
and impasse is created. (Benjamin 2012, 8) 
 
Dialogue groups are far more mobile than cultures, so they have a better 
chance of suspending fear and reducing collateral effects of crisis, if only 
temporarily. But if they lack strong leadership or become unsustainable for other 
reasons—logistical, financial, or political—safe haven will leak away and the best 
of intentions cannot salvage the group.  
 Safe haven is demonstrated at the Hagar School, an Arab-Israeli public 
school in Beersheva, Israel, where teachers strive to cultivate safe haven amongst 
the students in the classroom so they can explore potentially upsetting issues.  
Hagar teachers do not avoid uncomfortable moments. Instead they 
provide a space for the students to argue and face painful facts and 
remain as friends. The teachers help the students argue about identities, to 
be honest, to cope with feeling threatened, and to trust that the friendship 
will resume. This commitment creates a foundation for real friendship, 
real communication, facing the truth together, and authentic self-
expression. This genuine connection helps students develop psychological 
confidence and resilience. When people feel very confident of what they 
are worth, they can take the heat. (Aharon, Hagar School in Beersheva) 
 
This story also asserts the importance of personal resilience, a key skill 
required for interpersonal growth (Benjamin 2012). The experience of one’s own 
resilience increases confidence. It allows for reparations in the face of offense, as 
Placido of Religions for Peace said, “You can be grateful for offenses of the other 
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because they teach you.” It builds a muscle to allow for reparations and elasticity 
as people change and adapt to each other’s presence. Giulia of Confronti insisted, 
“You must be firmly anchored to your commitment, and then have strength to 
put it into play with others’ ideas…that’s not a problem, as long as you are sure 
of yourself, your identity, of your being in the world.” 
 What actually constitutes security and safe haven is often individually 
variable. A lack of physical violence is a basic condition for safe haven, but what 
safe haven looks like for individual dialoguers varies. While some consider 
heated debate to be invigorating, others find it threatening; some consider 
sarcasm to be humorous, while others are offended. The shifting sands of what 
qualifies as “safe haven” might explain why dialogue environments tend to 
banality—I think of the many dry discussions of cosmopolitan values and 
platitudinous speeches invoking common ground that I observed—because it 
assures a level of security at the lowest common denominator. 
 Dialogue, then, is a secure partnership, with the other and with oneself. 
The space of intentional interfaith engagement aspires to create a safe haven that 
can hold or pause the crisis of difference, creating the possibility of a temporary 
therapeutic intervention, a “liminal space” in which participants can live into 
their ideals of harmonious cooperation and deepening mutual understanding.  
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Leadership 
 
Do I have a strategy to create unity? Yes, I have a strategy. It is a plan of 
working through fixed meetings, to listen, and to slowly, slowly develop 
the orientation of the work and then create together the way. …I hope 
those who work here can express their talents. And develop more 
awareness of others. More awareness and also growing together, each in 
his own role and doing things that are more and more important over 
time, and taking responsibility. I believe a lot in this, I have a lot of hope 
in the future that my plan can work. (Alessandro, director of Confronti) 
 
 The third necessary condition for dialogue to transform diversity into 
pluralism is leadership. Leadership harnesses the autonomy of intention. Leaders 
are able to exemplify normative stances for effective dialogue. Without dialogue 
leaders providing vision, energy and a game plan, dialogue groups will flounder 
(cf. Fluker 2010). Leadership, among the four conditions, is perhaps the most 
potent and determining condition for the resonance of the others, but it alone 
does not a dialogue make. If leadership arrives before the other conditions are 
assembled, it can foster their development. But if the other conditions are 
engaged without the beacon of leadership, the group may succumb to “the chaos 
of structurelessness” (Freeman 1972). A number of interviewees affirmed the 
centrality of leadership in the development of pluralism. “Courageous leadership 
can turn things in a minute,” said Shimon from Rabbis for Human Rights. 
In the section above, we noted what participants require to achieve safe 
haven even in conditions of civic instability or resource deprivation. A general 
population may not feel adequate security to become involved in dialogue 
activities, but conditions do not need to be improved for all in order for dialogue 
to begin for some. For dialogue to begin, even if external conditions are unstable, 
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leaders can begin the work of fostering safe haven, clearing space for a nascent 
“pre-dialogue.” Maurizio, a Buddhist monk who founded the contemplative 
Dialogo Interreligioso Monastico, observed how “in crisis, dialogue becomes 
more necessary--we have to work harder on it. But it takes people stronger than 
the crisis, people with an interior force, and for this the contemplative life helps.” 
In pre-dialogue, leaders who are internally secure enough to transcend 
conditions work to develop pathways, forms, arguments, and groups accessible 
enough to eventually invite a larger populace in.  
 Effective leadership does not merely manage a group but facilitates the 
very conditions—agency, safe haven, and repetition—that allow dialogue groups 
to form and survive. Sandage discusses how a leader’s relational maturity is 
central to their capacity to contain and steward the process of transformation, 
and specifies that leaders can support—and help deepen—a person’s search to 
build relationships beyond one’s cultural community. 
Recent empirical research has found that the attachment security of 
leaders is predictive of the mental health and performance of followers. 
This means it will be hard for leaders to be transformational, particularly 
over time, without a secure style of emotional and relational attachment. 
(Sandage et al. 2008, 189; cf. Davidovitz et al., 2007) 
 
Hardy (2000) pushes this further, acknowledging the need for differentiated and 
securely attached leaders who have been through their own crucibles of 
transformation. A leader—a good one or a bad one—is an orienting compass for 
the interfaith group, and sets the tone on par with their own capacities. Hardy 
cautions that some leaders are personally insecure, or can be “wounded healers” 
who lack trust in their own religious in-group. As I was told by an imam in 
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Rome, some interfaith leaders are image brokers hoping to gain influence in the 
“fashionable” interfaith movement. In these cases, the groups they lead can 
absorb the leaders’ orientations. 
 A secure and mature leader, as the orienting compass of their group, can 
set a tone that steadies the group in times of crisis or uncertainty, says Marshall 
Ganz (2009).  
Leadership is about enabling others to achieve purpose in the face of 
uncertainty. …It’s when you don’t know what to do that the art and 
creativity of leadership matters. It matters even more in enabling others to 
work together to achieve a common purpose in the face of uncertainty.  
 
Interfaith leaders have a clear purpose: to use dialogue encounters to navigate 
the liminal space of uncertainty and arrive at changed attitudes and greater 
integration. Diana Chapman Walsh calls this kind of environment a 
transformational crucible, a “very intentional and specific holding space where 
people can get on with doing difficult adaptive work” which are shaped and 
maintained by the relational expectations and example of community leaders 
(Walsh 2006, 21). The stronger these leaders the stronger the interfaith dialogue, 
as Sandage et al. found that “developing mature relational and intercultural 
capacities in emerging leaders is particularly important for the spiritual 
formation of…our wider communities” (Sandage et al., 2008, 206). 
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Leaders Get Seen 
 Leaders are also the public exemplars of the group. They embody the 
practice and principles of dialogue and lend symbolic credibility. When I 
interviewed typical Romans and asked them to picture interfaith dialogue, the 
image they conjured was always dialogue at the institutional level: a pope, a 
cardinal, a theologian, an imam, a rabbi, each decorated in their respective 
religious attire, busy bowing and clasping hands before the onlooking media. 
Pro-dialogue Pope Francis is a beacon for the interfaith movement, and his 
leadership was praised by interviewees of many religions. “His leadership is a 
form of dialogue, said Lorenzo of Sant’Egidio. Ahmet of Istituto Tevere 
confirmed, “This figure is important for the world, not just for Catholics, and for 
me too.”  
Leadership functions differently, of course, in the three different sectors of 
dialogue in Rome—institutional, grassroots, and nonprofit associations. 
Institutional dialogues are represented by highly visible, powerful leaders such 
as Pope Francis, the Dalai Lama who frequently delivers the keynote address at 
The Parliament of the World’s Religions,166 and Rabbi Johnathan Sacks.167 
Institutional dialogues consist of leaders and experts speaking visibly to other 
assembled leaders and clergy, but also to a larger public and a network of 
interfaith communities.  
                                               
166 A well-known global interreligious dialogue meeting, held every four years. Its inaugural 
meeting in Chicago in 1893 is largely recognized as the birth of formal interreligious dialogue 
worldwide. 
167 The Chief Rabbi of the UK and author of The Dignity of Difference (2007). 
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 The “third sector” of dialogue, or the nonprofit level, often draws on the 
potent visibility of high-profile leaders, as well, but aims to reach more deeply 
into the community and gain entrée into a potential participant base which is 
unacquainted with interreligious and intercultural dialogue. Silvio at Sant’Egidio 
recalled, “A lot of dialogue happens because very important religious leaders did 
it, so we have to have a goal to get such people involved.” Dialogue celebrity 
Eboo Patel (2007, 2013, 2016) of the Interfaith Youth Corps is another of those 
visible leaders. A less famous but resonant figure in the Italian dialogues is 
Chiara Lubich, founder of Focolare. Whenever I spoke to members of this group 
they emphasize the centrality of her leadership and the endurance of her guiding 
principles, as Focolarini continue to “bear witness to her way of life” (Salvatore, 
Focolare). 
The grassroots level, called the dialogo di base in Rome, often consists of 
smaller groups spearheaded by lay leaders, attracting participants generally 
unexposed to institutional or nonprofit level dialogue activities. They often 
criticize dialogues that take place in front of cameras between religious leaders, 
“elite” specialists, and world-famous religious figureheads at the institutional 
and civic level. Ignoring the symbolic function of such events, they lament that 
these dialogues are overly fashionable and don’t entail the “real work” of 
interfaithing. Rebecca of CIPAX complained about institutional tendencies to 
highlight famous leaders.  
Institutional dialogues have an impressive invitation list of ‘honorable 
speakers’ and prominently leaders and celebrities. But there’s often no 
content. It is full of air. The institutional level is full of these errors, and 
very self-referential. But what effect is had on the civil society? None. But 
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if you go to a school, you can have real conversations with the students. 
You can cut out the impressive speakers and have a real conversation. 
 
Such complaints about who is an authentic leader, and who is interfaithing better 
than others, is part of the boundary discourse within the interfaith society 
discussed in Chapter 3.  
Going beyond institutional visibility, many third-sector dialogue groups 
emphasize the task of “training the trainers.” Some of the Middle Eastern 
dialoguers I talked to had an especially strong grasp on their respect for the 
importance of leadership training. The Holy Land Trust (HLT) in Bethlehem re-
focused their mission on leadership training after conducting a study as to why 
so many political negotiations in the Middle East have failed. They noticed that 
many of these leaders seemed less committed to changing the situation, and were 
merely managing it. In order to equip people with transformative capacities, HLT 
developed the Non-Linear Thinking leadership training program. Jonathan, the 
HLT director, said that well-trained leaders represent a more effective way to 
diffuse their teachings into other communities.  
We work with leaders, not everybody, because leaders have certain 
capacities. Not everybody can become Gandhi or King for the world to 
change. Social revolutions, as common research shows, require that only 
5% of a population be fully committed to transformation—the leaders—
and you only need 15% solidarity of the entire population for everything 
to change. 60% of a population will always be following the popular 
momentum. So we focus on the ones who can inspire change and give 
them tools.  
 
 Currently, leadership training is a prominent trend in the world of 
interreligious dialogue. The International Association for Religious Freedom and 
the Women’s Interfaith Council are just two of many organizations who have 
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launched “Training of Trainers” leadership programs that impart leadership 
skills, communication and conflict management workshops. Patel’s newest book 
is entitled Interfaith Leadership, (2016) and several prominent international 
interfaith fellowships have been offered by the Henry Luce Foundation and 
KAICIID, an intercultural and interreligious dialogue institute co-founded by the 
governments of Austria, Spain and Saudi Arabia. 
 In Rome, the Pontifical Council for Interfaith Dialogue and the Pontifical 
Council for Christian Unity almost exclusively teach both religious leaders and 
clergy. Don Luciano of the Conferenza Episcopale Italiana said, “Most who 
participate in our events are leaders and pastors. The ecumenical movement is a 
good movement of lay leaders, experts, and clerics all passionate about learning 
more and bringing it back to their communities.” The assumption is that their 
teachings will then be carried back and exemplified to parishes and small 
religious communities by these leaders. 
 At the grassroots level, all those who participate in dialogue groups can in 
some ways be considered leaders of the dialogue movement in their lay 
environments and native religious settings. Placido of Religions for Peace noted, 
“We can’t undervalue dialogue between normal, insignificant, unknown, off-the-
radar people. The normal quiet everyday decency in the world lead the way as 
much as the more visible ones.” In addition, the visibility of young dialoguers on 
social media, posting photos of their interfaith encounters, raises awareness of 
interfaithing beyond the immediate group. Their noticeable presence reinforces 
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the hope of longtime dialoguers and dialogue leaders that the message of 
dialogue can be preached beyond the choir. 
In conditions of social instability, whether due to socioeconomic crisis or 
active conflict, the larger population is most likely too involved in finding a 
common enemy and complaining about their conditions, rather than investing in 
intercultural dialogue efforts. Those who dialogue in an environment where the 
general population is inclined against it, as in Palestine—or perhaps just 
apathetic about it, as in Rome—can all be considered outliers equipped to 
"evangelize" the uninitiated into the interreligious dialogue movement. 
Participants who are not considered leaders within their dialogue group may 
still, just by virtue of their involvement, transmit the message beyond the group 
to those who are uninitiated in the values of dialogue. 
 
Leadership Case Study: The New Director 
 During my fieldwork, I had the opportunity to follow a new leader as he 
became the director of a third sector dialogue association. Alessandro is the fifth 
director of Confronti since 1989. A previous director was called “too decisive and 
autocratic,” and another suffered distractions in his personal life and 
consequently was a “rather absent” leader, leaving the staff to self-govern. As a 
consequence, the staff devolved into chaos and unmediated, unresolved 
resentments built amongst staff members.  
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 Alessandro entered Confronti with, in his words, a “non-authoritative” 
leadership strategy. He granted autonomy to his employees, giving them the 
choice to reconnect genuinely to Confronti’s mission and to their colleagues, 
rather than being forced. He took time to get to know the staff members 
individually and allowed them to air out their grievances, first in private with 
him and later in dialogues that he carefully facilitated. He practiced 
“participatory” leadership, which he described as “providing an example of 
explaining yourself, defining roles, and developing standards of communication. 
… I’ll try to develop mutual recognition, with the staff and among them.” 
 It was important to Alessandro that he develop a balanced, thoughtful 
perspective on office dynamics and Confronti tasks “by talking to the others and 
not imposing my own opinion.” In order to understand what Confronti’s work 
was about, Alessandro spent the first six months of his directorship listening to 
the staff, learning the Confronti history, and inviting volunteers and contributors 
to create together a new vision for Confronti. He established regular staff 
meetings and worked hard to improve attendance at editorial and board 
conferences, asking others to join him in listening to others with open minds, “so 
we can express ourselves and slowly make our way forward together.” He told 
me that he was trying to articulate a new vision for Confronti today, and his 
efforts panned out in concrete ways: in 2017 the magazine became a full-color 
magazine and the office took on new interns and made new forays into creative 
dialogue activity like co-sponsoring film festivals, yoga classes and laboratories 
for aspiring arts business owners. 
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 His arrival at Confronti was discussed in positive and relieved terms by 
the staff, one of whom described him as “authoritative but not authoritarian.” 
He can guide without losing his gentleness, and maintains his humanity 
and fragility. …He hasn’t been here long, but he's entered into a difficult 
situation, a stagnant situation, arteriosclerata, paralyzed. Our staff now is 
like an old marriage which has decided to change but just has very old 
habits, people walking parallel streets. But Alessandro has great energy 
for change. He has authority and charisma and we all recognized it. … If 
Alessandro says something, it goes. 
 
My research design enabled me to conduct two rounds of interviews with the 
staff, spaced roughly nine months apart. Alessandro arrived as director at the 
beginning of my fieldwork, so I had time to gauge whether his leadership made 
an impact.  
 I did indeed see a change over time. One woman spoke with deep 
frustration in her first-round interview. She said the organization had a 
“stuckness” and “lots to work on.” She felt she could not speak freely with others 
on staff. Nine months later, her tone was lighter. She described herself as 
“agnostic but hopeful” about the staff dynamic. She noticed it was helpful to 
have a mediator who guided conversations. She said she was more productive 
and ate lunch more often with other staff members instead of leaving the office 
for the lunch hour. She smiled when she told me, “Since Alessandro is very 
present and involved and personal, things feel a lot better in the office.” 
 Many who work for mission-driven organizations pursue these jobs 
because they feel personally connected to the mission. But not always. Once 
nonprofit labor is professionalized—and when economic obligations and 
bureaucratic constraints are added—it can be difficult for employees to maintain 
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their energy and commitment. This work can eventually lose meaning when it is 
cramped by obligation, demeaned by low salaries, and complicated by group 
dynamics. I observed that this tone shifted over the first year of Alessandro’s 
participatory leadership as he encouraged staff to reconnect to Confronti’s 
mission and to each other. While they seemed tired and brittle at the beginning 
of my fieldwork, 18 months later they seemed more creatively invested, 
collaborative and optimistic about the value of their work. More people stayed to 
eat together during the lunch hour and fewer staff grumbled in private about the 
way their work days were going. Of course, the workplace did not become a 
utopia, but it struck me that under Alessandro’s leadership the workers were 
reinvigorated and more at peace with each other on a daily basis.  
 Alessandro’s leadership at Confronti is successful because he was able to 
restore to the staff two of the conditions required for pluralism: intention and safe 
haven. He revived their agency and ownership of their work by allowing 
personnel to make choices about their work style and hours, and by encouraging 
them to reconnect genuinely to their tasks and express themselves openly to their 
colleagues. He established safe haven when he displayed enough care to listen 
privately to staff grievances, when he committed himself with seriousness to 
learn the organization’s history and values, when he introduced consistency to 
the workplace by scheduling regular meetings, and when he patiently mediated 
occasionally sharp personal and professional differences in the office. 
All types of leaders can be found in the interfaith society, but it takes 
talented leaders to harness the conditions of agency, safe haven, and repetition 
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required for dialogue groups to take root and make an impact in the lives of 
participants. These leaders are likely to exhibit high levels of interreligious 
competence, a conceptual framework presented by Morgan and Sandage (2016). 
Their developmental model of interreligious competence, or the ability to 
sensitively and effectively relate across religious differences, is based on the 
Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (Bennett, 1993, 2004) which 
categorizes the spectrum of reactions to religious diversity from denial, through 
minimization, to integration.168 Integration, the most mature stage in dealing with 
diversity, is where “one’s experience of self is expanded to include the 
movement in and out of different cultural worldviews” (Bennett 2004, 72). 
Morgan and Sandage’s description of this stage also relates the “willed 
optimism” that interfaith leaders display when they make positive commitments 
to learning about other cultures: integration is “an orientation that involves 
‘living out’ adaptation and commitments to interreligious relationships in 
healthy ways amidst the stress and marginality that often comes with those 
commitments” (Morgan and Sandage 2016, 143). 
The level of interreligious competence required for effective interfaith 
leaders entails a range of key psychological capacities, but there is no set formula 
for good leadership. Eboo Patel (2016) names a range of core competencies 
required for effective interfaith leadership, but leaves his longest chapter to what 
he calls “intangible qualities,” the “abstract but essential” human leadership 
                                               
168 This framework and Abu-Nimer’s (2001, 2003) adaptation of it for religious diversity were 
discussed in Chapters 3 and 6 when discussing the tendencies toward minimization seen in the 
interfaith society and in the commonality-based approach to “humanization.” 
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qualities required to harness religious diversity into pluralism. Morgan and 
Sandage find that “the experience of deepening appreciation for and empathy 
with difference cannot be reduced to any single skill. Instead, it is a constellation 
of capacities that permit individuals to have alternative experiences and 
encounter alterity with openness while still retaining their own cultural identity 
and values” (Morgan and Sandage 2016, 136-137). 
 Leaders possessing psychological and spiritual health lead to greater 
capacity in the ambit of interfaith dialogue; Sandage and Jankowski (2013) found 
spiritual well-being to be positively correlated with intercultural competence. 
The leader with the secure style of emotional and relational attachment is most 
likely to captain a sustainable dialogue that makes its way to the fourth condition 
described in this chapter: Repetition. 
 
Repetition 
 
Our group has encounters with many groups. …In many moments of 
sharing you have to watch, be still and live the moment, then you begin to 
see. You take it in, share it slowly, you became more available to wait for 
this experience. You have to go back a second, third, fourth time. (Serena, 
ecumenical dialoguer through church group) 
 
“In Mozambique we went slow, and over 27 months we were able to 
achieve peace. And if you ask about our impact, it is observable: a peace 
treaty. Time is revealed over time to be invested well.” (Silvio, 
Sant’Egidio) 
 
 In the NVIVO qualitative analysis software where all my data live, I 
created a phrase tree to show me which words my interviewees tended to use 
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alongside the word “repetition.” The words were: practice, learn, familiarity, 
reinforce, and become. Interfaithers use dialogue to promote relationship 
building, sustainable change, changing minds and behaviors and the 
disconfirmation of stereotypes, and these processes each require time and 
practice. They come with learning and familiarity. 
 One of the conditions that determines whether dialogue will transform 
diversity into pluralism is time. It takes time to learn new information, and it 
takes time to develop trust, security, good will, and even for a leader to assemble 
group logistics. Leaders must be perseverant and patient as they try to establish 
safe haven in a dialogue group, because safe haven entails trust, built over time. 
According to interfaithers, relationships get stronger the more time is invested in 
them. Confronti contributor Enzo said, “With interfaith friendships, actions make 
a difference, and so does time, because to be aware and to grow takes time and 
space.” Lorenzo from Sant’Egidio reflected that interfaith healing and trust-
building “is slow work. It requires day after day creating a culture of peace, 
justice, common good. You have to reorient the culture of self to a culture of us. It 
just takes time.” Ahmet from Istituto Tevere observed that “acquaintance and 
personal knowledge creates community that you can experience on a daily basis. 
Familiarity changes the relationship. And then the relationship can change you.” 
Repetition and safe haven exist in a dialectic. If a dialogue is a safe haven 
for exploring differences and unfamiliar concepts, it can help participants to 
build resilience, to develop flexibility in their understanding of spiritual 
principles and religious practices. Resilience is the recurring experience of 
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recovering from being offended or misunderstood. In short, resilience by 
definition is repetitive. It is an important skill for interpersonal growth (Benjamin 
2012), because trust is built by continually returning to the relationship, 
demonstrating loyalty and commitment, which in turn increases trust. Likewise, 
if a dialogue is a safe haven people can return to it without risk, and then it 
becomes an opportunity for building meaningful relationships. In this way 
repetition is inherent in resilience, and safe haven both creates resilience and is 
reinforced through displays of resilience. Repetition is the enactment of relational 
resilience. 
Interfaithing starts as an act of will, and with repetition it gathers its own 
momentum as the fruits of the investments emerge over time. Before repetition, 
there is only intention, as Guglielmo explained.  
Since I was a Catholic, going to the Buddhist group didn’t start as a 
commitment. …Being part of a dialogue, committing to the group, 
believing the practice can help in some way—it’s an act of faith. At the 
beginning it required faith to meet new people and try new things. Later, I 
went back because the group became my friends and the practice became 
part of who I am. But that took time.  
 
For paid, professional dialogue facilitators, the repetition is part of the job, 
but for the volunteers who contribute time, resources and labor to the interfaith 
movement, voluntarism is an enactment of intention, and their repetitive work 
unlocks the success of the dialogue. Lorenzo from Sant’Egidio explained that 
“paid workers finish a job and leave. But we are volunteers and the work we do 
is free, without end. It continues. It builds a continuous relationship. Friendship 
is a choice for us that has a beginning but not an end.” 
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Returning to a dialogue group a second or third time is evidence of the 
condition of intention. A person might stumble cluelessly into their first 
interfaith dialogue, but if they stay and especially if they return, they are 
exercising a clear choice. Repeated experiences of interfaithing enact and 
demonstrate commitment, resilience, persistence and emergence. Without 
repetition, there is no ongoing narrative by which a person can reconstruct their 
identity or experience relationships and ideas becoming new in their eyes. 
Repetition of the dialogue cycle is required in order to enlarge the lifespan of an 
intersubjective connection and reinforce what is revealed through this 
connection. Repeated interfaithing increases familiarity, trust and friendship 
with other participants—i.e., a more secure attachment to those who walk 
together in dialogue—and kinesthetic understanding that the dialogue itself can 
be trusted as a “safe haven” for vulnerability. 
Eventually, repetition helps people re-write negative or prejudicial 
associations, to re-cognize or humanize the other as a similar struggling human. 
Repetition cements the new dynamics of the “corrective relational experience” of 
the dialogue, and helps to develop more mature thinking and reactions to 
encounters with difference. The slowness of dialogue allows for relationships to 
grow and intertwine with life events rather than just principles. As long as 
longevity is part of the dialogue construct, trust can develop and new levels of 
growth are supported. Professor Christopher Matthews described the history of 
the John Cabot University interfaith club this way. 
The original founding student was Muslim and the other was a Jew. At 
first, they disliked and were skeptical of each other. But they lived out the 
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fruit of interfaith dialogue. Working together, doing physical 
collaborations, walking this path, made them more familiar and initiated. 
It was not just dialogue, it was collaboration. They kept coming back. 
They are an example of the process, how collaborations over time and 
persistence led to personal insights at the center of the activity, the 
dialogue itself, and also at the margins.  
 
 Repeated experiences of pluralism can reverse the anxiety, hunkering 
down, cognitive biases or even violent reactions that diversity tends to 
exacerbate (Putnam 2006; Benjamin 2006; Hunsberger and Jackson 2005). After 
all, stereotypes were built over time and reinforced through social connections; 
and the disconfirmation of these stereotypes takes time and reinforcement from 
the practice of dialogue. Salvatore of Focolare told a story that shows repetition 
in action. 
Veneto Focolare does grassroots activities welcoming immigrants, 
especially people from Maghreb. They are teaching Muslim mothers in 
homes and mosques, calling them ‘Islamic cultural centers.’ The teaching 
women had to get over their fear of entering a mosque - but the process 
built trust for both parties. The families celebrated together. Friendships 
widened and eventually involved imams. Events grew. In fact, during the 
150th anniversary of Italy, in a small town with a [conservative] mayor, a 
Muslim group wanted funds to help celebrate Italy, and the mayor 
attended. The mayor then invited the Muslims to the municipal 
celebration. Over time, the initial idea grew and strengthened.  
 
Repeated opportunities for mutual learning fights ignorance, the primary 
driver of fear and negative stereotypes. 
Repetition of the dialogue activity also gives participants a sense of 
journeying together, not just coexisting but collaborating. It helps to constitute a 
movement. Camilla of Tavolo Interreligioso recounted that “the personal impact 
of this work on my life has been the growth of my awareness and friendship 
with many people. I have known many people for 15-30 years throughout the 
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interfaith community. The journey has been an experience of support and 
longtime discussion.” 
The Four Conditions over the Three Sectors 
 
 The four conditions required to convert diversity to pluralism vary in 
emphasis and practice in the different interfaith sectors of Rome.169 Since the four 
conditions are prerequisites for deep experiences of humanization and mutual 
recognition, their significance is greater for dialogues promoting interpersonal 
engagement. 
 The grassroots sector of dialogo di base is where dialogues get personal. The 
descriptions of intention, safe haven, leadership and repetition in this chapter 
apply most aptly to dialogues, that centrally feature interfaithers getting to know 
each other, talking about their commonalities and differences, and developing 
friendships and collaborations. The four conditions are most relevant for the 
interactive, relational meaning-making that happens on the di base level. 
 Institutional dialogues emphasize prominent, visible leaders because the 
social capital of this practice is visibility and its power as a motivating symbol 
that legitimates and normalizes interfaith dialogue. In the institutional ambit, 
intention is still a prerequisite for participation: I can safely say that everybody 
who attends a Vatican dialogue recognizes the worth of the activity and is 
generally in agreement with the values behind it. Repetition is evidenced by the 
slow but consistent unfolding of the Vatican’s commitment to dialogue since 
                                               
169 These three sectors are analyzed in depth in Chapter 4. 
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Vatican II. However, interpersonal safe haven is rarely necessary, since there is 
little interpersonal interaction in this context. These large-scale “meta-dialogues” 
are fundamentally impersonal, conducted with a formality that ensures civility 
and orderliness but not a great deal of intimate vulnerability or trust-building. 
Elite summits, public declarations and “training the trainer” curricula are 
unlikely to penetrate the innermost heart of a participant’s attachment style. 
Nevertheless, formality is a sort of “container” which ensures a kind of safe 
haven, because it is consummately safe and predictable. 
 Third sector dialogues, as the “hinge” between institutional and 
grassroots sectors, depend on conditions of intention, safe haven, leadership and 
repetition according to context and form. Depending on which “dialogue 
canopy” form is practiced, the degree to which third sector dialogues cultivate 
interpersonal exchange is what determines the applicability of this “conditions” 
framework. 
 Making dialogue possible, then, requires predictable organizational and 
interpersonal work, but work that varies depending on the activity at hand. 
Interfaithers collectively understand that they are tasked with assembling the 
conditions required for the transformation of diversity into pluralism. These 
conditions are Intention, Safe haven, Leadership and Repetition. Creating an 
interfaith “safe haven” is the ultimate goal of dialogue, and intention, repetition, 
and leadership are the mechanisms. Within that safe haven, members of Rome’s 
interfaith society hope that religious differences can be encountered and new 
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relationships formed, that views of the other—and of the self—can be 
transformed. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: Restructuring Historical Consciousness—Comparing 
Dialogue in Rome and in the Middle East 
 
Field note: Bethlehem, October 2015 
 
On the plane to Tel Aviv I spoke with a charming old Argentinian 
man. The conversation was warm until he told me he lives in a kibbutz 
settlement near Hebron. Then my blood ran cold. I am so deeply repulsed 
by the political stance that enables a person to be a Zionist settler that I 
couldn’t hear anything else he said.  
A few hours later I arrived in Bethlehem and told my Palestinian 
friend Kaden, from Holy Land Trust, about the old man and how I had 
become paralyzed in the conversation. Kaden replied, “You should have 
asked him more about his reasons. You should have tried to understand!”  
I blushed, feeling ashamed. Shouldn’t my Palestinian friend be 
more indignant than I am? After all, he and his family are denied basic 
rights and their own land resources so that radical Zionists can pursue 
their ideologies.  
Kaden added, “The Holy Land is for everyone. It is not for us or for 
them. We have to try and understand each other. Next time you meet a 
settler, try to listen carefully to them, and show yourself to them too. We 
don’t want to push a one-sided story. This story has a million sides. We 
need their side too, otherwise we can’t be whole.”  
Kaden told me that, long before he worked for Holy Land Trust, he 
was frightened whenever he saw a Jewish kippah. Many years of living in 
the “open air prison” of Bethlehem had taught him that Jews were 
oppressors, to be feared, and that their presence often boded violence or 
stricter curfew enforcements. Then, when he was in his early twenties, he 
attended a conference in Switzerland. He was invited to a Shabbat dinner 
by some German Jews, and they asked him if he would like to don a 
kippah. Reluctantly, Kaden reasoned that it probably wouldn’t hurt him. 
So, he placed the kippah on his Palestinian head. And his world changed. 
Kaden looked at me intently. “Until I learned how to listen to the 
other side’s story and find the truth in it, until I put on their kippah, I 
couldn’t change anything I thought. That meant I couldn’t change how I 
acted. Once I really listened, once I ate a meal in a kippah and lightning 
didn’t strike me…I was changed.” He smiled mischievously. “Don’t judge 
a man until you eat a meal in his kippah.”  
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Over the 18 months of my ethnographic study of interfaith engagement in 
Rome I traveled three times to Israel and the occupied Palestinian territories with 
a group of Italian journalists.170 Studying Confronti offered me an opportunity to 
expand my study of interfaith dialogue beyond Rome. In 2014 Confronti had 
initiated the Beyond the Wall project with Holy Land Trust, a nonviolence and 
leadership training institute in Bethlehem, Palestine. In the springtime of 2015 
Confronti also hosted the Semi di Pace lecture series and welcomed a group of 
eight Israeli and Palestinian peace workers to Rome for two weeks. I was able to 
accompany them as they presented their stories in Italian high schools, academic 
panels and community meetings.  
This comparative ethnographic research allowed me to explore the 
culturally produced meanings and normative practices of dialogue across these 
two diverse contexts. Comparative research lends itself to analysis of similarities 
and differences—that is, which aspects of organized interfaith and intercultural 
engagement are consistent across contexts, and which aspects are context-
dependent. The participants themselves often reflected on those contrasts. “It is 
interesting to compare Roman and Israeli-Palestinian dialogue,” said Doubi, 
director of the binational (Bethlehem and Tel Aviv-based) Parent’s Circle/ 
Families Forum. “In Italy the dialogue is tranquil. There is a non-religious or 
culturally religious, homogenous population meeting with traumatized, 
uprooted, poor rooted immigrants and the second, third, and fourth generations. 
                                               
170 June 2014, October 2014, and June 2015. 
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In Israel and Palestine, the groups are mutually and differently traumatized and 
suffer an active conflict. It makes for a different dialogue.” 
What I eventually found, through comparative analysis, was that with the 
differences in dialoguers’ practices and self-reflexivity were as striking as the 
similarities. The term “interfaith” that was common in Rome, for example, was 
shunned in the Middle East. “Dialogue” captured a more neutral space in a 
setting where religion and political conflict are so intertwined. In this chapter I 
will account for the differences in dialogue methods, participants, and possible 
outcomes in each setting. I will also explain consistent similarities in activists’ 
articulated goals,171 and in the array of methods described by the “dialogue 
canopy” (Sharpe 2005). Dialogue is seen across contexts to “humanize” others by 
way of sharing narratives and promoting novel personal encounters, fostering 
relationships which might not occur naturally; “humanization” is one of the 
muscles of relational transformation. These practices are thought to facilitate the 
“mutual recognition” of common ground and the growth of empathy. 
But most strikingly, I discovered that dialoguers in both contexts describe 
dialogue as a mechanism for restructuring historical consciousness so as to 
promote a “right view” of the mysterious “other,” not just disconfirming 
negative stereotypes but drawing both parties into more accurate and fact-based 
mutual appraisal. In both contexts and probably wherever dialogue is practiced, 
                                               
171 The objectives of dialogue in both contexts were articulated similarly, i.e., humanization and 
mutual recognition of the “other.” These constructs are explored in Chapters 6 and 7. 
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it is presented as an opportunity to “restructure historical consciousness“—that 
is, to break cycles from the past and to change the way one thinks about things.  
Despite the similarities in stated goals, place matters. The obstacles and 
potentials of dialogue are drastically different in the Middle East. Interviews and 
field observations gathered from each field site accentuated place-specific 
behavioral and socio-cultural factors that shape how dialogue is practiced. Most 
critically, the presence or absence of an active military conflict transforms the 
practices and perceptions of dialogue. As we will see, this difference arises from 
the nature of what is being “resisted” in each context. In Rome, dialoguers 
respond to a conceptual, abstract global problem of terrorism and religious 
intolerance, countered with concepts of social transformation and human unity. 
Conversely, in the militarized, occupied lands of the Middle East, dialoguers 
grapple with a much more concrete difficulties of land ownership, historical 
traumas, and politicized indignities incited by the ongoing war. 
 
Methodology 
 
 As a whole, this research is not a “comparative” project so much as it is a 
project drawing on comparative data to deepen understanding of the central 
object of study: dialogue. The comparative aspect of this project was not 
originally built into the design of the broader study, but I took the opportunity to 
follow a link between the Roman dialogue context and its Middle Eastern 
analogue. This link provided an invaluable opportunity to understand better the 
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mechanisms and context-specific behaviors of intergroup dialogue. In both Israel 
and the Palestinian territories, I spent intensive time with dialoguers and 
conducted 30 in-depth interviews, spanning Bethlehem, Beit Sahour, Jerusalem, 
Tel Aviv, the Galilee, and Beersheva. My inability to speak interview-grade 
Hebrew or Arabic meant that I was restricted to interviewing English-speaking 
Israelis and Palestinians, which biased my interview data, especially when 
interviewing people in the bi-national organizations, because I talked to mostly 
Israelis and only a specific subset of English-speaking Arabs. In a future study, I 
would opt to hire an interpreter in order to balance my sample. I cannot claim to 
have an ethnographic grasp of the entire “fields” where my research on dialogue 
led me, but as Hannerz (2003) notes, this tends to be in the nature of multi-site 
ethnography, which “almost always entails [some]… selectiveness, or 
incompleteness.” A multi-local research strategy, however, can draw out fresh 
perspectives on the object of study through contrasts that arise. It especially 
enabled me to grasp the varying influences of social conditions (Hannerz 
2003, Markowitz 2001). 
 These two research contexts are quite different: Rome (a city) vs. “Israel and 
Palestine,” which cannot even easily be described -- two countries, a region, one 
country, or what. Within each place, there is a community of dialoguers who 
respectively respond to their conditions and contingencies. While Jerusalem, like 
Rome, can be considered a religious capital, its nature is far more multi-religious, 
multidimensional, and de-centralized than Italy’s Eternal City. While religious 
diversity is historically endemic in both contexts, religious pluralism has followed 
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different trajectories. In Rome, it is possible to place the beginning of official, 
structured programs of interfaith engagement after Vatican II in 1968; whereas 
tracing the genesis of dialogue programs in Israel and Palestine is difficult.  
 Roman dialogues are endorsed by the central religious institution in Rome, 
the Vatican, which is furthermore entwined in complex ways with national and 
local politics. On the other hand, Israel-Palestine dialogues are not endorsed on 
an institutional level and the political structures, on both sides, discourage such 
activities. Dating from the 1993 Oslo Accords and proposals of two-state 
solutions, separation rather than pluralistic unity has been the political goal. In 
Israel and Palestine, unlike in Rome, there is no centralized religious or political 
body advocating for, or able to allow and disallow, intercultural or interfaith 
dialogue. The founders of Holy Land Trust organized to promote tactics of 
nonviolent resistance during the First Intifada of 1987-1991, but this does not 
represent the development of “dialogue” as an institution in the region as can be 
said exists in Rome. 
 What I can report, compare and analyze here are the words captured in my 
interviews. Those interviews and my observations on site allow me assess how 
dialogue is shaped differently in Rome and in Israel/Palestine (even when 
Romans are involved in both contexts); and to trace the common theme of 
dialogue as a mechanism for restructuring historical consciousness. This comparison 
will reveal something about the defining essence of what these social actors refer 
to as “dialogue” between social groups. The consistency with which dialogue is 
constructed by those who practice it suggests not only a certain stability of the 
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term itself, but also something about the hopeful human pursuit of a better world 
that, at least between these two contexts, orients dialoguers to confront obstacles 
of culture and circumstance. 
 
The Israeli-Palestinian Dialogue 
 
 The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is gridlocked at the political level. Dialoguers 
see an opportunity to commit to useful micro-actions on the grassroots level that 
are free from the complications of large-scale political actions and legislative 
solutions. They think dialogue can fortify ground-level community relations and 
complement any political resolutions that might be made.  
 The dialogue between Israelis and Palestinians is seen—by those who do it 
and those who look upon it from beyond the region—as absolutely necessary. 
These dialoguers depict their work as a life-and-death matter, complicated by 
active military and civilian conflict. It is haunted by deceased relatives, historical 
traumas, and collective narratives about blame, fault, and territorial claims. My 
interviewees say it is a necessary counterpart to political processes or changes 
that might occur at the legislative level, because (as they say) dialogue plants 
seeds of tolerance on the ground level of society. These dialoguers know that 
even if political progress is made, unless communities have adopted and 
embodied habits of harmonious coexistence, political decrees have little meaning 
in the lives of people. 
 In spite of the urgency, there are many barriers. Cultural perceptions on 
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each side of the Arab-Israeli conflict, and the differential resources and 
constraints of each side, result in an extremely difficult context in which to 
attempt dialogue.  
 
Obstacles to Dialogue 
 In this region, people outside the dialogue community are often either 
hostile to the effort or simply ignorant of it. On the Palestinian side, non-
dialoguers accuse dialoguers of “normalization.” Non-dialoguers say that if 
Palestinians talk to Israelis in any way whatsoever, it “normalizes” and endorses 
the status quo of the conflict. These “anti-normalizers” prefer a wordless standoff 
between the two sides. On the Israeli side, Shimon of Rabbis for Human Rights 
reports that the common stance among Israelis is that “we have no Palestinian 
partner in the peace process.” Both Shimon and Uri of PCFF say that Israelis are 
largely unaware of any Palestinian organizations working to bring together the 
two sides, and that this lack of awareness presents a discouraging obstacle to 
those who devote their lives to the dialogue. 
 Holy Land Trust Director Jonathan said, “Israelis are more comfortable in 
their lives, socioeconomically, so they are able to see more if they are willing to 
come and see. Among the Palestinians I know it is too big of a leap for them to 
even speak with a settler. They are too traumatized from the checkpoints, from 
house demolitions, from jail time or water shutdowns.” Khalid, a Palestinian 
working at HLT, reflected, “I talk to so many Israelis, but I am not ready to talk 
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to a settler. I can talk to a man who does drugs, a man who was in prison for a 
crime. But one thing I hate, the one person I cannot stand, is a liar. I am not ready 
to talk to a settler, and if I did, I would be a liar to myself. I don’t hate them as 
humans, but I hate the system. Because of it we cannot speak calmly as humans.” 
 The stakes of the interfaith dialogue in Israel/Palestine are high, 
emotionally and practically. Palestinians take a real social, psychological, and 
sometimes physical risk by entering a dialogue with Israeli settlers. In these 
dialogues, Israeli settlers on Palestinian territories are asked to face their 
complicity in the occupation and to face the reality of displacing families who 
have held decades- and sometimes centuries-long legal claims on their land. 
Non-settler Israelis are forced to acknowledge the power dynamic implicit in 
their presence and that they represent a more powerful occupying nation. They 
are asked to restore the balance by listening with patience and humility to the 
narratives of Palestinians, to accept their complicity, and to cultivate enormous 
patience with widespread Palestinian stances of victimization and cycles of 
disempowerment.  
 Palestinian dialoguers are often enraged about the destruction of homes 
and death of compatriots, and they think that the participating Israelis should be 
their political agents. Israeli dialoguers are often alienated from their state’s 
policies, but they are wary of being asked to listen to wearying, blame-filled 
narratives. Sometimes, reports Uri of Parent’s Circle / Families Forum (PCFF), 
this is too much to ask of Israelis and they tire of this burden of fault. Daniel of 
the Interfaith Encounter Association tries to lighten this burden by placing one 
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constraint on his Israeli-Palestinian dialogues—no political discussions. “You 
can’t cure a wound by scratching it,” Daniel says. But this is a controversial 
method. Uri of PCFF retorted in a separate interview, “An infection doesn’t heal 
if you just let it fester.”  
 
Subjective Security: Dialogue and Perception 
 Uri also told me that Israeli-Palestinian dialogue is frozen over the issue of 
security.172 He went so far as to draw Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs in my 
fieldwork notebook. Maslow’s hierarchy shows that security is built on a 
foundation of stability of physical resources (food and shelter), then on safety 
and personal security, something neither Palestinians nor Israelis perceive that 
they have. Media and politicians persuade Israelis that they are in constant 
danger, equally endangered as Palestinians. Uri argued, however, that dialogue 
serves to teach people through experience, friendship, and safe conversations 
that the religious other will not, by default, always harm, threaten, or hate them. 
Dialogue is meant to instill a more accurate perspective of the other: “Once you 
start to see and understand more through dialogue, you begin to see that the 
media, politics, and all this talk about identity are actually also sources of threat.”  
 My interlocutor Uri is convinced that Israelis who have a false impression 
that they are in constant, grave danger and then practice dialogue may 
experience a dramatic “corrective relational experience” (Sandage et al., 2008). 
                                               
172 In Chapter 7 I address the nuances of this word security in the Middle Eastern context. 
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Face-to-face exposure shows them that they are not in danger. The more 
frightened a person is, the more relieved they are to understand that they are 
safe. Uri insists that dialogue functions to clear people’s eyes and adjust their 
perceptual lenses from past constructs.  
Dialogue with the other helps increase a subjective impression of security. 
In dialogue, you actually see that the other is just a human who is not 
going to hurt you. You see that you are safe with them. The dialogue 
process does not actually reduce danger but it does appear to reduce and 
dispel danger. Because the perception of your security is altered, you 
develop greater acquaintance with the reality of situation. The dialogue 
seems to reduce danger but it really just helps people see things more 
accurately: you see that you are not in danger from the other, who is a 
human who wants largely the same things you do.  
 
Through dialogue, says Uri, one sees more clearly that the other will not do harm 
even though one was taught otherwise by an infrastructure that benefits from the 
perception of conflict and danger. According to dialoguers like Uri and others, 
the primary constraints upon the Israeli-Palestinian dialogue are set by the active 
military conflict and the self-protective mindset that results. 
 Other Israeli-Palestinian dialoguers I interviewed, like Shimon of Rabbis for 
Human Rights and Jonathan of Holy Land Trust say that the Israeli-Palestinian 
dialogue can actually aim to facilitate Maslow’s highest forms of security in the 
hierarchy of needs: self-esteem or self-actualization. These dialoguers also know 
how profoundly difficult it is for people to reorder their thinking in the face of 
fundamental material deficiencies. Nevertheless, they have witnessed firsthand 
that dialogue helps people integrate and synthesize new information and change 
their opinions and perspectives. Jonathan reported, “Some Israelis have taken 
time to investigate the suffering of Palestinians, and have followed their curiosity 
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and their instincts to investigate and make more sense of the conflict. Over time, 
they begin to see the role of Israeli media and politicians in continuing a sense of 
persecution, and keeping the public focused on defending themselves.”  
 Anyone who travels to the Palestinian territories observes the ubiquitous 
Israeli Defense Force soldiers wielding enormous guns, the barbed wire and the 
palpable tensions. Yet many dialoguers have pushed themselves to transcend 
these apparent restrictions to dialogue through a process of cognitive reframing. 
Though they are aware of guns, soldiers and terrorism, instead of allowing these 
conditions and historical traumas to represent a threat or a reason to justify fear 
or suspicion, they carefully embrace a process of restructuring their 
interpretation of these phenomena not as active threats but rather as phenomena 
with no intrinsic meaning or inevitability. They refuse to impute negative 
significance derived from past events to present and future situations. Many of 
the Middle Eastern dialoguers that I interviewed reported that they foster 
dialogues that aim at a higher level than “just rhetoric” about shelter, food, and 
military conflict. They all admit that “self-actualization” may be a difficult, 
temporary achievement, painstaking and highly subjective.  
 Therefore, the interfaith dialogue in Israel/Palestine is recognized by 
dialoguers as crucial, but in practice it is constrained by active conflict and 
security concerns, collective trauma, power imbalances between the dialogue 
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parties, and widespread, entrenched perceptions of mutual existential threat.173 
 
The Roman Dialogue 
 
 In Rome, there is no active, state-sanctioned occupation of one territory 
over another, or constant threat of local civilian terrorism. There is no politically-
entrenched interreligious conflict with a history of violence. The problems of 
religious violence, terrorism, and intergroup strife Roman dialoguers respond to 
are mostly conceptual, not militarized. As we saw in Chapter Two, the Catholic 
Church is dominant in Italian political and cultural structures, creating 
asymmetry between the majority culture and Rome’s myriad minority religions 
and ethnicities. In Rome, there is plenty of social and economic tension, largely 
centered around rising immigration rates and the recent economic crises; but it 
manifests in “hunkered down” ethnic enclaves, not culturally- and state-
sanctioned racism and violence.  
 As a result, the stakes of the interfaith dialogue in Rome are relatively 
lower. Social stigmas around integration and interaction with “others” are not 
nearly so fraught as they are in Israel/Palestine. “Normalization” is not an 
accusation leveled against dialoguers in Rome. The most frequent criticism 
aimed at interfaithers in Rome consists of skepticism that interfaithing can in fact 
                                               
173 As we will see below in the section entitled “The Hierarchy of Needs—Pursuing What is 
Possible,” even dialoguers do not expect dialogue to have transformative effects with anyone.  
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“do anything,” which is a pragmatic concern rather than ethical.174 To dialogue 
across religious lines in Rome is rarely, if ever, seen as a fundamental threat to 
sovereignty or security.  
 In Rome, as in Israel/Palestine, dialogue offers an opportunity to do the 
work of expanding consciousness and security when encountering radical 
difference. As in Israel/Palestine, the Roman dialogue is a process of 
humanization and restructuring historical consciousness, a process of reducing 
fear and increasing the sense of security people have when they encounter 
something unfamiliar. As in Israel/Palestine, the Roman dialogue is a process of 
correcting bad information and reducing fears by showing people what is 
actually going on.  
 Still, dialogue in Rome is not easy. My Roman interviewees report that the 
main obstacles to their dialogue are civic passivity and cultural degradation. It is 
useful to recall what some Romans said about city conditions.  
Living in this city is more and more difficult. There is more and more 
hostility, distrust and closure. It looks increasingly bad and there is no 
trust. Years ago, I remember it was very different…much has changed in a 
negative way unfortunately. (Marco, Confronti volunteer) 
 
The filth of Rome gives me the impression that not only does the city clean 
infrequently, but also because Romans treat it badly. There’s no idea that 
it is a common good of all, just the idea that the common space can be 
exploited. (Greta, Confronti staff) 
                                               
174 Dialogue organizations like Confronti that express sympathy for Palestinians, such as with its 
Semi di Pace program which brings Israeli and Palestinian speakers into Italian high schools, have 
been criticized as “philo-Palestinesi” or even “anti-semetici” (see discussion on taboos in Chapter 
3). This accusation arises in the eye of the beholder, explained Marco at Confronti, because 
positions on the Arab-Israeli conflict tend to be extreme and biased. These comments are not 
comparable to Palestinian accusations of “normalization” as they are not broadly generalizable to 
the Roman population or its interfaith society.	
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In other parts of the country there’s a civic sense. But Romans have this 
idea that life is a fight. There’s no solidarity. It used to be calmer. It is 
worse now in the sense that there is a lack of culture, lack of money and 
materials, more consumerism. The locals can be barbaric and vulgar. 
(Salvatore, Focolare) 
 
Due to the declining civic conditions and widespread alienation from municipal 
matters, the public is generally uninvolved and indifferent about engaging in 
interfaith dialogue. Roman dialoguers say the public is not opposed to what they 
are doing, but neither are they motivated to participate if they are not socially 
connected to the group in some way. 
 My sample of typical Romans were friendly, tolerant and curious about 
the prospect of using dialogue to bridge social divides. Their opinions about 
dialogue were favorable but uninformed. “I never did it or heard of it. But I think 
interreligious dialogue is very very important. My everyday life does not allow 
for it but someday I hope to do it. We should put more emphasis on it, not ignore 
it. It’s important” (Gabriele, Typical Roman). These people seem generally to 
agree that dialogue is a nice idea, but they do not participate because their 
friends are not involved, because they had other deeper interests, or because they 
never had encountered an opportunity. “I haven’t done dialogue, but it sounds 
interesting and useful,” said Sofia, an IT manager. Filippo, a devout Catholic 
public school teacher, said, “I have never attended a formal group but I’d like to. 
I think it’s important.” Carlotta, a stay-at-home mom, reflected, “I never did 
dialogue formally or in school. But people should do it, it’s very important.” 
Pietro, a physicist, was nonplussed about dialogue: “I don’t know anything 
about the usefulness of dialogue. I can’t judge it. It seems important for people 
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who do it.” And Alessio was aware of dialogue but not motivated to participate. 
I haven’t done it, but I’ve heard of it on big important levels—like the 
pope meeting chief rabbis and Orthodox leaders. I haven’t done it because 
I’m lazy. I don’t do a lot of things because I’m lazy. And there’s no 
opportunity for it. My friends don’t do it. 
 
This is the indifference Roman dialoguers must overcome to convince people to 
engage in encounters that might enlarge their interfaith horizons. 
  
The Hierarchy of Needs—Pursuing What is Possible 
 
Taking Maslow’s “hierarchy of needs” as a guide (as the dialoguers 
themselves do), we can imagine that the “highest needs” of spiritual growth, self-
esteem and self-actualization might be more possible in Rome than in the Middle 
East. Roman dialogues, removed from existential threat (or the perception of it), 
offer a more secure context for effective interpersonal exploration and thus 
greater possibility for the “real work” of dialogue: developing resilience, inner 
security, practicing collaboration, and achieving a safe haven in which to forge 
friendship. Roman dialoguers do not have to contend with collective trauma or 
narratives of victimization derived from active, violent local warfare. 
 This is not to say that it is easy for Rome’s minorities to emerge from their 
ethnic enclaves into interfaith encounters. Immigrants who live with 
discrimination suffer a discreet set of high stakes, from lack of money and 
housing to discrimination on the labor market, low wages, periodic threats of 
expulsion immigration policies change, and vulnerability to being drawn into 
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organized crime. This social group is probably less likely to participate in 
dialogue because they are distracted with the more fundamental level of physical 
security: stabilizing their basic physical existence and fighting to maintain 
securities they’ve amassed among family and friends. The most vulnerable 
immigrants in Italy have some commonalities with vulnerable Palestinians, but 
they are absent from dialogue for economic and survival reasons more than 
threats of violence or being designated as enemies and normalizers. 
 Nevertheless, with no active military or interreligious conflict in Rome, 
where extant social conflicts lead more to inequalities than to violence, the 
obstacles of dialogue are not the same pressing burdens of security and basic 
sustenance as in the Israeli-Palestinian dialogue. The byproduct of the 
fundamental Roman privilege of not having to fear for life every day is that there 
is potentially an opportunity to do the work of transformation on deep and 
personal levels. Romans, at least in comparison with Israelis and Palestinians, 
enjoy enough basic layers of existential security to attend to the healing of their 
own defects and complicities and strive toward Maslow’s “higher levels of 
security” such as love and belonging, esteem, and self-actualization. The work of 
restructuring historically socialized fears and prejudices against the “other” 
becomes a process of personal growth through social interaction and cultural 
education. 
 However, transformation on these levels can be very difficult to work on 
because psychological wounds run deep. The work of increasing personal, 
spiritual security is difficult. Not all are capable of undertaking deep perceptual 
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restructuring. Rome’s interfaithers, like many of Israel-Palestine’s dialoguers, 
talk frequently of the demands of improving community interactions on 
behavioral and psychological levels. They say they are exceptional among 
average Romans for their commitment. “You can’t dialogue unless you’re mature 
and convinced. It is an art of the mature,” said Maurizio of Dialogo Interreligioso 
Monastico. Silvio of Sant’Egidio mused, “Dialoguers have a stronger moral 
center, more spiritual preparation, and psychological readiness for dialogue. Not 
everybody can do this hard, deep work.” Uri of Parent’s Circle / Families Forum 
was blunter: “Dialoguers are not normal.” 
 
Contrasting Abstraction and Actuality 
 We saw in Chapter 3 that Roman interfaithers’ local engagement is a 
response to broader international problems, fueled by more general 
cosmopolitan values and a global mindset than by a reaction to challenging city 
conditions. Interfaith dialogue in Rome responds to the idea that religious 
diversity has led to misunderstanding, tension and violence, and to the idea that 
interreligious stereotypes—particularly Islamophobia and anti-Semitism—have 
fueled Europe’s most tragic paroxysms of intergroup violence and estrangement. 
But since there are few examples of “interreligious violence” in Rome itself, 
dialoguers respond to the broader specter of religious terrorism and intergroup 
antagonisms that presently haunt the Western world. Rome’s interfaith “circle of 
the convinced” identifies itself as local guardians of civil society, but their 
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concerns are more global in nature. Indeed, anxieties about global threats and 
civic virtues occupy a motivating role in Roman dialogue discourse. But these 
problems are more conceptual and less concrete than those discussed in many 
Middle Eastern dialogues.  
 When people start from a relatively civil and tolerant point, the distance to 
travel to a more harmonious end is shorter than when the starting point is open 
hostility and entrenched distrust. With lower rates of violence against “the 
other,” there is a shorter trajectory toward transformation. Because of the relative 
peace of its cosmopolitan setting, the Roman dialogue generally does not allow 
for a dramatic leap in the character of interpersonal relations and understanding. 
Roman dialoguers are not moving from religiously-rationalized violence to 
peace; they are moving from “I don’t know any Muslims” to “I shared a meal 
with a Muslim.” Before and after dialogue, Romans move from Point A to point 
B. Some Palestinians and Israeli dialoguers told me, long before their interfaith 
work, that they used to “hate” the other side, to want to do violence and even 
kill: before and after dialogue, we could say some Middle Easterners go from 
Point A to Point Z. Romans have less distance to travel, in reality and in 
perception. Romans do not receive constant media and political messages that 
they are under physical threat—and the vast majority truly are not under 
physical threat nor do they endure conditions that would inspire the perception 
of threat. Flavio, a photographer for Confronti, said,  
Those of us who do it shouldn't forget that our dialogue with others is 
exclusive, exclusive to those who agree to be there, who are probably not 
moving from violence to peace. The people coming to the dialogue have a 
smaller margin to travel. When we travel that margin, we get stronger and 
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have more tools. But we can't be too proud of ourselves. It is an exclusive 
activity to practice and promote radical inclusion. 
 
Therefore, the work of Roman dialogue is more subtle and psychological, 
responding to concepts of intolerance, dis-integration, and religious violence. 
Participation is an act of citizenship and community, not a response to concrete 
security concerns. Roman interfaithers hope to improve the level of cultural 
awareness and strengthen local social networks. Roman interfaithers talk about 
dialogue forging radical personal change, but they also admit that the world’s 
worst interreligious conflicts are not in their front yard. The most dialogue can 
do in Rome is to promote better cultural education at large, and perhaps inspire 
more engaged citizens.  
 
Differences in Dialogue Context 
 
 Rome lacks an active security crisis, but its culture is weighed down by a 
culture of complaint and inactivity, so the impact that can be made by the Roman 
dialogue (at least, beyond the dialoguers) is minimal. The challenge of dialogue 
in Rome is civic: to inspire the broader populace to enact cosmopolitanism 
through tolerance and collaboration, to transmit principles of unity into 
behavior, and to break from strong in-group/out-group mentalities to emerge 
from ethnic enclaves. The call to action in Rome is not a cease-fire, but rather an 
opening of hunkered-down ethnic enclaves. It is a matter of inspiring citizens to 
stretch themselves into civic engagement, into contexts where they do not have a 
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stark necessity to go, into following curiosity and feeling fundamentally secure 
enough to do so.  
 With its more fundamentally stable setting, Roman dialogue has a clearer 
potential and less urgency than Israeli-Palestinian dialogue. It is, theoretically, 
easier for dialoguers in the less-threatening Roman setting to develop spiritually, 
connect interpersonally, and transcend social divides. 
 But the great paradox is that since the society is relatively more stable, dialogue 
becomes less urgent, and its greater potential remains untapped. With active conflict, 
apprehension takes over. Without active conflict, complacency takes over. So, few 
Romans are involved in civic improvements, intercultural integrations, or 
bridging dialogues. The majority still ignore it.  
 In both Rome and the Middle East, a select few engage the work of 
intergroup dialogue. The fundamental differences inherent in the two contexts 
boils down to the presence or absence of a military conflict and how it shapes the 
way each group of dialoguers approach their task.  
 My Israeli-Palestinian study subjects say that dialogue is an urgent 
activity that strives to create ground-up, grassroots, people-rooted peace and 
tolerance. It strives to stabilize and legitimate any sort of political peace process, 
but the crisis is concrete and physical. It also creates social pressures against 
dialogue from the “anti-normalizers,” and perceptions of acute mutual threat. 
Therefore, according to participants, Israeli-Palestinian dialogue is crucial, but 
hampered by instability.  
 In Rome, dialogue is an educational exercise, not unlike a university or a 
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humanistic education; it is a cultivation of civic engagement. In Rome, the 
interreligious crisis, the political crisis, the economic and cultural crisis, are not 
exactly physical, not violent anyway. In terms of Maslow’s “hierarchy of human 
needs” people in Rome are not suffering from threats to their physical security in 
the way people suffer in Israel and Palestine. While the Middle Eastern dialogues 
respond to a concrete local threat, the Roman dialogues respond to an abstract 
global-scale problem of “religious violence.” The security of their basic needs 
allows for the potential to explore relatively higher levels of security, those of 
love and belonging. The major obstacle to Roman dialogue is the default Italian 
cultural habit of turning inward into isolated, homogenous enclaves, neglecting 
civic investment. Levels of community service are low and the citizenry is largely 
passive in the management of the region. Roman dialogue is bolstered by stability, 
but hampered by a lack of urgency.  
 
A Common View: Dialogue as a Mechanism for Restructuring Historical 
Consciousness 
 
History motivates behaviors you would never otherwise commit. People 
from Ireland understand that, and also Balkans. History determines how 
we can survive. You have to find a way to break from history with respect 
to the habits and defenses it has inculcated in you. We call this the 
purification of memory, freeing yourself from the burden of historical 
grudge and limitation. (Bishop Thomas, the General Secretary of the 
Pontifical Council for Christian Unity) 
 
One central thrust of religious pluralism involves transforming one’s 
attitudes toward the religious other, which might also involve a shift in one’s 
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own sense of identity.175 In spite of the significant differences in these two 
contexts, both in Rome and in the Middle East, dialogue is constructed as a 
mechanism for re-ordering a person's relationship with the past. In both contexts, 
dialoguers see what they do as a method for restructuring historical consciousness.  
This is expressed in many refrains. In Rome, Bishop Thomas spoke of a 
“purification of memory” which enables people to forget the past and start anew. 
In both contexts, many dialoguers refer to “breaking cycles” and “changing 
history.” In Palestine, Jonathan at the Holy Land Trust teaches Non-Linear 
Thinking, which trains people to recognize negative perceptions based on past 
experiences and open themselves up to new possibility. The curriculum of NLT 
proposes to bring awareness to—and reverse—traumatized repetitions of 
destructive interactions between players who are entrenched in their social roles. 
Jonathan is fond of saying, “We are all living in reaction to the past.” NLT is 
leveraged to free people from the past so they can live fully in the present 
moment. It trains people to face each new interaction with a centered, hopeful 
mien, transcending cycles of history and the habits that keep them stuck in 
defensive discussions of security. 
 The experiential and subjective nature of “security” as talked about by these 
dialoguers, and the need for fresh, non-linear thinking that breaks from the past, 
                                               
175 Several scholars have explained that the main functions of interfaith dialogue are the 
transformation of attitudes and personal identity. This transformation is thought of as a 
precursor to changed behavior. For further discussion on this point, see Abu-Nimer et al. (2007); 
Allport (1954); Banchoff (2007); Bellah (1987); Cornille (2008); Halafoff (2013); Illman (2012); 
Lederach (1997 and 2010); O’Neill (2007); Panikkar (1978); Suomala (2012); Swidler (2007); Taylor 
(1992); Thurman (1986); and Wuthnow (2005). 
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is a launching point for our focal analysis of how dialogue is a mechanism for 
restructuring historical consciousness.  
Remaking historical consciousness is a constant refrain because the 
present-day obstacles to dialogue so often have to do with the past. A chief 
obstacle of the Arab-Israeli conflict is collective trauma derived from generations 
of violent conflict in the region, as well as trauma inherited from the Holocaust. 
In Italy, obstacles are less historically identifiable episodes of violence, but there 
is a deep historical legacy of power assumed by one group that is not shared by 
the newcomers. The result is a cultural tendency toward stereotyping and in-
group preference, which amounts to a civic paralysis when it comes to diverse 
groups mixing. “I see every day that the selfishness and prejudices against the 
other who is not strictly belonging to our culture are always present,” remarked 
Enzo, a Confronti collaborator and dialoguer in a peripheral Roman 
neighborhood. 
In both places, dialoguers name mundane obstacles to their activities: 
language barriers, lack of support beyond the group, finances, organizational 
stresses. But most frequently, the obstacles cited by dialoguers in both contexts 
are psychological: fear, blame, suspicion, distrust, insecurity, and sometimes 
even trauma-based prejudices. These mindsets come from the past. Direct 
adverse experiences with another social group, or simply being immersed in 
constantly unfavorable negative depictions, can breed a mindset that sees the 
world through the lenses of these past impressions. One’s “historical 
consciousness,” consisting of all of the messages collected about “the other” from 
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media and conversations, primes attitudes about other groups. Collectively, this 
amounts to stereotypes and social factions. Individually, it amounts to a 
mentality predisposed against others. This mentality can be so entrenched that it 
guides every interpretation of an interaction and projects menace, whether it is 
there or not.  
It is also said in both contexts that the restructuring of this negative 
“historical consciousness” is one of the chief aims of dialogue. This is what is 
meant when dialoguers say that interfaithing can change minds. According to 
my interviewees, if people break through their prejudices and objectifying 
negative ideas in order to identify shared values and experiences, they can 
perceive the other with more tranquility and precision. By breaking a cycle of 
mutual disregard or even vengeance, they can discredit their historically fearful 
mindset. In this way they can break a cycle of mutual disregard or even 
vengeance, and create space for mutual recognition and the flourishing of 
genuine interpersonal relationships and friendships. By transforming historical 
trauma and historical habits of prejudice into openness and collaboration, 
dialoguers “break the cycle.” They believe that that one’s narrative about the 
world and of one’s own history determines one’s interpretation of the present. 
Dialogue therefore is positioned as a technique for suspending and transforming 
narratives so as to allow for new interpretive possibilities. A revolution in 
interpretation is then presumed to effect new behavioral and relational styles.  
The very notion that dialogue practitioners can teach each other to 
approach the world with a pure and peaceful mind can seem objectionably 
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idealistic, but many of these dialoguers would insist that the attempt at meeting 
the world in a freer way, without projecting associations from past experiences, 
is worth the effort. Even if it cannot be achieved, and even if those who make 
progress are truly exceptional, the urgency—and the possibilities—justify the 
endeavor. As Uri said, those who can transcend their traumas and attain self-
actualization in this context are “not normal people.” 
My research interviewees articulate this normative goal of dialogue: a 
restructured historical consciousness and interpretive framework which identify 
and pierce through negative interpretations and projections based on past 
experiences. The interpretive framework is rooted in the neutrality of 
“historyless” objectivity, a “reset-button stance,” says Jonathan (HLT), that 
allows for relations based not on what-was, but on what-is and what-could-be.  
Their stance rests upon a philosophical commitment to neutrality, a 
recognition that phenomena possess no inherent meaning but that which is 
projected upon it by the associative psyche. This worldview posits the 
fundamental neutrality of all phenomena, and the infinite potential of 
phenomena to signify or be applied in any direction an agent chooses. This 
neutrality of significance is also what allows for cycle-breaking, new behaviors 
and new relations.  
 Central to this approach is the ability to create distinctions between what is 
actually happening, versus getting lost in interpretations that “are enshrouded in 
past pain, trauma, fears, and input,” Jonathan says. “How do we create in 
ourselves the possibility to make a decision today based on the future that we 
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want to create—and not based on the past we have experienced?” Every 
morning, Jonathan says, he works to put the past where it belongs and looks 
forward. A “nonlinear” approach to the world interprets phenomena in an 
accurate or objective manner that is not filtered through cognitive biases, 
reflective habits and typical ways of thinking. Non-Linear Thinking is meant to 
help people relate more comfortably to scenarios of peace or social change which 
they currently—based on past thinking—believe to be impossible. These 
methods are grounded in self-awareness of personal cognitive style. Jonathan 
said, “We teach our students to consider how they are limiting their field of 
vision and relationship with the world according to their interpretation of the 
past.’” 
 Jonathan repeats over and over, “Liberation lies in the distinction between 
interpretation and fact.” He learned this from his teacher Miki Walleczek, by 
whom he was taught to make distinctions between past, present, and future. 
Jonathan realized he made decisions based on the past, not based on where he 
wanted to go in the future. Miki taught Jonathan that the past lives on in the 
present, “but the past only lives as a conversation.” In people’s retelling of their 
stories and identities, they become attached to the past, and base everything they 
do on it. But, Miki taught, “the past is nothing but a story.” Miki taught a 
philosophy of making distinctions between what is valuable and preservable 
about the past—e.g., tradition, education and culture—while weeding out the 
destructive aspects and selectively preserving the aspects of the past that are life-
giving. Above all, Miki taught self-awareness of the creative human gift for lush 
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interpretation.  
Jonathan often reflects on Walleczek’s mantra: “Distinguishing alone has 
the power of transformation.” That means for individuals to be fully aware of 
what is happening within them, to distinguish what is happening inside oneself 
in any moment and to cultivate realization of inner reactions. When Jonathan 
connects “making distinctions” to changed behavior, he references Stephen R. 
Covey’s favorite quote: “Between stimulus and response there is a space. In 
that space is our power to choose our response. In our response lies our growth 
and our freedom” (Covey 2010, vi). Jonathan thinks all people can develop the 
muscle for resilience and personal awareness. He has seen it. “What we are 
about,” he says, “is creating awareness, helping people to become aware of who 
and what they are.” 
The Buddhist principle of “right view” is helpful for explaining the mental 
openness and accurate perception that dialoguers hope to promote. Right View is 
one “fold” on the Buddhist Noble Eightfold Path toward enlightenment. It is the 
skill of dissolving perceptions and interpretations in favor of drawing closer to 
the reality of the world. Immanuel Kant (1781) wrote that we can never perceive 
the world ding an sich—in and of itself—and our experience is always filtered 
through interpretation. Right View teaches that there are degrees of 
interpretation. Dialoguers hope to train themselves to be less imprisoned by their 
convictions, in order to interact less with mental images of the world and more 
with the actual “religious other” before them. Interfaith dialogue is framed in 
both Rome and in the Middle East as a mechanism for correcting negative, 
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inaccurate perceptions of the “other,” for assisting a cognitive reframing process 
of assimilating the other’s beliefs and practices into a broader worldview, one 
that can hold multiple varieties of subjective experience and faith claims.  
 Reconstructing historical consciousness is, then, a first step toward mutual 
recognition and humanization. Dialoguers frame their facilitated engagements as 
providing therapeutic “corrective relational experiences” that disconfirm 
negative stereotypes or misperceptions that we are under threat by the other. The 
notion that thinking needs to change first rests on the idea that the root of 
behavior is unconscious attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions we harbor. If people 
operate from stereotypes and generalizations, or recycle ideas from past 
experience and project them upon the other, they are not likely to achieve closer 
relations and reciprocity with the other. Therefore, the basic point of change lies 
in readjusting the hermeneutical approach—the interpretations and attitudes 
that frame experience of the world. By cultivating self-awareness about the filters 
and projections that shape one’s sense of the world and each other, people 
theoretically live in a freer state, and changed behavior may follow.  
 Roman and Middle Eastern dialoguers both use dialogue as a mechanism 
for cognitive re-framing of the “other,” cultivating a right view, and 
restructuring negative interpretations. Edin of Tavolo Interreligioso spoke about 
how a biased mindset can determine one’s perception of the world. “People have 
mind habits that show them that which they are convinced they will see. If you 
want to blame Muslims for religious violence, and you only look for Muslim 
violence, you will find the evidence. …You have to take control of your head and 
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open your eyes. Your mental habits determine your experience of life.” 
 In Rome, the “changed perceptions” which dialogue can achieve are more 
cognitive in nature than the inner transformations and intergroup healing that 
Middle Eastern dialoguers hope to bring about. Qualities required for successful 
dialogue practice, according to some Roman practitioners, are “being open to 
correction” (Ahmet), and being able to “confront, observe, and accept reality as it 
presents itself” (Anna). Another dialoguer, Franco, described how deepening 
acquaintance can reveal new aspects of a person that are surprising and relatable.  
I think there is a challenge for Italians in understanding Muslims because 
they watch the news and gossip and come away thinking that Muslims 
are going to seal our jobs and kill us all. …There was a recent dinner with 
refugees for Pakistan. It was a good conversation and felt almost like a 
collaboration. I came away thinking that the popular rhetoric about 
immigrants isn’t right, and that we should be more careful. People are like 
onions, you know, there are lots of layers, and even if you peel one layer 
back and don’t like it you should keep searching for all the other layers. 
 
 The travel seminars to Israel and Palestine run by Confronti allowed 
participants to experience deeper challenges to their perceptions. One traveler 
Dino said, “I had an idea based on what I see though the media and on my social 
background. ... Surely going there opened my eyes and changed some of my 
point of views.” Another travel Roberto recalled, “The trip definitely changed 
my consciousness. I have an entirely different awareness of the situation.” 
 Bishop Thomas of the Pontifical Council for Christian Unity, who told me 
that interfaith dialogue was a mechanism for the purification of memory, shared a 
vignette of how his historical consciousness—and therefore his ability to listen 
with an open mind—was reconstructed through dialogue. 
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The moment of greatest personal impact came in a moment of dialogue with the 
Byzantine Orthodox Church. I was learning about their historical narrative of the 
first millennium of Christianity and I realized that the Western narrative of 
Christian history was so different from Antioch, Jerusalem, Assyria. They were 
all Christians but they lived such different experiences. So I made a huge effort 
with my imagination and solid study to enter the experience of the others. I 
learned that we can make an effort to understand, or at least see our reasons for 
not understanding. I saw that my opinion was not absolute. In modernity we 
judge everything based on our historical narrative—but what if someone has 
another one that makes sense too? This realization didn't increase my specific 
understanding but it gave me energy to keep listening to narratives I hadn't 
considered, in order to expand my own scope of things. My Roman 
interviewees advance the notion of interfaith dialogue as a vehicle for helping 
people accept and adapt to the intractable diversity of the modern world. 
Today’s Italy is not the homogenous pre-Vatican II Italy, and adaptation is a 
worthy pursuit. “The world has changed, and interfaith dialogue is one way to 
help people live in it…dialogue can help people to live better lives in a 
profoundly changed world,” said Aurelio, Confronti journalist. Some dialoguers 
see the practice of dialogue as an essential adaptive mechanism, an emergent 
feature of modern diversification that allows for constructive response to 
conditions that have unsettled a populace accustomed to homogeneity. Sandri 
asserted, “This fact of diversity is mandatory, because it is here, now, the mixing 
has begun and will continue, it is a fact. Perhaps in 100,000 years things will 
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change, but in the meantime all of us, in Italy and abroad, we have this blending 
of all races, religions, cultures. It's an unavoidable fact.” Ahmet from Istituto 
Tevere echoed this notion when he said, “Now the world is small. We see the 
whole world in one city and we impact each other so easily. It used to be bigger, 
there was no internet and everything seemed so distant and mysterious. But the 
world changed a lot. By now we only have this world and we have to learn to 
live together.” 
 Interreligious dialogue is offered to help people accept through reason 
and conscientious awareness that the world has changed since a time when they 
only interfaced with their own. Confronti journalist Sandri even argues against 
the idea that human diversity is as new a phenomenon as it is said to be. “We 
may never have only been in homogenous environments, and the fact that we 
romanticize purer times—when there weren't ever any—reflects longing for 
simplicity that is scarce in a quickly diversifying world.” Sandri sees 
interreligious dialogue as a practice of embracing social facts.  
So interreligious dialogue is helping you to develop your thinking and 
reality construction and make an improvement on whatever it was before. 
To link arguments with evidence, to support art and values-driven 
investments, to cultivate self-awareness while approaching others and 
observing the world around you: that is what the future humans will 
more consistently do, and dialogue is helping draw people forward. 
 
 Dialogue is an act of embracing the storied interreligious crossroads of 
Rome, and interfaithers see what they are doing as an inevitable re-
diversification. Says Sandri, “History has moved from the question of whether we 
will be cosmopolitan or homogeneous. We are cosmopolitan. It is a mixing world. 
Everything has already changed and there's no going back. We have to learn to 
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live together because we are living together.” This effort to open people’s eyes to 
the social reality of Rome is an act of Right View, restructuring an inaccurate 
populist historical consciousness that sees Rome’s recent diversification as an 
anomaly. Indeed, say dialoguers in Rome, heterogeneity is not new to Rome, and 
neither is it going anywhere. 
 
Shifting Subjectivities 
 Optimally, dialogue serves to teach people through experience, friendship, 
and resilient conversations that the religious other will not, by default, always 
harm, threaten, or hate them. Gaining a right view about the other is proposed as 
a means to revolutionize a personal sense of security, as well as recalibrate the 
sources of insecurity. Standing in the way of such recalibration are media 
accounts, political machinations, and collective discourse that highlights 
essentialist identities. Dialoguers counter this by insisting that meaningful and 
resilient encounter with the other helps increase subjective impressions of 
security. Uri (PCFF) summarized the subtle changes that result.  
The dialogue process does not actually reduce danger but it does appear to 
reduce and dispel danger. When the subjective perception of your security 
is altered, you develop greater acquaintance with the reality of situation. 
Dialogue seems to reduce danger but it really just helps people see things 
more accurately: that you are not in danger from the other, who is a 
human who wants largely the same things you do. 
 
 Whether dialoguers in either Rome or the Middle East are practicing “non-
linear” thinking, the “purification of memory” or “breaking cycles,” it was clear 
in my conversation in both contexts that they all see dialogue as an effective 
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modality for freeing people from the burdens of a constructed past. Their notion 
that there is a pure, essentialized “reality” and “human essence” which is 
revealed by dialogue is, however, their own ideological heritage as modern 
activists in cosmopolitan contexts. There is an ironic dissonance between 
dialoguer’s accounts that interpretations are subjective and socialized, and the 
assertion that those who do dialogue can develop a privileged view on what is 
“really real.” In my observer’s eye, it seems likely that the “real and true” that 
dialoguers see is in line with the dialogical world they inhabit. Through their 
own collective activity, they do reconstruct and recalibrate their previous ideas, 
but the result is a very particular notion about what is truly human. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 Dialogue is different in Palestine and Rome because of the stakes involved 
and the nature of the conflicts. Just like average citizens of the Middle East, 
average Roman citizens who attend dialogues do not generally ascend to self-
actualization or spiritual security simply by virtue of the dialogue, but they do 
enter a dialogue “society” in which perceptions and relationships are changed. 
These fruits of dialogue are compromised in the Middle East because of the 
presence of physical violence and the absence of civic resources and physical 
security. People in Rome are relatively more physically secure, but they still turn 
inward, persisting in civic passivity and a strong “in-group” preference. The 
most salient difference, then, is that the Israeli-Palestinian dialogue is crucial, but 
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hampered by instability; and the Roman dialogue is bolstered by stability, but 
hampered by a lack of urgency. Nevertheless, these Roman and Middle Eastern 
dialoguers still share a faith in the meaning and importance of their practice. 
They believe it can break down negative perceptions and facilitate meaningful 
relationships. Changing minds, fostering self-actualization, and bringing people 
together is the goal of dialogue, wherever it is practiced. 
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CHAPTER NINE: Conclusions 
The Story of a Research Project 
 
 Many say interfaith engagement is the primary method for combating 
intolerance and transforming people’s fears into collaborative harmony. I 
thought so too, and in my fieldwork, I set out to learn exactly what interfaith 
engagement can change, and how. I went to Rome, historically a crossroads of 
East and West, where—according to various archaeological records and to Mary 
Beard (2016), an expert on Ancient Rome—cultural, ethnic and religious diversity 
have existed since the Empire.176 In Rome, interfaith dialogue as an “institution” 
can be dated to Vatican II. I set out to measure and document the social impact of 
this form of activism, and my interview questions targeted transformation 
narratives. I administered psychometric measures of tolerance, empathy, and 
attachment styles. I asked about program benchmarks, concrete progress 
indications, and how program efficacy was reported to funders.  
 As time passed, I became more frustrated and fascinated with how my 
questions were falling flat in interviews, or confusing people, or were answered 
very vaguely. I began to realize that my research hypothesis—that interfaith 
engagement participants were likely to experience certain changes in their self-
concepts—was actually based on my assumption that interfaith engagement is a 
form of social change activism that focuses chiefly on achieving transformation 
                                               
176 Although ancient Roman multiculturalism looked pretty different from modern ideals of cosmopolitan 
pluralism. 
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in participants and their surrounding society. However, over the 18 months of 
my fieldwork, my observations, interviews, and attempts at measurement 
pushed back against my framing of interfaith engagement as an impactful form 
of social change activism. I began to understand that interfaith engagement is not 
about change as much as it is a relationship between people who share and 
together articulate a vision for a better world. Indeed, the product of the dialogue 
is the dialogue itself. Interfaith engagement groups—and the Roman interfaith 
society as a whole—is a moral community that bonds over shared ideals and 
meanings. They deepen friendships and personal outlooks through learning, 
collaboration, discussion, spiritual practice, and accompanying each other 
through difficult or significant moments. To better understand interfaith 
engagement, it is not enough to seek the formula for transformation; one must 
instead look at all of the stories, interconnections, and experiences that populate 
the journey.  
 As I asked interfaithers if the change I had hypothesized could be brought 
about by interfaith engagement, dissonant answers and confused responses 
began to indicate that my questions were based on imprecise assumptions. In 
fact, interfaithers seemed mystified and occasionally perturbed by my search for 
the products of interfaith engagement, as if identifying them could justify their 
endeavors. I began to see that identifying the products of interfaith engagement 
is not the right approach to understanding these communities and practices. This 
is because achieving an “outcome” is not actually the aim of the enterprise. Yes, 
some interfaithers seem anxious to recruit more participants and make a broad 
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impact, and this determines the forms of interfaith engagement they practice. But 
others saw it as a necessary practice in the midst of intensifying diversity on a 
global level. And still others seemed content to invoke transformation not as an 
agenda but as a common ideal, in order to inspire hope or comfort in response to 
local and global conditions of terror, poverty, corruption, and civic degradation. 
Some simply saw it as “the right thing to do.” 
 Interfaith engagement looks a lot like “religion” if it is viewed as a social 
force, as French sociologist Emile Durkheim did. Its function is to generate social 
solidarity through the invocation of sacred values, the effervescent projection of 
these values onto commonly worshipped “totems,” and collective efforts of 
resistance against common “taboos.” This is how Durkheim understands 
religion, and it is how I came to understand the networks of interfaith 
engagement groups in Rome, which I came to call the “interfaith society.”  
 Therefore, interfaith engagement cannot be understood or justified by 
examining its “achievements.” Indeed, a decent social scientist would not walk 
into a Methodist church and ask how many deceased congregants went to 
Heaven, then rate the value of the church accordingly. My fieldwork has taught 
me that interfaith engagement is best treated in a similar way. In order to 
understand interfaith engagement, there are better questions to ask than “what 
does it achieve”? A more appropriate approach turned out to be to ask about the 
specific history of dialogue in Rome; about the main “players” in the 
constellation of dialogue organizations and leaders in town; and about the 
interactions between different institutional, grassroots and NGO “levels” of 
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dialogue. Examining the difference between practicing interfaith engagement in 
Rome and in Israel/Palestine illuminated both the common aspirations and the 
way context shapes the journey. And asking interfaithers what practicing 
dialogue means to them revealed the worldview that shapes and is shaped by 
interfaith engagement.  
 How I came to understand interfaith engagement after the reality of its 
practices and communities asserted themselves through my fieldwork was very 
different than the framework I had imposed on the field before I entered it. 
Ironically, in coming to understand that interfaith dialogue is not all about 
transformation, my impressions of it were profoundly transformed. 
 Nevertheless, the change that interfaith engagement seems to promise 
does seem to happen. Other studies could perhaps find ways to measure that 
change. Certain aspects of it could be demonstrated, for instance, by counting the 
growth of organizations practicing interfaith engagement in Rome since Vatican 
II. Or a controlled study could recruit a sample of participants to practice a 
determined form of interfaith engagement and administer periodic psychometric 
measures. These studies could venture an answer to the question of “what does 
interfaith engagement change?” 
But after I abandoned that question for that which interfaith engagement 
itself preferred to be asked—what are the many meanings of interfaith practice?—I 
would say that those attempts at measurement speak to only a part of interfaith 
engagement, and the least interesting part, at that. When I started this research, I 
assumed the general efficacy of interreligious activism, but soon saw that my 
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assumption led me to miss the importance of the practices themselves. Thinking 
of interfaith engagement as social change activism and asking, “where’s the 
beef?” leaves participants disappointed and researchers scratching their heads. If 
people practice interfaith engagement to change the world but the world has not 
changed, why do they keep coming back? Are they hypocrites, fraudulent, or 
simply living in a fantasy world? My conclusion is that they are none of these 
things, and in this analysis, I have attempted to explain the complexity of 
interfaithers’ relation to the ideals of transformation and efficacy. The key word 
in that explanation is “relation.” If one regards interfaith engagement as a 
meaning-making moral community united and bonded by ritually invoked 
shared ideals, investing together in collective representations of best possible 
worlds, then the textures, norms, and continuities of these social actions become 
evident as ends in themselves.  
 This is a study of the interfaith society of Rome: its history, its cast of 
characters, it forms and hierarchies, the distinct features of doing interfaith work 
in Rome as opposed to somewhere else, and what interfaith engagement means 
personally for several prominent participants. This study attempts to understand 
interfaith engagement on its own terms, and reflects on how interfaith 
engagement reifies a collective representation of pluralism in an increasingly 
diverse world, showing participants what is possible and enabling them to 
participate in building a world they dream of. The dreamed-of world may 
indeed only be constituted by the discourses and relationships of the “already 
convinced,” and the worlds beyond interfaith engagement may not reflect its 
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sacred values. But participants seem more focused on enriching the world they 
have constructed together rather than expanding its scope. The interfaith society 
they have constructed together is indeed robust, self-reinforcing, and convinced 
of its moral rightness. 
 
Contributions to the Field 
 
 This project has catalogued the daily experiences of lay citizens who 
gather around a common goal. It departs from normative literature on 
interreligious dialogue, which tends to start from specific religious traditions and 
argues for the value in interreligious organizing based on theological 
convictions. Nor does this project start from normative humanistic or 
psychological goals, but rather asked how social integration and personal 
transformation are defined and enacted by the participants themselves. While 
this project assumes that Catholicism in Italy is culturally dominant, influences 
identities, and provides a majority counterpoint that Italian interreligious studies 
must consider, it does not assume that “integration” is an absolute good for 
Roman social groups outside that dominant majority, or even that the term itself 
is very clear. 
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 This study focused on “street-level” interfaith collaboration,177 a sector of 
interreligious encounter that is relatively under-researched.178 It has marshalled 
and analyzed ethnographic data to bring clarity and nuance to what large-scale 
efforts such as the World Values Survey reveal about how people deal with 
religious diversity in their daily lives. This project offered an in-depth 
exploration of Roman religious pluralism, providing needed data on the Italian 
reality of socio-religious change and investigating encounters between people 
from diverse Italian religions. It enriches social scientific understandings of social 
processes managing religious diversity and pluralism, responding to Pace’s 
assertion that “the unprecedented, unexpected religious diversity that has begun 
to emerge in Italy makes it necessary to update the maps of religiosity and 
secularization...[and] deal with the unprecedented religious pluralism that has 
been increasingly characterizing life in Italy” (2013). The comparative research in 
Israel and Palestine provides original data about what is specific and what is 
variable about dialogue in the Italian and Middle Eastern contexts. 
 This discussion contributes to the humanities in its findings on how 
normative humanistic ideals are constructed by activists, and how these ideals 
translate into the practical attempt to bridge social divides. By providing a 
portrait of Confronti’s creative dialogue model, it adds to what we know about 
                                               
177 This phrase is based on the idea of “street level ecumenism” discussed by Ammerman (2001), 
which she in turn attributes to researcher Donald Miller of the Center for Religion and Civic 
Culture. 
178 Halafoff (2013) sees a great need for more ethnographic case studies on contemporary multifaith 
movements. She further argues that the creative dialogue model has been less analyzed in 
comparison to the more “classic” interreligious dialogue model of theological discourse. 
Adoption of the field of Interreligious Studies in 2013 by the American Academy of Religion 
demonstrates the growing interest in this sort of research. 
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emergent forms of interreligious dialogue in the early 21st century. It approaches 
fundamental questions of the humanities with a social scientific thrust, in the 
spirit of Habermasian arguments that modern, postsecular human life is best 
studied via a synthesis of analytical approaches. While interfaithers seek to create 
widespread consensus of universal values and relational norms, they have little 
interest in evaluating truth claims. Rather, Habermas (1987) describes interfaith 
engagement aptly with his notion of the ‘lifeworld’, the informal domain in 
which social life exists, where “shared meanings” and understandings are 
refined and developed. These shared meanings are granted validity by the 
weight of the practices and discourse that construct interfaithers’ mutually 
constructed sense of reality.  
 This study follows the recent turn in sociology to engage ethnography of 
“lived religion” in order to better understand religious life and experience rather 
than concentrating on calculable survey data and institutional forms. It offers 
fresh, empirically grounded data that call for humanistic discussion of the 
human potential for mutual recognition through rational communicative action. 
Interfaithers, by enacting moral commitments to increase understanding of 
diverse, adaptive, complicated human life, are themselves pursuing goals 
comparable to humanities research agendas: enhanced practical understanding 
and empathy with others through conversations about needs and values; 
engaged acknowledgement of the ecological diversity of human purposes and 
potentials; and awareness of the ambiguities, contextuality and value-laden 
nature of cultural symbols. Analysis that simply assesses the efficacy of 
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interfaithing confronts the limits of applying quantitative measurements to the 
resolution of human problems and dilemmas. The conclusion of this study is 
very humanistic indeed: relational methodologies, if only assessed quantitatively 
for productive impact, are only partially assessed.  
 
The Ideals and Reality of Interfaithers 
 
 One day I interviewed a leader of a prominent interfaith group. When we 
finished the formal interview, I turned off my voice recorder, packed my 
belongings, and she offered to drive me to the nearest metro station so I could 
skip the unreliable city bus connection. In her car, she relaxed and confessed to 
me that there is a challenge that she faces in her organization: the new secretary 
is not a great fit because of her moral and political stances. Their old secretary 
had to leave the position because she was elected into office, and the rehire is 
homophobic and anti-abortion.  
 This interfaith leader had long hoped to diversify opinions in their 
programming. She always felt that differences in opinion enriched society and 
communities. But when she discovered that the new secretary frequently shares 
on social media “terrible” homophobic articles and screeds against the evils of 
abortion and immigration, she was befuddled. How could a person with such 
values work at their progressive, pro-gay, pro-choice organization? She wanted 
to fire the secretary, to clear the office environment of her “toxic opinions.” 
However, according to Italian law, people cannot be fired for not being in line 
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with an NGO’s mission and values. The leader dolefully reflected, “She’s only a 
secretary, so her political positions don’t directly bear on her work. But it’s 
giving me great pain to work with her, knowing her positions, and I’m not sure 
whether I should do anything about it.” As she drove me along the bumpy 
Roman roads, swerving to avoid potholes, she grimaced and smacked the 
steering wheel with her palm. “I know it’s ironic. I should be careful what I wish 
for. I’d been wishing to have some differing opinions to work with…but her 
opinions are just too extreme.”  
 A few months later, I heard that the secretary had left the position of her 
own accord, saying that the organization was promoting practices that violated 
her religious beliefs. 
Throughout my anthropological training, I frequently stumbled across 
this advice for collecting strong field data: pay careful attention to omissions, 
incoherence, and contradictions. I observed a contradiction in the interfaith 
society that demonstrated the power of sacred values, specifically the value of 
pluralism, to justify its discourses and practices. 
 “Pluralism” is a topic rife with contradictions. As Aurelio from CIPAX put 
it, “There's a certain percentage of sectarianism in all these movements. 
Pluralism prefers pluralism—if it is authentic it has to embrace exclusivism but 
most pluralists only go so far in their ideas.” The contradictions do not lie in the 
way interfaithers discuss pluralism—they invoke it with simplicity as a social 
good, as a positive modern value that they hope will become a norm through the 
growth of the interfaith dialogue movement. For interfaithers pluralism is an 
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unquestioned sacred value, an ultimate sacred postulate (Rappaport 1999) that is 
meant to be self-justifying in its invocation. 
 But in the eyes of the ethnographic observer, “pluralism” begs a subtler 
appraisal. “Pluralism” as a sacred value represents radical inclusivity; but in real-
life application, we see that interfaithers only maintain this radical inclusivity by 
emphasizing shared values and minimizing religious differences—or minimizing 
the degree to which they are truly divisive. 
 Ideally, religious pluralism is a condition intentionally assembled by 
diverse actors coordinating efforts toward a mutually specified end. Its central 
activity is the temporary dissolution of the boundaries around religious identity 
and practice that normally separate diverse collectives. Religious pluralism 
capitalizes on the potency of the liminal “in-between” space described by Victor 
Turner (1969). It is still constrained by ethical norms and by bureaucratic 
necessities which serve as “bottom line” boundaries for what kind of religious 
expression is required to sustain a controlled, intentional boundary 
transgression. Basic commitments of participation and nonviolence are required 
to facilitate a peaceful commonwealth. But religious pluralism asks for more; it 
asks for participants to soften and lower boundaries in order to join normally 
separate realms and move from societas into communitas.  
That is because religious pluralists believe that every boundary is a link. 
There are ways to celebrate difference. Boundaries are not just borders, fences, 
confines, edges, or cutoffs. They are also frontiers and ordering principles. They 
can function constructively, encircling intimacies, facilitating stability, hygiene, 
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and clear thinking. Religious pluralism cultivates an attitude of openness that 
applies to boundaries.  
 Nevertheless, true religious pluralism is not actually possible. It is an ideal 
construct that is constrained in its actualization by numerous factors. Religious 
pluralists, largely left-leaning, educated, middle or upper class religious 
progressives, tend to exclude religious conservatives and exclusivists. Until 
recently interfaith summits largely tended to exclude laypeople, women, 
minorities, “multiple belongers,” “nones,” or people from interfaith families. 
These discursive forms of religious pluralism have been predicated on notions of 
discrete, boundaried, stable religious identities.  
 Pluralism also entails a principled moral stance that, to actualize, requires 
the adherence of participants to a specific principled moral framework. Not all 
social actors are able or willing to do so. A principled moral social collective--an 
NGO fostering religious pluralism, for instance--must exclude elements and 
social expressions that cannot be disciplined to uphold the moral framework. 
Thus “freedom of expression” must be distinguished from “hate speech,” which 
is to be excluded (Taylor et al 1992). The epistemological modesty that many see 
as necessary to interreligious tolerance and pluralism may easily prevent more 
conservative, absolutist religious groups from participating, as well as those for 
whom exposure to divergent liberal viewpoints is avoided, if not considered 
sinning. Therefore, the peace wrought through interreligious encounter is not the 
same as freedom; it must be constrained by mutually contracted ethical 
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principles and guidelines. Every realm of inclusion, in order to be sustainable, 
requires guidelines that also exclude. 
 Religious pluralism is paradoxical, in that if it truly dissolves all of its 
boundaries for inclusion, if it were truly plural and indiscriminately inclusive, it 
would vanish. But variants of religious pluralism allow for different spheres of 
inclusion, common ground, and common “others.” Sometimes interreligious 
cooperation is made possible through recognizing a common enemy, as when 
Abraham Heschel urges Christianity and Judaism to ally against the modern 
secular (Kasimow 2009). Intellectual, abstract theological discourse is a type of 
pluralism that is distinctly exclusive, both in qualifications for participation, and 
in lasting impact. Participatory democratic religious pluralism—involving 
humanitarian projects or artistic collaborations—can be more inclusive class-wise 
and involve more people along the ideological spectrum, but it still must claim 
ethical absolutes and perhaps even limit free religious expression (e.g., 
prevention of proselytization). Religious pluralism is resonant as an ideal, but in 
actuality it is more complicated.  
 But the ideal of religious pluralism is still dynamically motivating in the 
same Platonic sense as is the absolute, universal religious boundary. Thus, the 
interfaith society flourishes on a small scale, fueled by the ideal of pluralism, and 
in “real life” constantly transgressing and renegotiating boundaries. 
 Pluralism is not the only sacred value invoked in interfaith conversation 
that does not correspond to the realities of the interfaith society. Unity, 
transformation, pluralism and authenticity are also elusive in practice. In a 
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Durkheimian interpretation where “the sacred” is indicated by “things set 
apart,” the idealistic, pluralistic interfaith space positions itself apart from the all-
too-real chaotic and often conflictual diversity of the public sphere.  
 In order to understand the interfaith society and the functioning of its 
sacred values it is actually crucial to investigate the lack of correspondence 
between how interfaithers describe their practice and the practices themselves. 
Their descriptions represent the ideals and aspirations of the society, not its 
achievements. The recurring phrases in their discourse show us what 
interfaithers hold dear, not what they are actually doing. 
 The solidarity of the interfaith society is predicated on a presumption of 
“shared values.” A religious difference can only be “aestheticized away” into an 
enriching cultural particularity if that difference is overshadowed by shared 
ideals. In other words, collectively valuing unity is required for the collective to 
maintain unity, sort of like “dialogue is the product of dialogue.” However, if a 
religious difference is undergirded by a conflicting set of sacred values—for 
instance, if a certain group values “hunkering down” above the interfaith sacred 
value of “unity” —then these religious differences cannot be aestheticized or 
transcended so easily. We see that clearly in Roman immigrant enclaves like 
Bangladeshi Muslims who keep to themselves, or Rome’s Gypsy population 
which is overtly opposed to “integration” efforts. Indeed, social groups with 
opposing values could not be easily included in acts of radical inclusiveness—
because the ideal of inclusivity is easily conceived, but the reality of inclusivity 
requires mutual consent. 
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 “Radical inclusivity” is the flagship stance of the sacred value of religious 
pluralism—but “radical inclusivity” does not describe the reality of the interfaith 
society. Interfaithers’ attempted actualization of their sacred values illuminates 
the gulf between ideals and actuality. These contradictions to not appear to 
dissuade interfaithers, however, which confirms the theory spelled out by 
Ganges (et al., 2007), that sacred values bear unique properties of reasoning and 
decision-making. Whereas “instrumental decision-making involves cost–benefit 
calculations regarding goals and entails abandoning or adjusting goals if the 
costs outweigh the benefits,” sacred values “differ from instrumental values by 
incorporating moral (including religious) beliefs that may drive action 
independently of its prospect of success.” Since commitments to sacred values 
are not vulnerable to instrumental calculations, interfaithers eventually “acquire 
immunity to material incentives” (Atran and Ginges, 2012) as well as to 
indicators that they are effectively actualizing their sacred values.  
 This is because interfaithing is a practice of faith that results chiefly in 
social solidarity, achieved whenever the interfaith society invokes its sacred 
values. At this moment they are elevated into sacredness, buoyed by effervescent 
feelings of moral rightness, personal efficacy, and hope for a better future, 
embraced by likeminded others. The very product of the interfaith dialogue about 
transformation is, in the end, the interfaith dialogue about transformation. 
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Evaluating Transformation 
 
 Ulrich Beck describes ultramodern cosmopolitanism as being “radically 
reflexive.” Interfaithers often say they are trying to “be the change you wish to 
see in the world,” promoting micro-changes such as perspective shifts and new 
friendships. These in turn reinforce the (inter)faith that people can change—and 
that such microscopic changes contribute to the larger scheme of the wished-for 
changed society. “Many of us would like to change the world, but then we get 
discouraged by the fact that whatever we do feels insufficient,” said Giacomo, a 
longtime participant and interpreter at Agape Ecumenical Center. “And yet, the 
little things, they have an infinite importance. No one, alone, can put an end to 
the evils that plague the planet, but all we can give a smile or help someone, the 
results of which we may not ever have any idea of. This world is disgusting, it's 
true, but the good deeds are more numerous than we tend to think. In the end, 
what matters is to choose a side.” 
 Interfaithers make a broad claim that people and groups can change as a 
result of interfaith engagement, or at least that the “social change” toward 
Western cosmopolitanism for all is an absolute good. When Giacomo said “what 
matters is to choose a side” he refers to choosing the side of Western 
cosmopolitanism. The implicit extension is that the world can change as a result 
of dialogue. Yet, we have seen that narratives of transformation related to 
dialogue are chiefly perspectival and experiential whereas the more concrete 
behavioral changes that would be more likely to signify “social change” at large 
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are linked to life unfolding, maturation, and axiological development, not to 
interfaith engagement. 
 After spending 18 months observing Rome’s interfaith society, comparing 
it to dialogue practices in the Middle East, and 6 more months analyzing my 
notes, it is clear to me that the ideal of transformation sanctifies or certifies “the 
entire system of understandings in accordance with which [interfaithers] conduct 
their lives” (Rappaport 1999, 117). The sacred values undergirding the interfaith 
society “can provide the underpinnings for changing [or diverse] instrumental 
values because of the vagueness implicit in the ultimate sacred postulates” (155).  
 “Transformation” is a motivating ideal and discursive object that is 
constructed in order to transcend specific religious and cultural affiliations and 
draw together people from a variety of backgrounds, all of whom espouse the 
“universal values” of peace, unity, human rights, and justice that are the goal of 
the transformation they seek. The discursive ideal of transformation—that is, the 
way interfaith groups talk about social transformation as though it represents the 
highest good, the divine vision—is more radiantly sustaining in its mere invocation 
than in any practical activity. Durkheim said as much when he made the point that 
focusing too much on the material aspects of religion such as “manual 
operations” like anointing, purification and meals is to be distracted by the 
superficial level and misses the meaningful human, moral force of religious 
practice.  
These physical operations are but the outer envelope in which mental 
operations lie hidden. In the end, the point is not to exert a kind of 
physical constraint upon blind and, more than that, imaginary forces but 
to reach, fortify, and discipline consciousnesses…. The powers they bring 
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into play are, above all, spiritual, and their primary function is to act upon 
moral life. In this way, we understand that what was done in the name of 
religion cannot have been done in vain, for it is necessarily the society of 
men, it is humanity, that has reaped its fruits. (Durkheim 1912, 421-422) 
 
Indeed, to evaluate interfaith community only according to its proven, profane 
achievements would be to miss the point.  
 Interfaithers operate under a “faith” that their efforts somehow make a 
difference, although they cannot specifically say what the difference is, and they 
did not seem to appreciate being asked by me to describe it specifically. Some in 
fact refuse the exercise of securing proof-of-progress, as it may taint the integrity 
of the institution by applying an incorrect yardstick to their worth. Omar, the 
President of the Istituto Tevere, in response to my question about evaluating 
impact, said, 
How do we evaluate progress? We need Price Waterhouse Coopers to 
help! We don't count people. We are trying to sincerely offer this place for 
people to get to know each other. We see the fruits of people coming back 
and going further in the work of ‘dialogue without adjectives,’ dialogue 
between humans without labels, building trust. A cup of tea becomes a 
conference…. We went with Religions for Peace to Brussels, to the Center 
for Interreligious Dialogue to learn more about program evaluation. With 
more funds we could think of translating activities into a concrete report. 
But we’d report that sometimes there are 5 people, sometimes there are 50. 
It is not black and white. Maybe if we offered an educational certificate we 
could get more numbers. But we’re not just lazy about evaluation and 
numbers. We have to be careful. It could send the wrong message. 
Numbers could tell a story that isn’t true and doesn’t capture our essence. 
 
Durkheim wrote, “Just as society consecrates men, so it also consecrates things, 
including ideas. When a belief is shared unanimously by the people, to touch it—
that is, to deny or question it—is forbidden” (1912, 215). It is not surprising, then, 
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that interfaithers became vague, defensive, confused, and irritated when I asked 
about indications of their impact or requested “proof” of progress. 
 Durkheim argued that a significant feature of religion is that it constitutes 
a system of beliefs and rites where “sacred things have relations of coordination 
and subordination to one another” (1912, 38). The sacred values fueling the 
interfaith society are defined by their separation from the “secular,” or in this 
case diverse-but-not-plural domain of everyday life. As Durkheim argues, “The 
sacred and profane are always and everywhere conceived by the human intellect 
as separate genera…they are different in kind” (36). These moral commitments 
cannot be measured with an instrumental (i.e., profane) metric, and this can 
explain why interfaithers express a reluctance to mingle the moral, sacred 
domain with the mundane domain of everyday diversity. This is because the 
“religious” forces of interfaith dialogue are in fact moral forces, or 
“transfigured collective forces…they are made of ideas and feelings that 
the spectacle of society awakens in us, not of sensations that come to us 
from the physical world. Thus, they are qualitatively different from the 
tangible things in which we localize them…they owe none of their power 
to those things. They are not held by internal bonds to the various 
supports on which they eventually settle and are not rooted in them.” 
(Durkheim 1912, 327) 
 
Drawing on Durkheim’s ideas, Ginges and Atran (2013) assert that sacred 
values are actually defined by a taboo against measuring moral commitments with 
an instrumental metric (Atran and Ginges 2012; Ginges et al. 2007; Ginges and 
Atran 2013). This is because “adherents to a religion think differently about 
things that have been incorporated within religious ritual, investing them with 
emotional content and meaning that separates them from profane things. …once 
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a value becomes sacred, distinct decision-making rules are thought to apply 
[and] it becomes forbidden to think of sacred values as just another fungible 
value with a given utility that can be measured along a common scale” (Sheikh et 
al. 2012). In fact, in a simulation game, Ginges and colleagues (2007) showed that 
the use of material incentives to promote peace may backfire when the players 
ground their actions in sacred values. 
 
Meaningful Impact 
 
 The dissonances in my data are what helped me find a clearer view of 
dialogue. For instance, the people who say they want to make concrete progress 
have no concrete way to mark their progress. The central value of this moral 
community, pluralism, professes radical inclusion but has no means (or capacity) 
to include the radically exclusive who are opposed to pluralism. Many 
dialoguers aim to foster “mutual recognition” and think “mutual recognition” 
will create a revolution--but they cannot define it in precise terms or confirm 
whether they have achieved it. The seeming contradictions inherent in the 
community discourse indicate that the discourse bears a meaningful function 
that transcends its specific content. The referents for understanding the interfaith 
society lay not within their statements about themselves but in the fact that they 
are having the conversations at all. It is not that they are failing to achieve their 
aims, but rather that the process of stating their aims is part of their ritual of 
solidarity. 
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 In launching my research on the question “what does dialogue do?” I 
myself embodied the modern empirical tradition of presenting an instrumental 
measure as an act of testing or verifying the truth claims of the interfaith society. 
There is an assumption behind the question, which is that interfaith dialogue has 
a demonstrable product. Asking "what does interfaith dialogue do?" with all the 
impatience this question contains, says implicitly that in order for interfaith 
dialogue to be worthwhile it has to have a clear impact. But the truth claims and 
corresponding sacred values of interfaithers above are statements of faith and 
meaning. A question about instrumental value is both irrelevant and profane. 
When the social scientist projects scientific values that are not in line with the 
object of study, the object of study becomes erased or obscured. My own 
instrumental approach was called into question as some members of the 
interfaith moral community found deeply dissatisfying or alien my pursuit of 
concrete indicators of transformation. My scientific attempt to prove the efficacy 
of meaningful acts of relationality, to empirically verify the interfaith society's 
truth claims of moral rightness, to measure transformation, did not capture the 
consequences and significance of their work in the world. 
 Future research could create a study group, have them practice a 
consistent type of dialogue, and then periodically administer a psychometric 
measure of relational growth. Other efforts have similarly attempted to recreate 
the conditions of dialogue in experimental settings. The result is presumably 
“hard data” on what interfaith dialogue actually does. But the results of my 
study indicate that such a research design might stabilize and formalize the 
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variables of method, practice, and sample group such that the process no longer 
looks much like the interfaith society of Rome. A "show me the money!" 
instrumental approach to IRD starts to fragment in the light of the many forms 
and methods dialogue can take—from soup kitchens to art shows to humanities 
scholarship—and it distracts the researcher from noticing how interfaithing looks 
a lot like a religious community with different denominations, thinking globally 
and acting locally.  
Of course, interfaith people are modern people, in and of the world, and 
many interfaith organizations are NGOs that have to produce reports for their 
funders. Often, policymakers want proof of dialogue's performance even before 
it is implemented. Sometimes, institutions are in a position to accept and uphold 
the moral claims of the interfaith society without having to justify them in the 
language of proof-of-progress. For example, the Roman Catholic Church has 
adopted ecumenism, and under the very pro-dialogue leadership of Pope 
Francis, it advocates dialogue from a position of faith and now as a matter of 
doctrine. Catholic groups do not have to prove their worth or the impact of their 
funding.  
Many leaders of community or school projects, however, do have the 
responsibility to convey to funding agencies that their work really is 
transformative. One Palestinian NGO leader mentioned that this is a huge 
challenge but was extremely vague when I asked him how he conveys 
programmatic efficacy to funders. He (like several other groups) balked at my 
requests for numbers, for concrete indicators of change, for any measure of 
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programmatic success. Interpreting sacred dialogue values in program reports is 
obviously a problem.  
Efficacy and evidence are not, then, foreign concepts in the interfaith 
society. The instrumental approach to value is a modern mark of post-
Enlightenment rationalization, and it seems logical: we all want to know that our 
hard work somehow matters. For those who come to the interfaith society 
expecting measurable success, however, anxiety can increase and discontentment 
can build. These were the most disappointed participants with whom I talked.
 But for people who are connected to the interfaith society through 
meaning, who practice with others the act of making pro-social faith claims, it 
seems less urgent to harness proof of impact. The older generation of dialoguers, 
along with the religiously committed, justify their efforts by the moral stance that 
dialogue is the “right thing to do,” a calling. For them, proof of efficacy would be 
gratifying, or fascinating, but is not entirely the point. Efficacy is only one 
element of the experience among many others that cannot be measured 
(meaning, solidarity, identity). Their more holistic embrace of the discursive, 
spiritual, social meaning of interfaith dialogue weighs against the assumption 
that social change activity is always and only about social change. In a sense, 
they are forming “potential communities”—a contemporary vision for a better 
future, which may never exist. 
 Worldly impact is one, but not the only or most important, of the 
functions of dialogue. Dialogue is an important part of a cosmopolitan zeitgeist 
of civic solidarity, but it is by no means adequate in itself. If religion is of the 
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realm of value, meaning, relationships and sacred claims—set apart in nature 
and aim from the material world of advancement and validation—then interfaith 
society certainly has a foot in the first realm. Those who rhetorically invoke the 
poetry of transformation and revolution, are still performing acts of meaningful 
relationality, and in the act of declaring the coming revolution they are 
articulating their identities and values and finding others who share them, with 
whom they can enjoy solidarity. The invocation of transformation and efficacy is 
the totemic ritual that generates solidarity. The very articulation of these ideals, 
and the ways in which these ideals are the collective representation of the entire 
interfaith society, plays a crucial bonding and identity-forming role for all 
interfaithers, and also provides the energizing momentum of hope and 
possibility. 
 In Chapter 3, I discussed two types of interfaithers: Transformers, those 
who want to make change, and Meaning-makers, those who contentedly make 
meaning. Interfaith engagement needs both. All positions on the activism 
spectrum have their place, from post-systemic utopian dreaming, to tactical work 
within the system, to community builders. After all, visions of a world without 
intergroup conflict are indeed motivating ideals, which bring dynamism and 
energy to attempts at working within the system. But none of these approaches 
can work alone. Transformers contribute strategies and tools, and Meaning-
makers contribute…something to talk about. They make friends from various 
backgrounds and religious affiliations they would never otherwise encounter. 
They search their souls about what is good and bad about their own religion. 
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They articulate their ideals. They tell their stories. They dance and eat and pray 
and have fun with similarly passionate, concerned people. They go home with 
heightened awareness. Yes, perhaps in the end it all dwindles down to a handful 
of new Facebook friends, but there is value in that trajectory—certainly for them. 
After interfaithing, interfaithers keep telling these stories and fighting these 
fights, and the next time someone says something about Terrorism or Religious 
Diversity they have something to contribute and connect with. Their lives have 
indeed been transformed by interfaith dialogue.179 
 I hope that my research conveys my deep affection for the dynamic and 
tragic aspects of interfaithing. The history of human revolution and social 
activism is a complex creative process: an endlessly unfolding proliferation of 
cooperation and exploitation, layered in ever more constructive and confounding 
ways. The tragedy that we cannot always detect our efficacy, yet continue to 
enact it out of hope and creative visions for a better world—and out of affection 
for our fellows—is part of the dynamic paradox that drives human nature and 
culture forward. Because this mysterious, infectious conundrum is generative, 
the grand sweep of history has a creative and progressive aspect. 
 I was often very insecure with the dissonances of this ethnographic 
research until I realized that these dissonances had made an insight available 
into the nature of interfaith social activism that I would not have derived from 
                                               
179 Given the recent Harvard Study of Adult Development directed by Robert Waldinger (Mineo 
2017) that showed that people with strong relationships were likeliest to live longer and to enjoy 
more happiness and purpose, it makes sense that meaning and relationship should indeed be 
celebrated as a desirable outcome.  
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psychometric measures alone. My initial results-oriented approach prepared me 
to ask questions about change, strategy and proof that helped me understand the 
hermeneutical interdependence between discursive objects, interfaith 
relationships, sacred values, and the worldview and assumptions which make 
them intelligible. The coexistence of discourses on transformation and the 
vacuum of demonstrable transformation allowed me to understand that that 
same interdependence was really a social phenomenon shot through with 
paradoxes.  
 Paradox is a more optimistic word than tragedy. The phenomenon of 
social activism is fascinating scientifically because it reveals some great 
paradoxes. The product of interfaith dialogue is dialogue; the conversation about 
shared values is sustainable only between groups who share values; without 
religiously-motivated violence and terrorism, the interfaith society would not 
have a target against which to reactively envision pluralistic utopia; more 
potential transformation creates more civic passivity; interfaithers’ fixation on 
social change does not seek to confirm the achievement of social change; 
interfaithers do not do what they say the world must do but they are not 
hypocrites; the pluralism of interfaith activists is only inclusive of pluralists; the 
interfaith social change movement sets aside change in favor of meaning-
making; meaning making is both generative and phlegmatic, both dynamic and 
stable; the collective idealization of social change amongst interfaithers does not 
require actualization in order to invigorate their mutual socialization.  
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 Leo Tolstoy wrote, “Human science fragments everything in order to 
understand it, kills it in order to examine it” (2011, 442). Neither a quantitative 
nor qualitative approach to studying interfaith engagement can alone capture the 
paradoxes of interfaith activism and its consequences. The study of social 
movements, personal transformation, political influence, consciousness, religion, 
and creativity is surely destined to be a frustrating endeavor because both pure 
disciplinary inquiries and interdisciplinary analyses will arrive at inherent, 
unresolvable paradoxes. Therefore, I have concluded that interfaith engagement 
specifically, and social activism generally, represent a collective of generatively 
tragic communities rooted in fundamental uncertainty, grasped by meaningful 
attempts to make sense of themselves. 
 The endeavor of interfaith engagement educates participants to live and 
love each other in manifold ways and contexts. Ultimately many interfaithers 
have the courage to acknowledge and embrace the complexity in which they 
dwell, and the mysterious, indeterminate consequences of their own efforts. The 
interfaith society in its ongoing becoming and its moral example can be seen as 
part of the same flow of creativity that has driven and constituted human 
cultures and advancement. 
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The End 
 
 Over 18 months in Rome I traversed the cobblestone streets and narrow 
alleyways of the city center, passing the Pantheon, the Colosseum and the 
Spanish Steps on a regular basis, and taking buses and commuter trains out to 
the far periphery to meet interview subjects. Rome is not a city that makes life 
easy for her citizens: public transportation is slow and sporadic, restaurants and 
businesses shut down at unpredictable hours, and the simplest task of stepping 
out to a store for an errand often collapses in a comedy of errors involving 
terrible customer service, mountains of trash on the city streets, and homeless 
people prostrate on the sidewalks. Rome is not to be managed, as even those 
charged with managing it must concede to—rather, it is to be endured, 
surrendered to. 
 The Roman Empire took a sabbatical, but it never declined. Today the 
Empire is alive and well, and it showers both blessings and curses upon its 
subjects. Blessings arrive in the sheer beauty of the city, in the gastronomic 
delicacies and loyal companionships found in Private Rome, and even in the 
delighted guise of tourists who arrive to swoon at the Pantheon, at Trajan’s 
Forum and the Colosseum. Curses arrive through the sphere of Public Rome, in 
the form of physical and cultural obstacles that obstruct the development and 
healthy functioning of the city. Attempts at improving the city flounder: for 
example, one can only drill a few meters down in Rome before hitting a 
sarcophagus or an ancient structure of some kind. In that way the Roman 
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Empire’s ancient power asserts itself constantly: in the towering monuments 
above ground and below ground, and also in the tools of the Roman Empire, 
employed still by municipal forces and politicians: cruelty, strategy, vanity. 
Rome encapsulates immense power, a power that must be approached with 
caution. She is a tough and scrappy city, and the confusion, violence and 
intractability of the Roman Empire lives on, less of a relic than a restless specter. 
Rome has always had good guys and bad guys. In today’s Rome, 
interfaithers see themselves as the good guys—the best guys! Roman dialoguers 
promote interfaith dialogue in the hopes of restoring to Rome its ancient status as 
the golden crossroads of all cultures. It is their hope that their movement sets a 
positive example that will be seen by the world, so that when in Rome—and 
whenever anywhere else—people will do dialogue, as these Romans do. 
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APPENDIX A: Methodological Notes and Ethnographic Interview Questions 
 
For this research I engaged ethnographic methodologies of participant-
observation, interviews, and photo elicitation. Interviews were semi-structured, 
meaning that questions were often asked out of order, delved into more deeply if 
needed, or discarded if they seemed irrelevant. Interview questions, developed 
both in the pre-research preparation process and during fieldwork in a reflective 
and interrogative stance (Agee 2009), were asked during approximately two-
hour interviews with individuals in the four sub-sample groups referred to as 
Confronti staff, Confronti affiliates, Roman interfaithers, and Typical Romans.  
The makeup of these four sub-sample groups are as follows: 1) Staff 
members of Confronti (persons who occupy roles identifiable by the general 
public such as “Director,” “Head Editor,” or “Program Officer” of Confronti 
Magazine).  2) Core Confronti affiliates and contributors (non-staff volunteers 
actively participating in Confronti programs and activities. 3) Roman and Middle 
Eastern interfaithers involved in dialogue activities outside Confronti. 4) Typical 
Romans serving as a “control group” of Italians who may be considered typical 
citizens, and who do not participate in any activities advancing Italian religious 
pluralism.  
“Roman interfaithers” and “Typical Romans” were contacted through 
“snowball sampling” (Robinson 2013; Brown 2005), a recruitment method that 
employs research into participants' social networks to access specific 
populations. Through snowball sampling, interviewees are recruited by word of 
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mouth and as friends-of-friends. This method can generate a unique type of 
social knowledge—knowledge which is “emergent, political and interactional” 
(Noy 2008), although some researchers caution that it can also constrain the 
research sample to a certain demographic or present difficulties in finding 
informants (Waters 2014; Geddes et al., 2017).  
Confronti staff were interviewed twice over 9-month intervals, which 
allowed for a sense of change in the narrative data. For Confronti staff and 
affiliates, Part One of the interview schedule below is centered around the 
Confronti organization and its sociology, history, principles, and methodology. 
For Confronti staff and affiliates and Roman interfaithers, Part Two asks about 
interfaith dialogue in general. Part Three, administered to all interviewees, is 
centered around experiences of religious diversity and daily life in Rome, 
personal identity expression, interreligious relationships in plural contexts, and 
constructs of transformation. In addition to these questions, I also gave 
interlocutors the opportunity to raise other issues they believed to be important 
to the study of interfaith dialogue.  
Part Four of the interview schedule discusses my use of the photo elicitation 
method in my interviews, and Part Five describes the post-interview reporting I 
practiced.  
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Part One: Questions about Confronti 
 
Section A: Confronti Fundamentals 
1. Please tell me what you know about what Confronti does.  
2. What do you know about the history of Confronti?  
3. What are some themes that Confronti Magazine addresses? Which do you 
think are the most important?  
4. (In order to gauge community definitions of religious and secular, show them 
some images from the magazine as a visual prompt. Then ask the following 
questions.) Would you describe this as secular or religious? Why?   
5. Please describe Confronti’s approach to interreligious dialogue. Why is it 
important? Are there particular guidelines or principle Confronti draws 
from? 
6. Describe the start-to-finish process of constructing an issue of the magazine. 
7. Please tell me about Confronti’s programs and activities beyond the monthly 
magazine. 
8. Have there been key moments when things have changed? Has there ever 
been an event or crisis that made people rethink what they are doing?  
9. What are the pros and cons of the Confronti model? 
10. What do you predict for Confronti in the future? 
11. I noticed that Israel-Palestine and the Middle East in general are among the 
most consistently addressed themes in the magazine. Why? I have heard 
some Jews in Rome say Confronti is “anti-Semitic,” or that Semi di Pace is 
imbalanced. What is your response to this? 
 
Section B: Confronti Participation 
1. How long have you been involved with Confronti? How did you first come 
to participate? How did you hear about it? 
2. Please describe your Confronti involvement. 
3. How important is Confronti to your life? Why? 
4. When you go on vacations, how do you talk about Confronti? 
5. (Look together at an issue of Confronti Magazine.) Walk me through the issue 
and identify what you contributed to or any other associations you have with 
the issue. Can you describe what you are thinking or feeling as you look 
through the issue? 
6. How does your participation at Confronti relate to your own goals? 
7. Do you participate in any other interfaith or pluralism organization? If so, 
which one? How do the experiences compare? 
8. What do you appreciate about this community and what are you concerned 
about? 
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9. What can you count on at Confronti? What is unpredictable? 
10. In what ways do you feel Confronti has changed over the past years? 
(membership, leadership, service, community, goals, strategies)  
11. What is your sense of Confronti’s impact? How does Confronti affect its 
readers, its participants, and Rome? 
 
Section C: Confronti Social Unit 
1. What is the office like around major religious holidays (Ramadan, High 
Holidays, Visak, Easter)? 
2. How do people at Confronti communicate their religious affiliations and 
opinions? How do you know who belongs to which religion? When does 
it seem to matter most? 
3. (Follow-up) Do people at Confronti ever talk about God, the sacred, 
transcendence, divinity, or spiritual liberation? Do you? How does it come 
up? 
4. How would you describe the diversity you see at Confronti? Would you like 
it to be more or less diverse, and why? 
5. Please describe for me the most important ways in which the staff is diverse. 
Does that ever cause conflict? How is that handled? 
6. How are interreligious relationships and religious differences negotiated at 
Confronti? Are there times when one of the small/less represented 
religious groups has had to struggle to be heard?  
7. What are the chief complaints/conflicts in the organization? How do 
Confronti colleagues handle disagreements? 
8. Is Confronti a religious organization? How so? 
9. Are there any “office” or group “rituals” here? 
10. How are new participants welcomed and “socialized”? What are some 
differences between old and new Confronti participants? 
11. Do you ever see Confronti staff outside of work? Please explain. 
12.  What have you learned from your Confronti colleagues? 
13. What do you think are Confronti’s main challenges and dilemmas? 
 
Section D: Confronti and Rome 
1. Is there anything particularly “Roman” about Confronti? 
2. What is Confronti’s relationship with the Catholic Church? With the Vatican? 
3. How do you think Italy’s Catholic culture impacts Confronti’s work?  
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Section E: Life Change in the Confronti Context 
1. Are there any words or phrases that you have adopted since coming to 
Confronti? Do you speak differently? 
2. Do you see things differently since coming to Confronti?  
3. How has your opinion of Confronti changed since you first started working 
here?  
4. Have your religious beliefs and/or behaviors changed over your time at 
Confronti? Explain.  
5. How has your life been impacted by your work at Confronti? 
6. Tell a story of when your mind or belief was changed.  
7. What was a particularly meaningful or memorable Confronti moment? What 
is that moment’s ongoing significance in your life?  
8. What doesn’t change at Confronti?  
9. In what ways has your engagement with Confronti changed over time? 
10. Is there anything you would like to add?  
Part Two: Questions about Interfaith Dialogue 
 
Section A: Interfaith dialogue 
1. How do you define interfaith dialogue?  
2. Why do you use religion and interfaith dialogue to improve the city? 
3. What are the most important concerns in interfaith dialogue? 
4. What must be done in interfaith dialogue? What cannot be done in interfaith 
dialogue? 
5. What is the role of religion in interfaith dialogue? Should it be explicitly 
addressed? 
6. How would you describe the difference between institutional interfaith 
dialogue (for, the Pontifical Council) and grassroots interfaith dialogue? 
[How does Confronti fit in?] 
7. What do you think can be achieved with interfaith dialogue? 
 
Section B: Roman Interfaith dialogue 
1. What is the ideal personal response when people who are from different 
religions encounter each other? What do you think actually happens in 
Rome? 
2. What is your sense of interfaith dialogue activities in Rome? 
3. What is specific/particular about doing interfaith dialogue in Rome? 
4. What are Rome’s biggest challenges with religious diversity? 
5. How can dialoguers reach people not interested in dialogue? 
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Part Three: Questions about Rome and Personal Identity and Beliefs 
  
Section A: Life in Rome 
1. Please tell me your “Rome story”—how did you end up here, how do you 
like it, what is your relationship with the city? How do you relate to Rome 
as opposed to Torino? Naples?  
2. What are some of the important ways in which people are different from each 
other in Rome? Which is divisive and which differences don’t matter? 
What unites people in Rome?  
3. Do you think there is an “interreligious conflict” in Rome? 
4. Why do I hear so often that Italy and Rome are in a state of emergency? 
5. How do you think la crisi affected the city and social dynamics here? 
6. How do you think the news of religious terrorism and ISIS affect social 
relations in Rome? 
7. What kind of public religion do you see in Rome and what do you think of it? 
8. Do you think religion should be public or private—or somewhere in 
between? Explain. 
9. How do you think Rome has changed in the last ten years? 
10. What would make Rome a better place to live?  
11. Are there certain social groups in Rome who need more help to improve their 
situation? What do they need and who can give it to them? 
12. How do you perceive your own position in Italy today? To what extent do 
you perceive yourself as Italian, Roman, and/or a member of a particular 
community? (which one)  
 
Section B: Religious Identity and History 
1. Please describe the role of religion in your life. 
2. How are you similar to or different from people in your religious 
community?  
3. Do you think religious diversity is a problem, an opportunity, or both? 
Explain.  
4. Does your religious community have an Intesa? How does it affect you 
personally? What do you think of the current legal position on non-
Catholic religions?  
5. How important is religion in your native family’s life? 
6. Can you describe your religious education? Public/private/religious school? 
Weekend school, after-school program?  
7. Describe to me some teachings from your upbringing about religion and 
religious difference. How did your family and clergy relate to the idea of 
interfaith dialogue? 
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Section C: Religious Observance 
1. Please describe your daily religious observance.  
2. What is your favorite religious holiday? How do you observe it?  
3. What do you think about God? 
4. How would you describe your personal relationship with God?  
5. How does your weekly or daily prayer life affect what you do in the rest of 
your life (while not praying)? 
6. Do you talk about religion or God with your friends? Are they of the same or 
different religion? 
7. Have you ever experienced religious discrimination? Please describe.  
8. Is there anything religious about your commitment to interreligious dialogue 
in general?  
 
Section D: Mutual Recognition 
1. In interfaith dialogue people talk frequently about the experience of 
“mutual recognition” or “mutual comprehension.” How do you define 
“mutual recognition”? 
2. Do you think people can truly understand each other? 
3. How do you know if you have experienced mutual recognition? 
4. What kinds of activities or interactions are most likely to lead to mutual 
recognition? 
 
Section E: Relating to other religious traditions 
1. Tell me about some times in your life you have encountered people of 
different religions. 
2. Why do you think you are invested in interfaith dialogue?  
3. Have you experienced a religion-based conflict? 
4. How do you personally relate to the Catholic Church? (in general, and in 
Rome?) 
5. Have you ever considered converting to another religion?  
6. Is there anything you particularly like or dislike about your own religious 
tradition? 
7. Is there anything you particularly like or dislike about other religious 
traditions? 
8. Is there something that particularly offends you about another religion? 
Have you had to confront this issue in person? Please explain.  
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Section F: Life Change  
1. Tell me a story of when you changed.  
2. Have your religious beliefs and/or behaviors changed over time? Explain.  
3. Do you consider yourself realistic or idealistic? Why? What do you mean? 
4. Do you consider yourself an activist? if so, what is your cause?  
5. What do you think can be achieved with interreligious dialogue? 
6. What are your hopes from yourself and for your religious community? 
7. What are your predictions for Rome’s future?  
8.  Is there anything you would like to add?  
 
Part Four: Photo Elicitation  
 
 I used the method of “photo elicitation” (Bignante 2010; Ketelle 2010; 
Kronk et al., 2015; Schwandt 2007; Stanczak 2007; Williams 2010), based on the 
simple idea of inserting a photograph into the research interview and asking 
interviewees to share their immediate response. As a research method, photo 
elicitation enlarges the possibilities of conventional empirical research because, 
since it taps into the affective domain (Linz 2015), it produces a different kind of 
information than is evoked by a question-and-answer method. It conjures 
information, feelings, and memories that can reveal information not revealed 
through direct questioning.  
Harper (2002) reflects on why photo elicitation—which may draw on 
photographs and other visual material such as comics, graffiti, or publicity 
material—is an effective way to kindle personal reflexivity from interviewees. He 
writes, “the parts of the brain that process visual information are evolutionarily 
older than the parts that process verbal information. Thus, images evoke deeper 
elements of human consciousness that do words; exchanges based on words 
alone utilize less of the brain’s capacity than do exchanges in which the brain is 
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processing images as well as words.” Harper notes that “photo elicitation works 
(or does not) for rather mysterious reasons” and “mines deeper shafts into a 
different part of human consciousness than do words-alone interviews.”  
At the end of each interview, I showed interviewees a series of 
photographs and simply asked for their reactions. In the main text of this 
research report, I only explicitly reported the results for one photo elicitation180, 
although the responses to other photos I showed interviewees found their way 
into my analyses of life in Rome, Roman social diversity, and opinions about 
Pope Francis.  
The photos I used in my research interviews are displayed below.181 
 
Figure A.1: Interfaith Religious Leaders182  
 
Figure A.2: Pope Francis183 
                                               
180 See Chapter 4 on the Sectors of Dialogue, in the Case Study of the Community of Sant’Egidio 
(Figure 4.4). 
181 None of this photographic content is mine. According to Stone (2014), under the Fair Use 
Doctrine published by the U.S. Copyright Office, it is not necessary to get permission when using 
the Fair Use Doctrine if you are properly citing the source, so if I cannot cite specific attributions I 
will cite the URL address where I originally found the photograph. 
182 Source: http://blogs.reuters.com/faithworld/2011/10/28/pope-benedict-expresses-shame-for-
christian-violence-in-history/ 
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Figure A.3: Vatican-State Relations political cartoon184 
  
 
Figure A.4: African Migrants in Boats185 
                                                                                                                                            
183 Source: https://www.swissinfo.ch/spa/el-papa-nombrar%C3%A1-cardenales-el-mes-que-
viene--entre-ellos-un-espa%C3%B1ol-y-un-salvadore%C3%B1o/43198906 
184 Source: found at http://www.vittorio-vandelli.com/mafia-capitale/ 
185 Source: found at http://www.confronti.net/confronti/2015/06/appello-a-renzi-accogliere-i-
migranti-e-scongiurare-il-fallimento-della-grecia/ 
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Figure A.5: “Fine ramadan, preghiera alla Grande Moschea186”  
  
Part Five: Researcher’s Post-Interview Reflexive Account  
 
After each interview was conducted, I wrote field notes about how the 
interview went from my own perspective. Following guidelines from Spradley 
(2016) and Magnusson and Marecek (2015), I wrote notes addressing the 
following prompts. 
                                                                                                                                            
 
186 Source:  Eidon Agenzia Fotografica, found at http://roma.corriere.it/gallery/roma/08-
2012/rama/1/fine-ramadan-preghiera-grande-moschea_fc3d8d2e-ea19-11e1-aca7-
3ef3e0bba9b5.shtml 
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1. Wrote a candid and specific description of my experience with informants. 
Described the general tenor of the experience from the beginning to the end. 
Did the conversation flow smoothly?  
2. Described the environment of interview. Location, distractions, vibe, and 
anything else important to the context.  
3. Described how the informant [and anyone else present] responded to me. 
4. Described how/if I compensated the informants [for example, bought the 
informant lunch]. 
5. Described what lessons this interview experience taught me and what lessons 
I would share with others who will conduct future interviews.  
6. Further identifications of etic perspectives and outside constructions I may 
have brought to the interview. This reflexive processing serves to reveal how 
the research I have done has been or could have been affected by what I have 
brought to it. 
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APPENDIX B: The Italian Intesa System and its Consequences 
 
Italy’s legal structure regarding religion has not changed substantially 
since 1984. It is not presently equipped to deal with current demographics and 
the requests for recognition and protection that accompany them. These requests 
for recognition and protection come in the form of the Intesa, the formal process 
of recognition and agreement that each non-Catholic religion must establish with 
the Italian state. The primary requirement for a non-Catholic religious group to 
secure an Intesa with the Italian state is to form a centralized leadership body 
and select representatives from the community with whom the state can 
negotiate the specific terms of accord. The Intesa is not granted in accordance 
with demographic significance or the quantitative dimensions of the community. 
It is possible, in fact, for quantitatively significant populations to fail to secure an 
Intesa whereas much smaller communities succeed.  
 To be an “officially” recognized religious identity with an Intesa boasts a 
number of symbolic and material advantages. An Intesa grants the following 
(Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights & Labor 2005): 
• Allows ministers of religion automatic access to state prisons, 
hospitals, and military barracks 
• Allows for civil registry of religious marriages 
• Facilitates special religious practices for funerals 
• Exempts students from school attendance on religious holidays 
 
Further benefits include the facilitation of permits for construction and 
labor; recognition of religious holidays and observances; and support of special 
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needs in public school, work, or healthcare contexts. Crucially, it qualifies the 
religious communities for fiscal support through the otto per mille.  
 The Intesa process illuminates how Italian religion-state relations are 
relevant to constructions of religious identity. Since religious identities are 
recognized and legitimated in part by the Italian State, it is important to consider 
how they are strategically built and deployed. The deployment of religious identity 
communicates a lot about the nature of a given religious community and that 
community’s relationship to the larger whole and to the state legal structure. For 
example, the Waldensian and Jewish communities of Northern Italy were 
granted “freedom of religious conscience” in the Statute of 1848 under King 
Carlo Alberto of the House of Savoy after the First Italian War of Independence 
against Austria. This document was a precursor to the Italian constitution of 
1860. That the Waldensian and Jewish communities were concomitantly 
recognized legally and granted freedoms not only renders them the founding 
Italian religioni diverse dalla cattolica, but also links the two communities and sets a 
precedent for legal recognition and allowance for difference. Both communities 
still celebrate the dates of their legal recognition by the Italian state (February 17, 
1848 for Waldensians and March 29 for the Jews), which stands as a public 
reminder of the historical legal recognition of religious difference in Italy, and a 
strategic assertion on the part of these communities. 
 Strategically deployed essentialist religious identities function in 
particular ways when they are engaged for the sake of securing different kinds of 
“goods.” The strategic Catholic identity of a Northern League (Lega Nord) 
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politician legitimates a particular form of nationalism, one whereby true Italian 
belonging is founded in large measure upon Catholic affiliation (Saint-Blancat et 
al., 2005). Roman Jews deploy with indemnity charges of antisemitism and recent 
histories of deportation and confinement as a conversation-stopper in public 
discussions about Israel (Nirenstein 2013). The Unione Buddhista Italiana 
represents Mahayana and Theravada Buddhist groups of mostly immigrant 
origins, but its leadership is uniformly white and native Italian, and the group 
publicly rejects Italian Soka Gakkai Buddhists as inauthentic and cultist (Silvestre 
2011; Puro Dharmo 2014). Italian Buddhists and Hindus achieved Intesa with the 
state in December, 2012 after assembling the required mechanisms of strategic 
representation and recognition, in both cases deploying strategic essentialist 
identities. 
 Requirements for securing an Intesa are expressed at the Italian 
Government website and involve demonstrations of central representation and 
fiscal solvency.187 But the process remains opaque and involves both dynamic and 
specific interests that tend to remain in the shadows. To achieve the benefits 
accorded with an Intesa is a highly political process which may not 
accommodate the needs and structures of minority religious communities. 
Encounters between diverse Italian religious groups are no doubt charged with 
awareness of each other’s Intesa status, bringing another social actor to the 
analytical context of Italian and Roman religious pluralism: the Italian state, 
which is the main national agency granting religious identity. In summary, 
                                               
187 http://www.governo.it/Presidenza/USRI/confessioni/intese_indice.html 
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securing an Intesa with the state is not just a matter of non-Catholic religions 
having the necessary organizational structures and resources, but also the 
necessary ability to portray one’s group as legitimate by Italian cultural 
standards. 
 Some communities do not ascribe to such strategic essentializations. 
Italian Muslims have yet to assemble suitable, recognizable central 
representation that can speak for the enormously varied segments of Italy’s 
Muslim population. Thus, there is no Muslim Intesa. The requisite organization 
of central leadership necessitates a strategic essentialist identity, a strategy which 
the very diverse Italian Buddhist community mastered in order to secure the 
desired “good” (the Intesa). But without an Intesa, Italian Muslims may secure 
less tangible “goods,” that is, the freedom to maintain intact diverse identities 
and fewer displays of political obeisance to the Italian state. The demand on the 
part of the Italian state for the Muslim community to unite symbolically around a 
single representative body has not proven to be feasible for Italy’s Muslims (a 
struggle which will be explored more specifically below). This might be 
considered a failure on the part of the Italian state to relate to Italy’s non-Catholic 
religious population on mutual, plural terms. Italian Muslims’ lack of unified 
assembly reflects the structural and theological reality of Islam, which has no 
central authority, but is rather a community of debate. That the state’s 
requirement of unified, consolidated representation seems antithetical to the 
Muslim reality suggests that Italian “religious freedom” is circumscribed within 
hierarchical norms established by the Catholic Church. The requirement of 
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consolidated representation does not support the multiplicity of Islamic belief, 
and does not seem feasible for the lived, diverse reality of Italian Islam. This may 
suggest a stigmatization of Islam on the political level, or at least inadequate 
knowledge of Islam from the Italian side. There is irony in the fact that the Intesa 
is the device to legislatively promote and inspire pluralism, but its insistence on a 
single, homogenous point of representation excludes the most diverse of Italy’s 
religions and mirrors the centralized structure of the Church. 
 The development of religious pluralism, a fundamental attitude of 
acceptance and openness to diversity, is difficult when the legal structure greatly 
privileges the hierarchical model of the majority faith and continues to 
disseminate its tenets in religious education at public schools. It does not 
establish a model for social pluralism or establish a spirit of equal representation 
or recognition in the public and judicial spheres. Thus, the Italian legal model for 
state-religion relations creates challenges for the current level of Italian diversity. 
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APPENDIX C: Religious Communities of Rome 
 
 The following appendix offers brief characterizations of some of the 
various religious communities of Rome.  
Roman Jews 
 
 The Jews of Rome are invoked in a local idiom as the “most Roman of all 
Romans.” Jews have been in Rome longer than any other organized group 
including Christians, their presence dating to Roman Senate appearances in 
140BC. Many ritual and communal traits of Jewish culture are mirrored by 
Italian culture. The Fascist regime fatefully implicated them in Italy’s Racial 
Laws of 1938 (after centuries of papal ghettoizing), allowing Nazi forces to nearly 
decimate Rome’s Jewish presence in the deportations of 1943. Roman Jews 
shared the same fate as many non-Jewish Italians of the anti-Fascist, anti-Nazi 
Resistance movement (partigiani), falling together in the Roman massacre of 
Fosse Ardeatine. “Roman citizens of the Jewish religion,” as they are described 
on a memorial plaque in Rome’s Jewish ghetto, are a distinct, enduring Italian 
minority. They have been caught in the tensive liminal space between Italian 
history and Vatican power, succumbing for centuries to Vatican suppression and 
control, fighting for the unifying state in Giuseppe Garibaldi’s army, some taking 
part in the formation of the Fascist Party and others joining the anti-Fascist 
Resistance, and being the focal point of reconciliation in Vatican II proceedings. 
The personal exchanges—and sometimes friendships—between Chief Rabbis 
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Emilio Toaff and Riccardo DiSegni with the three most recent popes have set the 
tone for contemporary involvements of Jews in Roman interreligious activities. 
 
The Waldensians of Rome 
 
 The Waldensian Church is greatly concentrated in the North of Italy, in 
the “Waldensian Valleys” of the Piedmont region, having fled from Vatican 
persecution in the 18th and 19th centuries. The Waldensians of Italy united with 
Italian Methodists in 1975, forming the Union of Methodist and Waldensian 
Churches. Together they belong to the Federation of Evangelical Churches in 
Italy, formed in 1967. The Waldensian Church was the first Italian religion to 
receive an Intesa and they were among the first beneficiaries of changing 
marriage laws that allowed for Protestant-Catholic marriage without bishopric 
dispensation. They stand proudly as a symbol of religious difference and 
freedom of religious conscience in Italy since 1848. 
 The only Waldensian seminary in Italy is headquartered in Rome, despite 
the fact that the vast majority of Waldensians live in Northern Italy. Since 1848 it 
was centered in the Piemontese city of Torre Pellice, but “the need for continuous 
encounter with the Italian culture led to a transfer to the peninsula’s most 
culturally vibrant centers, first in Florence from 1860 to 1921, then in Rome 
where it is currently located” (Facoltà website). The Facoltà Valdese in Rome 
introduces the weight of a distinctly Northern presence in Rome, and represents 
the legitimacy that comes with bearing a presence in the capital city: “One must 
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have representation in Rome in order to get anything done on a national level,” 
said an interviewee.  
 
Roman Buddhists 
 
 The Istituto Samantabhadra for Tantric/Tibetan Buddhism is situated just 
outside the center of Rome, in an area little accustomed to Buddhist presence. 
The Institute was established by Tibetan lama Ghesce Jampel Senghe in 1981 and 
is now considered a historical presence. It remains on the list of significant 
Tibetan Buddhist global centers, presently led by the Venerable Ghesche Sonam 
Cianciub Rinpoche, former head teacher to the current Dalai Lama.  
 Most of the Buddhist presence in Italy, as well as in Rome, belongs to two 
major organizations: the Italian Buddhist Union (UBI) and the Soka Gakkai. Soka 
Gakkai Buddhists are relatively few in Italy, so more information is available on 
the UBI population. According to data from UBI, Buddhists in Italy today 
number about 80,000. The majority of Buddhist schools in Rome are headed by 
UBI. Founded in Milan in 1985, UBI includes the main traditions in Italy (in more 
than 45 variations). It is the institutional face of Italian Buddhism and part of the 
European Buddhist Union. The Intesa process with the state was initiated in 2007 
and culminated in December 2012. The arduous path toward the Intesa is a 
recurring theme with Macioti’s Buddhist interviewees, who attribute the delay to 
religious discrimination (Macioti 2013, 139).  
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 The UBI maintains close working relationships with government agencies, 
as well as with other religions, especially with Hinduism and Christianity. 
Interreligious dialogues were established in 1993 with the Pontifical Council for 
Interreligious Dialogue. The most recent meeting in Rome was Colloquio di 
Roma on May 6, 2013, held at the Università Urbaniana on the theme of Inner 
Peace and Peace Between People (Pace interiore, pace tra i popoli). The Guest 
speaker was Cardinal Jean-Louis Tauran, President of the Pontifical Council for 
Interreligious Dialogue, as well as many leading Italian monks and lay Buddhists 
and some Hindu guests. Buddhists are prominent in the Tavolo Interreligioso of 
Rome. 
 Macioti (2013) predicts a few major challenges for the Buddhist 
community, both fiscal and political. Like all immigrant communities, foreign 
workers struggle to survive in a depressed economic market. But more 
demanding for the Italian Buddhist communities are the questions of Buddhist 
violence in Sri Lanka and Burma, and tensions between Chinese and Tibetan 
Buddhist populations regarding the authority of the Dalai Lama. 
 
Roman Hindus 
 
 The landmark Hindu site in Italy is not in Rome. It is in Altare, in 
Northern Italy, near Genoa. It is a pilgrimage site for Italian Hindus. But the 
Hindu presence in Rome is significant and varied. The head office of the ISKON 
movement runs a vegetarian restaurant, Govinda (Naso 2004). Several small 
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Hindu movements offer yoga classes to the general public. The President of the 
Unione Induista Italiana (founded in 1996), Franco di Maria, attributes the 
relatively unembattled position of Roman Hindus to the Western tendency to 
adopt meditation and yoga techniques from the East regardless of the religious 
or spiritual content (Macioti 2013, 128). Thus, Macioti entitles her chapter about 
Rome’s Hindus, “The Risks of Success.” Italian Hindus received recognition from 
the Italian state as an official “religious confession” in 2000, were “officially 
recognized” by the Ministry of the Interior in 2003, initiated their Intesa process 
in 2007, and finalized it in 2012.  
 
Roman Muslims 
 
 While the Italian Jewish story is a constant and integral thread in Italian 
history, Muslims in Italy have a more piecemeal presence. The Muslim presence 
in Italy dates to 800, when Sicily was occupied by Islamic conquerors, and lasted 
until 1300, when the last Muslim settlement of Lucera, 150 miles southeast of 
Rome, was destroyed by popular insurrections, Norman troops, and the 
Kingdom of Naples. The 1970s marked a resurgence of Muslim immigration to 
Italy, mostly from North African territories. In the 1990s and 2000s rates of 
Muslim immigration have doubled, owing to political conditions in North Africa 
and events such as the Egyptian Arab Spring, which triggered an influx of 
mostly clandestine arrivals to Southern Italian coastlines. Since the 1990s the 
presence of Muslims has precipitated popular discussions about religious 
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diversity in Italy, fueling debates around the construction of mosques in major 
Italian cities, precipitating statements from Sant’Egidio on the obligations of 
Catholics to care for immigrants, and inciting conversations about the meaning 
of previously uncontested cultural signs such as the crucifix in public spaces—or 
the absence of other religious symbols. The lack of Intesa and legal rights for 
Italy’s Muslims arises in multiple debates over public school participation, 
dietary needs, religious dress and physical education, and Catholic-Muslim 
marriages ending in widely reported battles over custody and religious 
education of the children. Islam, one of the most important social groups in 
Rome in quantitative terms, enjoys a certain visibility thanks to the Grand 
Mosque, but sees its faithful also forced to resort to clandestine prayer structures, 
deficient political recognition, and defamatory media attention. 
 The Grand Mosque of Rome is Western Europe’s largest mosque. 
Inaugurated in 1995, the Great Mosque is a major landmark for the Muslims in 
and around Rome and houses the Italian Islamic Cultural Centre (Centro 
Culturale Islamico d’Italia). The mosque was founded by exiled royalty of 
Afghanistan and financed by the head of the Saudi royal family. The selection of 
Italian architect Paolo Portoghesi via an architectural competition was perhaps 
part of a strategy to alleviate tensions around the mosque project which had been 
subject to media debates about its physical and symbolic prominence since its 
inception in 1974. But during the long building process Portoghesi and Rome’s 
mayor at the time received death threats (Snaije 2005). 
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 Because Rome is the Italian capital, agitation regarding the absence of a 
Muslim Intesa plays out in Roman Muslim spheres. Vidino (2008) characterizes 
Italy’s Muslim population by “its relatively recent appearance in the country, its 
broad spectrum of the countries of origin, its small number of citizens, its high 
number of illegal residents, and its high geographic dispersion within Italy.” 
These factors, “combined with Islam’s intrinsic lack of clerical hierarchy, cause a 
weak internal cohesion and a poor level of organization, which reverberate in the 
inability to produce a unified leadership that can effectively represent the 
community when dealing with the Italian state, particularly at the macro level” 
(Vidino 2008). No national organization can legitimately claim to represent more 
than a fraction of Italian Muslims, and Vidino writes of the “sharp disagreements 
and even personal hatreds” that characterize relationships among these 
organizations. While Muslim councils have formed around the formal pursuit of 
the Intesa, many Muslim immigrants do not feel duly represented. 
 Tensions with other Roman religious groups, namely the Roman Jewish 
community, also present a challenge to Italian Muslims. While the community 
might enlist help from the Jewish community on articulating requests to the state 
for support of non-normative allowances such as medically supervised 
circumcisions, these communities are not productively communicative due to 
overriding political tensions and debates about the Arab-Israeli conflict across 
the Mediterranean Sea. The broader point here is that Roman religious 
communities are not self-contained in Rome. They are part of global ideological 
and political systems. This is also evident in the imminent conflicts between 
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Rome’s Chinese and Tibetan Buddhists. Transnational identities and global 
conflicts undergird local conflicts between religious communities, and 
international alliances affect public impressions of social groups.  
 Italian Muslims are further beleaguered by stigmas in the legal 
establishment against their progress. Islamophobic displays abound in the 
theater of Italian politics. Italian Muslims also falter in their social integration, 
remaining largely isolated within their social enclaves. Lorenzo Vidino broadly 
identifies internal disagreement, radical imams, polygamy and treatment of 
women as the main barriers against Muslim integration in Italy. 
 In 2004 there were seven mosques in Rome. In 2011 there are nineteen, 
three of which are outside the city, in the larger Rome province (Caritas 
Migrantes). There are also many informal prayer centers in storefronts, garages, 
and private homes, for the most part unreported and untraceable. Italian 
Muslims are also sometimes consigned to pray on the street when they cannot 
secure adequate accommodations for services. 
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APPENDIX D: Confronti Archival Content 
 
Section A: List of Confronti monthly themes, 1995-2015 
 
1995 
 
Monthly cover themes begin in May; Covers are black and white with a stripe or field of 
color; each issue 45 pages. 
 
1995 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of 
cover topic 
Subtopics or Supplements 
January - - - - 
February - - - - 
March - - - - 
April - - - - 
May Silenzi 
dell’enciclica 
Silence of the 
Encyclical 
 supplement Qol: Affinché tu viva. 
Ebrei e cristiani, per quali strade? / 
“Qol: So They May Live: Jews and 
Christians, on Which Road? 
June Le nazioni 
disunite 
Disjointed 
Nations 
  
July / 
August 
Un minareto 
tra i 
campanili 
A Minaret 
Between 
Church Bell 
Towers 
  
September Apocalisse 
Bosnia  
Bosnian 
Apocalypse  
  
October -    
November E Ci Hanno 
Provato 
And They 
Tried  
photograph of 
West Bank 
boundary of 
Palestinian 
territories 
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1995 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of 
cover topic 
Subtopics or Supplements 
December I Have a 
Dream 
I Have a 
Dream 
photograph of 
Yitzhak Rabin, 
assassinated the 
previous month 
 
 
1996 
 
Covers are black and white with a stripe or field of color; each issue 45 pages.  
 
1996 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo / explanation of 
cover topic 
January Buon anno, Saira Happy New Year, 
Saira 
 
February Chi si ricorda del 
Ruanda? 
Who Remembers 
Rwanda? 
 
March La città dell pace?  City of Peace? photograph of Jerusalem 
April Giubileo di Chi? Whose Jubilee?  
May Un’Italia da ricucire An Italy to Mend  
June Maledetto Garibaldi  Cursed Garibaldi  
July / August Chi ha paura di 
Lutero? 
Who’s Afraid of 
Luther? 
 
September Troppi missili, poche 
lavagne 
Too Many Missiles, 
Too Few 
Blackboards 
illustration: 800 billion US $ on top 
of missile shape 
October Che cos’è una 
nazione? 
What is a Nation?  
November I diplomatici di 
oggi? 
Today’s Diplomats?  
December Dov’è mio fratello? Where is my 
brother? 
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1997 
 
Covers are black and white with a stripe or field of color; each issue 45 pages. 
 
1997 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of cover 
topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
January Il muro e il ponte The Wall and 
the Bridge 
  
February Voci di Concilio Voices of the 
[Second 
Vatican] 
Council 
  
March Religioni a 
Scuola? 
Religions at 
School? 
  
April Dirlo con un 
velo?  
Say it with a 
Veil? 
  
May Sarajevo—
Gerusalemme 
d’Europa  
Sarajevo: 
Jerusalem of 
Europe 
  
June Riconciliazione Reconciliation   
July / 
August 
Graz: Luci e 
Ombre  
Graz 
(Austria): 
Lights and 
Shadows 
 supplement “Il Muro e il 
Ponte” / “The Wall and 
the Bridge” 
September Charlot cambia 
lavoro  
Charlot 
Changes Jobs 
  
October Stop! Stop! photograph of child 
labor 
 
November Vendo organi  I Sell Organs issue about human 
organ farming 
 
December Il Peccato 
dell’antigiudaismo  
The Sin of 
Anti-Judaism 
  
1998 
 
Covers are black and white with a stripe or field of color; each issue 45 pages. 
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1998 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo / explanation of 
cover topic 
January La sfinge del terrore The Sphinx of 
Terror 
 
February Ubbidivo agli ordini  I Was Obeying 
Orders 
Theme on military 
March Avanti un altro  Another Advances 
on the Line 
Theme on death penalty 
April Sto pagando il 
Debito 
I’m Paying the Debt  
May I cattolici e la Shoah  Catholics and the 
Holocaust  
 
June Costruirono una 
grande diga 
They’re Building a 
Great Wall 
 
July / August Islam plurale  Plural Islam  
September Il Vuoto in Piazza 
Rossa  
The Vacuum in Red 
Square 
Theme on Russia 
October Giubileo, o caro 
Giubileo!  
Jubilee, Dear 
Jubilee! 
 
November Bravo Presidente Good President  
December Scuola pubblica, 
scuola per tutti  
Public School is for 
Everyone 
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1999 
 
Covers are black and white with a stripe or field of color; each issue 45 pages. 
 
1999 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo / explanation of 
cover topic 
January I cattolici sono una 
minoranza?  
Are Catholics the 
Minority? 
 
February L’Italia dell’religioni  Italy of Religions  
March Aids, croce 
dell’Africa 
AIDS: The Cross of 
Africa 
 
April Mostar, Sarajevo e 
Pristina 
Mostar, Sarajevo 
and Pristina 
 
May Guerre balcaniche, 
1914-1999 
Balkan Wars, 1914-
1999 
 
June Una guerra di 
religione?  
A War of Religions?  
July / August Gli altri monaci  The Other Monks  
September Albania. Fine di 
un’illusione 
Albania: End of a 
Fantasy 
 
October Timor Est. E 
l’Occidente?  
East Timor: Is it the 
West? 
 
November Dalla sbarra 
all’altare 
From the Judge’s 
Bench to the Altar 
 
December Il velo della 
discordia 
The Veil of Discord  
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2000 
 
Covers are black and white with a stripe or field of color; each issue 45 pages. 
 
2000 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / explanation 
of cover topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
January Anche il tempo 
è relativo  
Time is Also 
Relative 
list of year numbers: 2000 
(Gregorian calendar), 
1420, 5760 (Hebrew 
calendar) 
 
February Il passagio più 
difficile  
The Most 
Difficult 
Journey 
  
March Lo stato è la 
casa di tutti 
The State is a 
Home to 
Everyone 
interview with Italian 
president 
 
April Mea culpa, il 
giorno dopo  
The Fault is 
Mine: The Day 
After  
after Pope John Paul II 
issued a grande request 
for forgiveness—interview 
with Hans Kung 
 
May Quale dialogo? Which 
Dialogue? 
writings from various 
religions after Pope John 
Paul II’s trip to the Holy 
Land 
 
June Amnistia? Amnesty?   
July / 
August 
Buddhisti, la 
via italiana 
Buddhists, the 
Italian Way 
  
September Rifondazione 
neoguelfa  
Neo-Guelf 
Reconstruction 
about a theological 
contradiction between 
Pope Pius IX and Pope 
John VVIII that divides 
the church—pointing out 
that the sainting of both 
ignores the contradictions 
of the church 
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2000 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / explanation 
of cover topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
October Nel braccio 
della morte 
In the Arms of 
Death 
about the death penalty  
November La crociata di 
Lodi  
The Crusade of 
Lodi 
About Northern League 
politicians from the Italian 
town of Lodi against the 
local Muslims 
 
December  La fatica del 
dialogo 
The Fatigue of 
Dialogue 
  
 
2001 
 
Covers are black and white with a stripe or field of color; each issue 45 pages; each cover 
page lists four sub-topics of the magazine. 
 
2001 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of cover 
topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
January Un decennio 
contro la 
violenza 
A Decade 
Against 
Violence 
 subtopics: ecumenism, 
USA, Islam, China 
February Bilancio di un 
Giubileo 
Accounting 
for the Jubilee 
 subtopics: Holy Year, 
Balkans, NATO, Judaism 
March Dove sono i 
laici? 
Where Are 
the Non-
Religious 
People? 
photograph of empty 
senate, implying 
presence of Catholicism 
in the government 
subtopics: Middle East, 
ecumenism, Hinduism, 
Judaism 
April La trincea di 
Bologna 
In the 
Trenches of 
Bologna 
(articles exploring the 
city of Cardinal Biffi, 
where dialogue is more 
difficult to do) 
subtopics: Islam, politics, 
globalization, society 
May Pax 
oecumenica? 
Ecumenical 
Peace? 
photograph of signing 
of document by Eastern 
Orthodox and Catholic 
priests 
subtopics: ecumenism, 
politics, Balkans, theology 
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2001 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of cover 
topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
June Un uomo solo 
al comando 
Only One 
Man is in 
Charge 
photograph of Silvio 
Berlusconi 
subtopics: ecumenism, 
Bosnia, dialogue, Middle 
East 
July / 
August 
Dopo Genova: 
G8 
After the G8 
Conference in 
Geneva  
 subtopics: economy, 
women, dialogue, 
pedophilia 
September E ora la 
politicia 
And Now the 
Politics of 
Police 
photograph of riot 
squad 
Subtopics: Geneva, 
Ukraine, Middle East, 
society. Supplement to 
September 2001: Lezioni 
sulla Democrazia, / 
Lessons on Democracy, 
containing texts of an 
evening program on 
Christianity and 
Democracy 
October Dopo l’11 
settembre 
After 
September 11 
 subtopics: Islam, 
Afghanistan, Medio 
Oriente, Dialogo 
November Effetti 
collaterali  
Collateral 
Damage 
photograph of Afghan 
refugees). (subtopics: 
terrorism, Catholics, 
memory, dialogue 
Supplement to November 
2001: Noi e Loro, “Us and 
Them,” writings on Islam 
to distribute to schools, 
parishes, and volunteer 
groups.  
December Libere, 
finalmente 
libere? 
Free, Finally 
Free? 
photograph of women 
in burqas 
Islam—how do we 
change the convivenza 
after September 11?, 
Middle East, Catholicism, 
women 
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2002 
 
Covers are black and white with a stripe or field of color; each issue 45 pages; each cover 
page lists four sub-topics of the magazine. 
 
2002 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of cover 
topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
January Una ferita di 
tutti  
Wounded by 
Everyone 
photograph of 
Jerusalem 
subtopics: Middle East, 
Judaism, Islam, Jails 
February Il Vento di 
Assisi  
The Wind of 
Assisi  
photograph of Assisi 
meeting 
 
March Un Altro 
Mondo è 
possibile 
Another 
World is 
Possible 
 subtopics: Porto Alegre, 
dialogue, memory, Islam 
April Un’orda 
minacciosa 
The Menacing 
Horde 
photograph of 
immigrant family eating 
picnic—this title is 
sarcastic 
subtopics: the interview 
Cardinale Martini about 
dialogue and ecumenism, 
Middle East, 
immigration, schools 
May L’urlo del 
Medio oriente 
The Scream of 
the Middle 
East 
 subtopics: Middle East, 
pluralism, otto per mille, 
Islam 
June La Francia, 
l’Olanda, 
l’Europa  
France, 
Holland, 
Europe 
 subtopics: Europe, 
Kosovo, Catholics, Islam 
July / 
August 
 Ero forestiere 
e mi avete 
respinto 
I was a 
stranger and 
you rejected 
me 
 subtopics: Middle East, 
politics, Asia, dialogue 
encounters 
September Retorica e 
amnesia 
dell’11 
Settembre 
Rhetoric and 
Amnesia of 
September 11  
photograph of 
September 11 “Iwojima” 
flagpole raising 
subtopics: Johannesburg, 
Catholicism, Islam, 
Judaism 
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2002 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of cover 
topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
October Rami d’Olivo Olive 
Branches 
 subtopics: Politics—social 
movements playing “ring 
around the rosey” in the 
name of defending 
principles of democracy 
and liberty, Schools, the 
West, dialogue 
November Guerra 
preventiva 
caos 
consuntivo 
Pre-emptive 
War, 
Consuming 
Chaos  
photograph of President 
George W Bush 
subtopics: Dialogue, 
Jerusalem, Islam, 
Immigration 
December Era meglio la 
Dc?  
Was the 
Christian 
Democratic 
Party Better 
[than What 
We Have 
Now]? 
 subtopics: politics, 
dialogue, Turkey, 
literature 
 
2003 
 
April 2003 is the first color cover; each issue 45 pages; subtopics discontinued. 
 
2003 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of cover 
topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
January Sfiat  Play on 
words about 
the possible 
bankruptcy of 
the Fiat car 
company  
 subtopics: dialogue, 
culture and politics, social 
forum, Jews living in 
Palestinian territory 
settlements 
February NO la guerra 
NO 
NO War NO subtopics: pace e guerra, 
islam, società, mormoni 
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2003 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of cover 
topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
March Colombe in 
Vaticano 
Pacifists in 
the Vatican 
 subtopics: pre-emptive 
war, Islam, Semi di Pace, 
new religions 
April Nonostante 
tutto 
No Matter 
What 
FIRST COLOR COVER: 
PHOTOGRAPH OF A 
HUGE PEACE FLAG. 
 
May La Vittoria Victory photograph of a desert  
June La Sfida The 
Challenge 
photograph of a veiled 
woman with henna on 
her hands 
 
July / 
August 
Una città, 
tante strade 
One City, 
Many Roads 
Photograph of a city 
street with graffiti 
 
September (no title)  Cartoon of people 
kissing and cuddling, no 
title—this issue has lots 
of cartoons.  
 
October Cancun: La 
Sconfitta di 
tutti  
Cancun: The 
Defeat of 
Everyone 
photograph of farmers 
on a truck 
 
November Un’Europa di 
Pace 
A Peaceful 
Europe 
photograph of police at 
demonstration for peace 
 
December Il dovere di 
ragionare 
The Duty to 
Employ 
Reason 
photograph of carabinieri 
policeman in crowd 
 
 
 
 
 
2004 
 
2004 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo / explanation of 
cover topic 
January Quest’anno pace a 
Gerusalemme  
This Year, Peace in 
Jerusalem 
photograph of kids running 
through Hebron streets 
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2004 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo / explanation of 
cover topic 
February Velo si, velo no  Veil Yes, Veil No photograph of woman in hijab 
passing in front of billboard 
with model 
March Antisemitismo: tra 
verbo e nome 
Antisemitism: 
Between Verb and 
Noun 
 
April (no title)  painting named Il Seder di 
Pesach / Passover Seder 
May Una porta per la 
cittadinanza 
A Door to Citizenship photograph of door with 
faraway kid looking through, 
signifying the difficulty of 
obtaining Italian citizenship for 
kids born in Italy to non-Italian 
parents 
June La guerra  War painting of wartorn village by 
Bruegel 
July / August Pellegrini di pace a 
Gerusalemme 
Pilgrims of Peace in 
Jersusalem 
photograph of Western Wall 
crowded with pray-ers 
September “Non voglio che il mio 
velo sia macchiato dal 
sangue degli innocent" 
Aicha Keffi, cittadina 
francese 
“I don’t want my veil 
stained with the blood 
of innocents”—Aicha 
Keffi, French citizen 
photograph of veiled women 
shopping in Arab market 
October Il Futuro di Dialogo The Future of 
Dialogue 
photograph of little kid sitting 
on a peace flag 
November Turchia, un ponte tra 
Europa e islam 
Turkey, a Bridge 
between Europe and 
Islam 
photograph of mosque in 
Turkey 
December Il giorno del 
Ringraziamento 
Thanksgiving Day photograph of George W Bush 
pardoning a turkey 
 
2005 
 
2005 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo (as explanation of 
cover topic) 
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2005 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo (as explanation of 
cover topic) 
January Pluralismo delle 
religioni; Laicità 
della politica 
Pluralism of 
Religions; 
Separation of 
Church and State 
photograph of Sikh men 
February Dopo il Vaticano II; 
Verso il Vaticano 
III?  
After Vatican II; 
Toward Vatican III? 
photograph of Christian statue 
March 0.17% spiccioli del 
Pil italiano destinati 
alla cooperazione per 
lo sviluppo 
0.17% of the Italian 
GDP is Dedicated to 
Cooperation with 
Developing 
Countries 
photograph of African mother and 
baby in developing world—the 
cover essentially criticizes the fact 
that less than .2% of Italian GDP 
goes to helping the developing 
world 
April Un soffio di 
speranza 
A Whisper of Hope photograph of men in Arab market 
May  …e ora?  And Now? photograph of habited nuns in 
front of St Peter’s Basilica—the 
time of the new Pope Benedict 
June Religioni e 
globalizzazione 
Religion and 
Globalization 
photograph of African tribal 
women 
July / August Classe dirigente 
cercasi. Con 
urgenzia  
Working Class 
Urgently Needed 
painting of German businessmen 
by George Grosz 
September “Marx è morto, Dio 
è morto, e io non mi 
sento troppo bene” 
(Woody Allen) 
“Marx is dead, God 
is dead, and I don’t 
feel too well either” 
discussions about secularization, 
identity and pluralism curated by 
Brunetto Salvarani (See Section B 
below) 
October La consulta 
islamica. Chi, 
come, perchè? 
Islamic Leadership: 
Who, How, and Why?  
photograph of people praying in 
Great Mosque 
November Onorevole Cardinale Honorable Cardinal photograph of Cardinal Ruini 
December Integrazione in 
salita 
Integration Upward photograph of African immigrants 
2006 
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Color cover; black and white pages; each issue about 55 pages. 
 
2006 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo / explanation of 
cover topic 
January Lo stato e l’islam. La via 
italiana 
Islamic Status, 
Italian Life 
photograph of people mingling 
outside Great Mosque 
February Quanto costa il 
concordato? 
How Much Does an 
Agreement with the 
Vatican Cost? 
photograph of Jumbotron outside 
Camera dei Deputati with Pope 
John Paul II hunching in 
conversation with Italian 
politicians—issue on church-state 
relations 
March Un Parlamento da rifare Remaking the 
Parliament 
photograph of Italian parliament 
April Il coraggio del dialogo The Courage of 
Dialogue 
photograph of Imam Ridouan and 
Rabbi DiSegni shaking hands 
May 10 Aprile 2006 April 10, 2006 altered photograph of Parliament 
ripped in half over the re-election 
of Silvio Berlusconi 
June i nemici di Darwin Darwin’s Enemies photograph of two chimps 
July / 
August 
Quale Laicità? What Secularism? photograph of two Swiss guards 
September Nei nomi di Gesù In The Names of 
Jesus 
how Jesus surfaces in different 
contexts and cultures.  
October L’incidente tedesco The German 
Incident 
photograph of Pope Benedict—
referring to when in Germany he 
quoted the Byzantine emperor of 
1392 and said, “The prophet 
[Mohammed] has brought nothing 
new to humanity but terrible and 
inhumane things.” 
November Vite mutilate Mutilated Life photograph of African girl; issue 
about female genital mutilation 
December La strada della 
cooperazione 
The Road to 
Cooperation 
photograph of an African road 
 
2007 
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2007 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo / explanation of 
cover topic 
January Verso l’Europa Across from Europe photograph of Turkey 
February “Tutte le confessioni 
religiose sono 
egualmente libere 
davanti alla legge.” 
Costituzione 
italiana articolo 8 
“All the religious 
confessions are 
equally free before 
the law.” Italian 
constitution, Article 
8 
theme on religious liberty 
March Possumus?  photograph of senators discussing 
civil unions 
April Vogli gli stessi 
diritti dei miei 
fratelli 
I want the Same 
Rights as my 
Brothers 
photograph of protest in favor of 
religious liberty 
May La via 
dell’integrazione 
The Road Toward 
Integration 
photograph of Chinese script on 
store in Piazza Vittorio 
Emmanuele 
June 1967-2007. Medio 
Oriente 40 anni 
dopo 
1967-2007. The 
Middle East, 40 
Years Later. 
 
July / August Verso Sibiu Regarding Sibiu old map of Romania in 1650 
September Le donne di Dio The Women of God See Section B below 
October Sibiu, Europa: 
l’ecumenismo 
desnudo 
Sibiu, Europe: 
DesolateEcumenism 
photograph of Romanian town 
November Rompere il silenzio Break the Silence photograph of Tibetan buddhist 
monk 
December Mi lingo, 
monsignore, ma non 
troppo 
Talk to Me, 
Monsignore, But 
Not Too Much 
photograph of Cardinal Arinze 
with Asian lady 
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2008 
 
2008 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of cover 
topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
January le Donne Women photo of rally against 
violence against women 
Special DOSSIER: 
Diversità sessuale e teologia 
in America latina / Sexual 
and Theological Diversity 
in Latin America (16 pp, 
color) 
February Medio oriente 
2008—la pace 
‘promessa’ 
Middle East 
2008: 
Promised 
Peace 
 Subtopics: Mafia, 
Catholics, Oil 
March Pakistan: 
Pioverà 
democrazia? 
Pakistan: It’s 
Raining 
Democracy? 
photograph of pakistani 
man 
Subtopics: Catholic 
Church, Politics, Italian 
Chaos 
April La strada per 
la laicità 
The Road to a 
Secular State 
photograph of politician Subtopics: Elections, 
Trash Reform, Martin 
Luther King 
May Ho diritto ai 
miei diritti 
I Have the 
Right to My 
Rights 
photograph of African 
girl 
Subtopics: 60 Years of 
Israel, Tibet and Romania, 
Balkans—Good and Bad 
June Una nuova 
caccia alle 
streghe? 
A New Witch 
Hunt? 
photograph of gypsy 
woman and her kids 
Subtopics: otto per mille, 
environment, 
contraception 
July / 
August 
Casa Bianca? White House? photograph of Barack 
Obama 
Subtopics: Presidential 
elections in the USA, 
Proposals of security and 
legality for all, 
immigration) 
September Un’altra terra 
è possibile 
Another 
World is 
Possible 
See Section B below  
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2008 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of cover 
topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
October Sognando la 
Pace 
Dreaming of 
Peace 
photograph of peace 
rally in Israel 
Subtopics: Middle east, 
Media, Memory e 
Antifascism, Schools. 
DOSSIER: Mamma li 
Zingri! / On the Gypsy 
community, 32 pages. 
November Il profilo 
dell’Altro 
The Profile of 
the Other 
photograph of an 
African woman from 
side 
Subtopics: Immigration, 
Catholic Church, Iran 
December Salviamo La 
Scuola 
Save the 
Schools 
Theme on public 
education 
Subtopics: Schools, 
United States, Bishop’s 
Synod, 27 October—Day 
of Christian-Islamic 
Dialogue 
 
2009 
 
2009 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of cover 
topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
January L’Africa ci 
(ri)guarda 
Looking at 
Africa Again 
 Subtopics: Italian 
Emergency, Ethics, 
Religions, 27 January 
February Shalom—
Salaam 
Peace (in 
Hebrew and 
in Arabic) 
 Subtopics: Middle East, 
Moral Questions, 
Protestants 
March Cattivi-Buoni Bad-Good juxtaposed photographs 
of immigrants and 
politicians 
 
April Democrazia 
Avanzata 
Advanced 
Democracy 
Special DOSSIER: La 
Campanella auona anche 
per te / The Bell Also 
Rings for You (about 
schools)  
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2009 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo / 
explanation of cover 
topic 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
May Il gigante 
indiano in 
cammino 
   
June A sua 
immagine 
In His Image big photograph of Silvio 
Berlusconi 
 
July / 
August 
Iran. 
Democrazia 
velata? 
photograph 
of veiled 
woman 
 Subtopics: Immigration, 
Middle East, Iran, Justice, 
Abruzzo 
September La Violenza 
del Sacro 
Violence and 
the Sacred 
See Section B below   
October Quale 
avvenire? 
What will 
Happen? 
photograph of 
immigrants leaving 
boats 
 
November Costituzione 
Italian 
Articolo 21: 
Libertà 
d’Espressione 
Italian 
Constitution 
Article 21: 
Freedom of 
Expression 
photographs of 
Berlusconi making 
obscene gestures in 
public 
 
December Crocifissi Crucifix about the crucifix in 
public schools 
 
 
2010 
 
2010 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo / explanation of 
cover topic 
January Gaza: Anno Zero Gaza: Year Zero  
February Siamo uomini o 
caporale? 
Are We Men or 
Corporals? 
photograph of marching africans 
with sign ‘oh Italy why?’ 
March Iran: Une nuova 
guerra preventiva 
Iran: A New Pre-
Emptive War 
 
April NO Mafia NO Mafia  
May I mille volti 
dell’India 
The Million Turns of 
India 
about Hindu pluralism 
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2010 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo / explanation of 
cover topic 
June Scorie d’Italia Scraps of Italy about industrial waste 
July / August Clandestina Clandestine photograph of old woman with 
taped mouth, about illegal 
immigrants 
September Dialogo in precario 
equilibro 
Dialogue in 
Dangerous Balance 
See Section B below 
October Respinti Rejected photograph of Gypsy woman and 
child 
November Ricostruiamo il 
futuro 
We Rebuild the 
Future 
photograph of girl at protest 
against youth unemployment 
December Vogliamo 
continuare 
così…sostienici! 
We Want to 
Continue Like 
This…Help Us! 
photograph of various Confronti 
covers…plea for sustenance from 
readers 
 
2011 
 
2011 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo / explanation of 
cover topic 
January No alla legge 
bavaglio 
No to the 
Wiretapping Law 
photograph of demonstration 
against gag law/wiretapping 
legislation 
February Non dimenticare 
Haiti 
Don’t Forget Haiti  
March Donne d’Italia Women of Italy photograph of demonstration to 
defend the dignity of women, 
especially in light of Berlusconi 
April Il nucleare è un 
suicidio 
Nuclear Power is 
Suicide 
 
May Ricordate della 
Democrazia solo 
dove è petrolio 
Remember, 
Democracy is Where 
the Oil is 
photograph of Africans—do 
countries intervene to maintain 
democracy only in places where 
there is oil? 
June L’ombra 
dell’omofobia 
The Shadow of 
Homophobia 
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2011 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo / explanation of 
cover topic 
July / August Perugia-Assisi: in 
marcia da 50 anni 
Perugia-Assisi: The 
March 50 Years Ago 
about historic peace march in 1961 
September Concilio Vaticano II: 
i suoi primi 50 anni 
Vatican II: Its First 
50 Years 
See Section B below 
October Mamma Africa Mama Africa photograph of African mother and 
child. Editorial about how 
Confronti should not close—
Director Gimmy’s campaign to 
keep it alive 
November SOS! Confronti non 
devi chiudere 
SOS! Confronti 
Should Not Close 
more Confronti covers, 
announcement of donations, plea 
for more 
December In balia dei mercati? At the Mercy of the 
Markets 
photograph of man walking in 
post-market trash 
 
2012 
 
2012 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo (as explanation of 
cover topic) 
January Se the musica 
cambia 
If the Music 
Changes 
photograph of guy playing 
saxophone at Occupy wall street 
February Kerala, viaggio nella 
cultura indiana 
Kerala, A Trip 
through Indian 
Culture 
reference to Confronti’s Kerala trip 
March Il potere spegne 
l’informazione 
Power Extinguishes 
Facts 
photograph of guy with leather 
briefcase, refers to anti-poverty 
network 
April I siriani nel limbo 
della geopolitica 
Syrians in 
Geopolitical Limbo 
 
May Aqua Non 
Quotabile 
“Non-Quotable” 
Water (play on 
words with “non-
potable”) 
discussions about water 
democracy 
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2012 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo (as explanation of 
cover topic) 
June Una questione di 
prepotente urgenza 
A Question of Great 
Urgency 
DOSSIER CARCERE / Dossier on 
Jails 
July / August Quale futuro per la 
siria? 
What is the Future 
for Syria? 
 
September Oriente e Occidente: 
Fedi in Dialogo 
East and West: Faith 
in Dialogue 
See Section B below 
October I declino del sogno 
americano? 
The Decline of the 
American Dream 
photograph of the Statue of Liberty 
November Dove guarda 
l’Egitto? 
Where Does Egypt 
Look? 
Theme asking what came of Arab 
Spring? 
December Il futuro del dialogo The Future of 
Dialogue 
reflections on 6th day of christian-
islamic dialogue of October 27; in 
editorial Gimmy writes of the 
successful campaign for 
Confronti’s survival 
 
2013 
 
2013 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo (as explanation of 
cover topic) 
January Africa: la ‘povera’ 
miniera d’oro 
Africa: The “Poor” 
Goldmine 
photograph of obviously very poor 
goldminer woman; extra long 
section on Bosnia 
February E ora? And now? photograph of empty house of 
Italian parliament 
March Quo vadis? Latin for “Where 
Are You Going? 
photograph of Benedict leaving 
Pope rostrum—about his 
retirement 
April Sacrifici solo 
sacrifici 
Sacrifices, Only 
Sacrifices 
photograph of demonstration 
against cutting salaries 
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2013 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo (as explanation of 
cover topic) 
May Flebile democrazia Weak Democracy comics about cultural and political 
crisis but very diverse articles on a 
variety of topics—from Egypt, to 
mass communication, to autism, to 
New Age thought 
June L’Italia Plurale—
Dossier Scuola 
Plural Italy: Dossier 
on Schools 
photograph of Indian schoolchild 
in Italian school 
July / August Occupy Taksim Occupy Taksim photograph of tent city in Turkey 
September Religione e 
sessualità 
Religion and 
Sexuality 
See Section B below 
October Un altro carcere è 
possibile 
Another Jail is 
Possible 
photograph of mother prisoner 
watching her children play; issue 
of jails reform 
November Nuove leve del 
dialogo 
New Levers for 
Dialogue 
photograph of guy praying at 
Great Mosque 
December L’istruzione è il 
futuro: Dossier 
scuola 
Education is the 
Future: Dossier on 
Schools 
photograph of Italian teenagers at 
a national student protest) 
 
2014 
 
2014 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo (as explanation of 
cover topic) 
January Il Congo ‘messo a 
fuoco’ 
The Congo on Fire  
February Italiani in attesa di 
cittadinanza 
Italians Awaiting 
Citizenship 
 
March Il Gioco del Potere Power Games  
April Tanti modei di 
essere ebrei 
Many Ways to be 
Jewish 
 
May Il Lavoro Futuro: 
dossier sociale 
Future Work: 
Dossier on Social 
Issues 
photograph of pregnant woman 
with sign—madre precaria / 
unemployed mother 
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2014 Italian cover title English Translation Cover Photo (as explanation of 
cover topic) 
June Oman: la sfida della 
modernità 
Oman: The 
Challenge of 
Modernity 
photograph of woman working in 
Oman market 
July / August Medio Oriente: 
quale futuro? 
What’s the Future 
for the Middle East? 
photograph of Palestine girl 
playing 
September Famiglie e religioni Family and Religion See Section B below 
October Libera Scienza in 
Libere Coscienze 
Free Science, Free 
Conscience 
photograph of student 
demonstration for information 
freedom 
November Famiglie Sospese Suspended Families young couple together 
December L’umanità tramonta Human Twilight drawing of people drowning in 
Mediterranean 
 
2015 
 
(NB: Alessandro begins as director.) 
 
2015 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo (as 
explanation of cover 
topic) 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
January Sikh d’Europa Sikhs of 
Europe 
photograph of young 
Sikh boy; also a Dossier 
of minareti e dialogo / 
Minarets and Dialogue 
 
February Il vicino 
Marocco 
Our Neighbor 
Morocco 
  
March Rom Fuori 
Campo 
Gypsies 
Outside 
Gypsy Camps 
photograph of little Rom 
boy outside trailers 
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2015 Italian cover 
title 
English 
Translation 
Cover Photo (as 
explanation of cover 
topic) 
Subtopics or 
Supplements 
April Terra libera 
dalla mafia: 
Dossier mafia 
A Land Free 
of the Mafia: 
Dossier on the 
Mafia 
 Subtopics: Jubilee, 
Fundamentalism, Media, 
Antisemitism, USA/Iran, 
Jobs Act 
May Sangue 
Nostrum 
Our Blood drawing of Nettuno ed il 
lavoro sporco per conto 
dell’Europa—Neptune 
and “the dirty work on 
Europe’s behalf,” 
holding down 
immigrant ship. Play of 
words with “Mare 
Nostrum,” the 
organization that saves 
lives crossing 
Mediterranean Sea 
 
June Armenia 
1915-2015 
Armenia 
1915-2015 
  
July / 
August 
    
September     
October     
November     
December     
 
NB: January 2016 brings the first full-color issue of Confronti magazine 
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Section B: List of September “Special Issues” from 2005 
 
Year # pages Theme Content notes 
2005 63 “Marx è morto, Dio è tomato, e io 
non mi sento troppo bene” (Woody 
Allen) / ''God is dead. Marx is 
dead. And I don't feel 
so good either.'' 
Discussions about secularization, 
identity and pluralism curated by 
Brunetto Salvarani 
2006 63 “Nei nomi di Gesù” / In the 
Names of Jesus 
How Jesus surfaces in different 
contexts and cultures.  
2007 75 “Le donne di Dio.” / The Women 
of God 
Women in the Bible. religion and 
feminism 
2008 70 “Un’altra terra è possibile” / 
Another Earth is Possible 
Articles about social movements, 
visions, ideals, change. 
2009 70 “La Violenza del Sacro.” / 
Violence and the Sacred 
Exploration of religious extremism 
and violence 
2010 70 “Dialogo in precario equilibro” / 
Dialogue in Precarious Balance 
Sections on comparative scripture, 
encounters, icons of dialogue like 
Buber and Rosensweig, good 
practices, todays’ foci, and questions 
2011 75 “Concilio Vaticano II: i suoi primi 
50 anni.” / Second Vatican 
Council: Its First 50 Years. 
 
2012 75 “Oriente e Occidente: Fedi in 
Dialogo” / East and West: Faith in 
Dialogue 
Articles about religious texts, icons, 
dialogue, the role of culture, the East 
in the West. 
2013 75 “Religione e sessualità.” / Religion 
and Sexuality 
 
2014 75 “Famiglie e religioni.” / Family 
and Religion 
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Section C: List of Confronti program office initiatives 1998-2015 
 
November 1998: Semi di Pace, a speaker’s series featuring Palestinian and Israeli 
speakers relating vignettes and ideals fueling their peace and justice work in the 
Holy Land 
 
December 1998: Un Dio plurale? Dalla religione degli Italiani, all’Italia delle 
religioni / A Plural God? From the Religion of the Italians to Italy of Religions, a 
collaboration with magazine Qol 
 
May 1999: 10 anni di Confronti / Ten Years of Confronti lecture series at the Casa 
Valdese. 
 
October 1999: Dal lamento al progetto. Forum su Roma / From Complaints to 
Projects: Forum on Rome—discussions on a collective “idea di città.” 
 
October 1999: Donna, famiglie, educazione e tradizione religiose / Woman, Family, 
Education and Religious Traditions—analyzing changes in families among 
different religious models, focusing on roles of women, education of children, 
and the secularism of the Italian state. 
 
Nov 1999: Semi di pace 
 
Nov 1999: Madre mediterraneo—Popoli e culture / Mother Mediterranean, 
people and Culture, art series 
 
May 2000: Il mosaico della fede: Se gli italiani cambiano Dio / The Mosaic of Faiths: If 
the Italians Change God, art series 
 
September 2000: Convegno di studio: article 8 della costituzione—Study 
conference on the religious freedoms conferred by Article 8 of the Italian 
constitution 
 
October 2000: Forum ecumenico e interreligioso internazionale “i sentieri di dialogo 
dopo la Dichiarazione Dominus Jesus. Ostacoli, scorciatoie, progetti.” / International 
Ecumenical and Interreligious Forum, “The Paths of Dialogue After the 
Declaration of Dominus Jesus: Obstacles, Dead Ends, and Projects. “ 
 
Jan 2001: Semi di Pace 
 
October 2001: March for Peace in Perugia-Assisi 
 
Jan 2002: Semi di Pace 
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9-11 Sept 2002: Pluralismo religioso e convivenza multiculturale: Un dialogo necessario 
al abbazia di Vallombrosa / Religious Pluralism and Multicultural convivenza: A 
Necessary Dialogue at the Abbey of Vollombrosa. A conference to reflect that the 
immigraio in or country is no longer a transitory or reversible phenomenon, but 
is by now deeply rooted. This reality implores us to construct models of 
convivenza that harmonize the laws of welcome with the laws of belonging and of 
a pluralism respectful of diversity, a value put to test in our daily lives.188 
 
9 September 2002: Tavola Rotonda: “Stranieri sulla terra” / Round Table: Strangers 
in Our Land 
 
11 September 2002: Tavola Rotonda: “Laicità della società e pluralismo religioso: la 
proposta di legge sulla libertà religiosa.” / Round Table: Secular Society and 
Religious Pluralism: The Proposition of the Law of Religious Liberty 
 
January-February 2003: Semi di Pace 
 
June-August 2007: Fiori di Pace 
 
November 2007: Fiori di Pace 
 
February 2008: Semi di Pace 
 
February 2008: Note di Pace—chorus 
 
February-March 2008: Diversamente / “Differently” project in Prato 
 
March 2008: Italia delle Fedi / Italy of Faiths with Italian high school Ada Negri 
(meetings and activities in Rome) 
 
April 2008: Fiori di Pace 
 
March 2012: Semi di Pace 
 
Section D: List of Confronti travel seminars and their titles 1998-2015 
 
March/April 1999: Bosnia, “And This is Peace?”  
 
                                               
188 Original text: “Un convegno per riflettere che l’immigrazione nel nostro paese non è più un 
fenomeno transitorio o reversibile ma è ormai profondamente radicato. Questa realtà impone di 
costruire modelli di convivenza che armonizzino la legge dell’accoglienza con le legge dell 
appartenenza e del pluralismo rispettoso della diversità, un valore da sperimentare nella vita 
quotidiana.” 
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April/May 1999: Israel/Palestine, “At the Borders of the Most Difficult Peace” 
 
June/July 1999: Auschwitz, “To Remember, to Rebuild”  
 
July 1999: Israel/Palestine, “At the Borders of the Most Difficult Peace” 
 
July 1999: Russia, “Problems and Hope” 
 
December 1999-January 2000: Israel/Palestine, “The Dawn of the Third 
Millennium in Israel and in the Palestinian Territories” 
 
April/May 2000: Israel/Palestine, “At the Borders of the Most Difficult Peace” 
 
July/August 2000: USA (NYC, Philadelphia, Washington DC), “The Many 
Colors of America” 
 
December 2000 / January 2001: Israel/Palestine/Cyprus 
 
April 2001: Bosnia, “How Did It End?” 
 
July/August 2001: Ireland, “A Rainbow on the Island of Saint Patrick”—trip to 
Ireland learning about the peace process between Protestants and Catholics.  
 
November 2001: Sicily (studying Arab presence and history in Sicily) 
 
March/April 2002: Italy, “Italy of Religions,” a visit to Italy’s various Buddhist 
monasteries, Sikh temples, Hindu ashrams, Waldensian valleys, synagogues and 
orthodox churches.  
 
July 2002: Italy, “Italy of Religions,” a visit to Italy’s various Buddhist 
monasteries, Sikh temples, Hindu ashrams, Waldensian valleys, synagogues and 
orthodox churches. 
 
January 2003: Sicily, “The Plural Island”  
 
April 2003: Russia, “Easter in Holy Russia: Problems and Hope” 
 
July 2003: Religion and Culture in Mediterranean Europe (various religious sites 
around Italy and South of France).  
 
Spring 2005: Sicily, “In Sicily with Tacito High School: Searching for the Arab 
Side of Sicily” 
 
April-May 2007: Israel/Palestine, “At the Borders of the Most Difficult Peace” 
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December/Jan 2008: Israel/Palestine, “At the Borders of the Most Difficult 
Peace” 
 
April 2008: Italy, “Italy of Faiths,” a visit with Italian high schoolers to Italy’s 
various Buddhist monasteries, Sikh temples, Hindu ashrams, Waldensian 
valleys, synagogues and orthodox churches. 
 
January 2012: India (Kerala) 
 
January 2013: Ethiopia 
 
April 2014: Jordan, “Treasures of Tradition and Challenges of Modernity” 
 
June 2014: Israel/Palestine 
 
September 2014: Turkey 
 
October 2014: Israel/Palestine 
 
Dec/Jan 2015: Marocco 
 
July 2015: Israel/Palestine 
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